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Abstract

‘Investigation of Fundamental Processes Affecting the Behaviour

of Electric Arcs in Electromagnetic Interrupters'

M.G. Ennis

A rotating arc circuit breaker has been investigated to elucidate information about the role

of the helical arcs which are knownto form in such equipment. The result oftheir

formation is the generation of an axial Lorentz force which can movethearc within the coil

of the circuit breaker. This investigation has shown that whenhelical arcs form, they are

capable of inducing a unidirectional flow of gas throughthe interrupter unit, where the

massflow rate is strongly dependenton the rotational speed of the arc and the extent of

its axial movement within the test head. Models are presented which describe this gas

flow, producing reasonable agreement with experimental data. As the arc currentis

increased beyond a certain level, the induced flow begins to reduce and the gas

movement appears to become dominated by diffusive processes.

In order to overcomethecritical current regime, interrupters are introduced in which the

magnetic field is generated by a current which is independentof that flowing through the

arc. This is shownto have significant operational advantages,increasing both the

rotational speed of the arc and the degree of control exerted by the magnetic field over the

arc. This greater controlis the result of reducing the deleterious influence of eddy

currents, whichcirculate in the copper components ofthe circuit breaker and reduce the

net magneticfield in the interrupter unit. The effect of modifying the shape of this magnetic

field is also considered, both experimentally and through the use of an electromagnetic

field modelling package.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic circuit breakers are a coming technology. Suchcircuit breakers are

established as the preferred choice for reactive applications, such as generator protection

[1-3], but they are otherwiserestricted to low and medium voltage applications up to 33kV

[3]. Since the technology at presentrelies on the simple rotation of the arc column,the key

to their successful developmentis in finding ways to enhancetheir performanceby further

exploiting the arc column. The purposeof the work describedin this thesis is to identify

elements of the behaviour of the arc column which can be so exploited.

1.1 Circuit Breaker Evolution

Electromagnetic arc control may, arguably, be described as the oldest form ofcircuit

interruption technique. In early, manually-operated circuit breakers, the operator was

required simply to pull two contacts apart (using a long stick!): the arc then ran along

arcing hornsuntil its elongation was sufficient to extinguish the current. Such devices

served tointerrupt relatively small load currents, but around the turn of the century [4] the

needto interrupt fault currents began to dictate the course of circuit breaker development.

The origin of the next step,the oil-filled circuit breaker, is apparently still a mystery [4], but

by around 1930 it was established as the pre-eminentcircuit interruption technique, both

in the UK and abroad.In oil-filled interrupters, the arc vapourises the oil aroundit and the

resulting gas blast elongatesthe arc, increasing its resistance. When,in the case of an

alternating current supply, the current reducesto zero,freshoil fills the extinction

chamber,providing the material for the next blast and eventually the arc is extinguished.

Aselectricity supply voltages and fault current levels increased, however, theseself-

generated gas blasts were unable to interrupt the resultant arcs and a more powerful gas

blast was required.

Air blast circuit breakers wereinitially introduced, in the UK,only at the highest voltage

levels because of the cost and complexity of their associated compressors and pipework

[4]. The arrival of SFg as an interrupting medium in the 1950's and 60's, and the

consequentreduction in the gas pressures required, meant that gas blast techniques

could become more cost competitive in comparisonto oil, but the main motivation to

abandonoil has been related to personnel safety. In a recent exercise [5], Midlands

Electricity estimated that the risk of serious injury from oil-filled circuit breakers was from

five to eight times greater than with SFg units. Moreover, the nature of thelikely injuries,

severe burns, makesoil increasingly unacceptable in modernindustrial plant. However, a

cheaperalternative to gas blast wasstill required, leading, in the 1970's to the gas puffer



circuit breaker. In gas puffers, described in more detail in Ch. 2, a hydraulic or pneumatic

drive is required to move the contacts, but these too lead to both relatively high cost and

complex mechanisms,so that they are too expensive to use at medium voltagelevels.

Rotating arcs were introduced to medium voltage circuit breakers in the late

seventies/early eighties, and are now found at both 11 and 33kV,while increasingly they

are being exploited within othertypesof interrupter, either to improve gas mixing, reduce

contact wearorboth [6,7].

1.2 Rotary Arc Interrupters

In a conventionalrotary arc interrupter, the spinning arc loses heat to the surrrounding gas

by radiation and convection, with the intention that at current zero there will be insufficient

energy stored in the arc columnto allow the current to continue flowing. The principal

attraction of such a deviceis that it exploits the arc's own electromagnetic energy to drive

the extinction process. Spring-operated drives for the moving parts can then be employed,

and the need for expensive hydraulic equipment, rugged mechanicaldrives andfinely

tuned nozzles is therefore removed, and substantial savings to both manufacturer and

purchasercould be realised. For example, 51% of majorcircuit breaker faults, according

to one survey [8], are due to mechanicalfailues, while less than 20% ofall failures relate

to spring-operated mechanisms. However, exploitation of the technology has beenlimited

for several reasons.Firstly, insufficient research has been conductedinthis field

compared with techniques such as vacuum andpuffer breakers, and this has largely been

becausefinancial pressures have only recently begun to be keenly felt among

manufacturers. The period from the mid sixties to early eighties was one of enormous

expansionin high voltage distribution systems, and not only were many countries adding

new capacity, but they were replacing old equipment with the new puffer and vacuum

switches [9]. This period of expansion was managedbyprincipally state-owned

corporations such as the CEGBin England, EdFin France, and provincial authorities in

Canada. Many national governments have divested themselvesof these corporations, and

the new companies,nowin the handsofprivate shareholders have beendrivento a level

of cost-cutting previously inconceivable [10,11]. The drive for greater efficiency therefore

falls ultimately on manufacturers, who are now underpressure, in a way they have not

experienced before, to seek new, energyefficient waysto interrupt currents at all levels.

This is the attraction of electromagnetic switchgear.

The second reasonfor the under-utilisation of electromagnetic arc technologiesis that,

unlike puffer interrupters, there seems to be no inherent mechanism through which the

heated products around the arc column can be removedfrom its immediate vicinity as part



of the operation of the circuit breaker. The gradual build-up of a region of hot gas

surrounding the arc column hastwoeffects. In thefirst place, as the temperature

difference betweenthe surrounding gas and the arc becomes smaller and smaller, the

quantity of heat transferred from the formerto the latter mustalsofall. At current zero the

existence of this cloud of hot gas may degradethedielectric integrity of the contact gap.

Thirdly, there is the question of so-called critical currents. Rotating arc interrupters, in

commonwith all other types, are designed to meet performance standardsat the highest

level of fault current, a condition which can result in large thermal and mechanical stresses

on the magnetic field windings they employ. At the very lowestcurrents it is anticipated

that the arc will be extinguished principally due to the properties of the gas. There may

therefore be a window betweenthe two regimesof gas and electromagnetic interruption in

whichneitheris sufficiently effective to extinguish the current. This is the rangeofcritical

currents [7,12], and it too is commontoall other types of circuit breaker which employ a

self generation technique, such as autoexpansion devices and some puffers. In these

latter devices an auxiliary piston is included [e.g 13], andit is this which provides the gas

flow in the critical current range. Nevertheless, such backup systemsbring with them

added complexity, requiring valve arrangementsto isolate the main and auxiliary pressure

vessels. Moreover, the added convection makesthis type of equipment susceptible to

current chopping, a phenomenonfrom which,importantly, rotating arc breakers appearto

be free [1,2].

So there seem to be twoprinciple performance obstacles which must be overcomeif

electromagnetic interrupters are to be successfully exploited at high current and voltage

levels. Firstly, the tendency for the hot gas to dwell in the arc region mustbe tackled, and

secondly some wayto reducethe rangeofcritical currents must be found.

1.3 Aims and Objectives of this Contribution

The purposeofthis contribution is twofold. Firstly, it aims to demonstrate that the de-

coupling of the arc current and the magnetic field excitation current significantly increases

the control of the arc, not only in an experimental setting, but that it also has wider,

industrial applicability.(This is achieved by examining an existing interrupter geometry, and

showing how behavioural features of the arc which are already present, such as extended

and helical arcs, can be better exploited by using this de-coupled approach. Its second

aim is then to quantify this behaviour so that someinsight may be gained as to how the

arc can be betterutilised.



Initially, a conventional, series-excited rotary arc circuit breaker is considered, at low

currents. Thisinitial section sets the backgroundfor the remainderof the thesis. Two types

of interrupter are then presented in which the magneticfield excitation is derived from a

source independentof the main arc current. In thefirst, the turns of thefield coil are

distributed uniformly around the test-head and therefore reproducethe field shape of the

series-excited unit. In the second,the coil is wound to have a stepped profile which is

asymmetrically distributed along the length of the test head. This leads to the arc being

contained within a shorter regionof relatively strongerfield. During this period, a spark

gapis introducedto dielectrically probe the hot gas resulting from the rotation of the arc.

As a result ofthis dielectric probing, information about the movementof the gas within the

test-head is obtained.

While theinitial work was conducted primarily at low currents, below 1000A,it was

naturally of interest to explore a higher current regime. This wasin orderto provide a link

with previous research, but also to test the hypotheses formedat low currents, in a regime

which wasrelevantto industrial application. This led to the identification of a possible scale

parameterfor such interrupters.

The observation of helical arcs within rotary arc circuit breakers has to some degree been

hamperedby the tendencyofthe turns to short circuit themselves within short time scales,

so that insufficient time is available to observe aspects of their behaviourrelating to their

helical expansion. Certain features of these arcs are then identified and discussed within

the context of electromagnetic arc devices in general.

Basedon the observationsof the rotating arc, two approximate models are proposed

which attempt to describe the gas flow within the circuit breaker. It is recognised that the

rigorous modelling of this situation is a very complex mathematical and physical

undertaking. Nevertheless,it is felt that the tentative descriptions providedin this thesis

representa suitableinitial base from which further developmentis possible, particularly in

the light of the relatively wide applicability of existing CFD software, such as Phoenics and

Flow-3D.

The magnetic field within the circuit breaker is then discussed,includingits role at current

zero, the influence of structural components within the test-head and the effect of the arc

on the magneticfield. A finite element package, Opera-2D,is used in the majority of this

discussion, and is shownto be a usefultool in the investigation of the transient

phenomenaassociated with this type of equipment. This discussion includes the

identification of a possible mechanism for current zero phenomenain electromagnetic



interrupters, which results in a more satisfactory explanation than presentideas.

Componentsofthe test head, particularly the annular contact, are seen to have a

profound influence on the magneticfield within the circuit breaker. In thelight of the earlier

observations about the behaviourof the arc, a further arc control strategy is considered

briefly, demonstrating that the magnetic field can be discretely located within even a

relatively small device.

Finally, a numberof conclusions are drawn, as well as recommendations for future work.



2. REVIEW OF CIRCUIT BREAKER MODELLING

The understanding of the physical processeswithin electric arcs has advanced

enormously since the mid 1950's, but in order for this understanding to contribute to the

design of arc-based devices, some quantification of the various phenomenais useful. As

a result, arcs are largely described by mathematical models of varying complexity, with

the models themselves based on experimental observations.

Circuit breaker modelling is an extremely wide field, and only a small part of it can be

consideredin this thesis. This chapterwill be divided into three sections,thefirst will deal

with axisymmetric arcs, the second with arcs whichare classified as non-axisymmetric,

and the third will consider some of the issues which haveto be addressedif rigorous

modelling techniquesare to be applied to these, non-axisymmetric, arcs.

The study of arcs in general has been advancedin large measure by the study of the

particular case of the axisymmetric arc. Since the position and form of the arc can be

very well controlled, sophisticated experimental measurementtechniquescan be applied

to them underrepeatable conditions. The data which is obtained from such controlled

experiments can then be used to inform the modelling process, whichis itself made

easier by the reduction in the number of dimensions which haveto be treated, due to the

arc's rotational symmetry.

The second section then deals with moving arcs and arcs in cross flow. In these arcs, the

arc columnis not symmetric aboutits axis, and therefore includes arcs whichrotate,

which movealongrails and which have beenstabilised against an orthogonal

aerodynamicfield. The movement of such arcs makestheir investigation moredifficult

both experimentally and mathematically, and this will becomeclearin the course of

section 2.2.

Lastly, in section 2.3, some detailed observations are presented which are pertinent to

the application of rigorous modelling techniques to non-axisymmetric arcs. While

rigorous treatment is fundamentally difficult because of the increasing dimensionality of

the problem,it will be shown that there are other issues, related to physical processes,

which add to their complexity.



 

2.1 Axisymmetric Arc Modelling

Axisymmetric arcs were the subject of intense effort in the 1970's, becauseoftheir

importancein gas blast and, later, puffer circuit breakers. In gas blast circuit breakers,

fig. 2.1.1(a), the opening of the contacts draws an arc which passes throughthe throat of

a converging nozzle. At the sametime, the extinguishing gas is released from a high

pressure tank and discharged, through the nozzle, to a low pressure receiver. In doing

so, the gas transports heat away from the arc and thereby preventsit from storing

sufficient heat internally thatit is able to re-ignite after the current has passed throughits

natural zero. Puffer interrupters, on the other hand, have a contact mechanism which

comprises both the electrical contacts themselves and a moving piston,fig. 2.1.1(b). The

opening of the contacts therefore compressesthe gas on the nominal upstream side of

the nozzle, and this pressurisation generates the flow of gas over the surface of the arc

column andthrough the nozzle. An openlink piece, effectively spokes radiating out from

the central moving contact, connects the outer cylinder and nozzle arrangement with the

moving contact and associated drive mechanism.
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Fig. 2.1.1: Simplified Sketches of Gas Blast and Puffer Interrupters

As a result of this intense effort, the physical processes within the arc becamewell

understood, but accurate modelling of them remaineddifficult. In particular, the current

zero regime has continued to pose a problem, becauseof the very steep temperature



gradients in the arc during this period. There are three principle solution methods which

have been adoptedin treating gas blast arcs: black box models,differential methods and

integral methods.

The black box model developed by Browne [14] from those of Cassie [15] and Mayr[16],

considers the arc as essentially a circuit element of variable conductance. However, the

model does not considerany of the physical processes within the arc, hencethe 'black

box' appellation. Since an implicit assumption of this type of modelis that there should

be novariation in arc length, it is of only limited use in real circuit breakers, where

contact movementis unavoidable.

In the differential solution technique, the governing equations are solved throughout the

arc to find the temperature and velocity of the gas or plasma element considered.

Starting from the sameset of governing equations, the integral equation technique

requires a temperatureorvelocity profile as a function of arc radius, and the components

of the governing equations are then integrated alongthis radial profile. The system of

equationsis then solved for these integrated quantities. The attraction of the integral

methodis that it permits experimental data, in the form of the radial temperature or

velocity profiles, to be used, and is therefore simpler than the more formaldifferential

method,as well as less expensive in terms of computing time. Axisymmetric arc models

make a numberof assumptions about the radial temperature, or velocity, profile, treating

it, for example as Gaussian [17,18] or parabolic [19], but, as will be shownlater, such

approximations maybedifficult to justify in a rigorous solution of many real arcs, for

example those in crossflow.

An especially refined form of these integral equations was developed by Cowley and co-

workers [20-22], to derive similarity laws for the scaling of circuit breakers in general, and

nozzles in particular. Models based on this approach have been very successfully

applied to laminarflow arcs, to the extent that they have also beenableto predict the

onset of nozzle blocking due to ablation. Because these models are so specialised within

the context of axial flow interrupters, they will not be considered further here, where the

aim is ratherto illustrate how models were derived, rather than how specialist techniques

were subsequently employedto solve them.

2.1.1 Governing Equations

In a series of papers [17,18,23-25], researchers at Brown Boveri presented an

experimental and theoretical investigation of a gas blast arc in a supersonic nozzle.In



courseofthis investigation, they considered both the effect of turbulence and radiation on

the arc interruption process. The assumptions they madein doing so,illustrate the

complexity of the situation they encountered and, moreover, those whichwill be

encounteredin the modelling of rotating arcs. Their investigation is also very important

from an experimental point of view, since it provided a reliable set of experimental data

which was compared with their theoretical predictions, and one which continues to be

referred to by other workers.

The system of equations they used [23] is given below:

conservation of mass: =(pvz)+*{tpv,)= 0 eZ)

conservation of momentum:
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wherevp, are the componentsofvelocity in the direction n, ris the radius, p is the gas

density, p is the gas pressure,n is the viscosity, T the gas temperature, Cpis the specific

heat capacity at constant pressure, o is the electrical conductivity, E is the electrical field

strength, « is the thermal conductivity and is the heatlost by radiation. Even at this stage

the system of equations is incomplete. Firstly, they are written only for the steady-state

case, and the time varying quantities
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should be addedto the LHS of eqns. 2.1-4 respectively. Secondly, the set of equations

doesnot include Maxwell's equations or Ohm's law:

Maxwell's equations: VXB = Lod ...(2.5)

v.J=0 ...(2.6)



Ohm's Law: I=E|o2nr.dr (2.7)
0

whereB is the magnetic field due to the arc current density J, 9 is the permeability of

free space and is the arc current. Were external magneticfields applied, their effect

would also haveto be included. Thirdly, the conservation equations do not include the

effect of the Lorentz force explicitly. The Lorentz force is due to the interaction of the arc

current with its own magnetic field, and results in two separate forces; an inward

pressure, which may have beenincludedin the pressure term of the radial momentum

equation, althoughthis is not stated, and a vorticity component. Lastly, since the specific

heat capacity of the gas is not constant, the CpdT terms in the energy equation should be

replaced by sh, whereh is the specific enthalpy of the gas. Further simplifications include

the omission of terms for the axial conduction of heat, justified by the fact that axial

convection is much moresignificant, and axial kinetic energy, which is regarded as being

small in comparison to the enthalpy of the gas, as well as second ordertermsin the

viscosity term of the momentum equation.

Thus, in order to simplify the system of equations to this form, Hermannetal. have

already had to make a numberof major simplifications. In the next step, the contribution

of the radial pressure gradient to momentumtransfer is regarded as small in comparison

to that due to the axial pressure gradient, and the pressurein the arc can therefore be

regarded as the sameasthatin the surrounding gas. The contribution of the arc to axial

momentum transfer is therefore small compared to that due to the gas flow alone. The

radial momentum equation is then discarded altogether[17], as indeedit is in the work of

several subsequentinvestigators into gas blast circuit breakers, for example [18,26].

Taken together, these approximations represent the boundary layer approximation.

With the removal of eqn. 2.3, then, eqns. 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4 represent the conservation

equationsin a laminar boundary layer. Hermannet al. adapted them to accountfor

turbulent transport, andthis will be discussed in section 2.1.2, but a numberof studies

were conductedusing this laminar approximation. Lowke and Lee [27] considered that

the arc was an isothermalcylinder, and incorporated the radiation models of Liebermann

and Lowke[28] for SF, and Ernstet al. for Nz [28]. In addition, the expansion cooling

term was omitted from the energy equation, even thoughthe arc radius is known to

increase downstream of the nozzle [30]. Later, Zhang and Fang [31] provided a

convincing demonstration that the laminar equations could not be used to accurately

model the behaviourof the arc in SF¢, although reasonable agreement was obtained for

No, and hencethat turbulence was an essential component of any SF¢ arc model.
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2.1.2 Turbulence Modelling

The belief that turbulence transport downstream of the nozzle throat was an important

influence ontheinterruption process, wasthe result of the observation of turbulent

behaviourin the arc column by the BBC group[23,32]. In one interpretation, turbulence

intervenesin the conservation equations throughthe viscosity, n, in the momentum

balance, and the thermal conductivity, « in the energy balance, wheretheir effect is to

enhancethe transport of energy, be it heat or momentum.Closeto the current zero, the

arc loses heat mainly by conduction, so that the influence of turbulence is greatest at this

time. For a sinusoidal arc current, a natural current zero occurs every 180°, andthis is

the optimum timeat which to extinguish the arc [33]. Hermannetal. [17,23-25],

however, for experimental reasons, forced the arc current linearly downto anartificial

zero. The turbulenceitself originates from the shear between the hot arc and the

expanding gas aroundit, as well as to vorticity produced by the Lorentz force [23,32].

Launders and Spalding [34], and more recently Markatos [35], provide comprehensive

reviewsof turbulence modelling, and describe a numberof models in detail. Although the

processof turbulent exchange occurs over microscopic length scales [35], turbulence

models take the form of transport equations, in which energyis transported and

dissipated over muchlarger distances, which are representative of the dimensions of the

situation being considered. Hermannetal. [17,25] used Prandtl's mixing length

hypothesis to derive valuesfor turbulent viscosity, n;, and thermal conductivity, «;, where

Kt =pCpee
...(2.8)

Nt =PEe

The quantity ce and « are the turbulentdiffusivities of the thermal conductivity and the

viscosity respectively, and they are related via the turbulent Prandtl number, Pr, by

s =ce/Pr. Hermannetal. [17] selected a value of Pr, =0.5 which had beenfoundto hold

for free shear flows. The value of s was then specified using the relationship

& =C7b |v4-vo| ...(2.9)

where C, is someconstant, b is the width of the mixing zone, and v; and v2 are the

speedsof the twofluids between which mixing occurs. Continuing the parallel with free

shearlayers, b was allowedto increaselinearly with length, and the equation is then
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modified to take accountof the axial arc position, z, at which the solution is obtained, to

give

¢ =C(z-2))|v4-v9| ...(2.10)

where2; is the point at which the arc becomesturbulent. The constant C has then to be

determined experimentally, based on estimates of the temperature and velocity profiles

across the arc. Gaussian profiles were selected for these, requiring a further operation to

accountfor the fact that the temperature distribution was moreflat than Gaussian.

Closest correspondence of the model with the experimental data was then obtained for

C=1.10-4, a value which seemedto be consistent with the findings of other free shear

phenomena.This particular formulation was derivedforusein their original two-zone

model[17], which wasintendedprincipally to elucidate information about the relative

importanceof the different terms of the conservation equations.In a later study [25], the

modelwas simplified to have only one zone, an isothermal arc column,in which ¢ was

estimated from the relation

¢ =1.5x10-4 Lef; (2.11)

whereL is the length of the effective, or turbulent, arc section, c is the speed of sound at

the arc boundary andf; is an experimental constant. No guidance as to how these

quantities might be estimated was provided, apart from empirical estimates derived from

experimental results. It was then claimed that these emprical values were independentof

the arc current. In this respect, then, the modelling is similar to a numberof mixing

length turbulence models, in which, once the empirical constants have been set for a

particular geometry, they can have a wide range of applicability within that geometry.

This wasin contrast to the model of Swanson[26], for example, who was obliged to vary

his constants for different arc currents.

The Prandtl mixing length hypothesis is a relatively simple, one-equation method, and

there are a numberof adaptationstoit for application to different geometries: these

adaptations differ from one anotherin the constants used and the dimension taken to

represent the scale, or mixing length. Where such a scale length canbe readily

distinguished, the mixing length hypothesis can offer reasonable agreement. However,it

is quite unsuitable for turbulent flows in which re-circulation occurs [34], such as wake

regions. The next step in sophistication would be to a single equation model, in which the

transport of turbulent energy is obtained from a differential equation. In this type of

model, however, only limited agreement with observation has been obtained [34], andit
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offers little advantage, and more calculation, than the more empirical mixing length

hypotheses. There are several multi-equation methods available, and these are written in

terms of the turbulent energy, k, of the system and someotherproperty such as the

turbulent diffusivity, the k-e model, or the turbulent vorticity, the k-w model[35]. Since

the formeris presently of interest among arc investigators, [36,37], it will be briefly

considered. Two equationsare involved in the k-e model, thefirst, eqn. 2.12 calculating

k, and the second , eqn. 2.13, both of which are taken from [34].

Dk 8 py Sk, Stu

|
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Ox, O, are the turbulent Prandtl numbers for the quantity, Cp is a constant and lis a

length scale. The term on the LHS represents the rate at which the quantity is

transported throughthe fluid, and on the RHSaretermsforthe diffusion, production and

dissipation terms. The middle term will be recognisable as the rate of shearin the fluid,

but the other two result from simplifications of expressions for the meanstress in the

fluid, derived by previous workers such as Prandtl and Kolmogorov.In orderto solve the

equations, suitable values for the op, for Cp and | must be chosen, and theseare often

themselves derived by someadditional relationship. However, the expectationis that,

oncethe constants are derived for a particular situation, such as an arc, they will not

need to be adjusted for each different geometry of the samephysical situation, as they

are in the mixing length hypothesis. Claessens and Thiel [36] reported results obtained

from a CFD package,incorporating the above model, but Blundell et al. [37] report some

difficulties with it.

2.1.3 Radiation Modelling

The heatlost by radiation from the arc coreis the principle heat loss mechanism during

the high current regime. Moreover, where ablation of the nozzle is important, the quantity

of material ablated from the nozzle is dependenton the radiation from the arc. Hermann

et al. [17] derived their own model[38] to estimate the radiation contribution for No arcs,

and this was also used by Tuma[18], along with that of Liebermann and Lowke[29] for

SF. The net amountof radiation escaping from the arc is given by Kirchoff's law as [39]

Vi, =e, —lo, ...(2.14)
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in which |, is the radiationflux, ¢, is the radiation emission coefficient and a, is the

absorption coefficient, where each of the parameters is specified for the radiation

frequency v and temperature T. The continuum radiation emitted from the arc is calculated

from Planck's law,butthereis, in addition, a significant quantity of discrete,orline,

radiation, corresponding to electron energy transitions. The principal difficulty, however,

comesfrom the needto calculate the absorption spectrum in order to derive the net

amountof radiation escaping from the arc, and that which is absorbedbydifferent regions

of the arcitself. For example, in a nozzle, the inward radial gas flow upstream of the

nozzle throat is heated by radiation, so that the net amountwhichis ultimately received by

the gas or the nozzle wall is reduced by this amount.
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Fig. 2.1.2: Radiation Absorption ctrum for Nitrogen [38

The complexity of the absorption spectrum is shownin fig. 2.1.2, taken from [38]. It should

be pointed out, however, that this absorption spectrum assumesa cylindrically symmetric,

isothermal arc, whenin reality the arc concerned was a gasblast arc, and therefore not

strictly axisymmetric. However, the same paper presents data for a wall stabilised arc

which wascylindrically symmetric, although the gas pressurein this case wasrestricted to

jatm. As a result, the work was extended by Shayler and Fang [40] to include data at

10atm. An important point to note in fig. 2.1.2, is that the absorption is given per cm, and

in consequence,the net emission from eachpointis a function of the whole arc length.
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The radiation model proposed by Liebermann and Lowke[28], was modified by Zhanget

al. [30], to improve the extrapolation of data for gas pressures greater than 1atm, but this

still requires the arc as a whole to be considered as an isothermal region, wherein fact

the temperature profile can vary along the length of the arc column. Recently a new type

of model was proposed by Raynal and Gleizes [41] for SFg, and extendedto include both

low temperatures and the presence of copper vapour[42]. This model was based on the

calculation of partial characteristics, a method developed by Sevast'yanenko[43]. By this

technique source terms, Som, and sink terms, ASim, are tabulated across the

temperature range of the gas.It then suffices to compare the Som and ASim valuesin

orderto calculate the radiative transfer between the two points under consideration. The

advantageof the method is that the method can now be applied throughout the arcing

volume, taking accountof the variation in temperature across the arc section.

Furthermore, once the Som and ASim are tabulated, there is no need to calculate the

radiative balance in the course of the solution of the conservation equations, and this

simplifies the computer algorithm. Raynalet al. [42] then compared two arc models,in

which only the radiation model was changed, from Liebermann and Lowke'sto their own.

They found that the former resulted in slightly higher temperatures thanthelatter, with a

difference of around 4000Kin the arc core, and 50-100Kin the surrounding gas. The

discrepancy could be eliminated by reducing the effective arc area of the Liebermann

and Lowke model, though they did not comment on what the implications of such a step

might be for the estimate of the gas flow throughthe nozzle.
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2.2 Arcs in Cross Flow

Non-axisymmetric arcs,becauseof the nature of the studies conducted into them,

became knownascross-flow arcs. In these studies an arc is made to move underthe

action of a Lorentz force, the resultant of the cross product of the arc currentitself and an

orthogonal electromagnetic field. Initial efforts to understand their behaviour

concentrated on experimental observation, combined with correlation functions [44-47],

since the mathematical complexity of cross flow arcs meantthat they could not be

described from a more fundamental point of view. Some important results were obtained

in this period, such as Adams' formulation of the arc shaperelation [48]; but more

rigorous analysis was provided later [49-51] for balanced arcs and muchlater for moving

arcs [18]. Other workers [53-55] provided useful information on the internal structure of

the arc.

While the interest in cross-flow arcs wasinitially related to arc heaters, the implications

for circuit breakers were eventually realised. This led to the present-day rotating arc

interrupter and the developmentof a class of autopuffer or self-pressurising interrupters

[6,7,56-58]. While Spencer[19] was able to provide an approximate theoretical

description of the arc rotating in two dimensions, work on autopuffers hasrelied on

axisymmetric techniques: an essentially puffer-based model has some approximations

addedto it to account for the rotation of the arc.

2.2.1 Experimental Data on Moving Arcs

Guile and co-workers [44,45,48,53] completed a large numberof experiments on moving

arcs, making a significant impact on the field, and compiling a large body of knowledge

in the process. By considering the effect of different electrode materials and cross

sections, gap lengths and'track' geometries,the full complexity of the phenomenon of

moving arcs became apparent.

2.2.1.1 Electrode Effects

Using different materials for the electrodesin a parallel gap, Spink and Guile [44] were

able to observe a pronounced dependenceofthe arc velocity on the electrode material.

For a gap width of 3.2mm and magnetic field of 32mT a numberof results are

reproducedinfig. 2.2.1. Both the electrode material andits surface finish were found to

be importantin controlling the arc velocity. Although not showninfig. 2.2.1, the nature of

the arc root movementwasalso affected by the polarity of the electrode concerned, such

that the arc moved continuously over the cathode but in a series of jumps over the
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anode.Asa result of this work, Spink and Guile [44] classified moving arcs into three

groups: short, slow-moving arcs dominated by electrode processes,a transitional region

of short, fast-moving arcs predominantly column-dominated, and long, fast moving arcs

in which electrode effects could be ignored.In these arcs,it was the physical phenomena

around the arc column whichdictated the motion of the arc.

The influence of the electrode on the arc motionis an increasingly important aspect of

rotating arc design, in both heater andcircuit breaker applications. However, the state of

knowledge doesnot appearto have madeanysignificant advancessince the early

1970's. Mentel [59] has conducted an extensive survey of the mannerin which an arc

roots to electrodes of many different types of material, but has been able to find no

underlying governing phenomenon.Despite the limitations of the empirical approach,

therefore, the data of, for example, Spink and Guile [44], remains among the best
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2.2.1.2 Arc Column Effects

Asthe arc lengths and velocities investigated becamehigher, the effect of the arc

column gradually began to dominate that of the root, and the agent of it doing so was

aerodynamic drag [44]. Drag force increases with arc length for two reasons,in thefirst

place becausethe arc's area increaseswith its length. In the secondplacethe arc

column takes on more ofthe characteristics of a free burning arc, so that its diameter

also begins to increase with length. The result was that for a given arc current and

magnetic field strength, the arc velocity was found to decrease with increasing arc length

until some large separation at which the two appeared to become independent[45].
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The electrode effects described aboveinitially related to straight, rail electrodes, in which

the arc beginsits run at one end of therail track and is extinguished at the remote end.

But work was also completed on concentric, or annular, electrodes and on what were

termed ‘racetrack’ [60] electrodes. However, for both annular and racetrack electrodes

[45], two principle effects led to someloss of control over the experiment. Since the arc

wasable to rotate indefinitely, the degree of surface wear becamea source of

uncertainty. In addition, if the arc was madeto navigate the track, or rotate, sufficiently

fast, then it could overtake its own wake and thereby speed up, due to the reduced gas

density. This too began to add a degree of variation to the results.

From these observationsit was clear that a better understanding of arc column

processes wasrequiredin orderto predict the behaviour of a moving arcin situations of

practical importance;in both arc heaters and,later, circuit breakers, this led to a deeper

investigation of rotating arcs, though this was mainly to maximise electrode use by

making the wear moreevenlydistributed. In an earlier study, Adams had considered the

shape of rotating arc column,andthis wasto be useful in later attempts to measure the

arc temperature.

2.2.1.3 Shape of the Arc

Adams[48] measured the deflection of an arc asit rotated between two concentric

electrodes, sketchedin fig. 2.2.2. The arc is driven around the annular gap by a uniform,

orthogonal magnetic field, which is directed along the axis of the electrodesin fig. 2.2.2.

 

If each portion of the arc was assumed to have the same angularvelocity then,

neglecting inertia, the Lorentz driving force on the arc would be balanced bythe

aerodynamic drag force acting normaltoit:
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sUdCp =Bi ...(2.15)

where p=gasdensity, U=arc velocity at a given radius, d=arc diameter, Cp=drag

coefficient, B=magnetic field and i=arc current. If U is the velocity component normal to

the element underconsideration and « is the angularvelocity then the position, 9, with

respectto the innerarc root, of the elementat radiusr is:

2
r 1C

6=,/+-1- = 2s2 cos : (2.16)

13} <2Bi
where c=—_|——

oo d.Cp

Although Adamspermits the arc element to changeits orientation to the unit vectorin

the radial direction, so that the drag normal to the element could be computed,a

consequenceof his modelis that the contribution of circumferential drag is increasingly

ignored as the radial co-ordinate of the arc elementis increased. Nevertheless, Adams

managed to achieve reasonable agreementwith his experimental data, though such

agreementcould not subsequently be repeated in SFg [19]. Minooet al. [61], have

obtained good agreement with experiment, for a modelof a radial arc column balanced

against a circulating flow field. The model is as simple in essence as Adams', but

accounts more completely for all the components of the drag force on the arc, as well as

a non-uniform distribution of magnetic field. Horinouchiet al. [62] presented a modelfor

the deformation of the arc, in which the arc is composed of a numberof elastic segments

linked by inelastic couplings. No heat transfer appears to take place at this stage, but the

evolution of helical turns is predicted. Arc segments are allowed to sub-divide in orderto

accommodate the formation of the helix, but no data on the arc propertiesis given.

When segments of the helix comesufficiently close to one another, shortening of the

column occurs.

This treatment of the arc as a solid body, imperviousto the external gas flow, was

confirmed by the work of Roman and Myers [63] through a numberof observations. For

relatively low current arcs at low gas speeds,in the range 0-20m.s"!, they calculated drag

factors for the arc and found that they were closeto those for solid bodies. These

comparisons were based on measurementsin the arc's wakeregion in which vortex

shedding occurred exactly as for a solid body. However,they notedthat the effective

wakearea wassignificantly wider than that for an equivalent heated cylinder, so that the

arc behaved morelike a bluff than a circular body. A bluff body is one whose
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characteristic dimension perpendicular to an externalflow, is greater than that parallel to

the flow. In fact it was observedthat the arc tended to broadeninto an elliptical form,

having a major axis perpendicularto the gasflow,illustrated in fig. 2.2.3. This

observation was subsequently repeated for high speed and supersonic gas flows by

Nicolai and Kuethe [64] and provided an incentive for further investigation into the

internal structure of the arcitself.
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Fig. 2.2.3: Vortex Shedding and Elliptical Cross Section of an Arc

 

Stabilised against an External Flow Field

 

2.2.1.4 Arc Temperature

Guile, Naylor and Wells [53] measured the core temperature of moving arcs in argon,

and derived temperature profiles for them based on the assumption that the arc had a

circular cross section. The assumption of circular symmetry was a condition imposed

upon them by the spectroscopic technique they were using to measure the temperature,

but is often the first simplifying step in the consideration of moving or balanced arcs. For

arcs of currents from 250 to 1000A, moving at speeds up to 75m.s"', they found that the

average arc temperature on the axis was between 13 000 and 14 000K. Assuming only

radiative and conductive heat loss processes, Guile et al. [53] estimated the temperature

distribution within the arc; if current conduction ceased at approximately 5000K they

could then estimate the arc's radius and consequentlyits electric field strength. These

calculated values were in good agreement with estimates based on the arc voltages

recorded during the experiments, and with arc diameters estimated by equating drag and

Lorentz forces as described in section 2.2.1.3.

Baker and Benenson[54] attempted a full scale assault on the arc's structure, making

twelve simultaneous spectral measurements at various points along the length of an arc

stabilised against an external flow. Using an improved spectroscopic technique due to

Maldonado and Olsen [65], requiring only one plane of symmetry in the source, they

resolved the approximately elliptical isotherms within the arc core, confirming the
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broadening of the arc perpendicular to the gas stream. Plessl [55] allowed the arc to

rotate at relatively slow speed, so that knowing the position of the arc, and measuring

spectral emissions from one position only, he could effectively observe a

hydrogen/nitrogen arc from a large numberof different points of view. In this way he

could apply more sophisticated techniques to measure the arc temperature which did not

rely on the assumption of arc symmetry. Theflow fields within the arc were found to be

very complex and composedofat least six vortices. This meant that the observed arcs

werenot actually imperviousto the external flow, although this was implicit in the double

vortex structure previously postulated. The structure exposed byPlessstill retained an

underlying double vortex form, but these now had regions of backflow and stagnation

within them, schematically shownin fig. 2.2.4, where 'V' denotesthe centre of a vortex

and 'S' a stagnation point.

 
Fig. 2.2.4: Vortices generated within Arc. Top, double vortex at low speed. Bottom

 

complex, high speed structure. The external flow is seen as broken lines, while the

 

internal flow is represented by full lines [55

 

2.2.2 Correlation of Experimental Data

Becauseof the wide variety of arcing conditions which were examined,for different arc

currents, gases, electrode configurations and soon,it wasinitially very difficult to make

comparisons betweenoneset of results and another. Workers such as Guile had
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developed empirical relations betweenthe arc velocity, current and external magnetic

field, but as these relations became more and more complex without yielding

Significantly more understanding, it became apparent that a different approach was

required. Yas'ko [46,47], based on the work of Dautov and Zhukov [66], presented a

methodof analysis which allowed comparison betweendiverseresults using

dimensionless numbers,orcriteria, using general gas properties rather than detailed

results derived from state equations. The significant step in this method wasthat these

criteria were derived from a simplified set of the fundamental equations themselves, so

that not only could different results be compared one with another, but the outcome of

such comparisons permitted some form of physical understanding. Yas'ko's set of six

equations, set out below, comprise the three conservation equations of mass,

momentum and energy, as well as Maxwell's equations and Ohm's law

V.pw=0 ...(2.17a)

Vj=0 ...(2.17b)

p(Vw).w = —-Vp+ jxB ...(2.16)

pw.V(h+4w?)-V.AVT+Q=j.£ ...(2.19)

VXB = jij ...(2.20)

(ack ...(2.21)

where the symbols representthe following quantities

p: gas density w: fluid velocity j: Current density

p: gas pressure B: magnetic field h: enthalpy

X: thermal conductivity 1: temperature Q: thermal radiation

E: electric field lio: permeability of free space

o: electrical conductivity

These six equations are then put into dimensionless form by multiplying each of the

terms in each equation by a characteristic, or scale value; for example the non-

dimensionalfluid velocity w*=w/wo, where wWois the scale value. Each term in the

momentum equationis then divided by poWo2/L, and in the energy equation by joEo. The

non-dimensional momentum equationis written as eqn. 2.22 forillustration.
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p*(Vw*).w*= ——PO—yprH0PO~(xB) ...(2.22)
PoWg PoWg

The advantageofthis latter operation is that each term on the RHS of the momentum

equation is now multiplied by a coefficient which reflects the contribution of the inertia of

the gas to the pressure and electromagnetic forces. These coefficients become the non-

dimensionalcriteria which can be usedto correlate different sets of test data. Re-written

in terms of the dimensionlesscriteria, the momentum equation becomes

p*(Vw*).w*= II,Vp*+Ilem(*XB*) ...(2.23)

wherethe I], replace the grouped coefficients of eqn. 2.22. By Buckingham's Pi

theorem, eight dimensionless numbers will result from a set of six equations: the two

criteria from eqn. 2.23 and the remainingsix criteria are listed below:

 

  

_ Po — JoBolMl, =—"2, Tem ==2=9
P04 Po4

PoWoho POWs AoTo
MI, =———_ ac —7 Une =

joEoL joEoL joEol

Q iol OoE=—0_ ie. = HoJob lg = as.

joEo Bo jo

The objective of this approach wasto be able to correlate the arc speed and voltage to

some combination of these dimensionlesscriteria. But becausethecriteria relate to the

fundamental set of governing equations, somephysical interpretation and extrapolation

should have been possible. Yas'ko then went on to modify the basic setofcriteria to

accommodate a numberof different arc geometries, and achieved some successin

correlating diverse sets of results. However, the method hasstill to be used with great

care. Critical to its application is the selection of the appropriate scale parameters, so

that somereliable informationis first required before the method can be used.In

addition, there appear to be no guidelines for the way in whichthe criteria can be

combined. For example, in the case of an arc driven along parallel rail electrodes by an

orthogonal magnetic field, fig. 2.2.5, the equation

Vd Bd? 937,B°d? iea_ 1 06x104[=-°°[——] ag 0.085 ...(2.24)

|
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wasfoundto hold for data to which the correlation

fy eft les (2.25)
Oh, Im I,

had been applied [47], where Ily was derived from Ig, and the remaining I, had also

beentailored to the arrangementoffig. 2.2.5. An empirical relationship is again the result

of the whole operation, and though this has been formedbytheintroduction of the

correlation step, there is no real justification given as to why noneofthe otherfive

criteria were incorporated.

electrodes

magnetic field
ee

into page

 

Fig. 2.2.5: Arc Arrangement to which Eqns. 2.24 and 2.25 were Applied

The method wasvery successful in achieving its aims, but there wasstill a need to

confirm its predictions as well as to investigate aspects of the arc's internal structure,its

wakeand so on. Forthis purposeit was easier to impose an external flow on the arc,

rather than makeit travel along between twoelectrodes, and balancethis blowing force

with a magneticfield.

2.2.3 Balanced Arcs and their Stability

Anarcis said to be balanced whenit is held in a stationary or equilibrium position by a

numberof forces acting uponit, whether they be forces generatedbythearcitself or

imposed onit from without. Although a large amount of data was obtained from the study

of balancedarcs,interest quickly centred on the instability of the arc, or its propensity to

becomeunstable whenthe gas flow or magnetic field conditions were changed. Maecker

[49], for example, used only forces producedby the curvature ofthe arcitself. Ragaller

[52] and Schrade [50] consideredthe influence of external magnetic fields while

Packhomov[67] investigated an arc twisted into several turns.
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and showedhowthe formation of the double-vortex flow resulted from the displacement of

isotherms due to a magnetic field or non-uniform heating of the arc column. Maecker was

thus able to describe the observed behaviour in magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) terms,

such that the driving mechanism forall of the phenomena wasthe temperaturefield within

the arc. While this was in many ways an obvious conclusion,its formulation was by no

meanseasy. Fig. 2.2.6 is taken from [49] but is due to Sauter [68]. On the left are the

spectroscopically-determined isothermsfor an 80A argonarc burning within a cascade

chamber 10mm in diameter. The isotherms are displaced downwardsby the imposition of

a uniform magnetic field of 145mT, which directs the Lorentz force in the negative y sense.

To the right is the massflow field calculated by Sauter [68].
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Fig. 2.2.6: lsotherms and Internal Flow Field of a Cascade Arc in Argon [68]

Thearc is symmetric about the y axis, and the double vortex internal flow is clearly seen.

Becauseofthe low arc currents usedatthe time, gravitational acceleration had to be

accounted for. Maecker[49] showsa flow visualisation experiment, due to Rosenbauer

[69], in which the double vortex structure is clearly seen when the apparatusisin freefall,

but then disappears whenthe apparatusis atrest.

It was knownthat underthe influence of a magnetic field or an external fluid flow alone an

arc could be deflected. But it could also take up a stable, deflected condition, despite the

fact that there was no restoring force immediately in evidence. Such experiments

producedstable, circular and helical arcs which were quite fascinating [49]. Maecker[49]

suggested that the restoring force was set up by differential heating on the concave and

convex surfaces of a curved arc. On the concaveside ofthe arc, the effective arc length

wasshorter than on the convexside, so that the electric field strength on that side was
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greater. As a result, greater Joule heating occurred on the concave side, expanding the

local isotherms; this movementof isotherms could equally be translated as a movementof

matterin the direction in which the isotherms moved. Although the externalforce,beit

magnetic field or gas flow, was pushingthe arc in one direction, exerting a 'classical' force,

the isotherms were driving matter towards the centre of curvature and this movement of

matter could be equated to a restoring force on the arc.

Maecker's mathematical description [49] was in terms of the isotherms and movementof

matter engendered by them,but it was Ragaller [52] who derivedstability criteria in terms

of arc properties and current, field and so on. Where the external magnetic field was

dominantthis criterion was

(Ph)BBoE _ z4Z6
...(2.26)

n y

where p and h are the gas density and enthalpy within the arcitself, By is the external

magnetic field E is the arc's electric field strength and n is the viscosity of the surrounding

gas. The quantities on the right hand side are the products of dimensionless analysis of

which z, and z, can only be found through an exact solution. The denominator,y, relates

the radius of curvature ofthe arcto its helical pitch butits influence is more subtle than is

immediately apparent; this is because, from the theory,y also links the helical pitch to the

magnetic force, beit the self or independentforce.It is also dimensionless. Therefore,

stable configurations of the arc can,in theory, be predicted from essentially

dimensionless, characteristic parameters.

2.2.3.2 Global Influences on Stability

Asindicated in section 2.2.3.1, Maecker [49] produced an arc modelin whichthe forces

acting uponthe arc derived solely from the curvatureitself. It was then Ragaller [52] who

generalised this theory to include the effect of an external magnetic field.

In the efforts outlined above, the investigators were attempting to couple processes

internal to the arc with its external behaviour. Schrade [50], however, de-coupled these

processes and considered only the external behaviourof the arc through the intermediary

of the momentum equation. An arc is set burning between two electrodes and both a

magnetic field and a gas flow are imposed uponit. On solving the momentum equationit

is found that whenthe arc is straight, the drag force on the column somedistance from

both electrodes is exactly balanced by the Lorentz force whichis the cross productof the

magneticfield and arc current.If, now, a momentary imbalance occurs, perhaps because

of some eddyin the gasflow or local anomaly in the arc, then the momentum balancewill
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be affected. If the external flow does not have a velocity component opposing the

deviation thenit will continue to expand. It transpires that the stability criterion is

 

1+ B—2A2 —2cos*a =0 (2.27)

where _2 and = Poo
[9B 9 Bo/8x

The symbols have the following meanings;i =arc current, ro =arc radius, Bo =applied

magnetic field, P,,=average static gas pressure and a =angle between the magnetic field

andradius of curvature vectors,asillustratedin fig. 2.2.7. Eqn. 2.27 is interesting for two

reasons.Firstly it provides an insight into the arc's behaviour based on readily measurable

quantities which can, to a great extent, be controlled externally. Secondlyit is an equation

which, although not dimensionlessitself, attempts to resolve the arc's behaviournot in

terms of absolute quantities, but in terms of the relative contributions of the main

quantities. So 1 expressesthe interaction of the arc's self-magnetic forces and the

external applied field, while B comparesthe static pressure of the gas flow to the magnetic

pressure onthearc.

 

Fig. 2.2.7: Curved Arc in Schrade's Formulation

2.2.4 Application to Switching Arcs

A certain body of knowledge wasnowin place that allowed manufacturers to consider how

various configurations of arc could be used in switching devices and particularly for fault

currentinterruption. These involved the rotation of arcs in annular gaps, between coaxial

electrodes axially separated or in a helical configuration.

2.2.4.1 Helical Arcs

Balancedhelical arcs were observedby, for example, Ernstetal. [70] as part of their

investigations into arc stability. However, their potential to provide currentlimitation within
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a compact space wasrealised by Kito et al. [71] and demonstrated afterwards byhis

colleagues Miyachi and Naganawa [72] and Naganawaetal. [73] in their study they

interrupted an 1100Aarc from a 3.3.kV supply in 17.2ms. This was an important

achievement, since the arc was formedin free space without intervening walls or barriers,

and althoughthe arc is obviously turbulent, high speed photographsclearly showedits

expansionin discrete helical turns.

Developing the work of Naganawaetal. [73], Asinovsky et al. [74] presented a helical arc

switch for DC interruption, incorporating a moving contact and a stationary helical, or

screw, arrangementto force the arc into a helix as it was drawn out. However,theystill

had to overcomedifficulties with wear and arc damageatthe sliding interface. Further

studies [75] resulted in a more detailed consideration of the arc voltage andits evolution in

an expanding helical arc, interrupting currents up to 2kA in less than 1msin atmospheric

air. Interest in this field has continued, and arcs of helical form have been generated both

in switchgear[76,77] and fuse type arrangements [78,79].

2.2.4.2 Rotating Arcs

The influence of the arc wake had been recognised by Spink and Guile [44] and had been

important in the work of Roman and Myers[63]; its effect on the arc movement was then

investigated by Kopainsky and Schade [80]. In this paper the authors set a high current

arc rotating in a short gap so thatit remainedrelatively un-deflected, as shownin fig.

2.2.8:

   

 

electrode

lectrode Arrangement used by Kopainsky and Schade [80

 

Figs2:2:83E

In fig. 2.2.9, which charts the time variation of the arc velocity, its speed is seen to

increase by steps, and there is clearly some saturation speed before a further increase.

This acceleration of the arc was ascribed to the possibility that it had encountered its own

heated wake:since the gas density in this region would be lowerthanthat in the

surrounding gasthe effective drag would be lower and the arc would accelerate. In
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addition, Kopainsky and Schadeestimated the velocity of the wake to be small compared

with that ofthe arc itself, although they emphasised that the measurements were

themselves quite inaccurate.
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Fig. 2.2.9: Increasing Arc Velocity due to Reduction of Gas Density

in the Wake of a Rotating Arc [80]

The processof current interruption by a rotating arc was studied by Spencer[19], and in

his investigation he covered not only the behaviour of the arc columnasit rotated, but also

the interaction of the arc with the applied magnetic field. At currents up to 18kA he was

able to observethe rotation of the arc by high speed photography, as well as to estimate

its electric field strength and radius using high voltage probe techniques. These were then

comparedto a finite difference arc model and found to offer reasonable agreementwithit.

Spencer's model divided the arcing region into three zones: a conducting core, a boundary

region and the surrounding cold gas. In the core region, heat is generated by Ohmic

processesandlostby radiation, principally, and conduction. Radiation loss is determined

from the net emission coefficients derived by Liebermann and Lowke [28], which accounts

for self absorption by the plasma, and the core is assumed to have a parabolic

temperatureprofile to permit solution of the energy balance equation. In the boundary

region, heatis lost to the surroundings largely by convection, with some contribution from

both radiation and conduction. The energy balance equation for the two regionsis then

solved, along with the momentum balance between the boundary region and the

surrounding gas. The heatlost by the arc, however, does not appearto be stored in the

external region by any formal method. Instead, the surrounding gas is assumedto be

heated to a temperature of 1900K, a temperature based on the experimental observation

of Kopainsky and Schade[80], within one rotation. Extensive use is made of empirical

relationships in the model, reflecting the complexity of the situation, although experimental
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data on the type ofcircuit breaker usedis relatively scarce. The arc column is assumed to

have a circular cross section, but no account wastaken of its deformation, andits

properties were assumedto be axially uniform.

Guruprasadet al. [81] modelled an arrangementsimilar to that of Kopainsky and Schade

[80]. This model provided only a solution of the energy balance equation, and although the

authors claimed to have incorporated the arc's inertia, no details of the momentum

balance were presented. Moreover, no details were provided on the mannerin which they

had derived the convection loss term, althoughthis figured significantly in the model.

Similarly, radiation loss figures in the energy balance, but no accountis taken ofself

absorption by the plasma, and there are no details provided regarding the calculation of

the emission coefficient. Guo et al.[82] modelled the rotation of an arc in a self-

pressurisation type of arrangement, but again the role of convection is unclear from their

paper. The heattransferred by the arc to the surrounding gasis calculated based on an

energyutilisation coefficient, n, the use of which is detailed in a separate publication. The

wide variety of the experimental arrangements used by eachof these authors may go

some wayto explaining the diversity of the theoretical results obtained by them, but

meaningful comment on them is hamperedby a lack of experimental data on the the arc

temperature.

Spencer's [19] work provided a numberofinteresting insights to the behaviourof rotating

arcs, although he wasnotableto investigate them all. Of particular relevance to the

present work wasthepossibility that the arc moved notonly circumferentially but also

axially within the circuit breaker. On inspection after arcing, the arc was found to have

executed a numberof axial traverses of the coil volume, and this axial movement was

believed to be dueto axial forces originating from the deformation of the arc column. A

numberof studies had observed the deformation of a moving arc column [44,48,49,55]

andthe influence of the drag force had long been recognised. However,its implications for

the movementof the arc do not seem to have beenfully appreciated. Underpractical

conditions, the magneticfield in the region of the arc has not only an axial but a radial

component: ignoring the disturbance causedbythearcitself, approximate magnetic flux

lines within a short coil are sketchedin fig. 2.2.10. By deforming the arc, current

componentsin the circumferential direction become established so that now additional

Lorentz forces comeinto play. Table 2.2.1 lists the Lorentz force directions established

whenthe arc deforms.If axial movement also occurs, then additional Lorentz forces must

begin to act. Since the coil is cylindrically symmetrical, the magnetic field has no

componentin the circumferential direction.
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Table 2.2.1: Components of Lorentz Force resulting from non-uniform Magnetic Field

 

Asthe arc current reduced towardszero, the arc was seen to developinto a helical form

of one or twoturns, and although the diameterof the helix was small, the arc had become

quite extended and sinuous in appearance. Therotary arc circuit breaker therefore seems

to have beenable to operate in three different modes,rotational, axial and helical, the

relative effects of which were unknown.

2.2.4.3 Influence of the Magnetic Field

The contact geometry used by Spencer[19], and commonto manytypesof rotary arc

interrupter, is shownin fig. 2.2.11. The moving contact, whenfully open, is concentric with

the stationary contact or annulus. This annulus forms a yoke around which the

electromagneticfield coil is wound.

Whencurrentflowsin this field coil, eddy currents are generated in the yoke and these

also contribute to the net magneticfield in the arcing region. Under switching conditions

the time scale for interruption is short, ideally within 10-20msof striking the arc, so that the

transient components of the magnetic field must be fully taken into account, as shown by

Turner and Chen [83]. The eddy currents increase with yoke thickness (lower resistance)

and excitation frequency (increased flux linkage) and this has twoeffects,illustrated by the

phasordiagram offig. 2.2.12.
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Fig. 2.2.11: Typical Rotating Arc Contact Configuration
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Fig. 2.2.12: Phasor Diagram showing effect of Eddy Currents on Net mmf [83]

Asthe eddy currents increase, the magneticfield is not only reduced in magnitude butis

phase displaced with respect to the excitation current. Where, in most experiments, the

magnetic field is independentof the arc current this is not important. In a circuit breaker,

however,it is the fault current which also providesthe field excitation current and this

phase displacement wasfoundto be of importancein the interruption process, as

indicated by the empirical relationship [19]

dV a di.—bPerit? BG) ...(2.28)

whereB is the magnetic field and (di/dt) the rate of change of current at current zero. The

constants k, a and b are all functions of the phase angle , and (dV/dt).,t is the value of

transient recovery voltage which will result in a restrike of the breaker.
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While the influence of the magnetic field in termsofits Lorentz force can be readily

appreciated, its effect at the current zero, when the product jxB must also becomezero,is

less evident. Reporting for EPRI, Votta [84] explained that maximising $ at current zero led

to the highest rate of change of force on the arc, and therefore maintained convection,

although Adams[60] had previously shownthat the surrounding gas would be moving

slowerthan the arc by about two orders of magnitude. Zhangetal. [85] determined an

optimum value of ¢ to be 45°, where itself is actually determined by the thickness of the

annular contact, or yoke, and the type of material used.

2.2.4.4 Autopuffers

Application of rotary arc techniquesto higher voltage levels has been confined to hybrid

autopuffer and self-pressurising breakers. In such designs,the role of the rotating arc is to

both minimise contact wear and to heat the local gas volume:as the nozzle becomes

unclogged, the pressurised gas is released and contributes to the cooling of the arc. Two

aspects of the Lorentz force contribute to the heating of the gasin this type of

arrangement, an example of which is shownin fig. 2.2.13. If the arc is not madeto rotate

by an externally imposed magnetic field, then the interaction of the arc's own current and

magnetic field leads to vorticity in the surrounding gas [32,86]. The turbulent transport

engenderedbythis vorticity increases the amountof heatlost to the gas, and assists in

mixing it more completely. This aspect of the arc-gas interaction was discussedin section

2.1. When an external magneticfield is imposedto rotate the arc, the potential for

increasing the degree ofself-pressurisation is increased even further[6].

In developing an interrupter based on the geometry offig. 2.2.13, Plessl and Poole [6]

assumedthat the rotating arc was composed oftwo sections, one lying along the axis of

the device from the moving contact to the plane of the arc runner, and the other, a radial

spoke extending from the axis to the runner. Momentum is transported from the rotating

segmentto the gasin the plenum, whereit is converted to heat by viscouscollision with

the chamberwalls. Radiation loss is neglected, and heatis lost to the surroundings by

convection. The predictions for pressure build-up in the plenum agree well with measured

values, despite the fact that radiation has not been accounted for. However, the arc is

given a uniform temperature of 20 000K, and as a result, the convective heatloss will be

significantly over-estimated, and this may compensateforthe lack of a radiation

parameter.
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2.3 Issues in the Modelling of Non-Axisymmetric Arcs

Asindicated in section 2.2.4.2, the application of axisymmetric theory to non-

axisymmetric arcs is very complex. The aim of this section is to attempt to identify those

components which should beincluded in the modelling process if some advance on the

presentstate is to be made.

   

 

inner
electrode

 

Fig. 2.3.1: Rotating Arc Column and Short Section ofit

Fig. 2.3.1 sketches an elementof a rotating arc column,along with a short section in

which the main vectors andtheir directions are shown. J is the current density, B a

uniform magnetic field, r the unit vectorin the radial direction. n, t are unit vectors in the

normal and tangential directions with respect to the radius of curvature vector R, and o is

the angular velocity. The problem can be broken downinto a numberof subject areas,

relating to the geometry of the arrangement, the modelling of turbulence parameters and

the inclusion of radiation. However, the dimensional complexity of the situation is a

commonthread running through each of these subject areas.

The steady state momentum equations, excluding the Lorentz force, were given in eqns.

2.2 and 2.3. first step in tackling the system offig. 2.3.1 is that the arc should be

considered stationary and the surrounding gas should move,shownbythe dashedlines.

This would remove the need to 'move'the arc region throughoutthe solution, a step

which offers no real gains in the accuracy of the solution but one which could add

enormously to its computing expense. The external flow can then be seen to be both

tangential and normalto the arc throughoutits length, so that both radial and axial

momentum balance equations haveto be solved along the whole column. Evenif the arc

is not displaced axially within the interrupter, which is assumed to extend into the page,

the problem is immediately three-dimensional, since a section through the arc column

must include the z dimension, while the columnitself has rand 0 components. Solution
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of these equations then requires some knowledge of the shape both of the arc column

and its section.

The shapeof the whole arc column wasconsidered in section 2.2.1.3, in which a special

case of the momentum equation was used to deduceits form by ignoring both inertia and

the tangential shear overthe arc's surface. Schrade [50] produced a more complete

solution to the momentum equation, resolving both Newtonian and Maxwell stresses

arounda thin section of the arc, but within a column which wasintendedto be axially

symmetric. An alternative approachis to considerthe arc purely as an elastic beam

which is deformed by the action of the external forces [7,56,57]. This would be applicable

wherethe arc wasrotating under steady-state conditions, so that internal shear forces

balance the external aerodynamic and electromagnetic forces. The beam would then

have an equation describing the position of the neutral axis, which would be sufficient to

determine the radius of curvature vector. However, for large deformations, the bending

equation is of secondorder, andits re-definition from cartesian to cylindrical co-ordinates

is far from trivial. While a solid-body approach maystill be useful, because it would

prevent any exchange of mass betweenthe external flow and thearcitself, its

admissibility is still in question, with Roman and Myers[63] and Nicolai and Kuethe [64]

arguing against the possibility, but Plessl [55] presenting strong evidenceforit.

The shapeof the arc section, which would have a bearing ontheinternal velocity and

temperature profiles is also a complex issue; althougha first approximation may be to

makethearc circular along its length, any section taken throughthe arcof fig. 2.3.1

would be non-circular, with the exact shape of the section dependentonthe(r,®) position

at which it was taken. As a result, transport parameters, such as the coefficients for

turbulence and thermal convection and conduction, may not be uniform over the whole

arc length.

Theinclusion of turbulence seemsto be essential to any model of the behaviourof an

arc in SFg, since it determines the efficacy of the heat transferred from the arc's

boundary. Hermannet al. [17,25] were able to use the mixing length hypothesis to

accountfor turbulence because they believed that there were no regionsin whichre-

circulation occurred. In addition, there were several existing models, such asthat for a

free shear layer, which they could use for guidance. Since the diameterof a rotating arc

columnis short with respect to the dimensionsof the externalflow, the recirculation in

the wake region is an important componentofthe turbulence.In this case the mixing

length hypothesis becomesinappropriate [34], and a more complex, multi-equation

model, such as the k-s modelof eqns. 2.12 and 2.13 is required. The addition of the
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Lorentz force terms to the momentum equation would,if applied comprehensively, also

include that due to the arc's own magnetic field, and this could lead to the generation of

vorticity [32,86] and therefore longitudinal turbulence. Consequently, the modelling of the

turbulence would also becomethree-dimensional, a problem of great complexity in its

ownright [35]. In addition, the fact that the arc columnpresentsitself at a tangent to the

flow mayalso lead to turbulence in the longitudinal direction. There are a large number

of investigations into turbulence aroundcircular cylinders, but the addition of the third

dimension and the position-dependent arc section meansthat any turbulence modelwill

haveto be carefully qualified.

When Liebermann and Lowkecalculated the net radiation emission coefficients for SFg

[28], they made two fundamental assumptions.Firstly the temperature was uniformly

distributed across the arc section, and secondly the arc column wasaxially symmetric.

Sincethe radiative heat flux required integration within a defined volume,the arc's axial

symmetry madethe integration relatively tractable. The relation between any two points

on the arc columnoffig. 2.3.1 is much less easily defined, so that the basis on which the

radiation model has beenestablished is questionable for these conditions. Moreover, for

a time varying case, the arc length could be expected to change, affecting the total

absorption of radiation within the arc, and hence the amount which escapedinto the

surrounding gas.

However, the methodofpartial characteristics [41-43] may be helpful in this regard,

since the underlying methodrelies not on the integration around a volumebut along a

line. As long as the location of the arc boundary is known,an analytical expressionforit

is not necessary. Moreover, no assumptions are made about the temperature distribution

beforehand,so that, theoretically, quite complex arc sections could be dealt with. The

radiation transport betweentwopoints is dependent only on the respective temperatures

and the path taken between them. Thepath lengthis in turn allowed to be quite short,

hence the term ‘partial characteristics’. In this way, the shape of the arc column could be

more easily accounted for. Lastly, calculations are based on tabulated values of Som

and ASim,for a given gas, and this therefore simplifies the solution of the whole energy

balance equation. However, although the form of the arc is not required explicitly, the

location of the arc boundary muststill be known by some other means,as well as,

ideally, the temperature field within the arc itself. The numberof steps in the radiation

calculation, even based on tabulated values, maythenstill be expensive in computing

terms.
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Just as in the solution of the momentum equation and the calculation of turbulence

parameters, so the form of the arc, the shape of the column andsection,is central to the

modelling of the radiative exchanges betweenit and the surrounding gas. Knowledge of

the behaviourof the arc columnis therefore a vital componentof any rigorous modelling

effort. In consequence, application of the conservation equations of mass momentum

and energyto cross flow arcs in electromagnetic interrupters is more than just a question

of increasing the dimensionality of the system. It involves fundamentally tackling

questions such as the generation of turbulence, as well as providing an adequate

description of the motion, and change of form, associated with rotating arcs. The

difficulty of the problem hasled toit being ignored for the most part, but with the revival

of interest in electromagnetic interruption, a numberof researchers in industry and

universities have begun to contemplateit.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL/DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT AND

PROCEDURES

The experimental work which forms the basis of this thesis was conducted overa period of

somethree years, and can bedivided into two main sections. The two sections concern

rotating arcs, which can adopt helical forms during their rotation, and axially controlled

helical arcs. The two sections aim to isolate phenomena which, while they are commonto

electromagnetic arcs in general, are associated with particular aspects of the arc's

behaviour. Chiefly, the possibility of using a rotating arc to stimulate a flow of gas through

the interrupter, and the currentlimiting properties of helical arcs wereofinterest. It should

be emphasisedthat the aim of the work wasto investigate the behaviourof the arcs in

motion, rather than the interruption capabilities of individual test units.

Therotating arc unit used SF¢ as the interrupting medium. Again this work can be broken

downinto a numberof distinct phases, in which the electromagneticfield coil or the arc

current was changedto provide, for example, greater control of the arc motion or longer

experimental observation time. Initial tests were conducted using the series-excited coil

arrangementat low currents, wherethearcis filamentary and can bereadily

distinguished. At high currents the arc tends to becomediffuse [19] and therefore difficult

to observe. This is important whereit is the behaviour of the arc column whichis

principally of interest. In order to study the movementof the arc more carefully, an

independently-excited field coil was introduced: this arrangement was capable of

generating much larger magnetic fields than a series-excited coil, and could also provide

higher Lorentz forcesto drive the arc, particularly in the low current regime below 1000A.

As arc speedsthenincreased,it was noted that effective observation times werestill very

short, partly because of the time taken for the arc to transfer to the annular contact.In

order to increase the experimental observation time, then, the arc current was changed

from a sinusoidal to an exponentially-decaying waveform, interrupted by a shunt crowbar

rather than by the circuit breaker.

Using the independently-excited coil, a numberof interesting phenomena were seen, and

in order to test some developing hypothesesit was decided to adjust the shape of the

magnetic field by altering the turns distribution around the annulus, leading to a shaped

coil. A numberof very satisfactory results had now beenobtained, and testing at higher

current levels was then possible, in the range 3-10kA. The upperlimit on the current range

wassetnot only by operational factors, such as mimimising stresses on the equipment,

but also becauseit was seen that at 10kA the independentandseries coils would provide

approximately the samevalue of Lorentz force, as will be explained in Ch.6. This point
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therefore marked the start of overlap between the present work and that of Spencer[19].

In order to preserve comparability between this and Spencer's work, only the uniformly-

wound, independently-excited coil was used in these, high current, tests.

The experimental programmecan be broken downinto six distinct phases encompassing

320 individual tests. The numberof tests in each phase will be provided for each section in

turn.

Thehelical arc work was conductedin air. Since this type of arc is most readily generated

using a length of fusewire, tests in SFg would have meant pumping out and re-filling the

arcing chambereachtime, a procedure was regarded as wasteful and unnecessary at this

time. In the work of Miyachiet al. [71-73] and Kolacinskiet al. [78,79], the helical turns

formed by the arc are allowed to moveinto contact with one anotherovershort time

scales, disrupting the arc's helical structure. This meansthatit is difficult to isolate aspects

of the arc's behaviour associated with its expansion alone: to permit longer observation

times, the arc was therefore confined betweenhelical bladesin this investigation.
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3.1 Experimental Equipment

3.1.1 The Rotary Arc Interrupter

A detailed sketch of the rotary arc interrupter unit is showninfig. 3.1.1. This sketch shows

the important dimensions both of the coil and yoke section themselves and the diagnostics

mounting ring (below, section 3.1.4). The coil is in turn clampedbya steelcollar, the coil-

retention collar, bolted to the fixed contact, but this is omitted from the sketch forclarity.

This whole assembly was housedinside a steel tank capable of being pressurised to

0.6MPa.Since this tank is a modified version of that supplied commercially, it is able to

accommodate three interrupter assemblies, one for each phase.Itis fitted with six high

voltage bushings through whichthe interrupter units can be connected to the external

system. In the tests described in this thesis, only one interrupter unit wasinstalled. In

normal operation the circuit breaker would be interposed at some point between the

supply andload, but in the laboratory the incoming terminal is connected to a capacitor

bank supply, while the outgoing terminal ofthe circuit breaker is connected to

experimental earth. Lastly, the tank was modified to include three port holes, allowing a

windowto befitted or diagnostic connectionsto be introduced.
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Fig. 3.1.1: Contact Unit of Rotary Arc Circuit Breaker

with Diagnostics Mounting Ring

 

Theinterrupting unit operates in the following manner. In the closed position the moving

contact, or poker, mates with the main or stationary contact. On opening, an arc is drawn
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Theinterrupting unit operatesin the following manner.In the closed position the moving

contact, or poker, mates with the main or stationary contact. On opening,an arc is drawn

between them as the poker movestowardsits fully open position on the axis of the coil

and yokestructure. This arc is then 'blown', underits own magnetic force, towards the

annulararcing contact, or yoke, via the contact finger. Once the arc hastransferredin this

way the magnetic field can be applied. This magneticfield is supplied in one of two ways.

In a conventionalrotating arc circuit breaker, one end of the coil is attached to the

breaker's annular contact, while the other end is connected to the main contact;in this

waythe arcitself provides the exciting current for the magnetic field, since by its transfer

to the annular contactthe arc inserts the field coil in series with the current path. This is

therefore referred to as the series-excited case, andis illustrated schematically in fig.

3.1.2(a). The system has obvious operational advantages, but, for reasons touched upon

in the introduction to this chapter, has limitations at the lower currentlevel. As a result, the

series-connected coil was removed and replaced by a coil having open terminals which

werethen connected to a current source independentof that supplying the main arc

current. This arrangementwill be referred to as the separately, or independently-excited

case, and is showninfig. 3.1.2(b).

yoke

   

 

   

 

sui7
contact

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.1.2: Schematic Drawing of the Series and

Separately-Excited Coil Arrangements

 

The copper yoke has,in addition to the dimensions shown,a wall thickness of 2mm, an

external diameter(including the flanged ends) of 90mm and a conductivity of 52.7MS.m-1

[83]. It is these parameters which influence the magnitude of the eddy currents circulating

within the yoke and hence the secondary mmfs associated with them. These mmfs,

discussed in Ch. 2 and Ch. 7, have twoprincipal effects; a short-lived transient in which

the eddy currents attempt to maintain a state of zero flux, and a steady-state condition in

which the net magnetic field is both smaller than, and delayed with respect to, the main

exciting current.
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3.1.2 The Electromagnetic Field Coils

Three types of coil were used in the experiments: a conventional, series-excited coil, a

separately-excited coil having a uniform turns distribution and a separately-excited coil

having its turns non-uniformly distributed in the axial direction. These are described in

more detail below, but it should be noted that the fundamental mechanical structure of the

units, described in 3.1.1, remained unchanged. Thatis, the dimensions of the copper

annulusandits position in relation to both the fixed and moving contacts was consistent

throughout the experimental programme.

The series coil had a 12-turn, foil-type winding, in which the innermostturn was connected

directly to the copper annulus.In this way, the coil becomes energised as soon asthe arc

transfers from the stationary contact onto the annulus. Such systemsare usedin certain

industrial interrupters, and was the subject of the work of Spencer[19] and colleagues.

Clearly, the magnetic field in this device is directly dependent on the magnitude of the arc

currentitself, so that in order to de-couple the two, it was necessary to provide field

excitation current that was independentof the arc.

Twocoils were therefore built to permit this decoupling of the arc current and the magnetic

field. One hadits turns wound uniformly around the annulus, while the turns of the other

were woundto producea steppedprofile, shownin fig. 3.1.3.
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Fig. 3.1.3: Turns number and Ratio of Shaped Coil.

Turns are nominally equal width 19mm
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The uniformly woundcoil had a 206-turn winding, while the profiled, or shaped, coil had

312 turns. Despite the difference in the numberof turns, the excitation currents used in the

tests were regulated to generate approximately the same value of net magneticfield in

both the uniform and shapedcoils.

3.1.3 Search Coils

The magnetic field generated by the series and independently-excited coils was measured

using the search coil shownin fig. 3.1.4. The three orthogonal coils are wound around a

Tufnol former. Leads from these are then passed throughanintegrator stage to measure

the magnetic field directly, where the search coil/integrator combination wasinitially

calibrated under AC conditions within a long solenoid. The stainless steel screw used to

adjust the position of the search coils is attached to the diagnostics mounting ring.

Physically the search coils are quite large with respect to the dimensionsof the interrupter

unit itself so that probing the magnetic field at only a few points within the test head gives

an adequate picture of the distribution of magnetic field within it. The extent of the possible

error due to the physical size of the coils will be discussed in Ch.7.
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Fig. 3.1.4: Search Coil Assembly

3.1.4 Arc Position Monitoring

Several techniques are available for monitoring the position and appearanceof an arc.

High speed photographyis frequently used and can berefined to produce Schlieren or

streak images. Both Schlieren and streak photography require the arc to be well located

within the viewfield [88], which is clearly not the case for a rotating arc. Optical fibres are

also widely used,either to view the arc directly, or to pass an image back to a second

detector [61,89,90]. Spencer [19] used voltage sensing probesto detect the presence of

the arc column and measurethe voltage across a segmentof it, a technique which was
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very widely usedin the study of wall stabilised arcs. However, where the arc columnis

small with respect to the size of the sensing probe, Bothwell and Grycz [91] found that

voltage probes could becomeunreliable.

In the presentinvestigation both optical fibre and high speed photographic monitoring

were used for several reasons. Optical fibres can be movedinto positions which are

inaccessible to other equipment, particularly cameras, which may require cumbersome

mirror arrangements.If they are sufficiently protected they can also be placed very close

to the arc, without introducing any electrical or, in this case, magnetic disturbance.In

addition, within what may be a very electrically noisy environmentthelight signals

transmitted by the fibres will remain uncontaminated. Lastly, the information from the

fibres can be immediately converted to electrical signals and displayed along with, for

example, current and voltage data. This reduces the time taken to perform a series of

experiments and improves the accuracy of the information sinceall of the oscilloscopes

can be synchronised to a commontime-base.

The terminations usedfor optical fibres, called SMA connectors, enable the fibre to accept

light from a wide viewing angle, and this would lead to a loss of accuracy in determining

the location of the light source. The fibres therefore have to have their viewing angle

restricted using collimating tubes, with the result that one fibre can only provide

information about a small area. Alternatively, a large numberoffibres has to be used.

However,since the high-speed camera provides a complete image of events within the

arcing region for a very short exposuretime, it can be used to compliment the opticalfibre

system.

3.1.4.1 Optical Fibres and Mounting Ring

Fig. 3.1.1 also showsthe position of the diagnostics mounting ring on which the optical

fibres for viewing the arc were mounted. The fibres were conventionally terminated with

SMA-type, 400uMm,fibre terminations inside the steel tank, having been passed through

the wall using a gland arrangement, seenin fig. 3.1.5. SMA connectors used for such

termination have large viewing angles,so in orderto provide a relatively precise indication

of the arc's position, the SMA connectors were themselves terminated within collimating

tubes. Althoughinitially of glass, coated black on their inside surface, these collimating

tubes were replaced by aluminium to improve their uniformity and ease of mounting.In

both cases, however, the internal diameterof the collimating tubes was approximately

41mm,restricting conical viewing anglesat the fibre termination to between 1 and 2°. This

resulted in a viewing circle of diameter 2-3mm close to the pokernose,the tip of the

moving contact.
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Fig. 3.1.5: Details of Fibre Entry Method and Collimating Tube

The mounting ring, made from 3mm perspexto allow simultaneous useof the high speed

camera, and shownin fig. 3.1.1, has 12, 6BA holes available on which to mountfibres or

other diagnostics, and the positions of the fibres were changed to suit. The collimating

tubes werefixed in position with silicone sealing compound. Three fibres were used to

provide corroboration of one anotherbutalso in order to obtain information on the shape

of the arc. Their relative positions therefore become important, as discussed in section

5.2.2, and changesinfibre position will therefore be indicated in the descriptions of

experimental procedure, section 3.2. The three fibres were then run backto the

experimental control desk, where their signals passed through a photodiode and amplifier

stage before being displayed on an oscilloscope. This amplifier was originally developed

for monitoring high frequency arcs at up to 3MHz,and is described by Chaaraoui[92].

3.1.4.2 High Speed Camera

In the Dynafax high speed camera, the image seen through a 152mm telephoto lensis

passed througha fixed mirror system andprojected ontothefilm via a rotating octagonal

mirror. The rotating mirror is located on the axis of a rotating drum, and a 36.75" length of

film is located on the inside surface of this drum. The drumitself is made to rotate in the

opposite direction to the prism to provide a high relative speed between the two. The

imageis then projected, through diamond stops,onto thefilm alternately in two tracks

running alongside one another. A much simplified sketch of the optical path taken is

shownin fig. 3.1.6.

A dynamolocated on the hub of the camera generatesa triangle wave output, and from

the frequency of this wave the camera's rotational speed can be calculated. A 152mm

telephoto lens wasusedin all the tests. Photographs taken from the rotating arc work will

be presented in section 4.5, and from the helical arc tests in section 4.5, though only small

sections will be shown becauseofthe long sectionsoffilm involved.
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Fig. 3.1.6: Sketch of the Dynafax Camera, Operating Principle

3.1.5 The Dielectric Probe

The breakdown of gases underthe application of a strong electric field is a complex

process, and much workinto phenomena associated with spark discharges continues

today. Butit is known that two factors whichstrongly influence the breakdown processare

the massdensity and degreeof ionisation of the gas understress.If a high current arc

loses heat to the surrounding gas, then this ambient gas will become at the sametime

less dense, and may become contaminatedwith ionised products of the arcitself. It seems

possible that this change in the ambient gas could be observed by monitoring the changes

in its dielectric strength, using an appropriate method of applying a localised, high intensity

electric field to the gas. The results of such work would beofinterest to switchgear

designers, who would wantto avoid dielectrically weak gas moving into a region whereit

could promote breakdownof the open contact gap sometime after an arc has been

interrupted . Ohashiet al. [93], and more recently Hayashiet al. [94], have both used a

dielectric probe consisting of a spark gap whichis continually stressed, so that on

discharge the gap is immediately recharged until the next breakdown,leading to a

repetitive operation. These workers made a large number of measurements from which

they estimated the gas temperature and henceits density. Their spark gaps have the

advantage of being easyto install inside a circuit breaker, compared with other methods of

detecting changesin gas properties, but are in addition very sensitive to small, or low-

speed movements of the ambient gas [94].
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However, a spark gap operating under these repetitive conditions faces a numberof

problems. McGregoretal. [95], in a different context, showed how the breakdown voltage

within a spark gapis affected not only by the medium,but by the repetition frequency of

the spark. As the repetition rate increases, the dielectric strength of the gap reduces, since

the spark leaves an ionised channelwhichaffects the next breakdown. The probe must be

small, so that uniform-field gaps are inappropriate, leading to the use of point-point gaps

to achieve compactnessand locate the spark. The non-uniformity associated with this type

of gap meansthattheinitial conditions of the spark gap and the gas can be knownonly

with considerable difficulty. Moreover, the discharge itself wears the electrode material, so

that as a test programme goeson,the properties of the spark gap becomeless and less

well known.

In these experiments, therefore, no attempt is madeto derive intrinsic properties of the

gas from the measured values of breakdownvoltage. Rather, it is the changein

breakdownlevel from some stable value prior to the appearance of the arc, to some much

lower value while the arc is presentor after it has been extinguished. During a test the arc

may be present for only 20ms,but the spark gap can be monitored for up to 200ms,

depending onthe oscilloscope used, andthis then servesto verify its stable operation

outside of the experimental time frame. Fig. 3.1.7 shows a schematic drawing of the high

voltage supply circuit used forthe dielectric probe, while fig. 3.1.8 illustrates the spark gap

used for the probe.

130MQ
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C, C A
Brandenburg Spark
HV supply Gap Veo

Fig. 3.1.7: Schematic Drawing of Dielectric Probe Circuit.

The high voltage supply charges the capacitance both of the co-axial supply cable (C,)

and the spark gap (Cg)itself, but when the gap breaks downonly a small currentis

contributed by the cable capacitance [96], while the majority comes from parasitic

capacitance,Cg, in the immediate vicinity of the gap. This is an importantpoint in the
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probe design, since by minimising the spark current the effects noted by McGregoretal.

[95] can be minimised andthelife of the copper-tungsten (CuVW) electrodes can be

increased. The high voltage supplyis fed through the tank wall via a large nylon bushing.

The spark gapitself comprises two copper-tungsten electrodes, diameter 5mm, attached

to the high voltage leads by brass screws. These are secured in a perspex holder by two

nylon grub screws each. This meansthat the numberof possible live parts is reduced to a

minimum,to avoid the possibility of the assembly coming into contact with other parts of

the experimental equipment. The electrodes are coaxial, since the holes in which they are

located are drilled in one operation before the 'gap' region is milled out. A copper arm,

fixed to the coil retention collar on the interrupter assembly by a nylon screw and bushing,

is attached to the perspex holder, and this arm is then used to position the spark gapin

the desired location close to the test head.
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Fig. 3.1.8: Dielectric Probe

Fig. 3.1.9 showsa typical oscillogram obtained from the dielectric probe during a high

currenttest. The significance of the events on the oscillogram will be discussed in section

5.5, but a numberof other features can beidentified at this time. The breakdownvoltage,

Vba; is the maximum voltage, measured with respect to experimental earth, to which the

combined cable and spark gap were chargedjustprior to the discharge. In this, the

measurement methodis different from thatofOhashi[93], whoin addition considered the

voltage level at which the sparkg‘gap appeared to recover, Vrec, and begin recharging.

Such a measurementis notnecessary here, since, for reasons discussed above, no

attemptwill be made to derive intrinsic gas BPeires from the breakdownrecord.
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Fig. 3.1.9: Typical Oscillogram of Dielectric Probe Outpu

 

To the left of fig. 3.1.9 the point on the waveform at which the oscilloscope wastriggered

is marked by a 'T’, with the 'X'of the fixed cursor superimposedonit. Prior to this trigger,

and for 9msafterit, Vpg and Vre, are at a stable level, indicating that the probeis

performing well. The moving cursor is shown as a boxed 'X'. The zero referencefor the

moving cursoris the oscilloscope ground, so that the voltage at which the trigger occurred

is accurately known. The breakdown voltages are then measured with respect to the

trigger point and the true breakdownvoltageis calculated later.

3.1.6 Helical Arc Assembly

The helical assembly used in these experiments is shownin fig. 3.1.10. The view shows

the helical arc chamber, mounted vertically as used in the tests, and is composed of

several elements. The former, or core, of the device is threaded, as shownin the right-

hand sketch,to allow the helical blades to be screwedonto it. Four PTFE discs, 90mm in

diameter, provide three helical turns within which the arc is confined. The arc is provided

by the explosionof a length of fusewire wound betweenthehelical blades, over the

surface of the core. The endsof the fusewire are then clamped to the current connections,

which are aluminium ringsfitted tightly over the core. The coreitself is made of Tufnol,

having a 38mm outer and 25mm inner diameter. Radial holes are drilled, equally-spaced,

throughthe core, and these are effectively opened or closed by removingorinserting the

plunger, shownonthe right-hand diagram. The arc therefore has effectively a hollow core

with the plunger removed,or a solid one with the plungerinserted. Two formers, providing

a helical pitch of 12 or 18mm, were used, and the size and numberof the radial holes per

helical turn was adjusted to suit the helical pitch. For a 12mm pitch, 5 holes of 8mm

diameter were provided, while the 18mm-pitch core had 4 holes of 12mm diameter. Lastly,
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four perspex 'combs' were arranged around the outside of the helix to prevent the blades

from drooping at the edges. This is not shownin fig. 3.1.10, but will be seen in an

enlarged photographin section 5.6.1.
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Fig. 3.1.10: Helical Arc Assembly with detail of Tufnol Core

 

3.1.7 Current and Voltage Measurements

A numberof currents and voltages were measuredin the course of the work: arc current,

lf, arc voltage, Vep, coil excitation current, I¢oj), and spark gap breakdownvoltage, Vbg.

Each of these measurements is shownonthecircuit diagrams of sections 3.2 below, but a

numberof points should first be made. In addition, other diagnostics andtheir relation to

the overall measurement system will be indicated in section 3.2.

The two high current shunts used (to measureI- and I¢ojj, aS set out below) are of the low

inductancetype, with rise times of the order of a few tens of nanoseconds. The earthy

terminals of the shunts, on which the BNC coaxial connector is mounted, are connected

directly to the experimental earth, while the input connection is attached to the breaker's

terminals. Two, 1000:1 high voltage probes were used to measure the arc and spark gap

voltages. In both of these cases the voltage measurements were madefrom outside the

circuit breaker tank; the arc voltage is then really the voltage across the terminals of the

circuit breaker, and therefore includes any volt-drops across bolted joints as well as the

actual arc voltage. Such errors are not regarded as significant, amounting to only a few

volts comparedto the 300-400V of the arc. For the spark gap voltage, the voltage of

interest is that prior to breakdown when nocurrentflows, so that voltage drops are not

expected to play any part in the measurement. However, it should be noted that the
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resistance of the voltage probe, 100MQ,is significant with respectto that of the 130MQ

discharge resistor, and the voltage recordedis therefore that across the 100MQ arm ofa

130/100MQ potential divider.
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3.2 Experimental Procedure

Six sets of tests were conductedin the courseof this investigation, divided into rotating

and helical arc programmes. As discussedin the introduction to this chapter, the intention

of the helical arc work wasto elucidate information about aspects of the behaviour of

helical arcs within rotary arc circuit breakers. The simplicity of the helical arc test head is

reflected in the simplicity of the test procedures associated withit, requiring less of the

elaborate preparation of the rotary arc tests.

In the rotating arc tests, a conventional, series-excited test head wasusedinitially, in

whichthe arc and excitation current were both sinusoidal. Arc speeds underthese

conditions werevery low, leading to the need for a coil which could provide much higher

magnetic fields. This led to the introduction of a test head having a uniformly-wound,

independently-excited coil. No change wasatfirst made to the arc current, which wasstill

sinusoidal. However,it was also of interest to examine the effect of increasing the arcing

time of the unit, and for this reason an exponentially-decaying arc current was used.At

this time the dielectric probe was also introduced.

In Ch. 2, the existence of an axial component of Lorentz force wasindicated, which could

provide a mechanism by which the arc might be forced to moveaxially within the test

head. Since this mechanism dependsonthedistribution of the radial componentof the

magnetic field, it was desirable to changethis field distribution by, in this case, introducing

a test head having a profiled-turnsfield coil.

Having then completed a large numberof tests at low currents, and having come to some

tentative conclusions, it was necessary to conducttests at high currents. This wasin order

to, firstly, test some of the conclusions reached, but also to provide a link with the work of

Spencer[19] who had concentrated on high current testing. Although Spencerdid not

considerthe possibility of an axial gas flow, there are results from his work which can be

usedto inform the present investigation. The uniformly-wound, independently-excited coil

wasusedforthis work to aid the comparison.

3.2.1 Series-Excited, Rotary-Arc Test Head

A total of 80 tests were completed using this device, and included measurementof the arc

current and voltage, the voltage acrossthefield coil and the rotational position of the arc

via optical fibres. The test head itself has been described in section 3.1.1, with a

schematic illustration in fig. 3.1.2(a). Gasfilling pressures were varied from 0.15 to
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0.3MPa, SF, with some preliminary tests at 0.3MPain air. The magnetic field produced

by the coil was measuredafter a numberof tests had been completed. As mentionedin

3.1.1, the circuit breaker tank wasalreadyfitted with six high voltage bushings, two of

which were usedto take the arc current to and from the test head. A third bushing was

then used to make connections to the annular contact and thereby measure the coil

voltage.

3.2.1.1 High Current Power Supply

Fig. 3.2.1 shows the powersupply circuit used to supply the current for these tests. It was

capable of delivering arc currents in the range 300-600A peakinthe first half cycle, and a

typical arc current waveform is showninfig. 4.1.1(a). Three ignitrons were includedin the

circuit, and these could be triggered sequentially to provide three half-cycles of current.

However, the arc interrupted the current after two half cycles. The main discharge current

from the capacitor bank flows through the 216nH inductor, while the significantly smaller

arc current flows through the 12mHinductor. This was a convenient way to operatein the

low current regime, since it ensured that an adequate supply voltage to sustain the arc

wasavailable. The discharge frequency is 56Hz, determined by the reactive components

in the main dischargecircuit, and permits ready comparison with 50/60Hz mains

frequency data.

 

Fig. 3.2.1: PowerCircuit for Low Current Sinusoid Generation

 

3.2.1.2 The Optical Fibre Mounting Ring

Three optical fibres in glass collimating tubes were positioned on the mounting ring as

shownin fig. 3.2.2. This is the view seen looking from the remote end of the test head, ie

from the rightin fig. 3.1.1. The arc transferred from the stationary contact to the annulusat
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the 6 o'clock position in fig. 3.2.2, before rotating in a clockwise direction. These issues of

arc transfer and rotational direction will be dealt with in section 4.1.

 

 
Fig. 3.2.2: Position of Optical Fibres for Initial, Low Current Tests

3.2.1.3 Arrangementof Diagnostic Connections

The experiment occupied a physically large area, so that earth loops in instrumentation

cables had to be carefully avoided. The earth point for the experiment wasat the output

terminal of the 1mQ shuntoffig. 3.2.3. All oscilloscopes had to be connected onlyto this

ground,and their powersupply cables weretherefore isolated from the mains earth by 1:1

isolating transformers. The system usedto controlthefiring times of the ignitrons was also

usedto trigger the oscilloscopes. Thesetrigger lines were also passed through pulse

transformers to prevent earth loop paths being established. Fig. 3.2.3 shows the location

of each diagnostic connection on a schematic diagram of the test head.
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Fig. 3.2.3: Layout of Diagnostic Equipment for Low Current Tests
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Measurementofthe coil voltage is obtained from the difference (Veoil+shunt)-Vshunt- This

indicates the time at which the coil has been connectedinto circuit by the arc, and is

therefore the time at which the arc transfers from the fixed contact to the annulus.It will be

discussedfurtherin section 4.1.

3.2.1.4 Measurement of Magnetic Field

The search coil assembly described in 3.1.3 was used to measure the magnetic field at

the centre of the coil on its axis. Since the test head was one of those usedin the study by

Turner and Chen [83], the distibution of magnetic field within the coil volume could be

obtained from their report, based on the numberofturns of the coil and the value of the

field at its centre.
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3.2.2 Uniformly-Wound, Independently-Excited Coil with Sinusoidal Arc Current

Using this arrangement some40 tests were conducted. The powersupply circuit used to

provide the arc current was unchangedfrom that described in the next section, but an

additional powersupply for the field excitation current was required, described in section

3.2.2.1. Gasfilling pressures were again varied from 0.15-0.3MPa, SFg. The arc current

and voltage were monitored over the whole arcing period, but for certain tests they were

also monitored at high resolution closeto the first current zero, as will be described in

section 4.2.3. The current throughthefield coil was noted throughout the experimental

series.

3.2.2.1 Field Excitation Power Suppl

Fig. 3.2.4 showsa circuit diagram for the power supply to the independentcoil. This coil

was wound around the copperannulusasillustrated in fig. 3.1.1, but had no electrical

connection to it. The new arrangementis drawn schematically in fig. 3.1.2(b). The

capacitor bank used for the current source could be chargedto 4kV, but in these tests the

maximum charging voltage was 650V, giving a maximum discharge current of 500A.

These values resulted from the coil design process, requiring a compromiseof the thermal

and mechanicallimits of the wire, the maximum numberof turns which could be

accommodatedwithin the pre-existing components of the test head (the annulus,coil

retaining collar and fixed contact), and the magnetic field which could be generated.

  

ignitron  
Field

Excitation

Coil
   

7.8mMF

2mQ

leo

Fig. 3.2.4: Supply Circuit for Independently-Excited Field Coils

Oncethe coil had beeninstalled, the magnetic fields generated by it were measuredat

several locations around the pokerendofthe coil. The current waveform produced by the

supply is shownalong with the resultant magnetic field in fig. 4.2.5. This discharge current

was measured using the 2mQ shuntin fig. 3.2.4, and its integration into the diagnostic

suite will be discussed in section 3.2.2.3. Since the field coil was no longerin series with

the arc current, the time at which the field was energised had to be judged based on the
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time the arc was expectedto take in transferring from the main to the annular contact

(section 4.1.2). Two of the high voltage bushings already fitted (section 3.1.1) to the circuit

breaker tank were used to take the field current to and from thecoil.

3.2.2.2 Optical Fibre Positions

The optical fibres were, in these tests moved to new positions, shownin fig. 3.2.5. At this

time it was noted that due to the glass blowing process,fibre F3's collimating tube was

thinner in section than the othertwo, leading to a larger viewing angle and a viewfield

diameter of 5mm,instead of 3mm,at the poker nose.In order to prevent any risk of

overlap of the viewfields of F3 and F1, their angular separation was increased from 45 to

90° as shown.

 

 
Fig. 3.2.5: Optical Fibre Mounting Ring

showing location of Three Fibres

3.2.2.3 Arrangement of Diagnostic Connections

Fig. 3.2.6, overleaf, shows the diagnostic connections used in these tests. The coil voltage

pick-up on the annular contact has been removedsince the annular and stationary

contacts are now connecteddirectly.

3.2.2.4 Measurement of Magnetic Field

Thedistribution of magnetic field within this test head was measured using the search

coils described in 3.1.3, at three points within the coil volume. The measurementpoints

are shownonfig. 3.2.7, where the axial'z' co-ordinate is measured with respect to the

poker nose, and the radial'r' co-ordinate with respect to the coil axis. The points indicate

the position of the origin of the three searchcoils offig. 3.1.4.
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Fig. 3.2.6: Arrangementof the Diagnostic Equipment

for Independently-Excited Tests

 

Fig. 3.2.7: Location of MeasurementPoints within

Uniformly-Wound Coil
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3.2.3 Uniformly-Wound, Independently-Excited Coil with Exponentially-Decaying Arc

Current

In the powercircuit of fig. 3.2.1, a peak arc current of 600Ainthefirst half-cycle requires a

36kA peakcurrentto flow in the parallel 216uH inductor. Increasing the arc currentto still

higher values would havestrained the components ofthis parallel circuit, and an

alternative was therefore sought. The arc current was supplied by the circuit showninfig.

3.2.8, where the 33mF capacitor bank is charged to between 1.8 and 3.3kV. The current

through,I, and voltage across, Vp, the arc were monitored using the 1mQ shunt and

1000:1 divider respectively, described in section 3.1.7. Their positions are also shownin

fig. 3.2.8. The discharge current had a rise time of 200us with a long decay, and was

eventually interrupted after approximately 20ms by operating the parallel dumpignitron.

series ignitron 216uH    
33mF

dumpignitron  

Fig. 3.2.8: Power Supply Circuit for Exponentially-Decayin

 

Currents in the range 600-1200A

Tests using the exponentially-decaying arc current, comprising 60 individual experiments,

were conducted with a gas pressure of 0.3MPa, SFg, throughout. The position of the

optical fibres on the mounting ring remained unchangedfrom thatillustrated in fig. 3.2.5.

The dielectric probe was now addedto the diagnostic system, as discussed in 3.2.3.1 and

2. Coil current was monitored throughoutthe tests.

3.2.3.1 Dielectric Probe

The dielectric probe (section 3.1.5) was attached to the test head via a copper arm,

isolated from both the gap and the test head. This enabled the probeto be positioned at

either the poker or remote end of the test head,eitherto the left or the right respectively of

fig. 3.1.1. More precise indication of the positions of the probe is given byfigs. 3.2.9.
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As discussed in section 3.1.5, the repetitive breakdown nature of the spark allows the

dielectric strength of the gas to be monitoredin time. Placed at opposite endsofthe test

head, the probeis therefore able to indicate also the spatial variation in the dielectric

strength of the ambientgas.If the gas around the arc is expanding uniformly aroundit,

then the responses of the dielectric probes would be expected to showclearsimilarities.

However,if the gas aroundthe arc is moving in only one direction (either towards or away

from the poker, along the axis of the test head), then the dielectric probes could be

expected to respond differently to the arcing regime. The dielectric responses recorded

will be discussed in sections 4.3-5.
15mm
Zo

C) 95mm
————

 

yoke

POKER END \ REMOTE END

I

 

POKER END

(a) Side View (b) Plan View

Figs. 3.2.9: Positions of the Dielectric Probe at the Poker

and Remote Endsof the Test Head

 

3.2.3.2 ArrangementofDiagnostic Equipment

Theintroduction of the dielectric probe required careful precautions to be taken against

interference from the repetitive discharge. As part of these, the instrumentation and supply

circuit for the probe were electrically isolated from the experimental system outlined in the

preceding sections. This was readily achieved by screening the high voltage cables to the

spark gap, andbyisolating the oscilloscope from the others using pulse andisolating

transformers as described in section 3.2.1.3. The revised instrumentation arrangementis

illustrated in fig. 3.2.10
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3.2.4 Shaped Winding, Independently-Excited Coil with Exponentially-Decaying Arc

Current

In the introduction to section 3.2 it was noted that a mechanism capable of moving a

rotating arc in the axial direction relied upon the radial componentof the applied magnetic

field. There was therefore a need to changethedistribution of magnetic field within the

test head, and examine whateffect this might have. This wasparticularly important since

somehelical-type arcs had now also been observedin previous tests. Aside from the test

headitself, no other equipment was modified for these tests: the location of the optical

fibres and dielectric probe remained unchangedfrom those described in sections 3.2.2.2

and 3.2.3.1 respectively, and the diagnostic arrangement wasidentical to that of 3.2.3.2.

The powersupplies for both the arc and coil currents were as described in 3.2.3 and

3.2.2.1 respectively, and arc current and voltage, and coil current were monitored

throughoutthe 80 tests conductedwiththis variant. Gasfilling pressure was constantat

0.3MPa, SFg.

3.2.4.1 Measurement of Magnetic Field

Prior to testing, the distribution of magnetic field within the test head was measured at 10

locations using the search coils described in section 3.1.3. The greater numberof turnsin

the shaped,orprofiled coil, led to a longer discharge current waveform from thefield

current power supply. This was dueto anincreasein both coil resistance and inductance.

The resultant waveformsof both excitation current and magneticfield are showninfig.

4.4.5.

 

 

Fig. 3.2.11: Location of Measurementpoints within

Profiled-Winding Test Head

Fig. 3.2.11 showsthe location of the ten points within the coil where the magneticfield

was measured. The positions shown correspondto the location of the ‘origin’ of the search
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coil assembly with respect to the poker nosein the axial direction, and the coil axis in the

radial direction.
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3.2.5 High Current Tests with Uniformly-Wound, Independently-Excited Test Head

The changeto high current operation required modification to the arc current power supply

and optical fibre monitors, and these are described below.In addition, the high speed

camera was usedto assist in the interpretation of the optical fibre data. Arc current and

voltage, coil current and dielectric probe data were recorded asoutlined in the preceding

sections, and the arrangementof the diagnostic connections was as showninfig. 3.2.10.

50 tests were conducted at between3 and 7kA,with a further 9 at between 7 and 10KA.

Only a small numberof tests were completed at these higher current levels in order to

prevent damageto the test equipment.

3.2.5.1 High Current Power Supply

Fig. 3.2.12 showsa circuit diagram of the power supply used to provide the arc currentin

these tests. Onehalf-cycle of current, at a nominal frequency of 22Hz,is discharged by

the capacitor bankinto the test head. The choice of the components ofthis circuit was

again dictated by the need to provide both a higher current and an adequate supply

voltage to maintain the arc over the whole experimentaltime. Ignitrons wereinitially used

to provide a secondhalf-cycle, but the current was alwaysinterrupted at the first current

zero andthe extra ignitron was removed from circuit. A typical discharge waveform is

shownin fig. 4.5.1.
1.2mMH

 

   33mF ignitrons

Fig. 3.2.12: Power Supply Circuit for High Current Tests

 

3.2.5.2 Optical Fibres and Mounting Ring

In previous tests the optical fibre collimating tubes had been madeofglass, coated

internally. At high currents light could have broken throughthe internal coating so an

opaque tube wasrequired. These were made from aluminium, and since a screw could

now becut on the outer surface, the mounting ring too was changed to accommodate the

newcollimating tubes. The new mounting ring and location of the fibres is shownin fig.
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3.2.13. The numberof holes has been reduced from 12 to 8 in order to makethe circular

section thinnerfor two reasons.Firstly, gas movementwithin the device was expected to

become moresignificant, due in part to expansion at the highest currents, so that the

mounting ring had to take up less area to avoid affecting the expansion. Secondly, at the

higher currents more powder decomposition products (formed in the arced SFg) could be

expected, and these would form on the mounting ring to partially obscure the view of the

high speed camera (section 3.2.5.3).

 

 
Fig. 3.2.13: Optical Fibre Mounting Ring for High Current Tests

An advantageofthe screwfittings was that the alignmentof the fibres with one another

was now improved. The positions of the optical fibres were also changed,to

accommodate the high speed camera. Considerationoffigs. 3.2.13 and 3.2.9 showsthat,

looking onto the remote endof the test head, the three opticalfibres and dielectric probe

occupied the top right quadrant of the mounting ring, leaving the camera with an

unimpededview of the remaining three quadrants.

3.2.5.3 High Speed Camera

During the description of the test head assembly, section 3.1.1, it was mentioned that the

tank housing the coil wasfitted with three port holes. One of these admitted the optical

fibres, another the high voltage lead to the dielectric probe and the third was covered with

a perspex window.This window looked along the axis of the test head from the remote

end, and it was throughthis windowthat the high speed camera photographedthe arc.

Fig. 3.2.14 shows three frames taken by the high speed camera shortly after the poker

and main contact had begunto separate, frame number1 is the first frame exposed in the

sequence and 3 thelast. Thelight from the nascentarcilluminates the test chamber and

several features can be indicated on the optical fibre mounting ring. In these pictures F1 is

off-film to the left of the view, F2 and F3 would be at the top and the arctransfers to the

annular contact at the 3 o'clock position. The frames have been shownin this orientation
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to economise on spacein section 4.5 when longerframe sections will be presented. The

timing of events onthefilm will also be discussed in section 4.5.

The image, which is a negative of the print, has been airbrushed to highlight the features

shown, and enlargementsof the frames, with the arc present, will also be presented in

section 4.5. From this view the camera is unable to see the whole ofthe coil volume,for

which it would have to be muchcloserto the viewing window,andthisis partly determined

by the telephoto lens and partly by the need to gain access to both the circuit breaker and

cameraindividually, prior to each test. At this point thereis still insufficient light to pick out

the position of F3, but this is indicated on the frame. The black rectangle below the middle

frame is a markerplacedthere to help identify it before scanning the image.
approximate pos'n.

of fibre F3

fibre mounting ring a     

  

o» &dge.of
47 window

sso rcemcscrsuneeN tesa

   arc transfer —
arc point

Fig. 3.2.14: View inside Circuit Breaker shortly after

Contact Opening begins
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3.2.6 Helical Arc Tests

Three helical geometries were tested in 45 tests. These were:

- 12mmpitch, solid-cored (plunger inserted)

- 12mmpitch, hollow-cored (plunger removed)

- 18mm pitch, solid-cored

The arc current was supplied by the circuit shownin fig. 3.2.8, where the 33mF capacitor

bankis charged to between 1.8 and 4kV. Ontriggering the series ignitron shownin the

figure, the capacitor bank discharged into the fueswire andinitiated the arc. The current, ls,

through, and voltage, Vep, across the arc were monitored throughoutthe tests, and the

discharge current was eventually interrupted after 2ms by operating the parallel dump

ignitron.

Thearc's helical radius was measured from high speed photographstaken with the

Dynafax high speed framing camera. The camerais described in section 3.1.5.2 and was

run at between 20 000 and 23 000 framesper second. Events on the camerafilm and on

the arc voltage trace allowed these two records to be synchronised for processing the

experimental results, and this point will be dealt with in section 4.6. The camera was

positioned perpendicular to the axis of the helical chamber, so that its view was that

shownin the left-hand sketch offig. 3.1.10. In this way eachofthe helical turns could be

observedclearly, while viewing in the axial direction was precluded by the opaque PTFE

blades of the chamber.
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3.4 Summary of Ch. 3

In this chapter the experimental equipment usedin the helical and rotating arc tests has

been described. Theseinclude the helical arc chamber,five variants of the rotating arc

test arrangement, and associated diagnostic equipment such asthe optical fibre monitor,

dielectric probe and high speed camera. The measurements taken for each test series

have been outlined, as well as the mannerin which these results were taken and how

eachindividual measurementfits into the overall diagnostic scheme.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Ch. 3 the experimental and diagnostic equipment was described, and the

measurements to be takenin each setof tests was outlined.In this the results obtained

from the test programmewill be presented. The reader's attention will be drawn to

particular points, and a more detailed examination of the data will be conducted in Ch. 5.

Ch.6 will explore in depth the possible implications of the results, attempting to draw them

together and place them within one overall framework, while Ch. 7 will deal with modelling

of both the arc behaviour and the magneticfield.

The bulk of the experimental data, concernsa rotating arc interrupter essentially of the

type considered by Spencer[19]. In his case, however, the emphasis was on the

interruption processesof the device in the high current range 3-18kA, whereas the present

work concentrates on low current behavioural phenomena,particularly an axial flow of gas

through the test-head, through a numberof evolutions of the rotary arc device. These

evolutions consistfirstly of the introduction of an independently-excited field coil, followed

by a profiled coil to investigate the effect of changing the shape of the magneticfield.

Finally, both to extend the scope of the work and bridge the gap with Spencer's [19] work,

high current tests in the range 3-10kA were conducted.

There then follows the data obtained from the helical arc tests. Dynamic helical arcs,ie

helical arcs whichlast for a very short time before shorting occurs betweenturns, have

been observedin rotary arc interrupters, andit is with the aim of better understanding their

helical behaviourthat tests with a static helical arc device were conducted.In static

helical arc, the arc turns are prevented from shorting together by interposing a barrier of

somekind, as described in 3.1.6.

In the course of the following chapters, oscillogram traces will be presented which have

been processed from black and white Polaroid photographs. These photographs were

then scanned, before being image-inverted to improvetheir clarity. No additional

processing of the results has occurred except where specifically mentioned.
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4.1 Series-Excited Rotary Arc

Figs. 4.1.1 show typical oscillogramsof the arc current and voltage, coil voltage and

opticalfibre output for a gasfilling pressure of 0.15MPa, SFg¢.
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Fig. 4.1.1(a): Arc Current and Voltage Fig. 4.1.1(b): Coil Voltage

 

Fig. 4.1.1(c): Optical Fibre Output

4.1.1 Arc Current and Voltage

In fig. 4.1.1(a), two half cycles of arc current are shown, producedby the powercircuit of

fig. 3.2.1, with peak values of 576 and 480Ain thefirst and second half-cycles

respectively. The voltage trace remainsrelatively flat for the first 5-6ms before a gentle

rise. It then rapidly changessign at the current zero, corresponding to the changein

polarity of the current, before the arc is extinguished after 17.9ms. During the secondhalf-

cycle the arc voltage waveform changesrelatively smoothly. After arc extinction the

voltage rapidly changessign again:currentis still flowing through the parallel 216u.H
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inductorof fig. 3.1.2 due to thefiring of the third ignitron. That no third-half-cycle current

flows through the 1mQ shuntof the test-head arm ofthe circuit, shows that the circuit

breaker has extinguished the arc.

4.1.2 Coil Voltage and Arc Transfer Time

Fig. 4.1.1(b) showsa typical oscillogram of the main coil voltage. The waveform is in fact a

differential measurementof the coil+shunt voltage and the shunt voltage alone, as

explained in section 3.2.1.3. The suddenrise in coil voltage, 5.9msafter the start of

currentflow, indicates the transfer of the arc from the main to the annular contact, or yoke,

and hencethe start of the flow of current throughthe field coil. From a number of such

tests it was possible to estimate the time taken for the arc to transfer to the yoke, as a

function both of the arc current and the gasfilling pressure, and this is shown graphically

in fig. 4.1.2. The approximate straight lines are fitted by eye and are only intended to

assist the readerto identify trends.
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Fig. 4.1.2: Arc Transfer Times for various Arc Currents

and GasFilling Pressures

4.1.3 Arc Rotation

Fig. 4.1.1(c) showsthe output from the three optical fibres, positioned as shownin fig.

3.2.2 and reproduced here for convenience. The arc remainsin the viewfield of fibre F3 for

almost 2ms,although the appearance ofthe signalis of three pulses superposed than one

distinct pulse. The signals on fibres F2 and F1 are shorter in duration and without the peak

variations seen in that of F3. The front edge ofthe light pulse is used to time the fibre
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signals with respect to each other and the start of the arc current: the pulse width may be

expected to vary with the arc's axial position, speed and current, while the location of the

peakvalue with respectto the front edge is dependentonthe pulse width. The orderin

which the pulses are seenindicatesthat the arc is travelling clockwise onfig. 3.2.2, with

the arc transfer point at the 6 o'clock position.

 

 

At SFfilling pressures above 0.15MPa,fibre F1 often recorded no signal. Consequently,

the majority of tests were conducted at 0.15MPa.Fig. 4.1.3 showsthe arc rotational

speeds, deduced from theopticalfibre signals, as a function of the applied Lorentz force

(section 4.1.4) over two stagesof its movement. The speed of the arc between F2/F3 and

F1, the third '/gth rev., can be measureddirectly from thefibre data. Overthefirst quarter

revolution, from the point at which the arc transfers to the yoke until it moves as far as

F3/F2, the rotational speed is estimated by comparing the time at which the arc arrives at

F3 with the time at whichit transferred to the yoke.

Overthethird ‘/gth of a revolution the arc speed increases with applied force, although

there is a widescatterto the results, while overthefirst 1/4 revolution the arc speed

decreaseswith force. The results appear to contradict one another andwill be discussed

further in section 5.1.

Noneofthe tests indicated that the arc had completed one revolution, and post-arc

inspection of the yoke revealed that only a few had rotated more than 180° from the

transfer point, ie, beyond the 12 o'clock position offig. 3.2.2.
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Fig. 4.1.3: Arc Rotation Speeds for Weak Applied Forces

4.1.4 Magnetic Field

As discussed in Ch. 2, the establishment of the magnetic field in this type of rotating arc

unit is a transient phenomenon[83], resulting in the net magnetic field lagging behind the

exciting current, and being diminished by the 'shielding' of the eddy currents. Fig. 4.1.4

illustrates the phase lag due to the eddy currents, which will themselves be the subject of

further discussion in Ch. 5 and Ch. 7. The current is scaled from a peak value of 10kA,for

ease of comparisonin the figure, and the variation of both the scaled current and net

magneticfield is plotted with time.

Measurementof the magnetic field comprised twosteps.Firstly, the peak magneticfield

and phaseangle with respect to the arc current were measuredat the centre of the coil,

using the searchcoilsillustrated in fig. 3.1.4. The peak magnetic field was found to be

0.14mT per ampof exciting current, lagging behindit by 54°. Secondly, the coil voltage

was used to measure the phase angle betweenthe coil current and magnetic field. Since

the coil voltage is proportional to the rate of changeofflux density, the phase angle

betweenthe coil voltage and the arc current is the same as that betweenthe arc current

and the net magnetic field, and is again found to be 54°. This indicates that the resistive

volts drop in the annulus is small compared with the induced volts-drop.

The Magnetic Force Factoris the product of the peak arc current in the second half cycle

and the peak magnetic field this would generate. The current in the second half cycle is

used becausebythis point the transient components of the magnetic field, associated with
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the establishmentof eddy currents in the yoke, have disappeared. This method provides a

figure of merit for comparison betweendifferent exciting currents and hence avoids the

need for the magnetic field to be measured during each test to accountfor the effect of the
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4.2 Uniform Coil with Independent Field Excitation and Sinusoidal Arc Current

Figs. 4.2.1 showtypical oscillogramsof arc current and voltage, field current and optical

fibre output, obtained from this test arrangementfor a peak currentin the first half-cycle of

516A at 0.3MPa SFg. The arrangementof diagnostic equipment and the measurements

made were describedin section 3.2.2.
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Fig. 4.2.1(c): Optical Fibre Outputs

4.2.1 Arc Current and Volta

In fig. 4.2.1(a), the arc current burns for two half-cycles before being extinguished about

17.8msafter currentinitiation. Fig. 4.2.1(b), shows the arc voltage and coil excitation

current. The arc voltage builds up slowly during the first 6ms after currentinitiation, with a

morerapid increase before reversing polarity at the current zero. During the second half-

cycle, the level of arc voltage is quite variable, and the features of the waveform differ from

test to test. This variability precludes a formal method of calculating a mean value of arc
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voltage, but an estimate is made based onthe voltage at the start and end ofthe period of

interest, as well as on the principle maxima and minimaof the oscillogram. Fig. 4.2.2

showsthat this mean value of arc voltage increases with applied electromagnetic force,

andgasfilling pressures, between 0.15 and 0.3MPa SFg. The methodof calculating the

applied force will be described in 4.2.4. Average arc voltage increases with both applied

force and gas pressure,andthe variation with gas pressureis in line with expectation,ie

proportional to the square root of pressure [64].
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Fig. 4.2.2: Average Arc Voltage as a function of

Applied Magnetic Force

4.2.2 Arc Rotation

Fig. 4.2.1(c) showsthat the arc has passed eachofthe fibres four times, indicating three

complete arc revolutions. The optical fibres are positioned as showninfig. 3.2.5,

reproduced below.
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Since the signal on F1 occurs before that on F3, the arcis rotating in the clockwise

direction on the figure, transferring to the yoke at the 6 o'clock position. Further, the time

lag betweenthe signals on F2 and F3 showthatthe arc does notform a straight radial

spokebutthat, rather, the outer root on the annular contacttrails behind the inner root on

the poker. Further information about the arc column can be deducedfrom this time lag

data, as will be considered in section 5.2.

Only three revolutions can beattributed to the arc sinceit is not known whether,if or when

the arc may havereturnedto the 6 o'clock after the fourth light pulse was recorded. Asin

section 4.1.3, the front edge of the light pulse is used to time the arc's movement.

Inspection of the oscillogram showsthat the arc's speed varied in the courseofits

rotation, but over the three revolutions recorded, the arc had an average speed of 140m.s-

1, around a circle of radius 30mm.The calculation of average speedwill be dealt with in

section 4.3 where the associated oscillogramsbetterillustrate the reason for the method.

For a numberof tests, the average arc speed overthe whole rotational period can be

calculated, andthis is plotted as a function of the applied electromagnetic force and gas

filling pressurein fig. 4.2.3.
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At 0.15MPa, SFg,the arc rotates faster than at 0.3MPa, but the spread of the data

appearsto be greater. The straight lines drawn on the graphto indicate the trend of the
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data, based ona first orderfit, suggest that the arc will have a finite speed for zero applied

force, a point which will be addressed in Ch.5.

4.2.3 Effect of Magnetic Field at Current Zero

From fig. 4.1.2, the arc generally transfers to the yokeafterthefirst current zero for a gas

filling pressure of 0.3MPa.Asthefield excitation current was increasedit was noticed,at

this pressure, that the arc could be extinguished at the first current zero,priorto its

transfer to the annular contact and therefore before any rotation could have occurred. As

outlined in 3.2.3, a numberof tests were then conducted, at 0.3MPa, to examine the effect

of increasing the applied field on this interruption behaviour. At the current zero the circuit

breakereither clears, and interrupts the arc,orit re-ignites, in which case the arc transfers

to the annular contact and rotates. The result of each test, whetherclearorfail, wherefail

represents re-ignition of the arc, is shownin fig. 4.2.4 as a function of the rate of rise of

recovery voltage (RRRV), the applied magnetic field, and the rate of change of current

(di/dt) at the first current zero. Each set of results correspondsto one value ofdi/dt,

segregatedinto those whichthe circuit breaker cleared and those whichit failed to clear,

andthe vertical broken lines are drawn at the average value of RRRV corresponding to

each di/dt. These vertical lines are then intersected by horizontal lines, where each

horizontalline correspondsto the average value of magnetic field each set of data.
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The graph showsthatfor a given rate of change of current at current zero, increasing the

applied magnetic field also increases the RRRV whichthe arc can withstand withoutre-

igniting. Similar findings have been reported before [19,84], though only in a quantitative

form in [19]. In the present case, however, the arc has been stationary, between the poker

and main contacts, whereas before [19,84,85], the arc has beenrotating. Further

discussionofthis topic will be continued in Ch.6.

4.2.4 Measurementof Magnetic Field

The magnetic field within the uniformly-wound, independently-excited coil was measured

at the three points indicated in section 3.2.2.4. Fig. 4.2.5 showsthe variation in excitation

current and the resultant axial component of the magnetic field, measured at z =0, r =0.
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Fig. 4.2.5: Variation of Excitation Current and Radial

Magnetic Field in Uniform Coil

Table 4.2.1 indicates the values of peak axial and radial magnetic field measured at each

point, and the total field resulting from their vector addition. Based onthis table, the coil

current shownin fig. 4.2.1(b), injected just before the first current zero and rising to a peak

value of 158A, generates a peak magnetic field of 440mTat the centre of the coil. These

measured values of magnetic field are significantly greater than those of the series-excited

coil. This is due to the increased numberof turns used in the independently-excited coil,

and to the reducedeffective frequency of the discharge current. Both of these points will

be picked upin section 5.2.
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Table 4.2.1: Components of Radial and Axial Magnetic Field

measured in Uniform Coil

 

The magnetic force factors usedin figs. 4.2.2 and 3 are calculatedin the following way.

From table 4.2.1, the average value of axial magnetic field in the plane z=0 is 2.6mT per

amp of excitation current. Since the peak value of excitation current is recorded for each

test, the peak value of axial field in the plane z=0 can be estimated. From fig. 4.2.1(c) it is

seen that no arc movement appearsto occurin thefirst half cycle, so that the Lorentz

force whichis principally responsible for driving the arc is the cross productof the axial

magnetic field and the radial arc current in the second half cycle. The peak values of

applied field, estimated in the z=0 plane, and the arc current in the second half cycle, are

therefore multiplied together to derive the magnetic force factor. Since the resultant force

is the cross productof the field, the current and the length of the conductor, the magnetic

force factor is expressed in N.m*1, as the arc length is not known.
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4.3 Uniformly-Wound, Independently-Excited Coil

with Exponentially-Decaying Arc Current

Fig. 4.3.1 showsa typical set of oscillograms for a peak current of 1200A at 0.3MPa SFg.

The exponentially-decaying arc current is supplied by the circuit of fig. 3.2.8, while

proceduresfor the conduct of the experiment and integration of the dielectric probe are set

out in section 3.2.3.

‘quisa.g4gu =
28.900

 {horizontalpa eeay =e

Fig. 4.3. tical Fibre Outputs

4.3.1 Arc Current and Voltage

In fig. 4.3.1(a), the arc current rises quickly to a peak of 1200Aafterinitiation, and then

decreases smoothly for approximately 5ms. Over the next 12ms, the arc current continues

to fall, though while the trend is steadily downwardsthere is some variation from moment

to moment. The extinction of the current, by the action of the dumpignitron of fig. 3.2.8,

occursjustoff the right hand side of the oscillogram at 20.9ms. Approximately 3ms before
82



Approximately 3ms beforeit is extinguished, the arc currentfalls to a slightly lower mean

level. From 5 to 20.9ms the arc current has an average value of 860A. The coil currentin

fig. 4.3.1(a) has a peak value of 504A.

The arc voltage trace, fig. 4.3.1(b), begins with a very gentle rise before a rapid increase

after Sms.It then varies about a mean level of approximately 300V before a third period,

just before the cursor at 17.6ms, when the meanvoltage level increases again. The three

regions noted in the voltage trace correspondin time with the three regions already

described in the current waveform.

4.3.2 Arc Rotation

The position of the optical fibres remained unchanged from that described in section 4.2,

and their output is shownin fig. 4.3.1(¢). The arc completes almost four times as many

revolutions in this test than in that shownin fig. 4.2.1(c), based on the numberof pulses

on the opticalfibres. In the courseofits rotation the arc appears to have two modesof

operation. From 7msuntil approximately 17msthe light pulses on each fibre are quite

regularly spaced at just less than imsintervals (the F2 trace will be considered shortly).

From 17ms onwards,the time interval between each pulse becomes much smaller, of the

orderof 0.3-0.4ms, signifying that the arc is rotating much faster. The high speed phase

correspondsto the third period in the current and voltage waveforms, where the arc

current is suppressed and the arc voltage increased.

Fig. 4.3.1(c) showsthat the amplitude of the opticalfibre signals varies throughout the

arcing period, and for a time it aimost disappears altogether on the signal from F2. The

signals on F1 and F3 confirm that the arc continues to rotate, and this type of occurrence

underlines the need for more than one observation fibre in this type of experiment.

Aspects of the fibre signal such as amplitude and correlation of one pulse with another

will be deait with in Ch.5. However,it is believed that F2's view may have become

partially obscured, either by arc contaminants, such as powder decomposition products,

or flakes of paint from inside the collimating tube. Partial loss of the signal from onefibre

wasrelatively uncommon.

As in sections 4.1 and 4.2 the front edge of each pulse is used for the timing of the fibre

information. The time intervai between adjacent pulses on onefibre gives the time taken

by the arc to complete one revolution. For each pulse on, say, F1, there is a

corresponding pulse on F2 and F3,leading to three different values for the the time taken

by the arc to complete a given revolution. These three values are then combined to give
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an averagetime overa particular revolution and henceanarc rotational speed in radians

per millisecond. The method ensuresthat even if data appears to be missing on onefibre,

an arc speed canstill be recorded for the test. Fig. 4.3.2 shows a graphofthe variationin

arc rotational speed from the test data presentedin figs. 4.3.1.
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Fig. 4.3.2: Speed Evolution of the 860A Arc of figs. 4.3.1

From fig. 4.3.1(c) it was deduced that the arc rotated undertwo regimes,initially at a low

and then at a higher speed. Fig. 4.3.2, however, showsthat the high speed phaseis not

one of constant high speed, as might have been expected from Kopainsky and Schade

[80], but rather one of large variation in speed. The significance of this speed variation will

be dealt with in Ch. 5 and 6.

Fig. 4.3.3 presents the data for a numberof tests, where the average arc speed overthe

whole arcing time is plotted as a function of the applied electromagnetic force. The

magnetic force, per unit length as explained in section 4.2.4, is calculated as the average

arc current over the whole arcing time multiplied by the peak axial magnetic field for the

excitation current used. The distribution of magnetic field within the test headis

unchanged from that described in section 4.2.4.

The dataof fig. 4.3.3 fall into two categories, approximated by the straight lines shown.In

the range 500-800N.m-1, averagearc velocity increases with applied force. At 800N.m-1, a

transition occurs, and the averagerotational speed continues to increase with the applied

force, although the scatter of data is greater.
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4.3.3 Dielectric Probe

The operation of the dielectric probe is explained in section 3.1.5, its position at the remote

and poker endsofthe test head in section 3.2.3.1 and its incorporation into the diagnostic

suite in 3.2.3.2. The probes are located alternately at the poker and remote ends,for a

numberof experimental reasons, such as provision of an access for a second h.v supply,

adequateisolation of circuits and so on. This led to a large numberof tests being

conducted,in order to ensure that the results obtained were representative of the device

behaviour.

Fig. 4.3.4 showsthe variation in breakdown voltage, Vpg, recorded by the dielectric probe

for two tests where it was mounted at the poker end of the test head, and two while

mounted at the remote end. For the probe at the poker end, a sharp reduction in

breakdownstrength occurs shortly after the arc current is injected, before recovery at

somelater time. This recovery is earlier where the applied electromagnetic force is

greater, and,in fact, it is achieved while the arcis still present. In general, the spark gap

recovery correspondedvery closely to the arc extinction.

Whenthe probeis placed at the remote end of the test head, a small dip in the breakdown

voltage is noted whenthearcis present; the breakdownvoltage then recoverstoits pre-

arc level but this recovery is followed by a much greater reduction in Vpg. In both cases,i.e

at the remote and poker ends, the spark gap breakdownvoltage dropsto a lowervalue for

a time while the arc is present, before recovering again either just before, or shortly after
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the arc is extinguished. This loss of dielectric integrity in the presence ofthe arc,will be

discussed further in Ch.5.
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4.4 Independently-Excited, Profiled-Winding Coil,

with Exponentially-Decaying Arc Current

The independently-excited, profiled-winding coil was described in section 3.1.2 and the

experimental proceduresparticularto it in section 3.2.4.

Oscillogramstypical of those obtained undertest are showninfigs. 4.4.1, where the

averagearc current is 880A andthe gasfilling pressure is 0.3MPa SF.

oil current, 50A/div |
ocineteeetiod

 

Fig. 4.4.1(a): Arc Current and Voltage Fig. 4.4.1(b): Arc and Coil Currents

 

Fig. 4.4.1(c): Optical Fibre Outputs

 

4.4.1 Arc Current and Voltage

The arc current and voltage waveformsfor the typical results of figs. 4.4.1 are shownin

fig. 4.4.1(a) (the current waveform is also shownto a larger scale in fig. 4.4.1(b)). The

powercircuit used to supply the arc currentis that used in the tests of sections 4.3 and
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4.6, and described in section 3.2.3. Afterinitiation the current climbs quickly to a peak

value of approximately 1200A, before undergoing a smooth decline for 5ms. The current

then continues to decrease, but some variation is superimposed uponit until it is

extinguished after 20ms. From 5 to 20msthe average arc current is approximately 880A.

Considering the voltage trace, the start of the second period of the current waveform

coincides with a sharp increase in the arc voltage. The arc voltage level tends to increase

throughout the arcing period, with a marked increase in mean level about 3ms before the

currentis interrupted by the dumpignitron.

The current and voltage features identified on the oscillogramsoffigs. 4.4.1(a) and (b) are

similar to those noted in section 4.3.1 for the uniformly woundcoil. Fig. 4.4.1(b) also

showsthefield excitation current and will be discussed in section 4.4.4.

4.4.2 Arc Rotation

Theoptical fibre output corresponding to the arc current and voltage waveforms of section

4.4.1 is shownin fig. 4.4.1(c). The interval between the pulses drops from around 2ms at

the start of the oscillogram, to around 1ms approximately 16msafter currentinitiation.

Following this there is only about 0.2-0.4ms betweenpulses until the arc is extinguished at

20ms. This sequence,of a relatively long period at some speed followed by a much

shorter period at a higher speed is comparable to that observedin the oscillogram offig.

4.3.1(c). In addition, the onset of the higher speed phasecoincides with the period of

higherarc voltage prior to extinction noted in both sections 4.3.1 and 4.4.1.

Fig. 4.4.2, overleaf, illustrates the speed evolution of the arc offigs. 4.4.1 above, as well

as data taken from a secondtestin which the arc current was lowerbut the applied

electromagnetic force was greater. Calculation of the applied force for the profiled-winding

coil will be dealt with in section 4.4.4.

The arc speed is seen to increase at a gentle rate between 7 and 17msfor the 880A arc

(between 7 and 15msat 780A) before a transition to a higher speed regime occurs. For a

numberof tests the average speed over the whole arcing period can be calculated, as in

section 4.3.2, and plotted as a function of the applied electromagnetic force. The result is

fig. 4.4.3. The straight lines through the data areforillustration, and show the two trends

notedin fig. 4.3.3. In fig. 4.4.3, however, the level of applied force required to produce the

transition to higher speed rotation, around 900N.m", is less distinct than in the previous
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case.In the lower-speed regime, the straightline, if continued, would intercept the 'y' axis

at a positive value, a point which will be addressed in Ch.5.
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4.4.3 Dielectric Probe

Positions occupied by the dielectric probe at the poker and remote endsof the test head

are shownin fig. 3.2.9.

The responseofthe dielectric probe when used with the profiled-winding test-head is

shownin fig. 4.4.4. Arc currents in each case are similar, between 780 and 820A. For the
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dielectric probe at the remote end, the breakdownvoltage, Vpbq, is stable before the arc

currentis initiated, reduced by a small amount whenthearcis present, and then recovers

its pre-arc level whenthe arc is extinguished. There then follows a time interval before a

second, and deeper, reduction in Vpg. The interval is shorter in the case of the arc having

the higher applied magnetic force.

With the dielectric probe at the poker end of the test head, the breakdownvoltageis

significantly reduced while the arc is present, before a brief recovery shortly after the arc

has been extinguished. The recovery ofdielectric integrity following the arc extinction is

very quick in both cases, but where the applied magnetic force is smaller, there is a

second period of reduced breakdown strength. The second period of reduced breakdown

is short and relatively shallow, and will be discussed again in section 5.4.

The behaviourof the dielectric probe whensited at the poker end ofthe test-headis

clearly different from that noted whenit is located at the remote end of the coil. Moreover,

this behaviour, a differential spark gap response dependingonits location, is similar to

that seen whenthe dielectric probe is placed around the uniformly-woundcoil test-head of

section 4.3 above. An explanation to account for these observationswill be presented in

Ch. 5, with a discussionofits implications in Ch.6.
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Forthe two sets of data taken at the remote endofthe test-head, the pre-arc levels of Vig

are seen to be quite different. This is because the tests were part ofdifferent test series,
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and consequently used spark gaps whichdiffered in either point sharpness or gap

separation. The comparability of the tests is, however, not reduced, for the reasons

outlined in section 3.1.5.

4.4.4 Measurement of Magnetic Field

Fig. 3.2.11, showing the location of the points at which the magnetic field was measured

within this device, is reproduced here for convenience.

 

 

Fig. 4.4.5 shows graphsof the excitation current and the radial component of magnetic

field measured at the position z =55, r =30.
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Fig. 4.4.5: Excitation Current and Magnetic Field Waveformsfor Profiled Coil

The excitation currentrises to a peak value in approximately 7ms and decays back down

to zero 34msafterinitiation. The excitation current pulse is therefore longerin duration
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and slowerin rise time than that used in the uniformly-woundcoil (section 4.2.4). The

resultant magnetic field showsa transient component, as expected, before attainingits

maximum at approximately 12ms.It then decays back down to zero 37msafter the start of

the excitation current.

Table 4.4.1 shows the peak value of magnetic field generated at each of the ten locations

offig. 3.2.11, in mT per ampof excitation current. The axial and radial components of the

field are shownalongwith the resultant total field. Peak values of magneticfield at the

poker end ofthe coil are greater than those at the remote end,in line with expectation,

since there are more coil turns perunit length at the poker end than at the remote end.

Moving along the coil axis from the poker end,the total field has a maximum at z=15,

repeated on the r =30 line, whereasin the uniformly-woundcoils of sections 4.1-4.3 the

maximum value of magnetic field occurs at the midpointof the coil. In a solenoidal-type

arrangement, such as that used in each ofthe rotating arc devices presented, the region

of maximum totalfield correspondsto the point at which the radial componentoffield

diminishesto zero. In the discussions whichfollow, in Ch. 5-7 wherethe field shape will be

taken up again,this region will be referred to as the null region. The null region for the

profiled-winding coil lies between z=15 and z=30. The positive value of radial field

recorded at z=30 onthe coil axis, is attributed to measurementerror due to the physical

size of the search coils, and is considered in Ch.7.
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In order to calculate the magnetic force factor for the profiled-winding coil, the peak value

of axial magnetic field due to a given excitation current is estimated from the average

value of axialfield at the (r,z) co-ordinates (0,0), (0,15), (30,0), (30,15). This is then

multiplied by the average value of arc current over the whole arcing period, 880A in the

data offigs. 4.4.1, to give a measure of applied force per unit arc length, as in sections

4.1-3.
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4.5 High Current Tests

Equipment modifications (eg the use of aluminium ratherglass collimating tubes for the

opticalfibres) and procedures specific to high current testing have already been described

in section 3.2.5. The high current required was derived from the powersupply circuit offig.

3.2.12. All tests were conducted at 0.3MPa, SFg and typical oscillograms,figs. 4.5.1-4, are

presented in the sections below. The uniformly-wound, separately-excited field coil was

usedforall these tests. As in sections 4.1 and 4.2, the applied electromagnetic force is

calculated by multiplying the peak value of axial magneticfield, for a given excitation

current, by the peak value of arc current flowing during thetest.

4.5.1 Arc Current and Voltage

Figs. 4.5.1 and 2 show arc current, voltage and coil current for tests at 3.6 and 10.16kA

respectively.

etizontal scale smsidiv Ee

 

Fig. 4.5.1: Currents and Voltage, Fig. 4.5.2: Currents and Voltage,

3.6kA arc 10.16kA arc

At 3.6kA,fig. 4.5.1, the voltage rises sharply at around 8ms,after which the mean arc

voltage remainsrelatively level, with somefluctuation, until about 14ms. From 15ms,the

arc voltage rises steeply until it is extinguished at 18ms. The arc current has a small step

changein level close to its peak value at 8ms, coincidentwith the first increase in arc

voltage. A maximum excitation current of 520A flows throughthe field coil.

In fig. 4.5.2 the arc voltage rises gently from 3msuntil a spike at around 8ms.Thisis

followed by a continuedrise in arc voltage until around 12ms, where the mean voltage

level is constant at about 500V. During this period thereis very little variation in the
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voltage waveform of the type seenin previous oscillograms, such as those of sections 4.3

and 4.4, although some variation is noted between 20 and 22ms whenthearc is

extinguished. The arc current has a peak at 10ms,so that the waveform is not perfectly

symmetrical. A coil excitation current with peak value of 520Ais injected at 5.1ms.

4.5.2 Optical Fibre Output

For the sametwotests of section 4.5.1, the optical fibre data is showninfigs. 4.5.3 and 4

respectively.

 

Fig. 4.5.3: Optical Fibre Output, 3.6kA Fig. 4.5.4: Optical Fibre Output, 10.16kA

In fig. 4.5.3 the light pulses from the opticalfibre are regularly spacedatintervals of

approximately 1ms until about 15.2ms. From this point, the spacing between pulses

becomes much smaller, following the same pattern observedin sections 4.3 and 4.4. At

10.16kA,for which the optical fibre output is shownin fig. 4.5.4, the light pulses areinitially

well defined until 11.3ms, but from this time onwards they becomevery closely packed,

suchthatthe interval between adjacentpulsesis of the orderof the oscillograph line-width

itself. The regime of dense optical fibre pulses correspondsto the period of minimal

variation in the arc voltage trace of fig. 4.5.2. The timebase for the oscillogram offig. 4.5.4

was 1ms, the maximum possible for the experiment, since increasing the resolution to the

next level, 0.5ms/div, would have exceeded the capacity of the oscilloscope to capture the

whole data set. Interpretation of the optical fibre information had therefore to be supported

by high speed photography, for which results are presented in section 4.5.3 below.

Fig. 4.5.5 showsthe evolution of arc speedsfor the 3.6kA testof figs. 4.5.1 and 3, anda

second arc at 3.2kA. At 3.2kA the arc speed reamainsrelatively constant until around t

=12-13ms, whenhigh speed rotations begin. Whenthe arc currentis increased to 3.6kA,
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high speedrotations occurlater, at t=14-15ms, and are less extreme, but the rotational

period also beginslater (around 10msinstead of 8ms at 3.2kA).

The data for the 10.16kA test is not shown.
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Fig. 4.5.5: Speed Evolution of two arcs at approximately 3kA

4.5.3 High Speed Photography and Arc Shape

The mannerin which the high speed camera was usedin thesetests is described in

section 3.2.5.3. For the two test results presented here, corresponding to the 3.6 and

10.16kA arcs of sections 4.5.1 and 2, the camera was recording approximately 14 000

frames per second. Since the time at which the arc is extinguished is accurately known

from the oscillographs,the last frame exposed on the high speedfilm is taken to have

occurred at the momentof arc extinction, each frameis then positioned in time with

respectto the last frame, since the time interval between each frameis known.Fig. 3.2.14

also indicates the position offibre F3, and this fibre is picked out on the high speed

photographsbelow,figs. 4.5.6 and 8. The times at which the arc passes F3 on the

photographic record, calculated from the arc extinction time and frame separationinterval,

can therefore be comparedwith the times at whichfibre F3 recorded the passageof the

arc. The high speedfilm images shownbelow are for only a short section of the film, since

the wholefilm is three feet long.

Fig. 4.5.6(a) shows the evolution of the 3.6kA arc of figs. 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 as it approaches

extinction. The camera speed is approximately 14 000 frames per second,so that
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adjacent frames are exposed 75us apart. Because of the way in which the camera

operates, adjacent frames are read alternately onto each track, and are numberedin order

on the figure. In frames 1 and 2, 9, 11 and 30-32, the arc is almostradial. In the frames

whichfollow, the outer arc root is stretched out behind the innerarc root, forming a

complete helical turn in frames 5, 19, 20 and 39. The helical turns do not persist for a long

time but collapse to form a straight arc, as in the transition from frame 8 to 9, or a less

elongated oneas in the sequenceof frames 5 to 7. The processof arc elongation and

collapse has been observed by Spencer[19] and Kolacinskiet al. [78,79], and is ascribed

to the effect of the drag force on the arc [48], as discussed in Ch. 2. The influence of the

lagging arc root will be discussed in more detail in the following chapters. Fig. 4.5.6(b)

showsan enlargementof one frame, with an exposure time of around 3.8us, taken shortly

before the section offig. 4.5.6(a). This particular frame was chosen for comparison with

another enlarged frame,fig. 4.5.8(b) for the high current tests. The optical fibre mounting

ring, the hexagonaloutlines of the SMA connectors of F1 and F3,andthetail of the fibre

from F3areall clearly visible.

 

arc extinguished

Fig. 4.5.6(a): High Speed Photoographs takenin the last 3ms

of the 3.6kA Testoffigs. 4.5.1 and 4.5.3   tail of pty

3

F1 af

optical fibre
mounting ring

Fig. 4.5.6(b): Enlargement of a Frame the 3.6kA Arc
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Whenthefilm negatives are projected onto a screen, the angle by which thetrailing outer

root lags the inner arc root can be measured, with the results shownin fig. 4.5.7. This

lagging angle will be referred to as the arc deformation,sinceit is the result of the arc

being deformed by aerodynamic drag [48] and electrode effects [19]. Since the camera

viewfield is limited slightly by the viewing window,the deformation recorded is rounded up

to the nearest 30°.
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Fig. 4.5.7: Changesin the Arc Deformation over the whole Arcing Period,

for the 3.6kA Arc of figs. 4.5.1, 3 and 6

Deformation of the arc is greatest at the start of arcing as the magnetic field builds up and

at the end of the arcing period as the current descendsto zero.

Fig. 4.5.8(a) shows only a few framesearly in the arcing period of the 10.16kA arcoffigs.

4.5.2 and 4.5.4, as the arc beginsto rotate before it first crosses the viewfield offibre F1.

Althoughthe arc is quite diffuse at the beginning of the sequence,it has become well

defined by frame 5 asit movesinto the viewfield of F3. The 10.16kA arc occupies a larger

proportion of the camera view than at 3.6kA, seen by comparingfigs. 4.5.8(b) and

4.5.6(b), and in subsequent frames can seemtofill almost 2/3rds of the test-head volume.

In the two enlarged frames, for which the exposure time is nominally identical, the arc

position is also identical. Thetail of fibre F1 is now visible, and hasfallen across the

camera view during the setting up period prior to the test. Spencer [19] described these

very broad arcsasdiffuse, but the optical fibre output, shownin the oscillogram offig.

4.5.4, showsa characteristic consisting of discrete pulses, and though the reasonsforthis

different interpretation remain unclear, the topic will be further examined in Ch. 5.
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4.5.4 Dielectric Probe

Fig. 4.5.9, for which the dielectric probe is placed at the pokerendofthe coil, shows the

response of the spark gapto twoarcs,one at 4.48 and the other at 9.76kA. The two

characteristics are similar. In each case the breakdownvoltage, Vbg, is sharply reduced,to

approximately 5kV, when the contacts separate (contact separation occurs after the

initiation of the current), before recovering to between 8 and 9kV whenthearcis

extinguished. The breakdownvoltage then remainsfairly consistent at this level for some

time, before returning to its pre-arc value. Recovery to the pre-arc dielectric strength is

more gradual for the 4.48kA thanfor the 9.76kA arc.
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Fig. 4.5.9: Poker -End Responseof Dielectric Probe to two Arcs,

robe located Poker End of Test Head
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The level and variation in Vpg for the two results is very similar, despite the fact that both

the pre-arc breakdownlevel and arc currentare different. This seems surprising, and

further commentwill be provided in Ch.5.

The responseof the dielectric probe when placed at the remote endof the coil is

illustrated in fig. 4.5.10, in this case for three arcs at 3.2, 3.2 and 10.4kA. In each case,

Vba decreases sharply to somelevel whenthe arc is present before recovering to a higher

level whenthe arc is extinguished. This feature in the dielectric response has been noted

for all of the dielectric probe data so far presented. For an arc current of 3.2kA and applied

magnetic force of 4000N.m’the dielectric probe recovers for only a very short time before

a second reductionin level to a minimum at 24ms. The spark gap's pre-arc breakdown

strength is regained by around 35ms before being reduced for a third, and more

sustained, time at about 45ms. A similar sequence of events, of loss and then recovery of

dielectric strength is seen in the characteristic of the 10.4kA arc.

In the case ofthe 3.2kA arc under an applied force of 4064N.m"1, Vpgfalls by only a small

amount while the arc is present, and the pre-arc level is quickly regained. A much deeper

reduction in dielectric strength occurs at around 30ms. The spark gap then recoversitsfull

dielectric strength by 70ms, passing through an intermediate region from 43 to 60ms.
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Fig. 4.5.10: Dielectric Probe Response to High Current Arcs

Probe located at Remote End of Test Head

The dielectric probe responsesoffigs. 4.5.9 and 4.5.10 have some features in common

with those of sections 4.3 and 4.4, as well as some marked differences. The temporary
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recovery of the breakdownvoltage in both the 3.2kA, 4000N.m-1, and 10.4kA tests, is both

unexpected and quite unlike the behaviourof the dielectric probes of the two preceding

sections of this chapter. A discussion of the differences and similarities of the data will be

continued in both Ch. 5 and 6.
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4.6 Helical Arc

The helical arc chamberis described in section 3.1.6, while the proceduresfor the

experimentsrelating to it in section 3.2.6.

4.6.1 High Speed Photographs

Fig. 4.6.1 shows several frames of the expansion of a 785A arc in the 18mm-pitch, solid-

cored device. An enlarged frame will be presented in Ch. 5. A segmentof only one of the

two tracks taken by the camera is presented. The interval between each frame shownis

88s, if the adjacent track were also shown,recalling that frames are exposedalternately

betweenthe two tracks, an imageof the arc every 441s would be seen.In thefirst frame,

the fusewire has completely vapourised, and this was preceded bya single framein

which the fusewire was only partly vapourised. While the intermediate stage of the fuse is

clear on the high-speed film, it was too small to be recorded by the scanning equipment

usedin the preparation of this thesis. This period of fuse action was used to synchronise

the current and voltage waveformswith the high speed film record, as will be further

discussed in 4.6.3. Once the arc hasfully formed its expansion continues until it leaves

the confines of the helical chamberafter some 1400us.

 

Fig. 4.6.1: Expansion of Helical Arc after End of Fuse Action

4.6.2 Arc Helical Radius

Using the high speed photographsit was possible to determine the average radius of the

arc’s three helical turns. These results are shownin fig. 4.6.2, where the legend indicates

the arc current, the helical pitch of the unit and whetherthe coreis solid (SC) or hollow

(HC). The helix expands throughout the arcing period, with the rate of expansion strongly

influenced by the arc current. At 440A,the arc is seen to reach an asymptotic radial
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station, but still lying within the confines of the helical structure. As the arc current

increases, so too doesthis asymptote, until at 965A the arc leaves the region of the

separating plates whilestill in the rapidly growing phaseof its expansion.
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Fig. 4.6.2: Variation Instantaneous Helical Radius with Time

SC= solid-cored; HC= hollow-cored

4.6.3 Arc Current and Voltage
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Fig.4.6.3(a): Arc Current and Voltage for Fig.4.6.3(b): Arc Current and Voltage for

12mm Solid-Cored (SC) Unit. 12mm Hollow-Cored (HC) Unit.

Bank charging vol =3.3kV Bank charging voltage=3.3kV

Figs. 4.6.3(a) and 4.6.3(b) are oscillograms which aretypical of those obtained in the

course of testing. The features of interest are:
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- an initial current hump followed by a decay,from t4-te

- following this a more gradual increase in current to an inflection at ts

before either further increase,fig.4.6.3(a), or decay asin fig.4.6.3(b).

The transitions in the current waveform are accompanied by corresponding features on

the voltage waveform:

- a large voltage spike as the current collapsesattp

- a valley region in the case of an arc movingto extinction,fig. 4.6.3(b),

or, alternatively further decreasesin the voltage level if the arc current

increases,fig. 4.6.3(a).

In early tests, the current trace recorded onlythefirst current hump before returning to

zero, while the voltage trace rapidly increased until the full capacitor bank voltage was

seen, indicating interruption of the arc. The high speedfilm in such tests recorded only the

fusewire partially vapourising, so thatthe initial current humpoffigs. 4.6.3 corresponds to

the period of fuse action, and it can therefore be used to synchronise the current and

voltage traces with the high speedfilm images.

Fig. 4.6.4 showsthe evolution of arc current with time for arc currents from 440-965A,

corresponding to supply voltages in the range 1.8-4kV. This is the period, tg-ts/t, in which

the arc helix grows, and excludes the preceding period of fuse action or the terminal

period in which the arc hasleft the helical confining blades.
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Summary of Chapter 4

Ch. 4 has presented the results obtained from six separate sets of experiments. At low

currents and applied forces, section 4.1, a rotating arc was seen to moveslowly overonly

a small portion of the test head, and the effect of both arc current and gas pressure on the

arc's transfer time were considered. As the Lorentz driving force was increased,in section

4.2, the arc was able to complete several revolutions before its extinction, and the applied

magnetic field was shownto haveaninfluence on the extinction of a stationary arc.

Whenboth the arc current and applied magnetic field were increased again in sections 4.3

and 4.4, a new regime of high speed arcing was observed,the onset of which appeared to

occurlater with the test head having the profiled-winding coil. The introduction of the

dielectric probe yielded the important result that the dielectric strength of the gas close to

the poker, on oneside of the rotating arc, appeared to be less affected by the arc's

rotation than that which was axially more remote but on the otherside ofthe arc.

The arc current was then increased to between 3 and 10kA, section 4.5, in which the

responseofthe dielectric probe became more complex than in previous experiments. The

use of the high speed camera confirmed the existence of helical arcs rotating within the

coil volume. The influence of the helical arcs on the arc currentwill be examinedin the

next chapter.

Finally, in 4.6, a helical arc was investigated in which the arc turns were prevented from

shorting together, and the effect of the resultant radial expansion onits current-limiting

behaviour was presented.

In the data presentedin this chapter, a wide degree of scatter in the data may be

accompanied by what appears to be only a few data points. As a result, the information

canbeinterpreted in a numberofdifferent ways. Such scatter in the data is typical of arc

discharge work, and therefore the perception of the individual research worker becomes a

factor in the analysis of the data. Where there appearto berelatively few data points, on

the other hand,this can often be the result of superposition of points on one another,

whichis a feature of the graphing process.
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5. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Ch. 4 presented basic data from the six sets of experiments which form the basis ofthis

thesis. In this chapter, somefurther information will be elicited from this data, comment

on its significance will be made and someexplanation in terms of underlying physical

processeswill be offered. The chapteris intended as a bridge between the raw data of

Ch. 4 and the discussion of Ch. 6 in which the principal phenomena which emerge from

the experimental results will be discussed in detail.

5.1 Series-Excited Rotary Arc

Based on the results of section 4.1, the movement of the arc can be broken downinto

two distinct phases.In the first phase the arc transfers from the stationary contact to the

yoke underits ownforce, and in the secondit rotates around the annulus when the

magnetic field is energised. The arc voltage trace offig. 4.1.1(a) will be discussedin

section 5.2, whereit will be comparedto thatof fig. 4.2.1(b).

5.1.1 Arc Transfer

Fig. 4.1.2 presented the arc transfer times as a function of the arc current, in SFg at

various pressures as well asin air. In the series-excited coil it is the transfer of the arc to

the annulus which energisesthefield coil. The data compare well with those presented

by Jiali and Jones [97], and at 0.15MPathescatterin the data is +/- 5%. The results

suggestthat, in addition to arc current, gas density is an important factorin controlling the

transfer to the yoke. The gas density controls the arc transfer time by affecting the arc's

diameter. As the gas density is reduced, the arc diameter increases, and the effective

size of the arc root also increases:for two arcs at the same current but surrounded by

gasat lowerpressure,the arc in the lowest pressure environmentwill have the larger

diameter, and will therefore comeinto contact with the yoke earlier, registering a shorter

transfer time. In addition, the lower gas density will result in a reduced aerodynamic

resistance, although for the low arc speedsinvolvedin the transfer (1-2m.s~'), the drag

force is not likely to be very significant [97].

5.1.2 Arc Rotation

Fig. 5.1.1 showsthe time at which the arc passes eachfibre, and the time at which the

first current zero occurred. The corresponding times at which the arcs transferred to the

yoke for each test are also shown onthe graph, for comparisononly: clearly the arc
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transfer time is not a function of the applied force, but of the peak currentin thefirst half-

cycle. On average,there is no difference between the time at which the arc arrives in the

viewfields of F2 and F3. As the applied force, and hence the arc current, increases, the

arc arrives at eachfibre earlier, but the time betweenthe arc transferring to the yoke and

its arrival at F2/F3 increases.
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Fig. 5.1.1: Time at which Arc Arrives at Optical Fibres

wrt Transfer Time for Increasing Applied Force

From fig. 4.1.1(b), the coil voltage is seen to pass through zero at approximately the same

time as the arc current (0.8ms before), so that the magnetic field within the test head is

approximately in phase with the excitation current around the zero-crossing. As a result,

the Lorentz force onthe arcis positive throughoutthe transient stage, tending to rotate the

arc in the clockwise direction both before and after current zero. However, around current

zero the Lorentz force is very small, and may have movedthearc only a few millimetres.

In the period around current zero the arc is therefore relatively static, so that it may be

more instructive to measure the arc's rotational speed with respectto the time of the

current zero, rather than the time of arc transfer for this low-force and long transfer

operation. Presenting the data in this way leads to the graph of fig. 5.1.2, overleaf. The arc

is now seen to rotate with relatively constant speed overthefirst 3/gths of its movement,

although the scatter of results is now quite wide for the higher applied forces. The

existence of a threshold of applied force for arc rotation will be considered in 5.2. The

straight line through the data would,if continued, intercept the y-axis at 0.24rad.ms-1,

corresponding to linear velocity of 7.2m.s-'. However,it should be rememberedthat the

optical system records only the arcs which rotated asfar as "/2 or 27/3 radians, providing

no information about those arcs which did nottravel this far.
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Fig. 5.1.2: Re-calculation of Arc Speed, Accounting for Stagnation around Current Zero
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5.2 Uniform, Independently-Excited Coil with Sinusoidal Arc Current

5.2.1 Arc Voltage

In fig. 4.2.2 the average arc voltage in the second half-cycle was plotted against magnetic

force factor: the arc voltage increases with applied force and hence with applied speed

(fig. 4.2.3). The greater voltage at 0.3MPa than at 0.15MPais in line with that expected

dueto the pressurerise alone [64]. These increasesin arc voltage are an important

indicator of the enhanced losses from the arc, and may be dueeither to arc lengthening or

to increased convection at higher speeds.

If the arc length changes,the voltage droppedacrossit will also changeif the current

remains constant. At the sametime,if two arcs of the same current were rotated at

different speeds, that having the higher speed could be expected to lose more energy by

convection: this would be reflected in the powerlost by the arc and hencein the arc

voltage. In fig. 4.2.1(b) the variations in arc voltage during the secondhalf-cycle are more

frequent and more exaggerated than thoseoffig. 4.1.1(a) for the series-excited coil, after

differences in scale are accounted for. These voltage variations are similar to those noted

by Spencer[19] and others [71-73,78,79,89,90], and are attributed to arc lengthening.

While somevariation in arc voltage with rotational speed is expected, for a straight radial

arc of 35mmrotating at 100m.s“! (3.3rad.ms-') in an axial magnetic field of 1T, the

induced voltage would be only 3.5V, and would be masked by the more extreme

variations in arc voltage due to length changes. The average speedofthe arc at 0.3MPa

is 4.3rad.ms"!, and 5.2rad.ms~! at 0.15MPa, while the gas densities at the two pressures

are 17.7 and 8.8kg.m- [98] respectively.If inertia is neglected, as in eqn. 2.1, then for two

casesin which the applied force is the same, the drag force will also be identical, and

hence the deformation of the arc columnwill be unchanged. This would explain why the

two approximate force-voltage characteristics of fig. 4.2.2 have the same slope and have

y-intercepts dependentonly on the absolute ambient pressure. In section 5.3, the optical

fibre data will be used to make an estimate of the arc's extension.

5.2.2 Optical Fibre Data

Fig. 5.2.1 comparesthe arc rotational speed for the independently-excited and series-

excited test heads at 0.15MPa. The approximate straight line through the data now cuts

the x-axis, and suggests that the arc is stationary until some minimum force acts onit,

about 10N.m-. In the series-excited coil this would correspondto an arc current of 270A;

if this 270A current was usedto excite the independentcoil, an arc current of only 15A
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would be required to produce a force greater than 10N.m™. Around current zero,

therefore, the force on the arcwill not only be zero instantantaneously, but will also be too

weak to movethearcfora time either side of the current zero. This supports the

interpretation above, in 5.1.2, where the arc's motion is considered with respectto the

current zero ratherthan the arc transfer time. The low current advantagesofthe

independently-excited coil will be further discussed in Ch.6.
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Fig. 5.2.1: Comparison of Force-Speed Data of Series and

Independently-Excited Coils for a Gas Filling Pressure of 0.15MPa, SF.

In section 4.2, fig. 4.2.3, the arc rotated faster when the gas pressure was lower. This is

due to aerodynamic drag on the arc column,since the drag force increases in proportion

to the gas density, and hence pressure. However,it should be noted that this increase in

drag due to gas density is to some extent offset by the reduction in arc diameter which

also accompaniesthe increase in gas pressure. The scatter of the data at both 0.15 and

0.3MPais quite widein fig. 4.2.3. The highest recorded arc speeds occurred inthe first, or

the first two arc revolutions, when the magnetic field wasstill increasing. For example,in

the oscillogram offig. 4.2.1(c), the time betweenthefirst two pulses on F3is almosthalf

that on both F2 and F1, resulting in a relatively high estimated speed overthe first

revolution. The question is further discussed in the next section.

5.2.3 Further Interpretation based on ical Fibre and Arc Vol Record

Figs. 4.2.1 show typical results obtained for this coil arrangement, but the use of several

opticalfibres is also able to provide more detailed information about arcs which behavein

a less typical way. Figs. 5.2.2 show two oscillograms for a 568A peakcurrenttest. Fig.

5.2.2(a) shows the output from the optical fibres, where the arc completes four revolutions.
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The F2 trace, however,indicates that the arc has appearedin its viewfield at least six

times, comparedto five appearancesin each of the other two views. The corresponding

arc voltage trace showssevendistinct peaks during the second half-cycle when the

rotation takes place. This information can be combinedtoillustrate how three fibres

together can help to interpret the arc's behaviour in a way that is not possible where,in

previous studies [19], only one fibre has been used.

Following the cursor on the oscillogram of fig. 5.2.2(a), three light pulses are seen on the

F2 trace in the time taken for only two signals to show onthe other two fibres. The pulses

are labelled to aid the discussion. Thefirst light pulse, P1, occurs significantly earlier than

P3 or P4, suggesting that the arc has been bowedoutin the direction ofrotation by the

Lorentz force. The arc then movesoutof the fibre viewfield for an instant before re-

appearing, P2. The orderof the opticalfibres after this time is then always F1-F2-F3: this

has changed from the lower-speed arcs of the series-excited coil, where the arc arrives at

F2/F3 simultaneously. Arc photography from other studies [61,89] shows that bowing of

the arc dueto the Lorentz force can result in it ‘hopping’ around the annular contact: when

a portion of the bowed arc comescloseto the annulus and forms a new root, the arc

regainsits straight radial form and the process begins again. The new root can be formed

in line with the leading edge of the arc column,or behindit. In the sequence P1-P4, the

bowed column may be shortened by contact with the annulus, but the effect of the

shorting action is to snap the arc column backwardswith respectto thefixed optical fibres.

P5 signifies a repeat of the previous bowing and shorting backwards.
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Fig. 5.2.2(a): Optical Fibre Output Fig. 5.2.2(b): Arc Voltage

This interpretation of the period encompassing P1-P5 is supported by the voltage

recorded over the sameperiod,fig. 5.2.5(b), where two large, smoothly-developing

voltage peaks are seen in the sameinterval,betweenthe voltage spike at 11ms and the

cursor at 13.7ms. A similar large voltage peak is seenin fig. 4.2.1(b), but in this caseit is
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associated with a faster rather than a slowerfirst rotation. Cases in which the arc's

bowing, or deformation appeared to snap the arc backwards were quite rare, andin

generalits effect was to cause a significant increase in recorded arc speed. Additional

consequencesofthis 'hopping' forward will be discussed in Ch.6.

It should be noted that during the secondhalf-cycle of current, the annular contact

becomesthe anode with respectto the flow of electrons, over which the arc is known to

movein a series of jumps rather than by progressing smoothly [44]. The behaviourof the

arc root, whichisstill very poorly understood [59], may have some bearing on the

observations made, causing newroots to form with relative ease in some casesbut with

difficulty in others. Whatever the reason, the occurrence of such events serves to

illustrate the advantage of using a numberofoptical fibres to view the arc: using only one

fibre, the signals P2 and P5 may have beeninterpreted as signifying a complete

revolution. Moreover, where sufficient data is available it permits the degree to which the

arc is bowed,or deformed,byits rotation to be estimated by comparing the times at which

the arc is recordedbythe different fibres. Estimating the arc's deformation was not

possible for this series of tests, because the arc completed three or four revolutions in only

a minority of cases. When an exponentially-decaying arc current was used,instead of the

sinusoidal current of this section and 5.1, many more revolutions were executed, and

estimates of the arc deformation will therefore be presented in section 5.3.

5.2.4 Magnetic Field

The independently-excited coil used in this set of tests, was designed to satisfy a number

of separate requirements.Firstly, it was intended to provide someflexibilty within the

experiment, so that both the magnitude andtiming of the magnetic field could be

controlled. Secondly, the maximum magnetic field obtainable from the device had to be at

least four times that obtainable from the series-excited coil, and thirdly, both units had to

be accommodated within the same volume. This was set by the dimensions of the annular

contact, the steel retaining collar, and the position of other components such as the

contactfinger (shownin fig. 3.1.1) on the main, or stationary contact assembly. Clearly

there is no uniquesolution to these various designcriteria, so that the peak magneticfield

and the volume available for the coil were selected as the controlling parameters.

However, the resulting current profile was sufficiently long that relatively high magnetic

fields could be supplied throughoutthe arcing period, wheretheinitiation of the magnetic

field could be timed to occurclose to the point at which the arc transferred to the yoke.
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In fig. 4.2.5 the independentcoil current returns to zero after 18ms, as opposed to 8.5ms

in the series coil. The effective excitation frequency is therefore reduced from 56 to 28Hz,

and since the induced emf's in the yoke are proportional to the rate of change of exciting

mmf, the eddy currents are reducedin value, leading to a greater net, steady-state, mmfin

the coil volume. However, the current rises to a maximum in 5ms,so the equivalent

excitation frequency during the establishmentof the magnetic field is 50Hz. Attaining its

peak value at 8ms, the magnetic field therefore lags the excitation current by 54° at 50Hz,

in good agreementwith the lagging angle measuredin the series-excited test head for an

excitation frequency of 56Hz.
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5.3 IndependentCoil, Exponentially-Decaying Arc Current

5.3.1 Arc Voltage

The arc voltage waveform offig. 4.3.1(b) shares manyof the features ofthat offig.

4.2.1(b) for the sinusoidal arc current. For the period until 17ms, there are approximately 8

voltage peaks superposed ona basevoltage level of 250-300V. These voltage peaks

have been associated with arc lengtheningin the literature [19,71-73,78,79] and in section

5.2. After 17ms, and until arc extinction, the arc voltages recorded are muchlarger, ata

time whenthe opticalfibres indicate a significant increase in rotational velocity, even

though the magnetic field is at this time falling. The high-speed, high-voltage regime is

accompaniedby a slight reduction in the arc current. During this period, the arc voltage

varies between 600 and 1000V,andthe voltage acrossthe series resistor of the LCR

circuit is approximately 2kV. Since the capacitor bankis initially charged to only 3.3kV, the

higher arc voltages, may have led to somecurrentlimitation occurring. From section 5.2,

this increase in arc voltage is mostlikely due to increasesin the arc length.

5.3.2 Optical Fibre Data

Fig. 5.3.1 compares the average arc speed over the whole arcing period for both the tests

using a sinusoidal arc current, and those in which the arc current was exponentially

decaying.
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Fig. 5.3.1: Comparison of Average Arc Speeds for Sinusoidal and

Exponentially-Decaying Arc Currents
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The graph showsthatfor low applied forces, below 800N.m-', both sets of data follow

approximately the sameline, with the scatter in the sinusoidal-arc tests being at least

partly due to the arc 'hopping' round the annular contact. In the exponentially-decaying

current tests, the annular contact forms an electron cathode, over which the arc would be

expected to move more smoothly [44]. In the region 500-800N.m1, where some data

points are superimposed overothers, the data appearto fall very closely about some

meanline. No suchline is shownsinceit contributeslittle to the remainderof the data.

Although high rotational speeds may occurfor only a short time, it can accountfor as

many as 50% ofthe arc's revolutions in any onetest. However,it is clear from fig. 5.3.1

that a certain minimumforce is required before this high-speed rotation can take place at

all.

In fig. 4.2.2, the arc speed increases dramatically at approximately 15ms. Kopainsky and

Schade [80] related step changes suchasthese to the arc moving fast enough to

encounterits own heated wake,ie whena sufficiently high Lorentz force is applied. The

local gas density in the wake is reduced, becauseitis still hot from the passage ofthearc,

so the drag force on the arc is also reduced andit accelerates.If the arc has encountered

a region of gas sufficient to promote much higher speeds,it would be expected to stay

there and continue at those higher speeds [80]: instead the brief period at high speed is

followed by another revolution at a lower speed. In order for this to have occurred, the arc

may have encountered a region of higher density, hence cooler, gas, or it may have been

hopping around the annulus, in a mannersimilar to that seen for sinusoidal arc currents.

The arc would appearto rotate relatively slowly as it was drawn out, followed by an

apparently very fast revolution whenit jumped forward.If this were true, however,it would

be reflected in the arc voltage: the voltage trace of fig. 4.3.1(b) indicates that the arc

voltage is consistently higher during the high-speed regime than whenthearcis rotating at

lower speeds. Sincefor the arc to 'hop' around the annulus there must be a marked

reduction in length, and hencein arc voltage, it seems morelikely that the arc is coming

into contact with cooler regions of gas within the test head,or that it is consistently long,

and therefore helical, throughoutthis time.

Within the arcing volume the magnetic field has both radial and axial components, except

for a region, the null region, around the centre of a uniformly woundcoil. As the arc rotates

it has been seen to deform, with the outer root on the annulustrailing the inner root on the

poker. This givesrise to a circumferential componentof arc current which can combine

with both the radial and axial magnetic fields, to form new cross products or Lorentz

forces. The radial field and circumferential current give rise to an axial force, while the

axial field and circumferential current produce a larger, radial force.It follows that the arc's
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deformation brings about a force componentwhich canactto drive the arc axially into the

coil volume, so that a mechanism by which the arc can movein all three dimensions within

the arcing region is established.If an arcis initially rotating in some fixed z-plane,it can be

expected to lose heatto its immediate surroundings. An axial force is now applied to this

arc, effectively shifting the plane of rotation along the z-axis, and into a region which has

previously beenrelatively un-affected by the arc's presence. Theresult is that,

encountering a region of cooler, more densegas,the arc is decelerated. At the sametime,

the circumferential current combines with the axial magnetic field to expand the arc in the

radial direction. This radial movement causesa portion of the arc column to comeinto

contact with the annulus, shorting out some length of the deformedarc. Thearc is thereby

shortened and moves back towards the poker, before the process of deformation and

axial and radial extension begins again. This mechanism may be able to explain the

extremesof speed seeninfig. 4.3.2.

In fig. 4.3.1(c), the arc light seen by F2 is markedly smaller than in the previous or

subsequentrotations, and there are a numberof possible causesfor this. Chaaraoui[92]

has shown how a combination of opticalfibres can be used to determine the position of an

arc, based ontherelative intensity of the light seen by at least two fibres. Variations in arc

light may therefore be due to the arc changingits position with respectto thefibre.

However, noneof the otherfibres notes such a significant change,sothis is unlikely. The

arc in the viewfield of F2 may have becomerelatively diffuse, since the arc column can

take quite variable forms, based on high speed images recorded elsewhere [90], but such

a change would bedifficult to verify. Lastly, the arc may have beenpartially obscured by

someobject for only a short length of time. The mostlikely cause ofthis is the coating on

the inside of the glass collimating tubes, which was seen to have degraded overthe

course of many tests. The temporary lossof the light signal from onefibre wasa relatively

rare occurrence,andit was not possible to determine a particular causeforit.

5.3.3 Arc Deformation

Deformation of the arc was anticipated from a numberof sources [19,44,48], and some

aspectsof its effect have already been considered, particularly in section 5.3.2. In section

5.2.3, the relative times of the optical fibres were used to deducefurther information about

the nature of the arc's motion. Having increased the length of time for which the arc can

rotate, by changing the discharge current from sinusoidal to exponentially-decaying, the

numberof complete revolutions executed wasincreased four-fold. The consequent

increase in data can then be used to make some morereliable estimates of the extent of

the arc's deformation.
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From fig. 3.2.5, fibres F2 and F3 are seen to be located along oneradialline. If the arc's

speed is knownasit passesthesefibres, then from the time delay betweenthe signals

from them, an estimate of the arc's deformation is possible. The average rotational speed,

@, is obtained from a combination of the data from all three fibres, as explained in section

4.3.2, and the time delay betweenthe signals on fibres F2, te2, and F3,tr3, is used in eqn.

5.1 below to deducethe angle, 9, by which the portion of the arc column at a radius of

30mm,whereF3is sited, lags that at a radius of 15mm,the location of F2. The estimate

makes two important assumptions aboutthe nature of the arc deformation. Firstly the arc

shape is assumedto be constantasit passes both F2 and F3, and secondly its shapeis

uniquely a function of its angular speed.This is slightly different from the method used by

Adams[48], who accountedonly forthe linear arc velocity, and ignored the contribution of

the radial expansion which must accompany arc deformation.

6=0(te3-tF2) ...(5.1)

The results for several tests are shown, infig. 5.3.2, as a function of the arc rotational

speed.
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Fig. 5.3.2: Estimations of Arc Deformation as a function of Rotational Speed

The apparent quantum nature of the characteristic is a feature of the measurement

process,as only a small set of discrete time differences can occur betweentr3 and tro:

the maximum time delay between the signals on F3 and F2 is approximately 0.5ms, and

since the resolution of the measurementis 0.1ms, eqn. 5.1 will produce results falling

along oneoffive possible discrete lines radiating out from the origin. This quantisation

conceals, to some extent, the fact that the arc deformation can have any value within the
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bands suggestedbyfig. 5.3.2. In these particular tests the maximum time delay between

F3 and F2 was 0.3ms,and hencethereareonly threelines. In section 5.3.2, a mechanism

wasoutlined by which the arc could moveaxially backwards and forwards within the coil

volume, and this mechanism relied uponthe arc's shape, or deformation, changing

continually during the arcing process. Since the optical fibres provide a 'snap-shot' of the

arc at only one position, the extent to which the arc shape varies over that observed sector

may be taken as representative of its variation within the rest of the test head: the arc

shape may be assumedto vary continuously over the whole coil region, and therefore

supports the mechanism described above to accountfor the arc's axial movement.

The optical fibres can estimate the relation between only two points on the arc column,

rather than deducethe actual arc shape. However, some attempt at this can be made by

drawing a simple smooth curve through the two knownpoints, at radii 15mm and 30mm,

separated by the calculated deformation angle. Two possible arcs are sketchedin fig.

5.3.3. The arc is represented as a smooth curvein the sketch althoughits form in reality is

knownto be more complex [19,48,61], as will have been seen from the high-speed

photographsof section 4.5. Although the two points on the arc column are separated by

only 90° or 180°, it seemsclear that the separation of the two roots will be greater, and for

larger deformationsat least one helical turn may be generated.
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Fig. 5.3.3: Possible Arc Sh Sketched for Two Arc Deformation
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5.3.4 Dielectric Probe

The dielectric responses shownin fig. 4.3.4 suggest that the behaviour of the gas changes

with increased applied electromagnetic force. At the remote end, the reduction in

breakdownpotential becomesboth sharper and greater whenthe applied forceis

increased, while at the poker end, the gasin the vicinity of the poker recoversits dielectric

strength even before the arc is extinguished. Dielectrically weak gas therefore seems to

movetowards the remote endofthe test-head, rather than expanding homogeneously

aboutthe rotating arc. In previous studies the arc has beenaxially static. Ohashi [93]

considered a free-burning arc, while Hayashiet al. [94] investigated diffusion from an

axially-blown arc. In both cases the hot gas from the arcing region diffused uniformly into

the surrounding cold gas.

Superficially, the rotating arc should be expected to behavein a similar way to these

axially static arcs, since it is assumedto rotate in a fixed plane. Although there is some

evidencethat an arc rotating in such a plane can transfer momentum radially [6], the

annular contact would, in the present study, block any radial gas flow,reflecting it back

into the arcing volume from whereit would be expected to diffuse uniformly. The

implication of sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3, however, is that the arc does not rotate around a

fixed plane, but rather changesthe planeofits rotation throughout the arcing process. The

axial movementof the arc may be responsible for directing the flow of hot gas along the

axis of the coil, and this will be discussed further in sections 5.4 and 5.5 as well as Ch. 6

and 7.

Oneimplication of these results is that a flow of arced gasis induced along thecoil axis.

The gas appearsto flow from the poker to the remote end, its flow rate increasing with

applied force. Since dielectrically weak gas is moving away from the poker towards the

remote end, gas from outside the arcing volume mustbe replacingit. As a result, it seems

that the rotation of the arc may be driving hot gas away from the contact region around the

poker, and replacing it with gas whichis dielectrically less weak.
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5.4 Shaped, Independently-Excited Coil, Exponentially-Decaying Arc Current

In section 4.4 a numberof parallels were drawn between the phenomenaassociated with

the shaped and uniform-coil test-heads. The arc current and voltage traces were similar,

and the evolution of the arcs' rotation speeds too werealike. In this section, then, the

emphasis will be on comparing the two sets of data to determine whetherthere are any

significant differences between them, and how these might affect the overall behaviour of

the device

5.4.1 Arc Rotation Speed

Fig. 5.4.1 compares the applied force-speed characteristic of the shaped-coil test-head for

exponentially-decaying arc currents, with that of the uniform coil for both sinusoidal and

exponentially-decaying arc currents. Calculation of the applied force for the shapedcoil

was discussedin section 4.4.4. For a given applied force, the shaped coil data appear to

fall slightly below both uniform-coil graphs. As mentioned in section 5.1 above,tests in

SFg at 0.3MPaindicated very little arc movement for applied forces below 40N.m-1. At

0.15MPa,fig. 5.2.1 suggested that there was some minimum force required to produce

rotation of the arc, but the existence of a positive x-intercept at 0.3MPais less obvious

from fig. 5.4.1. However, since the arc will rotate more slowly at higher pressures [44],it

seemslikely that a minimum rotational force will also be required at this, higher gas

pressure, below which the arc movementwill be negligible.
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Fig. 5.4.1: Comparison of Average Arc Speeds in Uniform and Shaped Coils

for both Exponentially-Decaying and Sinusoidal Arc Currents.
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Fig. 5.4.2 shows the speed evolution of two arcs, one in a shaped coil and the otherina

uniform coil. In both cases the main current capacitor bank was charged to the same

voltage, approximately 3.3kV, and the peak magneticfields are identical at approximately

1.3T. The uniform coil arc makesthe transition to high speed rotation much earlier than

does the shaped coil arc, though the maximum speeds achieved are the same. Since the

transition from low to high-speedarcing is believed to be associated with heat storagein

the arc's vicinity, fig. 5.4.2 implies that the arc in the shaped-coil has managed to remove

heat from its area more effectively than has the arc in the uniform-coil test-head. The

result will be further discussed in Ch. 6.
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Fig. 5.4.2: Comparison of Speed Evolution of Uniform and Shaped-Coil Arcs

5.4.2 Arc Deformation

Section 5.3.3 described how a measureof the arc's deformation could be obtained from

the arc's average rotation speed, as calculated in section 4.3.2. Mounting the shapedcoil

required some changestothecoil retaining collar, and this makesit useful to compare the

arc deformations measured by the shaped and uniform coils. The changeinthe steel

collar necessitated a new optical fibre mounting ring, so that the optical fibres and

collimating tubes had to be re-positioned at the sametime.If the optical fibres in the

shaped-coil test-head were mis-aligned because of these adjustments, then the time

difference between the signals on F2 and F3, and consequently the arc deformations

recorded, might have been affected. This comparison is shownonfig. 5.4.3 below,

indicating that there was no difference betweenthe estimates of arc shape obtained by

the two experimental arrangements.
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Fig. 5.4.3: Arc Deformation for Shaped and Uniform-Coil Arcs

Since the arc in the shapedcoil appearsto rotate at a slightly slower rate than thatin the

uniform coil, it follows from fig. 5.4.3 that the deformation of the arc in the shaped-coil test-

head will in general be slightly lower than that in the uniform coil.

5.4.3 Dielectric Probe

As mentioned in section 3.1.5, the dielectric probe response can be measured in a

numberof ways. Although the probein this work is not being used to determineintrinsic

properties of the gas, such as temperature or density, somecareis still needed in

choosing a probe responsewhich permits ready comparisonof data from different tests.

The probe responseis therefore measured in terms of the times at which the breakdown

voltage is reduced with respect to the time at which thearcis initiated. This meansthat

where the pre-arc breakdownvoltage for twotests is different, the results canstill be

compared, becauseit is the relative reduction in dielectric strength, for any one test, which

is important, not the absolute reduction. Furthermore, effects such as wearof the spark

gappoints, which would increase the gap width and hencethe voltage required to break

the gap down,andtheinitial condition of the probe, can be neglected when comparing

results. Where twotests have approximately the same value of pre-arc dielectric

withstand, thenit will be possible to make some comparison of the absolute values of the

breakdownvoltage recorded. This will be done bothin this section and in section 5.5.

Furtherinterpretation of the result, based on the minimum value of the breakdown voltage

will be discussed in Ch. 6. With respect to the poker-end data, the time at which the spark

gap's breakdownvoltage recovered wasthecriterion considered. This was because the

proximity of the probeto the arc madeit difficult to determine whichpart of the reduced
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breakdown voltage regime was dueto arc radiation and which part might have also been

due to dielectrically weak gas. Extending this measure to the remote-end results could

confirm the time taken for a pocketof hot gas to passthe dielectric probe. However,

interpreting the response of the remote-end gapin this way makes the assumption that

the hot gas from the arctravels as a discrete 'bubble' within the test head, and thatthis

bubble will remain intact despite the intervention of obstacles such asthe optical fibre

mounting ring. Moreover, the impact of additional effects, such as diffusion of the hot gas

and turbulent mixing of hot and cold gas,is at this stage unknown.At the poker end of the

test-head, the dielectric probe is very near the arc (15-20mm away, as opposed to 95mm),

and there are no intervening obstacles. Consequently, the gas flow can be considered to

be relatively uniform, and, in the absence of an onset time, the time at which the reduced

breakdown period ends becomesacceptable.

At the remote end of the test-head, the dielectric probe responseis very similar to that

recorded by the spark gapsin the uniform coil. In the latter case, however, the high-speed

arc rotation, which might movethe arc and associated productsin the axial direction,

occurs earlier, and is more extreme,thanit is within the shaped coil. Figs. 5.4.4 show the

time taken for the dielectric probe at the remote end to respond to arcs in the shaped and

uniform coils, as a function of both the arc current, fig. 5.4.4(a), and the applied force,fig.

5.4.4(b).
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Fig. 5.4.4(b): Dielectric Probe Response Time as a Function of

Applied Electromagnetic Force, Remote End only

In fig. 5.4.4(a), the spark gap responsetime appears to decreaseslightly with applied

currentfor the uniform coil, but to remain approximately constant with currentin the

shaped coil. The pattern of results is repeated in fig. 5.4.4(b), but this not surprising since

the arc currentis also used in the calculation of the applied force. At present, then,it is still

not clear from figs. 5.4.4 how the arc's rotation affects the responsetime of the dielectric

probe,but the point will be further addressedin section 5.5

Fig. 5.4.5 shows the responseofthe dielectric probe at the poker endofthe coil (1109

and 855N.m-‘) along with one at the remote end (747N.m-'). Following theinterruption of

the arc,all three spark gaps recover immediately, but at 855N.mr1, the breakdown voltage

is reduced again, to about 13.5kV, between 30 and 45ms.This second breakdown may be

due to radial momentumtransfer from the arc [6], or diffusion of arc products from the

arcing region. The pre-arc breakdownvoltages recorded by the dielectric probes at 855

and 747N.m-! are approximately 16kV, but in responseto arc productsthe dielectric

strengths of the gaps drop to 13.5 and 12kV respectively. Bearing in mind that the remote-

end spark gapis three to four times further away from the arc than the probe at the poker

end, the gas at the remote endisstill dielectrically the weaker, despite having had longer

to recover, for example through cooling or re-combination. Although some gas has

diffused out of the poker end, its greater dielectric strength suggests that the diffusion may

have occurred after arc extinction, rather than while it was spinning. Lastly, the existence

of an axial gas flow is determined by the differential dielectric behaviour monitored by the

probes,and this means that some arced products will be expectedto diffuse out of the

pokerendof the coil, but the net flow is directed towards the remote end.
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Fig. 5.4.5: Dielectric Probe Responses, Comparing Poker and Remote-End Results

5.4.4 Magnetic Field

Fig. 4.4.5 shows the current and net magnetic field waveformsin the profiled-winding coil.

Afterrising to its peak value in 8ms,the excitation current decays back downto zero after

32ms, representing an equivalent frequency of 16Hz, compared with 28Hz for the uniform,

independentcoil. At the same time the average magneticfield in the arcing region, per

ampof excitation current, increases from 2.5mT (uniform) to 4.5mT for the shapedcoil:

the rise in the net magneticfield is in the same proportion as the reduction in excitation

frequency, and hencein the emf's induced in the copper annulus, or yoke (Ch. 2). The

increased rise time of 8ms, leading to an effective frequency of 31Hz (cf. 50Hz for the

uniform coil) during the establishment of eddy currents, causes the net magnetic field to

lag behind the exciting current by 45° compared to 54° in both independently and series-

excited, uniformly-woundcoils.

A secondeffect of the slowerrise and decay times of the shaped coil compared with the

uniform coils, was that when both coils were energised at the sametime, the area under

the shaped-coil's magnetic curve was 1.3 times greater than the independent uniform coil.

Since, in tests, the magnetic fields generated by the shaped coil were of the same order

as those of the uniform coil, it follows that the mechanical impulse on the arc was also

greater for the shaped than for the uniform coil, where the arc current is assumed to be

relatively constant. This point will be further discussed in Ch. 6
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Section 4.4.4 showed how thenull region of the coil, that region within the test-head

aroundthe point at which the radial component of magnetic field falls to zero, had been

moved from the middle of the coil, at z=30mmin the uniform coil, closer to the poker, to

around z=20-25mmin the profiled-winding coil. Since the axial movementof the arc is

related to the magnitude of the radial component of magneticfield, the fact that the null

region movescloserto the pokerin the shapedcoil implies that the extent of axial arc

movementshould also be curtailed. This was confirmed by post-arc inspection of the

annulus, which showedarc tracks up to 15-20mm into the annulus of the shaped-coil test-

head, but up to 25-30mminto the uniform-coil test-head.
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5.5 High Current Tests

While section 4.5 presented data from both extremesof the high current tests, this section

will concentrate on interpreting the lower current range between 3 and 4.5kA.This is

becauseof the difficulty in resolving distinct features for the highest current arcs on either

the opticalfibres or the high-speedfilm. However, the higher current regime around 10kA

will be further consideredin Ch. 6.

5.5.1 Comparison of Optical Fibre and High Speed Film Measurements

Section 5.3.3 presented a method of calculating the angular displacement between two

points on the arc column, based onthe time lag between twooptical signals and the arc's

rotational speed. This angular displacement could then be used as anestimate of the

deformation of the arc column due to aerodynamic drag, and in section 5.4.2, the shaped

and uniform coil data for the deformation were compared and found to agree. To prepare

for high current testing, it became necessary to replace the glass collimating tubes with

aluminium ones, and the attendant arrangementpermitted better alignment between the

collimating tubes than previously. Moreover, the high-speed camera wasavailable, and

this allowed direct comparison between the measured values from the high speedfilm,

and those calculated from the optical fibre signals. The comparisonis presentedinfig.

5.5.1, but some additional explanation is necessary.
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Theoptical fibres record the passage of the arc at the end of each revolution, and, as has

been shown,the time taken to complete each revolution can be quite variable. The rate at

whichthe opticalfibres 'sample' the arc's shape is therefore dependentonthe rotational
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speed. The high-speed camera, on the other hand, exposes frames at a constantrate,

every 75us, so in order to compare the two systems, the measurements made by the

high-speed camera haveto be averaged overeacharc revolution, as the optical fibre data

effectively is. Correlating events on the high-speedfilm and the opticalfibres, namely

indications that the arc is passing F3, mentioned in section 4.5.3, providesa first check on

the validity of comparing the film andfibre data.

Fig. 5.5.1 showsthe instantaneousvariation in the arc deformation seen by the camera,

the average of these instantaneous measurements over a whole arc revolution, and the

estimate madebythe optical fibre for the same revolution. The average error betweenthe

optical fibre and high speedfilm results is 34°, and represents good agreementfor the

following reasons. The explanation of the fibre estimates in section 5.3.3 included mention

of the quantum nature ofthe fibre measurement, so that as the arc speed increases, the

resolution error in the deformation estimate also increases. Secondly, the outermostfibre

is situated at a radius of 30mm,while the innermostis at a radius of 15mm,leaving a

certain length of the arc un-observed. The high-speed photographscan take accountof

almost the whole arc length, and, with the additional rounding up to the nearest 30°,will

therefore tend to produce an estimate of deformation whichis larger than that obtained via

the optical fibre system. Lastly, although the arc's rotational speed is estimated over a

whole revolution, the deformation is based on events within the region around only two

fibres. For example,if the arc takes 0.6ms to complete one revolution, but the time

difference betweenthesignals on fibres F2 and F3 is only 0.1ms, then the estimate of the

arc's deformation is actually based on events within the 0.1mstime frame, rather than

overthe whole revolution.

Towardsthe end ofthe arcing time the arcis still seen to be present, but no further record

wasobtained from the optical fibres. Small 'blips' are seen on the oscillogram offig. 4.5.3,

close to the cursor, but they are too small to have beenreliably interpreted, possibly due

to the faintness of the arc close to extinction. The question of the intensity variation of the

optical fibres has been addressed in section 5.3.3 above.

Since the high speed photographsconfirm the arc deformation estimates obtained by the

opticalfibres, and in addition the fibre mounting ring had been changed,it is of use to

comparethe arc deformation data obtained at low currents, and at high currents with the

improved arrangement. Fig. 5.5.2 compares the estimates of the arc deformation obtained

by the optical fibres for the uniform and shapedcoils for exponentially-decaying arc

currents, and the uniform coil for the 22Hz sine-waveof the high current tests. Agreement
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amongthe three sets of data is good exceptfor rotational speeds above 25rad.ms~1,

thoughthis may be partly dueto a lack of data.
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Fig. 5.5.2: Comparison of Optical Fibre Estimates of Arc Deformation

for the Shaped and Uniform Coil High and Low Arc Curren

In section 4.5.3 it was noted that although the high speed camera recordeda relatively

diffuse arc column around 10kKA,the optical fibre output was nonetheless oneof a series

of discrete light pulses, suggesting that the arc wasdistinct but rotating at very high speed.

A diffuse arc is expected at high current from Spencer's work[19], andit is therefore felt

that the discretenessof the opticalfibre output is due to somevariability in the lightness of

the arc column, or non-uniformity in the movementofthe relatively broad column.

5.5.2 Arc Speed and Deformation

High-speedarcing, in which the arc appearsto rotate not only at very high speeds, but

between extremes of speed, has been observedfor both low and high arc currents.

Further, the onsetof this high-speed regimeis believed to indicatefirstly a build-up of hot

gas within the arcing region, while the equally sudden reduction in speed may be

indicative of the arc moving axially. At low currents, below 1000A,the duration of the high-

speed regime wasshort with respectto the total arcing time, while in the high current

range, high-speed arcing can accountfor a significant part of the arc's rotation. With the

increase in high-speed arcing time,it was possible to correlate events in the arc's

rotational behaviour with the responseof the dielectric probe. Of particular interest were

the sustained reduction of breakdownvoltage, after the arc had been extinguished, for the

probe at the poker end, and the double dips in the breakdownvoltage for the probe at the
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remote end. Graphsofarc rotational speed and deformation will be presentedin this

section, while those for the dielectric probe responsewill be presented in section 5.5.3.

Fig. 5.5.3(a), overleaf, shows the arc speed characteristic for the two 3.2kA arcsoffig.

4.5.10, while 5.5.3(b) compares the values of arc deformation associated with them. The

4000N.m*' arc is seen to enter the high speed arcing regime at approximately 12ms. The

arc apparently rotates in excess of 1000m.s"! at a radius of 30mm, a speed which

suggests that the arc has exceeded the speed of soundor that the surrounding gasis

extremely hot. However,it is believed that this speed is a feature of helical arcs. In the

high-speed photographsoffig. 4.5.6, for example, the arc several times formsinto a

helical turn, such that the inner arc root leads the outertrailing root by more than 360°.

This is compoundedby the radial expansion of the arc, as seen in section 4.6. In these

circumstancesthefibres, particularly F3, could record the passageofthetrailing root,

followed, or even precededby,the front of the arc column. This would register as two

pulses onthe optical fibres, where in fact only one arc revolution had taken place.

The speedofthe arc for an applied force of 4064N.m-1 only exceeds 10rad.ms-! towards

the end ofits rotation. Where the arc's rotational speed remains low, the extent to whichit

is deformed by aerodynamic drag is also low. The onsetof high-speed rotation is then

accompaniedbylarge variations in the deformation. This information is not unexpected

[19,48], but, from fig. 5.5.1, it can now be stated with some confidence

Rotational speed and deformation graphs, recorded whenthe dielectric probe was located

at the poker endofthe test-head, are showninfigs. 5.5.4, page 132. Asin figs. 5.5.3, high

rotational speeds for the arc driven at 4794N.m-! are accompanied bylarge valuesof arc

deformation,fig. 5.5.4(b), though in this caseits variation is not as marked as in 5.5.3(b),

reflecting the fact that this arc undergoes less speedvariation, fig. 5.5.4(a), with time than

the 4000N.marc above. The reasonsfor the onset of the high speed regimewill be

further discussedin Ch. 6.
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Figs. 5.5.4: Variation of Arc Rotational Speed, (a

and Deformation, (b), for two 4.48kA Arcs
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5.5.3 Dielectric Probe

Thefigures in this section show the responseofthe dielectric probes, located at the

remote and pokerendsof the test-head, to the four arcs presentedinfigs. 5.5.3-4 above.

This data has already been presented in section 4.5 (fig. 4.5.10), but those graphs have

been modified for clarity and re-numbered here.

5.5.3.1 Remote End

Consideringfirst the remote end,fig. 5.5.5, the dielectric probe for the 4000N.m1 arc

registers a reduction in dielectric strength three times. Thefirst occasion is while the arc is

still present, believed to be dueto the effect ofultraviolet radiation [93,96]. Shortly after the

arc has been extinguished, the breakdown voltage falls again, recovers, but is reduced a

third time. For the arc driven by an average force of 4064N.m-1, only two periods occurin

which the dielectric strength of the spark gap is reduced, thefirst of which is associated

with the arc being present. The spark gap then recovers, and there are no subsequent

reduced-voltage periods.
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Fig. 5.5.5: Response of Dielectric Probes at Remote End to two 3.2kA Arcs

The double dip in the breakdownvoltage was not observed until high current tests were

conducted, andinvites two possible explanations.In the first, hot gas and arc products

either diffuse, or are inducedto flow, along the axis of the coil towards the remote end.

This drift is then terminated for some reason, before resuming again, producing the

second dip in Vpg. Alternatively, the gas diffuses, or is pumped,out of the arcing region in

discrete bubbles, rather than as a single, relatively homogeneous, mass. Wherethis

temporary pause occurs,it is associated with high-speed arcing, where the arc undergoes

large changesin speed accompaniedbylarge variationsin its length asitis first stretched
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into a helical form and then snapped backby short-circuiting of part of the extended

column. Where these extremesin speed and arc length do not occur, there are no pauses

in the diffusion, or flow, of hot gas from the arcing region.

Fig. 5.4.4 showedthat there was a wide degree of scatter in the response time of the

probe as a function of both the applied force and the arc current. This suggests that the

applied electromagnetic force has a relatively weak influence on the probe response,the

time taken for the spark gapto register the arrival of dielectrically weak gas. Support for

this conclusion comes from the fact that, for approximately the same applied force of

4000N.m1, two suchdifferent speed, deformation and dielectric response graphs can

result in figs. 5.5.3 and 5. The figures suggest, rather, that the dielectric probe response,

is strongly dependentonthe arc's rotational speed alone. Fig. 5.5.6 plots the time taken

for the dielectric probe to respond,as a function of the arc rotational speed.Asinfig.

5.4.4, the responsetime is taken as the time at which the reduced breakdownperiod

begins. The data is divided into four groups.Firstly,it is split by current range, ie below

1000A (low current) and above 1000A(high current). Secondly,it is divided by average

rotational speed, as either low or high speed. Low speedis considered to be the average

speed overthat part of rotational period during whichthe arc travels at less than

10rad.ms-!. High speed, however,is the average arc speed overthe whole arcing period

for cases in whichthe arc rotates at speeds greater than 10rad.ms~'. The former speed

range would be the period 8-12msfor the 4000N.m"1 arcoffig. 5.5.3(a), while the latter

range would, for the same arc, be the period 8-16ms.
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The graph showsthat the responsetimeof the dielectric probe is more strongly

dependenton the low speed than the high speedarcrotations. In the foregoing sections,

high speed arcing wasattributed to the arc catching up with its own heated wake,for

whichthe arc must betravelling sufficiently fast or the residence time of the hot wake must

have increased. Thetransition to the high speed regimeis abrupt in the graphs of section

5.3 onwards. However,of the two arcsoffig. 5.5.3(a), only one rotates at very high speed.

Initially, both travelled at approximately the same speed, so that both should have rotated

sufficiently rapidly to overtake the heated products of the wake. The fact that only one of

them did so, suggeststhatit is the residence time of the hot matter which has changed.

Recentwork [89], has also suggestedthat rotational instability, and the attendant

formation of helical arcs, is related to the attachmentof the arc root on the outer electrode,

andthis will also form part of the discussion of Ch.6.

Poker

Fig. 5.5.7 showsthe responseofthe dielectric probe to the two arcsoffigs. 5.5.4, where

the probeis located at the poker end ofthe test-head. The difference in rotation

characteristics of the two arcs,figs. 5.5.4, is only reflected in the sharper recovery of the

4838N.m! graph immediately after arc extinction. In both cases, the breakdownvoltageis

sharply reduced while the arc is present, before recovering to some intermediate value,

and then recovering fully after some time. For an applied force of 4838N.m-', the post-arc

quiescent value of Vpg is 9.6kV comparedto a pre-arc value of 10kV, while the

4794N.m" arc recoversto the full pre-arc value. The slight changein the formeris not

regardedassignificant. In fig. 4.5.9, the 9.76kA arc (those onfig. 5.5.7 are for 4.48kA

arcs), produces a similar sequence of events on the dielectric probe response.

Whenthearcis present, Vpg is reduced to approximately 5kV for the two probesoffig.

5.5.7, followed by an intermediate period after arc extinction until around 40-45ms, where

the breakdownis approximately 9.2kV. This breakdownlevelis close to the final, recovery

level of the 4838N.m-! arc. However, the 9.76kA arcoffig. 4.5.9 not only goes through the

same evolution of Vpg, but the spark gap also records the same values of Vpg both during

the arcing time, and in the subsequentintermediate period, despite having a much higher

quiescent breakdownlevel of 14kV. The similarity of the breakdownvoltage levels, despite

the fact that different spark gaps are used, mayindicate that the dielectric strength of the

spark gapoverthis period is due to some effect other than gas density and remanent

ionisation.
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Fig. 5.5.7: Response of Dielectric Probe at Poker End to two 4.48kA Arcs

Fig. 3.1.9, re-annotated and re-numberedbelowasfig. 5.5.8, presents a typical

oscillogram for high current arcs and the dielectric probe at the poker end. The arc current

in this case was 9.6kA. At 11.4ms, the charge-discharge nature of the breakdown voltage

waveform is interrupted by a period, lasting approximately 5ms, where the oscilloscope

trace is continuous, with a minimum value of 3.5kV. This type of eventis believed [96] to ‘

be due to the spark gap conducting a low current through a highly ionised channel. The

initial conclusion wasthat the arc had becomesufficiently diffuse, or the gas sufficiently

hot, that its expansion had led plasmainto contact with the dielectric probe. The perspex ~

holder, though, showed no sign of such impingement, whereasthe optical fibre mounting

ring, also of perspex, had beenlightly carbonised by the heat of the arc products. The

spark gapis, however, affected by ultraviolet radiation [93], responsible for the reductionin

Vbqa hitherto noted whenthearc is present. This ultraviolet radiation, particularly at high

currents, may therefore be sufficiently intense to promote strong ionisation around the

spark gap, resulting in the continuous conduction seenin fig. 5.5.8, but also accounting for

the similarity in breakdown voltages recorded by nominally different probes. The effect of

such conduction on the subsequentdielectric behaviour of the gap is not known, but the

decayof the ionised channel may again explain the markedsimilarity of Vpq during the

intermediate intervals notedin fig. 5.5.7 and 4.5.9.

Alternatively, the reduction in the spark gap's voltage withstand may be dueto arc

products diffusing out of the arcing region, though for both of the 4.48kA arcs, the

reduction in breakdownvoltageis relatively less than that seen by the probesat the

remote endofthe test-head for the 3.2kA arcsoffig. 5.5.5. If hot gas is diffusing out of the

pokerendoftheunit, it is dielectrically much stronger than that moving towards the
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remote end. Forthe highest currents,the loss of dielectric strength recorded by the probes

is much greater, and mayindicate that from a test head in which arc products moved

predominantly towards the remote end, an equal quantity now diffuses out of the poker

end. The capacity of the test-head to pumparc products may therefore have an

operationallimit, and the observations may well be useful in establishing scaling criteria

for such devices. However,the possible influence of the current-carrying period identified

in fig. 5.5.8, makesit difficult to offer any definite conclusions. At the lower currents of 3

and 4.5kA,the period of continuous conduction lasted for a shorter time, while for arc

currents below 1000Ait was not seenatall.
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Fig. 5.5.8: Dielectric Pr Pok nd, Res to 9.6kA Ar
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5.6 Helical Arcs

From the high speed photographs,arc currents and voltages, and the helical radii offig.

4.6.2, it is possible to determine the existence of what may be termed generalfeatures.

These are discussed with reference to the two oscillograms, reproduced below, of section

4.6.
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Fig. 4.6.3(a): Arc Current and Voltage Fig. 4.6.3(b) Arc Current and Voltage

12mm Solid-Core 12mm Hollow Core

5.6.1 Interpretation of General Features

From the numberof tests completed, it was possible to deduce a set of general features

which were commontoall of the tests conducted.

Theinitial current hump(figs. 4.6.3) was dueto the fuse action oftheinitiation wire [99],

rather than anyintrinsic arc behaviour, and it was possible to confirm this from the

high-speed photographs. As mentionedin section 4.6.1, the photographs show the

initiation wire breaking into segmentslinked by short arcs; each short arc then extends,

fusing the wire entirely until the complete helical arc is formed. Where the current was

extinguished by the fuse action alone,only theinitial current hump and sharplyrising

voltage appeared onthe oscilloscope. Timing of the high speed photographs was

therefore possible by correlating the voltage spike with the arc becoming completely

formed.

Theincreasein current level after t3, which is the level inflected regionin fig. 4.6.3(a)

correspondsto the arc leaving the helical structure and provoking a generalised

breakdownaroundthe outside of the helix. This can be seenin fig. 5.6.1(a), which occurs

approximately 1.4ms after frame 1 of fig. 4.6.1. An enlargement of frame 26 is shownin
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fig. 5.6.1(b), where the separator is a perspex comb which helps to keep the helical blades

apart. In frame 18, the left-hand extremity of the uppermosthelical turn has moved

towards the edge ofthe helical chamber. As this turn overlaps the edge of the chamber,it

comesinto contact with the turn belowit, frame 20. By frame 26, an arc overthe outside

of the helix links the turns, but within the remainderof the helical chamberthe arc has not

been extinguished. At the time corresponding to frame 20, a step change is seen on the

current and voltage waveforms,similar to that which followst3 in fig. 4.6.3(a). The time ts

therefore correspondsto a period which has one of two outcomes,currentlimitation,in

whichthe arc current is forced towards anartificial zero, or general breakdown, where the

full prospective current of the capacitor bank can flow throughthearc, indicated by a step

transition in the current and voltage waveforms.

developed arc

short circuit
begins

pper turn
overlaps oe

   helical blade
separator

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.6.1: Evolution of Outside Breakdownin Helical Arc Chamber

 

The extent of such transitions was quite variable, and complete disruption of the helix did

not alwaysfollow.In fig. 4.6.3(a), the two step reductionsin the voltage waveform can be

seen to coincide with increases in the current waveform, even thoughthefull prospective

current of the bank is not permitted to flow until the second, generalised, breakdown

occurs.In fig. 5.6.1 current continues to flow throughthe helical portion of the arc until the

arc is extinguished, even though a shorter current path is available over the outside of the

chamber. This suggests that the internal structure of the arc is quite inhomogeneous, so
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that the developmentof the alternative current paths can depend onthe exactlocal

conditions.

While these breakdown events are important, andillustrate the difficulty in segregating

and observing helical effects from others in rotary arc interrupters, the emphasis at

presentwill be on arcs evolving to ty as in fig. 4.6.3(b). Here, there are no step changesin

the current, and no short-circuit events were seen on the high-speedfilm. This suggests

that the arc remainedwithin the helical chamber, certainly until after current limitation had

begun. Only oneside of the helical chamber could, of course, be observed, but the

coincidence of the external short-circuits and step transitions in the current/voltage

waveform is regarded as convincing. The arc then continues its expansion at a much

slowerrate, as seenin fig. 4.6.2, before leaving the helix after 1.8-2ms. For the

geometries tested, the range of arc currents, and hence capacitor bank charging voltages,

for which an arc could form, and expand within the helix for over ims, was quite narrow.

5.6.2 Arc Current and Electric Field Strength

Fig. 4.6.4 showsthat the arc current tends to a plateau region once the arc has

established, and then beginsto fall again. This current evolution is quite distinct from that

whichis seenif the helical chamberis short-circuited by a length of copperbraid.In this

case, the current waveform is almost completely flat within the 0-2ms time scale of these

experiments, and, for a charging voltage of 3.3kV has a peak, or prospective, value of

1200A.If the arc currentfalls it must therefore be the result of some action by the arc,

since the capacitor bank has enough energy to maintain a much higherfault current. The

arc has prevented this prospective current from flowing and can therefore be said to have

limited the current.

From the average arcradii of fig. 4.6.2 the arc length can be estimated, and with the arc

voltage, permits calculation of the average valueof electric field strength, E. In fig. 5.6.2, E

is plotted against the arc current, and in each casethe highest values of E occurearly in

the arcing period. As the arc continues to expand, E tendsto a lower, asymptotic value.

These values have been found to agree with those obtained by Afanasiev [75]. The

possible implications of this asymptote will be discussed further in Ch.6.
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Fig. 5.6.2: Evolution of Electric Field Strength with

Arc Current during Expansion

5.6.3 Effect of Helical Chamber on Expansion

In a rotary arc circuit breaker, helical turns,if they form,will do so freely, without

separating fins. Lukomskiet al. [100] showed how the width of an arc chute affected the

speed ofthe arc in the chute, so that the helical chamber used here must havea pitch

large enoughto avoid wall effects, but small enough to permit interaction between the

helical turns. The situation of an arc in a chuteis illustrated in fig. 5.6.3.

direction of motion

   wall

R
A
O

Fig. 5.6.3: Illustration of an Arc Moving in a Long, Narrow Chute

 

Section 3.2.6 set out the geometries to be tested on the helical arc device, with the results

reported in 4.6. For comparability between the rotary and helical arc tests it has been

convenientto presentthe latter results in terms of the plateau, or limited current flowing.

However, from section 5.6.1 it is clear that under certain conditions, for the same capacitor

bank charging voltage, a high arc current might flow, for example where a general

breakdown occurs,while for others the fault currentis limited by the arc. In comparing the
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helical arc results with each other, then, it is more useful to discuss them in terms of the

capacitor bank charging voltage, Vsuppiy, than the arc current. Table 5.1 showsthe values

Of Vsupply Correspondingtothe arc currentslisted in the legendsof the graphs.

Arc Current (A)

5stemmsc|

Table 5.6.1: Comparison of Arc Current and Bank Charging Voltage Levels

  

        

    

  

To examinetheinfluence of the helical chamberon the results,it is helpful to first

summarise someof the results obtained with the different chambers, and then draw more

general conclusions.

12mm pitch, solid core

For Vsupply=1.8kV, the period of fuse action was long with respect to the total arcingtime,

for example 0.7 out of 1.2ms for the 440Aarcoffig. 4.6.2. Once formed, the arc expanded

for between 1 and 1.5ms. Although the average helical radius appeared to be less than

the chamberradius, short-circuiting still occurred. This appeared to be dueto the helical

turns ‘slipping’ with respect to one anotheruntil eventually overlapping the helicalplates.

At Vsupply=3-3kV,the arc could not remain within the helical structure for more than about

0.2msafter tg. When Vsyppiy=2.4kV some disruptions occurred 0.8msaftertz, but

otherwise the arc formed and expandedtolimit the current for approximately 1ms.

12mm pitch, hollow core

The complete helical arc would not form for Vsuppiy<3.3kV. More precisely, the reaction of

the series inductor to the rate of decrease of current at tz was insufficient to restrike the

series of small arcs linking the fragmentsof the initiation fusewire. Once formed, the arc

expandedfor only a short time before, in the majority of cases, retreating into the bore of

the hollow cylindrical former, for reasons which will be discussed in Ch.6. This is

illustrated in fig. 5.6.4. Using the same helical pitch but a solid-cored former, the arc

expandedextremely quickly out of the chamber; the hollow former, by allowing gas to

penetrate the wakeregion of the arc, appears to have slowedits expansion. Alternatively,

the hollow chambermayhaveallowed hot gas to escape from the arcing region, into the

bore of the coil, allowing some expansion cooling of the hot gas in the wake.
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Fig. 5.6.4: Inward Expansion of Helical Arc in Hollow-Cored Device

 

18mm pitch, solid core

As in the previous case, 12mm-pitch, hollow-core,the arcfailed to form for Vsuppiy<3.3kV

but exhibited currentlimiting behaviourin the range 3.3kV<Vgsuppiy<4kV. Above 3.3kV the

fuse vapourised completely within approximately 0.05-0.1ms, following which the arc

expanded and remainedwithin the helical structure for up to 1.5ms.

A capacitor bank charging voltage of 3.3kV is taken as a reference condition for

comparing the results. The prospective current, andinitial helical radius of the undamaged

fusewire is therefore the samein each case. For a device of 12mm pitch, the arc expands

to the maximum radius of the helix within approximately 0.2ms. Whenthe core of the

chamberis opened,so that the arc is forming to some degreein free space, the

expansionis considerably slowed, with the arc taking over 1ms to cover the sameradial

distance. The helical pitch of the chamberis then increased to 18mm, and the expansion

speed of the arc remains almost the same as for the 12mm-pitch, hollow-coretest,fig.

4.6.2, so that increasing the helical pitch, and allowing more of the ambient gas to

surround the arc, seemsto slow its expansion. The effect of increasing the blade

separation, then, may beto increase the effective density of the gas aroundthe arc, which

would result in an increasein the drag force on the helical column. Since the arc's

expansion speed remains approximately the same for the 12mm-pitch hollow-core and

18mm-pitch solid-core results, it is concluded that wall-effects have been avoided in these

two cases.

5.6.4 PowerDissipation and Radial Expansion

An expandinghelical arc hasthe ability to limit the arc current flowing throughit [71,74,75],

but by its expansionit can also lose energyto its surroundings, both by convection overits
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surface and byradiation. The helical expansionis driven by the current, since it is the

repulsion of the turns and the flux linkage between them which provides the motive force,

but the joule energy input to the arc, which generatesthe heat, is the product of the

conductivity and the squareofthe electric field strength. The powerinput per unit length,

the product of arc current andelectric field strength, therefore reflects both the thermal

and mechanical work being done by the expanding arc.

The powerinput perunit arc length is showninfig. 5.6.5 as a function of the average

helical radius. Powerinput is highest at low radii, where the repulsive driving force is high,

and the rate of expansionofthe arc is also highest. As the arc expands,its expansion rate

slows down, becausethe force betweentheturns also diminishes. Increasing the supply

voltage, however, also increases the powerinput to the arc at a given radius.
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Fig. 5.6.5: Variation of Arc Radius and Input Power during Expansion

In each of the graphs presented,in both this section and 4.6, increasing the arc voltage

has resulted in a shift of the characteristic upwards, for arc current and radius, or to the

right for electric field strength and powerinput. This suggests that the dominantinfluence

on the properties of the expanding arc is the supply voltage. Soif a helical arc is formed

within a rotating arc circuit breaker, the size of the circuit breakerwill determine the

maximum radius to which the arc can expand, and hence the maximum supply voltage for

whichthatcircuit breakeris suitable. The effect that this will have on the level at which the

arc canlimit the fault current will be further discussed in Ch. 6.
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Summary of Ch. 5

Ch. 5 considered the data of Ch. 4 in greater depth, commenting on the significance of

certain results and indicating certain similarities between the different geometries

considered.

The de-coupling of the magnetic field and arc currents has resulted in a greater degree of

arc control than waspossible with the series-excited arrangement. This is manifestedin,

for example, the much higher rotation speeds obtained, and the axial containment of the

arc by the shapedcoil. This control of the arc has led to the observation of an axial gas

flow throughthe test-head, at both high and low currents. Around 3-4kA, the appearance

of helical arcs can affect this axial gas flow, and since these arcs can be stable for short

periods, the behaviourofaxially static helical arcs is of interest.

These arethe principle features of the electromagnetic interrupters investigated, and they

are discussed in more detail in Ch. 6.

As mentioned in Ch. 4, arc discharge work often results in a wide degree of scatter in the

experimental data. Moreover, in high current work the need to minimise damageto the

equipment, meansthat fewer tests are conducted than might otherwise be desireable.

Consequently, individual researchers mayinterpret the results in different ways.In this

casethe plausibility of the interpretation rests on whether the arguments presented are

consistent. The conclusions drawnin this chapter are believed to present a consistent

picture of the arc's behaviour, so that while individual trends in the data may appear

susceptible to different interpretation, many of these alternatives would be inconsistent

with the remainderof the results.
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6. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A numberof experimental observations were made in Ch.5 which reflected on someof the

detailed results obtained. In the summary to that chapter, some of the most important

points were highlighted.It is the intention of this chapter to concentrate on those more

important points, which comprise the principal results of this investigation.

The adoption of the separately-excited coils provided a method for overcoming the

problemsofthecritical current range, as well as a degree of experimental control not

hitherto available with series-excited arrangements. This has two main implications.

Firstly, the greater Lorentz force per amp of exciting current can provide effective control

of the arc even at very low currents. Secondly, the ability to determine the time at which

the magnetic field is applied to the arc has shedlight on a fundamental property of

electromagnetic interrupters, the influence of the magnetic field at current zero. These

issueswill be consideredin section 6.1.

By increasing the Lorentz force, secondary effects of the rotating arc, such as an induced

axial gas flow and the formation of helical arcs, also became observable in the current

range 1-3kA. Section 6.2 deals with possible mechanismsforthis axial gas flow, as well

as an assessmentofthe effect of helical arcs uponit. At the highest currents, in the range

7-10kA, arcs appeared which occupied a significant proportion of the test-head, and these

correspondto the broad description of the diffuse arc noted by Spencer. Dielectric probe

data is used to assess the impactof these diffuse arcs on the gas pumping behaviour of

the arc, as well as to make wider inferences about the nature of the hot gas around the

arc whichleadsto the diffuse appearance.

In section 6.3, axially-controlled helical arcs, such as those of sections 4.6 and 5.6, are

discussed. The data is also consideredin the light not only of high voltage circuit

interruption applications, but other devices such asarc heaters.

6.1 Separately-Excited Field Coil

Sections 4.1 and 5.1 showedthat, for low currents below 1000A,the magneticfield

developed by a series-excited coil was very weak, per ampof exciting current. In addition,

there was a threshold value of force below whichthe arc could not be rotated by any

significant amount. In the device tested, this threshold seemedto occur at around 270A,

and while this figure is likely to be a function of the gas pressure and interrupter geometry
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used, the existence of such a threshold, thecritical current [7,12], can give rise to a

numberof undesirable phenomenain operation.

In an electromagnetic circuit breaker, the critical current region can be largely overcome

by de-coupling the field excitation current, making it independentof the arc currentitself.

Oncethe two currents have been separated, it becomespossible to exploit the magnetic

field in a numberof ways.Firstly the magnitude of the magnetic field can be increased to

provide a higher Lorentz force in the lower current regime, as will be discussed in section

6.1.1. Secondly the time variation of the field can be tailored to suit the device operation,

for example to provide an optimised field strength at current zero (section 6.1.2). Thirdly

the applied field can be variedin both time and space, shaping the magnetic field using

several coils or by profiling the turns around the arcing region, as in the shaped coil of

sections 4.4 and 5.4, or switching these coils in time. These latter aspectswill be

examined both in this chapter, section 6.2, and in Ch.7.

6.1.1 Applied For

Within the rotary arc circuit breakers investigated, the net magnetic field in the arcing

region is reduced by eddycurrentscirculating in the annular electrode. A phasor diagram

illustrating the exciting, induced and net mmf’s waspresented in Ch. 2, while the shielding

effect of the eddy currents wasreferred to in Ch. 4 and 5. The eddy currents result in a

phase lag between the current and magneticfield, as well as a diminutionin the field

within the arcing region, and their influence will also be discussed in Ch. 7. Within the coil

region, the net magnetic field, Bnet, due to a sinusoidal excitation current is given

approximately by egn. 6.3

[Bnetl =|Bexc].coso ...(6.3)

where Bexc is the magnetic field due to the exciting mmf alone and 9 is the phase angle

between Bnet and the exciting current. Since the Lorentz force which rotates the arc is due

to the axial field and the radial arc current,ls,

FL=l¢.Bexe-cosd ...(6.4)

F,_ is the Lorentz force perunit arc length, assuming that the magneticfield is radially

uniform within the arcing volume. In the series-excited interrupter, Bex¢is itself a function

of the arc current and therefore F_= f(I;2). Under high current fault conditions,the field

windings may be subjected to high thermal, and very high mechanical stress due to the
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current. This condition means that the turns themselves mustbe large, and since the

volumethey can occupyislimited, there are only a few turns, leading to a very weak

magneticfield at low currents. For the series-excited coil of section 4.1, the peak magnetic

field at the centre of the coil was only 0.14mT per ampofarc current.

It is the requirementthat the coil carry the maximum fault current which leads to the poor

performanceatlow current, and by removingthis constraint, the numberofcoil turns can

be increased substantially. As a comparison, the uniform coil of section 4.2 generated a

magneticfield, in the centre of the coil, of 2.8mT per exciting amp, or 20 times more than

the seriescoil. Fig. 6.1.1 compares the Lorentz force exerted on anarc in the uniformly-

wound, independently-excited coil, for excitation currents of 100 and 500A,with that

producedbythe series-excited test-head.
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Fig. 6.1.1: Comparison of the Lorentz Force Produced

under Series and IndependentCoil Excitation

The graph showsthatfor arc currents up to several thousand amps, the independently-

excited coil is able to provide a higher Lorentz force than the series-excited coil. For an

exciting current of 500A,the two characteristics of the independently and series-excited

units intersect at an arc current of 10kA;this intersection represents a commonpoint

betweenthe present work andthat of Spencer.

Since at low currents the independently-excited coil is able to rotate the arc at higher

speeds,it may be expected that the amountof heat lost by convection will also increase.

As the axial magnetic field increases, so too does the radial magnetic field and the

potential to exploit the axial componentof Lorentz force (section 5.3). Just as there

appearsto be a threshold applied force below whichthearc will not rotate, there may also
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be a force threshold for axial arc movement, and this threshold will be crossed soonerwith

the device generating the higher magnetic field. At currents up to a few thousand amps,

then, the advantage of the independentcoil does not consist simply of increasing the arc's

rotational speed, but in offering a second mechanism to assist in the extinction process.

6.1.2 Effect of the Magnetic Field at Current Zero

Spencer[19] and others [84,85] have reported that the peak value of the magneticfield

during arcing, and its phase angle with respectto the arc current, each influenced the

thermal recovery of the arc at current zero. The peak value ofthe field was important

becauseit determinedthe arc's rotation speed, and hence the amountof energy lost by

convection, while its phase angle determined the numberof times the Lorentz force

changeddirection during the arcing period, and the value of the magneticfield at current

zero. Since increasing the phase angle reduces the peak magneticfield, Zhang et al. [85]

set the optimum phase angle at 45° for a series-excited arrangement. Fig. 6.1.2 shows the

variation in Lorentz force for arcs in two series-excited coil arrangements. The arc, and

hence exciting, current is the same in each case, but the phase angles between the

current and the magnetic field are different, for example by making the annular contacts of

different thicknesses [83]. In the graphs, the effect of the transient componentof the

magnetic field has been neglected for simplicity. The magnetic field is assumed to be

axially uniform and is determined by eqn. 6.4, where Bexe is given by the solenoidal

approximation as Bexc=Lo.NI/L. N=numberof turns (12) and is the length ofthe coil

(60mm).
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Fig. 6.1.2: Eff f Increased Phase Angle on Circumferential Lorentz Force
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In each casethe resultant force reverses direction both at the current zero and at some

timeafterit. Although the positive Lorentz force is higher when the lagging phase angleis

lower, the reverse force is greater, and is sustained for longer, when the phaseangle is

higher. Since larger phase angles appearedto lead to improvedinterruption performance

at current zero, it was felt that it was the changein the direction of the applied force which

led to the improvement. The explanation advanced wasthat as the arc changedits

direction, the surrounding gas, which had been accelerated to high speed by the

movementof the arc throughit, would be unable to change direction, or stop, as quickly as

the lighter arc. The surrounding gas, being muchcooler than the arc, would have more

inertia, and would behavelike a gas flywheel. At current zero, the arc would come to a

halt, but the surrounding gas would continue to rotate, cooling the arc by convection

throughout the current zero period.If the arc was notinterrupted, then because the

surrounding gas would continueto rotate in one direction while the arc rotated in the other,

there would follow a period of enhanced convection, due to the high relative speed

betweenthe two, and this would improvethe possibility of interruption at the next current

zero. The greater the magnitude of the magnetic field at current zero, the greater would be

the relative speed between the arc and the gas, and the greater would be the resultant

convection.

Section 4.2.3, in which the dielectric withstand of the contact gap varied with the applied

magnetic field, suggests that the successofthe arc interruption was dependent on the

magnitudeof the applied field at the current zero, and this may be considered to be

analogousto increasing the phase angle betweenthe exciting arc current and the

magnetic field. But the arc in section 4.2.3 wasvirtually stationary, and had not undergone

any rotation prior to the first current zero. This was knownsince the arc could not have

transferred to the yokein the time available and no signals were detected by the optical

fibres. In this case, then, the interruption of the arc cannot be explained in terms of a gas

flywheel continuing to remove heat during the current zero, since there was norotation

with which to generate one. Moreover, consideration of the basic mechanicsof this

conceptshowsthatit may not even be very effective whenthe arc is rotating. Eqns. 6.5

and 6.6 are the simple equations of motion for a rotating body

o(t)=@9 +4at? ..(6.5)
T=Joa ...(6.6)

where @ is the angularvelocity after time t, 9is its initial velocity and « is the acceleration

on the body. T is the torque applied to the body which has momentofinertia Jo referred to

the axis of rotation, where Jo is a function of the object's mass.If two bodies are
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accelerated by the same,constant torque from beinginitially at rest, then their angular

velocities are related by eqn. 6.7, resulting from the re-arrangementof egns. 6.5 and 6.6.

x(t) _ Jor
@o(t) Joy

...(6.7)

If the momentofinertia of each of the two bodiesis a function of its mass, then for the arc

and the gas surroundingit, the respective Jo's are determined by the gas density. Since

no experimentally measured temperature profiles are available for a rotating arc, the arc

core temperature calculated by Spencer[19], 16 000K, and the maximum wake

temperature measured by Kopainsky and Schade [80], approximately 2000K, may be

used to make estimates from eqn. 6.7. The density of SFg at 0.3MPais obtained from

[98]. Hence,for two equal volumesof the arc and wakerespectively, the ratio Jo1:Jo2, and

hence of 2:04, will be 1:26 forall time t: for an arc travelling at 10rad.ms*, the

surrounding gaswill be moving at 0.38rad.ms~!. These correspondto respective linear

velocities of 300 and 11.5m.s~! respectively, where the elementsrotate at a radius of

30mm.

If the moving region of the surrounding gas, or wake,is to be an effective heat sinkits

volumewill have to be significantly larger than the arc's. Moreover, the torque applied to

the gaswill be less than that applied to the arc, since the gas must be driven by the

viscous contact betweenitself and the arc. Streeter [101] derived an equation relating the

speedof a fluid volume andthe rotational speed of a spinning disc immersedin it, where

the fluid was set in motion by the viscous forces betweenit and the disc. Adams [60] used

this relationship to estimate that the speed of the surrounding gas was about two orders of

magnitude lowerthan the arc's, resulting in a wake speed in the above paragraphof only

3, instead of 11.5m.s71.

At current zero, the surrounding gas will move pastthe arc with very low velocity, whichis

unlikely to producesignificant convection, but which may be able to move somearc

products out of the immediate vicinity of the arc. However, this surrounding gas is material

through which the arc hasonly recently moved, and may thereforestill be loaded with arc

productsitself. As such,its likely contribution at current zero seemsat best small, and

someother explanation needs to be considered. Twoalternative explanations are

presented belowin outline, the second of which will be considered again in Ch.8.

In Ch. 2, the work of the BBC group in modelling the behaviourof a gas blast arc was

described [17,23-25]. In their study, the role of turbulence was regarded ascrucial, to the

extent that they concluded that it was a small turbulent section of the arc which was
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actually responsible for the interruption. Moreover, this turbulent section occurred notin

the nozzle region, but downstream ofit. High speed photographsofthe rotating arc show

that it too is very turbulent, since the arc columnis not smooth or uniform, but rather of

quite variable cross-section and complex shape [19], and so it seemspossible that

turbulence maybe significant in this case also. Although the transport of turbulenceis

modelled overrelatively large scales [34,35], the actual transport of turbulent energy is

dueto very fine scale interactions within the fluid. While Hermannetal. [24] observed that,

in the gas blastarc, fine-scale phenomena were observedoverlengths of 1mm andwithin

times of 1us, Frind and Kinsinger [24, app.] pointed out that these valuesin fact

representedthelimit of the observation capacity of the instrumentation used. The

turbulence observed by Hermannetal. was ascribed to both the shearforces at the

arc/gas interface, as well as to the inherent instability of the arc column [32]. In the rotating

arc, the material within the arc flowsin a direction, in general, perpendicular to the

rotational direction, and this might be able to producethe vorticity which was part of the

turbulence-generating mechanism in the gas blast breaker, to say nothing of the influence

of shearat the arc/gas boundary. Investigation of such phenomenais very difficult within

the relatively controlled regime of the gas blast arc, and even a cursory examination for a

rotary arc would seem to be extremely complex. Moreover, the turbulence generated

above relies on the movementof the arc, and therefore does not yet offer an explanation

to accountforthe interruption of a relatively static one.

The second possibility relates to the influence of the magnetic field on the basic plasma

processeswithin the arcitself. If a magnetic field is applied to a low density gas under

electric stress, the breakdown voltage is found to increase with the magnetic field, where

the direction of the magnetic field is perpendicular to that of the electric field [102-106].

The effect is due to the fact that the combinedelectric and magneticfields produce a force

on the electron which is perpendicular to both the applied magnetic and electric fields, and

hence perpendicular to the preferred electron path, anti-parallel to the electric field vector.

The resultant path of the electron is shownin fig. 6.1.3, in which it movesin the directionv,

but follows a cycloidal path, where the radius of the cycloid is R,, the Larmor radius, and v

=R_, where the angularvelocity a, is the cyclotron frequency. This is the path taken by

the electron in vacuum,or betweencollisions in a gas.
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Fig. 6.1.3: Path of an Electron under combined Electri d Magnetic Fields

Since the electron no longer movesparallel to the electric field but at an angle toit [102],

the frequencyofits collisions with surrounding molecules will be reduced, and hence more

electrons are required to produce the breakdownavalanchein the presence of a magnetic

field than in its absence, and a numberof authors have recently investigated this

phenomenonfor electron swarmsin low density gases [103-106]. The perpendicular

motion, however, can only be effective where the Larmorradius is comparable to or

smaller than the electron mean free path length, since otherwise the electron's motion will

be dominatedbycollision events. Arc-based studies are therefore less common, but

Witalis and Gunnarsson[87], studying the plasma armatureof a rail gun, observed that

when moving at high speed, the armature tended tosplit into two or more parallel arcs.

Theseparallel arcs deprived the main armature of current, and hencelimited the

maximum velocity which could be obtained. The applied magnetic field, in this extreme

case, therefore deflected not just a few electrons, but a whole plasma region, and this he

ascribed to the Hall effect. The importance of this report wasthatit related to a collision-

dominated plasma, and supported earlier observations he had made [107].

Yokomizuetal. [108] observed the electron numberdensity at the current zero of an air

arc, and found that the electron density was a very importantcriterion in the processof the

arc's thermal recovery orre-ignition. In addition, the lower the arc current, the more

sensitive it was to the numberof electrons present. If the magnetic field can have a

tangible effect on the arc column, then how mightthis effect manifest itself? Firstly, the

movementof the electrons perpendicularto the direction of the electric field decreases the

effective number density in the immediate current zero period, reducing the possibility of

thermal restrike. Secondly, the reduced numberofcollisions which results from their

magnetic deflection may reduce the conductivity of the arc column,also affecting the

possibility of a thermalrestrike. Lastly, if the conductivity of the arc columnis reduced,

then the net transport coefficients have been affected: there is therefore a microscopic

mechanism capableofinfluencing the turbulent transport properties, which may therefore

promoteinterruption.
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Verification of the effect of the magnetic field on the arc would require a re-calculation of

the collision cross sections within the arc to provide new values for the important transport

properties, such as conductivity and viscosity. These new transport properties could then

be included within the arc conservation equations to assesstheir impact on the arc

behaviour, an approach which hasalready been undertaken by Gonzalezet al. [117] to

estimate the influence ofthe electric field on the electron conductivity. Since the

application of the consevation equations to non-axisymmetric arcsitself represents a very

difficult undertaking, it is not at present clear how the magnetic field can be fully accounted

for in the interpretation of phenomena suchasthose at current zero. However,it is felt that

someeffort should be made to addressthis question, and somefurtherjustification for this

is provided in Ch.8.
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6.2 Arc Rotation

Asthe arcin the rotary arc unit rotates it heats up the surrounding gasin the process, and

indeed this is the basis of the device. At the higher currentsin particular, this gas might be

expected to reach very high temperatures, and the observation of the diffuse arc [19] may

be evidence of this. However Spencer, when observingthis diffuse arc, also noted that

there was evidenceof hot gas impinging on the walls of the circuit breaker near the

remote endof the test-head, while at the sametime,the arcitself was moving axially

within the coil. It therefore seemed possible that hot gas was being ejected out of one end

of the interrupter, but it was unclear whetherthis was the result of thermal expansion or

some secondary effectof the arc.If the arc were responsible for moving this hot gas

axially, then how mightit do so? Secondly,if such a flow existed, how mightit be

detected?

In sections 5.3-5.5, dielectric probe results were presented which wereinterpreted as

indicative of the existence of an axial gas flow through the test head, and section 6.2.1

describes two types of arc behaviour which may be able to generate such an axial flow of

gas. The arc behaviour can then be examined more closely to try and correlate it with the

dielectric probe data, and thereby indicate whethereither of the two mechanisms

proposedis suitable for explaining the axial movementof the gas. The discussion ofthis

chapterwill be largely qualitative, and a quantitative assessmentofthe influence of the arc

movementwill be presented in Ch.7.

In Ch. 5 the arc appearedto exist in two principle forms, either radial or helical with only

oneturn. At the highest currents, around 10kA, the arc appeared to be morediffuse, but

did not seem to adopt a helical shape. Although somepreliminary indications were given

in 5.5, it is the function of this section to try and draw togetherthe various threadsof the

arc data in orderto try and indicate how the rotational behaviourof the arc mayinfluence

the flow of gas through the test head. This axial flow is indicated by the differential

responsesofthe dielectric probe, when placed alternately at the poker and remote endsof

the test-head.

6.2.1 Mechanismsfor Axial Gas Flow

As the arc rotates, aerodynamic drag on the outer root causesit to lag behind the inner

root which is subjected to a lower drag force. This was discussedin Ch.2, and,following

Adams[48], is due to the fact that the drag force is proportional to the squareofthe linear

velocity. The nature of the arc root at the outer electrode mayalso be a factor, andthiswill
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be briefly considered later. As it extends, the arc develops current componentsin the

circumferential as well as the radial direction, and these combinewith both the radial and

axial components of the magnetic field to produce Lorentz forcesin the axial and radial

directions. The arc columnis now drivenin all three cylindrical dimensions by the cross

products shownin table 6.2.1, where r, 8 and z correspondto the cylindrical co-ordinate

directions.

Cross Products Lorentz Force

JoxBz

JoxB,

J,xB,

 

Table 6.2.1: Lorentz Force Directions from Current, Jin,

and Magnetic Field, B,, Vector Products

At presentthe discussionwill concentrate onthefirst three of rows oftable 6.2.1.

The processby which the arc could move backwards and forwards within the coil was

consideredin 5.3. If the arc is moving at high speed, then the resultant deformation means

thatit will have a relatively large circumferential componentof current, and therefore, as

the deformation increases, a longer segmentof the arc will be capable of moving axially,

the distance Az in fig. 6.2.1, into the coil, due to the interaction of the radialfield and

circumferential current.

annular contact

arc root

 

4 ¢

= “S\lo2-- new arc

ite formed at

later time

Fig. 6.2.1: Extended Arc, Showing Position of New Arc, Axial and Radial Forces

This extended arc segmentwill have some diameter, dependenton the arc current, and

may be approximated by an equivalent annular segment whoseplanearea will increase

with rotational driving force and arc current. As the annular arc movesinto the test-head,
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the gas aheadofit will be displaced, and though someofthis displaced gaswill flow

around the advancing arc, some maybe ejected from the remote end ofthe interrupter.

As the annular arc movesforward, some gaswill be entrained into the region behindit,

someof whichwill be relatively cool gas from outside the immediate arcing area. On the

return stroke, in which the arc movesbackto the straight segment indicated in fig. 6.2.1,

gasis not displaced in the opposite direction, towards the poker, since the reverse

movementis not a physically continuous process.Instead, the reverse movementis

brought about by a portion of the annular arc coming into contact with the yoke, shorting

out the remainderof the extended arc column. The section which is shorted out does not

then move back, but rather dies away, and since there is almost no actual retrograde

movementof the arc column, no material can be displaced out of the poker endofthe coil.

This type of mechanism would be expected to show strong correlation between anyaxial

gas flow andthe extent and rate of arc deformation, rotational speed and arc current, a

description corresponding to the high-speed regimes noted in sections 4.3-4.5. Arcs

having a high deformation, due to their speed, would experience a strong axial force, while

the faster the changesin deformation occurred, the faster the piston would be moving

forward and backward within the test head, and the larger the total mass movedby the arc

would be. Since the arc radiusis proportional to the current, the area of the annular

segmentwould increasewith arc current, and this would result in an increased mass

displacement.

A second mechanism relates to the orientation of the arc column with respectto the axis

of the test-head. Fig. 6.2.2 showsa straight, radial arc inclined at an angle to the axis of

the coil. The arc root at the axis is located on the poker nose,while the outer root runs

around the annular contact. From the preceding discussion, the arc cannot moveaxially

inside the annulus unlessit has some circumferential componentof current, and the arc of

fig. 6.2.2 is therefore an idealised representation of an extended arc such asthatoffig.

6.2.1.    
annular contact

Fig. 6.2.2: An Idealised Arc Inclined at an Angle to the Coil Axis
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Since the wholearcis rotating with angular velocity @, the velocity v2 close to the annular

contact will be greater than vj, close to the innerarc root, and the static pressure at v, will

therefore be greater than v2. So there is a pressure gradient along the length of the arc

column, and since the columnisitself inclined with respect to the coil axis, leaning into the

coil, the pressure gradient will have an axial component. Consequently, the arc may act

like a single-bladed fan, in which the blowing action would increase with the extent to

whichthe outer arc root movedinto the coil and hence the angle @ decreased. When the

arc becomeshighly extended, on the other hand,the total pressure gradient would have

an almosthelical form, and the axial componentof the induced flow would therefore be

smaller than if the arc wererelatively straight. If the arc were acting like a fan, then any

axial gas flow would be expectedto correlate strongly with arcs of relatively low deflection

which would not be expected to changesignificantly over short periods.

6.2.2 High ed Rotation

Kopainsky and Schade [80], making measurements of a short, high current arc, noted that

whenthe arc achieved a certain speedof rotation, it was able to catch up with its own

wake,and thereby accelerate to a much higher speed. This was becausethe gas density

in the relatively hot wake waslowerthan in the cooler, ambient gas, so the drag force was

also lower. In section 4.3, the sudden acceleration of the arc in the independent, uniformly

woundcoil, seemed, therefore, to indicate that the arc had encountered its hot wake, and

this explained the transition from low to high speedarcing.If the probability of the arc

encountering its wake could be increased, then this theory could be tested.

Whenthe annular contact was examinedafter arcing, the arc in the profiled-winding test-

headleft traces of its passage at up to 20-25mminto the coil, while in the uniform coil

marks were seen up to 25-30mmalong the axial length of the annulus.A limit to the axial

movementof the arc was anticipated because the radial component of magneticfield

changessign within the test-head, and this was sketched in Ch. 2. The magnetic field

measurementsfor the uniform (section 4.2) coil showed that this null point, the region of

zero radialfield, occurred at the centre of the coil, 30mm from the poker, as expected, and

between 15 and 30mm from the pokerin the profiled coil (section 4.4). Again, this

movementof the null point towards the poker wasanticipated as part of the design, and

indeed wasanobjective ofit. The shape of the magnetic field within both test-headswill

be considered in more detail in section 7.3. Although the null point theoretically forms a

discrete z plane within the test head, the axial force drops to a low valuepriorto this zero

plane, so thatit is better described as a null region. This is reflected by the fact that the arc

root sites do not end abruptly at the null plane, but rather dwindle away asit approaches.
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The effect of shaping the coil winding, then, has beento limit the arc to shorter axial

excursions withinit.

Since the shaped-coil arc has less axial space in which to move,it might be regarded as

morelikely to encounterits own wake than whenrotating in the uniform coil, where the arc

is permitted more axial travel. The wake region of hot gas would be expected to be quite

large, approximately four times the diameterof the arc [63,80], so an arc with less axial

freedom of movement would belesslikely to escape the hot gas region. As a result, once

it entered the high speed arcing regime, the arc would have a high mean speed with low

variation in speed.

Fig. 6.2.3 compares the average speedsfor the uniform and shaped coils over three

different parts of their speed regime. The low speed regimeis the period whenthe arc's

speedis less than 10rad.ms™', and the high speed regime is when the arc speedis greater

than 10rad.ms~'. Since the average arc speedforall tests is approximately 10rad.ms-1,

this figure effectively sorts the arc velocities into ranges which are above and below

average, and hencethey are described as the high and low speed regimes.
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Fig. 6.2.3: Comparison of Average Speeds For Uniform an

Shaped Coil Arcs, Broken Down by Arcing Regime

 

The average speedsare calculated in the following way. The average rotational speed is

calculated for each revolution as outlined in Ch. 4. Next the arc's average speed during

the high and low speed regimesis calculated, along with the average speed overthe

whole arcing period. Each test now hasthree values of speed associated withit, from

which three averagesforall tests, for the uniform and shaped coils, can then be obtained.

Fig. 6.2.3 indicates the contribution of each of the speed regimesto the total rotational
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behaviourof the two devices considered.It is therefore more meaningful than fig. 5.4.1 as

a method of comparing the high speed arcing regimesof the twotest-heads, since fig.

5.4.1 presents data for only the whole arcing period, the third set of columnsinfig. 6.2.3.

The figure suggeststhat in the shapedcoil, the average speed achieved during the high

speed regime waslowerthan that achieved within the uniform coil. The variation in

average speeds wasapproximately the same for each test-head, having a standard

deviation of 3.41rad.ms*! for the shaped coil and 3.54rad.ms~! for the uniform coil.

Reducing the arc's axial freedom of movement has had the opposite effect to that

predicted.

In fig. 5.4.2, the arc in the shapedcoil is seen to makethetransition to high speed arcing

at around 18-19ms,while that in the uniform coil madethe transition some 3-4msearlier.

Theinitial implication was that since the acceleration of the arc was due to an encounter

with a region of much hotter gas, then the shaped coil must be better able to removethis

hot gasfromits vicinity, so that it continues to rotate in a region of relatively cool gas

throughout the arcing period. In order to do so, the arc in the shaped coil would have to

remove hotgasat a faster rate than in the uniform coil, and this should be indicated by

generally faster responsetimes from the remote-enddielectric probe in the formercase.

Fig. 5.4.4 showsthat both sets of data are quite well mixed, andthat in fact the fastest

responsetime was obtained for a uniform-coil arc.
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18A in the Uniform and Shaped Coils Respectively

Fig. 6.2.4 comparesthe time variation of the axial magnetic field at r =0, z =0 for the

uniform and shapedcoils. The shapedcoil dischargeis initiated earlier in the experiments
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to ensure that the maximum valueof field occurs at approximately the sametime in the

two sets oftests; the origin of the axes therefore correspondsto the time at which a

nominal arc would have beeninitiated. The graph showsthat the area under the shaped

coil curveis larger than underthat for the uniform coil, while the two brokenlines indicate

the approximate time at which high speed rotations began(from fig. 5.4.2). If the arc

current is the same in each case, then the integral of the applied electromagnetic force

overtime is greater in the shapedcoil, leading to perhaps more momentumtransferred to

the gas. However, one would again expect this increased momentum to be reflected in

either a higher arc speed, whichit is not, or a faster responsein the dielectric probe, which

is not the case.

At present the theory whichrelates the start of high speed rotations to the build up of

arced products within the coil volume does not seem to fully satisfy the experimental

observations. Fig. 4.2.3 shows that average arc speedsupto 8rad.ms~! were recorded for

tests with the uniformly-woundcoil and sinusoidal arc current, and in thesetests, arc

rotation speeds greater than 10rad.ms~! were notedatthe start of arcing. In this case, the

high speeds recorded wereattributed to the 'stickiness' of the outer arc root, which was a

feature of the electrode geometry used.In fig. 6.2.4, the brokenlines indicate the time at

whichthe arcsoffig. 5.4.2 begin to rotate at high speed, and show thatthe transition

occurs at a time when the applied magnetic field, and hence the Lorentz force since the

arc currents are almostidentical, is around 79mT at the measurementpoint specified (r

=0, z =0). For the two arcs, high speed arcing occurs whenthe applied axial

electromagnetic force falls to approximately 1000N.m-1. Butif high rotational speeds were

due to the magnetic force falling below a certain threshold, then the high speed regime

would dominate the rotational period, which is obviously not the case. However, there may

be some other phenomenonassociated with the reduction in Lorentz force.

For the two 3.2kA arcsoffig. 5.5.3(a), the high speed rotations begin at around 13-14ms

for one arc, but notat all for the other. Both arcs have the samecurrent and appliedfield,

they rotate initially at the same speed and they therefore ought to have the same degree

of deformation and hence of meanaxialstation. If the transition to high speed rotation is

due to the build-up of hot gas products, then each of these arcs would be expected to

make the transition at approximately the same time. Fig. 6.2.5 shows the arc current, axial

magnetic field and circumferential Lorentz force for a 3.6kA arc. Since the arcis

extinguished at 19ms, the equivalent period is taken to be 38ms. The magnetic field is

estimated from the experimental measurements of magnetic field in the absenceof the

arc, and the force calculation therefore accounts for any transient components in the

magnetic field. As in fig. 6.2.4, the period of high speed, high deformation arcing
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correspondsto the period in which the applied Lorentz forceis falling. The circumferential

Lorentz force is presented here, andit is assumedthat the radial and axial components of

the force will vary in the same way:this is, of course, an oversimplification, since the arc

shape will change continually as the rotational speed varies (section 5.5).
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Fig. 6.2.5: Variation of Magnetic Field, Arc Current

and Lorentz Force for a 3.6kA Arc

The maximum Lorentz force occurs at 11ms, but in the low current tests the high speed

arcing began a short time after the maximum force in both the shaped and uniform coils.

This delay would explain why high speed arcing in the high current tests began at between

13 and 14ms, rather than around 11ms. Witalis and Gunnarsson [87] quote several

sources whoobserved unstable behaviourin railgun plasmas, wherethe instability was

associated only with the period offalling Lorentz force. This instability was attributed to

plasma skewing,vorticity in the plasma generated by the JxB product, and leads to a

deflection of the plasma column. Nicolai and Kuethe [64] observed a skewing of the

plasma columnin their experiments, though at the time they were unable to offer an

explanationforit. If plasma skewingis presentin the rotary arc column, then it would act

to increaseits deflection. This seemshighly likely, since it is observed in puffer interrupters

[32,86], whereit is only minimised by the symmetrical force of the working fluid. Spencer

[19], comparing measured and calculated deflections of the arc column, noted that the arc

column was always more deformed than prediction suggested, and at the time this was

ascribed to electrode effects. In the present tests, the arc deformation has always been

significantly greater than that estimated by Adams’ [48] formula. Numerical comparison

with Adams[48] will be discussed in Ch.7.

If the large arc deflection is an electrode phenomenon,then one explanation might be that

offered by Desaulniers-Soucy and Meunier [89]. They concluded that the extension of a
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rotating arc was dueto the outer arc root forming too strong an attachmentwith the

annular contact. The onsetof high-deformation arcing was accompanied by anincreasein

the quantity of copper vapourin the arcing region, high arc residence-times on the outer

electrode and a 'noisy' voltage waveform [89]. Such a 'noisy’ voltage characteristic is

typical of those seenin rotating arc work, and especially the latter section of the arc

voltage trace of fig. 4.3.1(b). Yet the high speed photographsoffig. 4.5.6 clearly show that

the outer arc root continues to move with the remainderof the arc column. Further, it is not

clear how the opticalfibre estimates of deformation could correlate so well with the high-

speed photography measurements, unless the arc speed and shapeareinter-related.

The onsetof high speed arcing and the formation of helical arcs appears to be a complex

process. Nevertheless, it seemsclearthat the initial arc deformation results from the outer

arc roottrailing the inner, due to the action of a non-uniform aerodynamic force acting on

the arc column [48]. The onset of high speed rotations might then be triggered by the arc

column encountering its own heated wake, leading to more pronouncedarc distortion, but

at low currents the dielectric probe evidenceforthis theory is weak, since the axial gas

flow in the shapedcoil is no greater than that in the uniform coil. Alternatively, the

combination of a falling Lorentz force and perhaps some threshold value of arc

deformation lead to a plasmainstability which exaggerates the arc deflection. In fig.

5.5.3(b), the 4000N.m" arc undergoes some changesin deformation prior to commencing

high speed rotation, whereas the other arc has remained very stable in both shape and

speed throughout. A theory for the high speed rotations based on plasmainstability would

be extremely difficult to verify experimentally, though perhaps someindication could be

obtained theoretically.

The temperature of the surrounding gas during the high speed rotations can be estimated

by comparing theratio of the velocities of the arc at high and low speeds with the gas

densities. This would establish whether the temperature of the surrounding gasis within a

reasonable range,ie lower than the temperature at which ionisation occurs and the gas

becomes luminous, but higher than a temperature at which the rotational speed would be

supersonic.

To a first approximation, the quasi-steady rotation speed of the arc can be estimated by

assumingthat the rotational Lorentz force is balanced by the drag force, according to the

equation overleaf

Bi = 0.5pdCpu2 ...(6.8)
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whereB is the applied axialfield, i is the radial arc current, p is the gas density, d the arc

diameter, Cp the drag coefficient and u the linear velocity. If the arc current is assumed to

remain constant throughoutthe arcing period, along with the applied field, then the gas

density at the high speed regime can be estimated from the ratio of the average arc

speeds, and since these speeds are obtained at the same coil radius of 30mm, then

2
@

PL = —H ...(6.9)
PH or

wherethe subscripts 'H' and 'L' refer to the high and low speed regimes respectively.If the

average speeds are 16 and 5rad.ms"!for the two regimes,andtheinitial gas temperature

in the low speed regime,Tj, is between 300 and 500K,then the range of gas densities,

PH:Is given in table 6.2.2 [98] along with the corresponding gas temperaturesfor the high

speed range, Ty.

177 1900
|soo |to27 |1 |2000 |

Table 6.2.2: Estimates of the Gas Temperature During High Speed Rotation

       

At these temperatures, Ty, the speed of sound in SFg is approximately 600m.s~1 [100], or

20rad.ms~' at a radius of 30mm.The high speedrotations, correspond to around MO0.8,

and therefore satisfy the velocity requirement set out above. In addition, the temperature

is some 1000Klowerthan that at which the gas becomesionised, and since the high

speed photographs showthatthe arcis well defined rather than diffuse, certainly below

6000A,the estimated temperature of the gas is also within acceptable limits. Measuring

the temperature in the wake of a rotating arc, Kopainsky and Schade [80] obtained an

estimate of 1900K, and though they stressed that there was someerrorin this

measurement, they did not elaborate on the size of the error. The temperature estimated

by comparing the arc rotation speeds therefore seemsof the correct order. Thus asa first

approximation, the high speed rotation of the arc column,and the attendant formation of

helical turns, is consistent with the view that the local gas temperature has become

relatively hot. Nonetheless,the possible influence of a numberofinstability-inducing

mechanisms cannot be overlooked when considering the subsequentvariations in speed.

This being said, the existence of an arcing regime in which highly extended arcs form and

reform, seemsintrinsic to the rotational behaviour of the arc, and while its cause may not
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be clear, it maystill be possible to assessits impact on the axial flow of arc products

through the test-head.

6.2.3 The Effect of Helical Ar n the Axial Flow

The formation of helical arcs within the rotary arc unit has been highlighted on a numberof

occasions,and there are different aspects to their behaviour. This section will deal with

those aspects whichrelate to the axial gas flow in the rotary arc test head, while those

which mayrelate to more'stationary' helical phenomena will be discussed in section 6.3.

Fig. 5.5.2 showsthat as arc rotational speeds increase, so too does the average extent of

the arc's deformation. Entering the high-speed rotation regime, then,is likely to be

accompaniedby high levels of arc deformation, including the formation of helical arcs. At

low currents, below 1000A, the high-speed regime generally occursin the last 2-5msof

the arc's rotation, and generally represents less than a third of the total arcing time. In the

course of the high current tests, however, it was noted that high speed arcing could occur

both early andlate in the arcing period, for example in fig. 5.5.3(a), the high speed regime

takes up approximately half of the total arcing time for one arc, but less than a third for the

other. As a result, the high current tests provide more opportunities to correlate the helical

behaviourwith the response ofthe dielectric probe.

The separation of the arc's rotation into high and low speed regimes has beena feature of

the discussion sofar. In the high current tests, the average speedsin both regimes are

higher than those measuredin the low current tests, andit is therefore necessary to see

whetherthe increase in speed is due to the greater arc current, and henceapplied force,

or whetherthe ambient gas density has also changed.If the gas density has changed

significantly, then the task of comparing the dielectric probe results will become more

complex, since the reduced gas density would, from the continuity equation, lead to a

reduced massflow rate for the same applied flow-inducing force. For the high current tests

the averagearc rotation speedsin the high and low speed ranges, as well as the average

over the whole rotational period, have been addedto fig. 6.2.3 and redrawnasfig. 6.2.5.

A large numberof the low current arcs tested were at a current of approximately 800A,

while the majority of the high current tests for which the arc speed could bereliably

estimated, were between 3.2 and 3.6kA.In the latter tests the field excitation current was,

almost without exception, 500Ain the uniform coil, so the comparison of the local gas

densities must be betweenthe twosets of uniform-coil data. The average of the low
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was7.5rad.ms-1.
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In order to determine whetherthe density of the gas surrounding the high current arcs

above 100A has changedsignificantly from that surrounding the low currentarcs,it is

possible to use eqn. 6.8 again. The data which are compared are those for which the

magnetic field, drag factor [80] and radius at which the arc velocities are measured are the

same, for both the high and low currenttests. If the gas pressure remains constant, then

to a first approximation, the current densities in the low and high current arcs should also

remain constant, assuming that they have identical starting conditions [14]. In this case,

the ratio of the arc diameters will be proportional to the square root of the ratio of the arc

currents. Re-arranging eqn. 6.8, and assuming that the gas densities remain constant

O41 _(My0.25 ...(6.10)
@2 I2

From eqn. 6.10, the predicted low-range speedfor the high currenttests is 8.6rad.ms~,

compared with 6.11rad.ms~" in the low current range,so that the increasein arc current

doesnot appearto haveresulted in a reduction in the ambient gas density. On the

contrary, since, from fig. 6.2.5, the average speedisin fact only 7.5rad.ms*1, it seemsthat

the averagerotational speed has beenlimited by some additional factor, for example by

broadening of the arc perpendicular to the direction of motion [63,64].
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In section 5.5, relating to figs. 5.5.3(a), (b) and 5.5.5, it was noted that the formation of

helical arcs seemed to correspondto a pausein of the flow of gas through the device. In

fig. 5.5.5, reproduced below,only the arc driven at 4000N.m! underwenthigh speed

rotation and formed helical arcs. The spark gap, positioned at the remote endofthe test-

head,initially indicated the presence of hot gas, before recovering its quiescent, or pre-

arc, breakdownlevel prior to a second period of reduced breakdownstrength. This

sequenceis in marked contrast to that observed whenthe arc maintains low speed

rotations, for example at 4064N.m-', accompanied byonly relatively low deformations, for

which the dielectric probe shows a sharp reduction in breakdownvoltage, followed by

sustained recovery to its pre-arc level.
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Fig. 5.5.5: R nse of Dielectric Probes at Remote End t 3.2kA Arcs

In section 6.2.1, corroboration of the arc fan model required that the arc speed be low

throughoutthe arcing period, with no significant variation in length. This condition appears

to have been metforthe arc driven at 4064N.m-1, but not for the 4000N.m-" arc.

Butif the axial gas flow is solely due to the low rotational speed, fan-type action, then the

second period of reduced breakdownvoltage, from around 45-70msin the 4000N.m-1

data,is difficult to explain. Furthermore, the breakdownvoltage during this second

breakdownperiodis larger than that during thefirst, suggesting that hotter gas was

delivered to the probe during the second reduced breakdownperiod than during thefirst

[94]. The high speed arcing regime is one which meetsthecriteria of the arc piston model,

since the arc length is extended andrapidly-varying.

If both low and high speedrotations of the arc can contribute to the axial gas flow, then

this would explain a numberof results. Firstly, the fact that no difference in gas pumping

behaviour was noted betweenthearc in the shaped andin the uniform coil at low

currents, despite the more sustained low-speed phaseof the former. Secondly, that the
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responseofthe dielectric probe wasin two phases, correspondingto an earlier ‘fan'

response,anda later, ‘piston’ one. The fact that a pause occurred between them may

point to sometransitional phasein which neither is able to contribute effectively to the

flow. The possible mannerin which the two effects might combine will be discussed in Ch.

7.

6.2.4 Effect of High Currents

During low current tests, sections 4.3 and 4.4, the responseofthe dielectric probe was

relatively un-ambiguous,since at the poker end the spark gap recovered almost

immediately after the arc's extinction, while at the remote end, the breakdown voltage was

reducedfor a short time before recovering again. As a result, the probe responseat the

remote end could be measured asthe time at which the sustained reduction in breakdown

strength began,and at the poker endin termsof the time at which the quiescent

breakdownlevel was regained.

In the high current tests, section 4.5, the picture is virtually reversed. The probeat the

poker end shows no clear recovery whenthe arc is extinguished, while at the remote end

the period of reduced breakdown comesnotin one distinct phase, but over several short

periods. An additional feature is that the arc's rotation speed becomesdifficult to

determine at the highest currents, making an analysis such as that in section 6.2.3 more

complex. Since the spark gap recovery at the poker end appears to occurin a series of

steps, while the reduced-breakdownlevel at the remote end also has more than one

phase, the probe responseis more conveniently measuredin terms of the time at which

the minimum breakdownvoltage occurred. Notwithstanding someof the phenomena

described in Ch. 3 relating to the dielectric probe, the minimum breakdownvoltage should

correspond, approximately, to the hottest part of the gas. Based on[80],if this gas is being

pumpedbythe arc, then eventually some material from closeto the arcitself will arrive at

the spark gap, and this material maystill be relatively hot. On the other hand,if the gas

motion is driven principally by diffusion, then slightly cooler gas will be seen by the probe

within the timescales of interest. This timescale is within 100msof start of arcing, sincein

practice this is the time at which dielectric failure of the circuit breaker, or late breakdown,

could occur.

Since the force applied to the arc determinesits rotational speed, the responsetime of the

dielectric probe as a function of the applied force is shownin fig. 6.2.6. For the high

currenttests, the field excitation current did not vary significantly during the tests, so the

highest applied forces correspondto the highest arc currents. The responsetimeof the
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probe is measured with respectto the middle of the arcing period for the following reason.

If the gas is movingprincipally underthe influence of thermal expansion around the arc

column, then the probe responsetime should be measured with respectto the time at

whichthe arc wasinitiated. Alternatively,if the gas is being movedbyfan or piston action,

then the responsetime should be measured with respectto the start of the low speed and

high speed rotational phases respectively. Since the underlying influence on the gas

motion is not knowna priori, nor can the two regimes be effectively isolated, then some

compromiseis required, leading to the measurementof the response time with respectto

the middle of the arcing period. However, the responsetime of the probewill still have

somescatter imposedonit, since neither the time at which the pokerandstationary

contacts separate, northe time at which the arc transfers to the yoke is accurately known.

In addition to this scatter, it must be added that any gas movementresulting from the arc's

motionis unlikely to be uniform or homogeneous,further broadening the range of

measured values.
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As the applied force increases,the dielectric probe response, at the remote end, reaches

a maximum around 8kN.m-! (6kA) before reducing again by 12kN.m-1 (10kA). At the

poker end,the probe response time appears to decrease with increasing applied force,

and as expected,is faster than at the remote end. However, as has been emphasised

before, the aim of the spark gapis to act as a differential indicator: at between 4 and

5kN.m-1 (3-4kA) there is a mixture of the poker and remote end responsetimes,

suggesting that hot gasis arriving simultaneously at both probesites, despite the fact that

one is muchfurther away than the other. The approximate straightline through the poker-

end data wasfitted by inspection.
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In fig. 6.2.7, the extent of the reduction in dielectric strength is plotted as a function of the

applied force. 'Vpg Reduced’is the ratio of the minimum breakdownvoltage to the pre-arc

level, expressed as a percentage. The percentage of the quiescent level is used because

different spark gaps are usedindifferent test series, and, in addition, wearing of the probe

points requires the applied voltage to be increased gradually overthe test series to

maintain the samplingrate, or pulse repetition rate, approximately constant. The graph

shows,at the poker end, that the breakdownstrength of the gas detected by the probe

does not changesignificantly with applied force. The average reduction in Vpg is greater at

the pokerthan at the remote end, though once morethere is some overlap,particularly at

the lowest currents. The approximate straightline in fig. 6.2.7 has been least squares

fitted to the remote-end data.
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Kopainsky and Schade [80] investigated the wake behind a high currentrotating arc,

measuring the approximate gas temperatures within the wake region, and this may be

used to examine the spark gap responsesoffigs. 6.2.6 and 7. At 4.7kA, 0.5MPa SFg,the

wakein [80] had a maximum temperature close to the arc of around 1900K,a value which

had dropped to 300Kat a distance of around 100mm from thearcitself. At a similar

current, but at atmospheric pressure, the wake was some 20mm wideat a distance of

60mm, where the arc diameter was around 12-16mm.At higher pressures, they reported

that the wake would be wider, for the same arc diameter. The poker-end spark gap, from

fig. 3.2.9 would lie approximately at the edge of such a wake. While the probe response

time appearsto fall slightly with increased rotational force, and hencearc current, the

breakdownvoltage level does not appear to change much. At the sametime, the
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reduction in breakdownvoltage at the highest currents/forces, also shows no more than a

slight reduction compared with the data below 5kN.m*' (3-4kA), andthisis likely to be due

only to the scarcity of data at the highest currents. The picture, then, is of the probe

respondingonly slightly faster to the increasing arc current, but detecting no real change

in gas temperature. Hayashietal. [94], however, noted that the detected temperature of

the gas diffusing within a puffer interrupter did not always increase with arc energy,

depending onthe location of the probes,so thatthis relative insensitivity could explain the

lack of change in the breakdownvoltage. At higher currents, the arc would be expected to

have a larger diameter and hence generate a larger wake, so that the probe's response

time would decreasewith increasing arc current. It is not clear whether the electrode

arrangement used by Kopainsky and Schade [80] would haveled to a gasflow in addition

to the diffusion of the wake,butif it did, they were certainly unawareofit. It is assumed,

therefore that the wake around the arc expands dueto diffusion alone: so the responseof

the dielectric probes at the poker end suggeststhat hot gasis diffusing out of this end of

the test head, at a rate which increases with the arc current.

At the remote end ofthe test-head, the response time of the spark gap appears to be a

maximum around 9000N.m*t (6kA), while the reduction in breakdown voltage becomes

smaller with increasing force/current. If the graphsoffigs. 6.2.6 and 7 are divided into

rangesof low, medium and high applied force, then in the low range, the spark gap

respondsquickly to the rotation of the arc, and the gasarriving at the probeis relatively

hot. In the medium range, the probe responsetimeis relatively sluggish, but the

temperature of the gasis only slightly reduced comparedto that in the low force/current

range. Lastly, in the highest range, the probe responsetimeis once again reasonably fast,

but the temperature of the gas is even lower. Between the medium andhigh range, then,

the pattern of the probe responseis similar to that observed acrossthe current range at

the poker end, and so mayalso beindicative of a processof gasdiffusion. Between the

low and high rangesof force/current, the relative speed and depth of the probe response

for lower applied forces, suggests that the gas originates from close to the arcitself, but

that the amount drops off as the arc current increases.

While the poker-endresults could be treated with reference to [80], since the length scales

involved corresponded closely to their measured wake dimensions,the orientation of the

wakeis suchthatit is likely to expandin the r-@ plane, as in [80], rather than the r-z plane

whichis ofinterest in the present tests. Consequently, some other method must be found

of estimating whetheror not a diffusion modelfor the expansion of the gas may be

applicable in the high current range. Obviously such an estimate is going to be of an

approximate nature, but some broad commentsare possible. Since the total power
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supplied to the arc is known,it could be assumedthatthis is transferred to some portion of

the surrounding gas, and since the volume and density would be known,the changein

that gas' temperature could be simply calculated. While all of the arc's energy must

ultimately be dissipated as heat, not all of this energy will be transferred near the arc.

Someheatwill be stored in the arc, somewill be emitted by radiation and absorbed

outside of the arcing region, and somewill be lost as kinetic energy to the surrounding gas

whichwill be given upasheatin collisions both inside and outside the arc's vicinity.

Someof the thermal radiation energy from the arc may be absorbed by the annular

contact, and the conduction of heat into this annulus may be estimated by a method

similar to that used by Joneset al. for nozzle ablation [110]. The gas within the test-head

has a low thermal diffusivity compared with that for copper [111]. If the gas is moving

slowly, or is relatively stagnant, then it will transfer heat to the copper annuluslargely by

conduction, although there mayalso be a contribution due to radiation. Since no signs of

large-scale melting were seen onthe inside surface of the annular contact, its temperature

must have been below 1100K. At the same time, the outside surface of the annular

contact, at the interface of the annulus and the coil windings could be expected to

experiencea relatively modestrise in temperature.If the the yoke is regarded asrelatively

thin, it may be approximated by a semi-infinite slab. The final temperature, T, of the slab of

thickness x, and surface temperature Ts, is given by [120]

T =(To — Tg).erf(x/V4at)+Ts ...(6.11)

where Tois theinitial temperature of the outside surface, erf(z) is the Gaussian Error

Function, « is the co-efficient of thermal diffusivity and t is the time from the start of the

process. Fig. 6.2.8, overleaf, plots the temperature rise, T-To, of the outside surface of the

copperannulus, for a numberof gas temperatures, Ts, and total heating times,t.

If the surface temperature, Tg, is taken to be 700K, the volume occupied by the gas can

be deduced from the properties of SFg [98]. It is assumedthattheinitial gas, at 300K,

occupied the whole coil volume, and expandsinto a hemispherical region out of the

remote endofthe coil. At the same time, an equal volume of gas at the poker end has

been heated and expands. The radius of the hemisphere at the remote end is then 49mm,

andthe total distance betweenthe arc and thelimit of expansion is therefore 113mm,if

the arc rotates only in the plane of the pokernoseinsidethe coil. It therefore seems quite

possible that the dielectric probe at the remote end of the coil should experience only a

fringe region of the hot gas expanding from aroundthe rotating arc. Moreover, since a

lower currentarcislikely to inject less heat into the coil volume, the expanding gas may
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not reach asfar as the dielectric probe. This suggests that in order for high temperature

gas to reach asfar as the spark gap, there must be someflow-inducing action within the

test-head, such asthe rotation of the arc.
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Gas Temperature and Heating Tim

As mentioned above, the poker-end spark gap in the low current tests showed almost no

responseto the presence of an arc. Comparison of the low and high current data can then

be conducted onthe basis of the remote-end results. Both typesof dielectric probe

response,in time and reduction of Vpg are shownin fig. 6.2.9, overleaf. The individual

points are the mean values of probe response and reduced breakdownvoltage, for

rotational forces corresponding to currents below 1000A range ‘a’, between 3-4kA, range

'b’, 6-7kA, range 'c', and above 9KA,range 'd’. The error bars are terminated at plus/minus

one sample standard deviation, while the smooth curves result from a quadratic fit to the

assembly of data points rather than to the mean points. The use of a secondorderfit in no

way implies an underlying parabolic relation between the properties.

Between 1 and 4kN.mrt, the detected gas temperaturerises, indicated by a fall in Vpg, and

then reduces between 4 and 12kN.m"! (the current range 4-10kA). From section 6.2.1, the

arc piston, sinceit relies on the area of the circumferential arc section, may be expected to

be moreeffective at higher currents wherethe arc diameteris also greater, and the effect

of the arc diameter on the modelswill be discussed in Ch. 7. From a lowercurrent regime,

below approximately 4-5kA,in whichrelatively hot gas is delivered to the spark gap, a

regime is entered in which the gas temperature appearsto berelatively low, despite the

elevated arc current.
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Turning to the responsetime, the shape of the curve appearsto be dictated by the

position of the 8kN.m-1/6kA points, which clearly lie outside the spread of the otherdata.

The distinction between these data points and the remainder suggests that, for the

geometry tested, 8kN.m-'/6kA might represent the gas pumpinglimit. Lastly, the high

speed photographs show that for currents above 7kA the arc appears to be quitediffuse,

and this supports the hypothesis that some type of thermallimit of the test-head has been

exceeded.

The low current data, ie mean applied force below 1kN.m-! and current below 1kA, appear

to fit reasonably well into the hypothesis that for applied forces/arc currents below a

certain value, the arc-induced gas motion is predominantly due to some form of arc

pumping, but abovethat value, the gas motion becomesincreasingly dictated by thermal

expansion.Although it should be noted that the spread of the data, due to a numberof the

reasonsoutlined above, makes an unqualified endorsementof the hypothesisdifficult at

this time, nevertheless,fig. 6.2.9 is of particular significance.If it indicates that there is

somelimiting value of applied force, or arc current, for gas pumping within an individual

circuit breaker, then it may represent an important scaling parameterfor use in other

designs of electromagnetic interrupter. Such a limit would arise, perhaps, because the

inertia of the gas meantthat it was unable to respond sufficiently quickly to the motion of

the arc, or becausethe rate at which heat wasbeing injected was faster than the speed at

which the arc was pumping the gasoutof the test head. Thelimiting conditionis, in

addition,likely to be determined by the physical size of the interrupter, since both the arc
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fan and piston rely on the extentof their axial penetration to bring about movementof the

gas.
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6.3 Helical Arc in Air

Helical arcs have appeared both in the static arrangementin atmospheric air of sections

4.6 and 5.6, and within the rotary arc test-head. Within the latter, their influence on the

induced axial gas flow was discussed, but other questions, such astheir longevity and

their ability to act as a controlling impedance, are better placed in the contextof an axially

controlled structure such as that of section 4.6.

The radial expansionof the helical arc is a complex process and is dependent both on the

arc current, which is the source of the magnetic driving force, and the supply voltage,fig.

4.6.2. If the maximum arc radius andlimiting value of current are also dependent on the

supply voltage, it follows that the faster the arc expands,the quickerit will reach its final

radial station and the earlier arc extinction can begin. The expansion processis therefore

critical to the device performance,and will be consideredfirst in this section, followed by a

discussion of the extent to which the arcis able to influence the discharge current.

6.3.1 Arc Expansion

The theory which underlies the following discussion is based on the concepts of Maecker

[49], who distinguished between the movementof an arc and the movementof the hot

matter generatedbyit. This was presented in Ch. 2, and when the arc and the hot matter

tended to movein different directions, an equilibrium condition could be obtained. His work

wasthen extended by Ragaller [52], who derived the necessary criteria for stability and

included the effect of an external magnetic field. In Ragaller's work, the expansion of the

arc is controlled by three forces: the driving Lorentz force, a resistive viscous force and the

drag force, which are themselvesfunctions of the arc velocity, in line with the underlying

principle of Maecker's original formulation. The driving force is proportional to the square

of the arc current, while the viscous resistance is determined by the energy lost by the arc

to the surrounding gas. Lastly, the aerodynamic drag force, is determined by the

equivalent Reynolds number, Re,of the flow past the arc surface, and sincethisflow is

likely to be turbulent, Re is generally regarded as being sufficiently high that the drag

factor is constant [80].

The helical arc data of section 4.6 can be re-cast to show the arc velocity as a function of

the input power. The average arc speed,v, is calculated according to eqn. 6.12, wherer(t)

is the arc radius at time t, and r(tz) is the radius of the arc when it has completely formed,

i.e at tg in fig. 4.6.3(b).
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y — rt-r(ta) ...(6.12)t=t

Ideally the instantaneousarc velocity should be used, since the instantaneous poweris

the independentvariable. However, since the movementof the arc is taken as the

averageradial expansionforall of the turns, and the interval between the high speed

images from whichthe radius is estimated is small (44us), the instantaneous velocity can

vary enormously from frame to frame. The average arc speedis therefore usedin order to

smooth out someofthis variation, which is a feature of the way in which the estimates are

made.

Fig. 6.3.1 showsthe variation of average arc speed with powerinput, where for each

series the highest input power and arc speedscorrespondto the start of the arcing period.
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Fig. 6.3.1: Variation of Arc Speed with PowerInput

In fig. 6.3.1, the data, instead of being segregated by arc voltage, now appeartolie along

a unique curve. From Ragaller [52], an equation with a quadratic form is expected, so that

it is appropriate to fit a second ordercurve tothe data offig. 6.3.1, with the result of eqn.

6.13,

v =a(i.E)*+b(i.E)+c ...(6.13)

where the constants a, b and c have the values 66s°.m-1.kg-2, -17s2.kg"! and 19m.s"1

respectively. The arc current, i, has units of kA andthe electric field strength, E, has units

of kV.m-1, Eqn. 6.13 suggeststhat the arc will have finite velocity for no input power.

This is the result of assuming the drag force to be constantfor all arc speeds: as the arc
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velocity becomes smaller, the drag force will become dependent on the speed through the

much smaller Reynolds number[63], and this could be expected to correctthe error.

In section 5.6.3, the helical arc formed using a hollow-cored chamberoften retreated into

the core, resulting in the arc re-forming along the axis of the device. In the curved arcs to

which Maeckerapplied his theory [49], non-uniform heating of the arc is able to bring

about a displacement due to the movementof the hot matter. In a curved arc, the side of

the arc nearest the centre of curvature is shorter than that furthest away, and so the whole

arc experiences non-uniform joule heating across its section. Matter therefore tends to

move towardsthe centre of curvature, but this movement can be balancedby the Lorentz

forces betweenthe arc sections. Since the joule heating and the heatlost to the

surrounding gasoriginate from the same source, the powerinput to the arc, and both

opposethe outwards expansionof the arc, Ragaller [52] finds it convenient to include both

effects within his viscous drag force. This inward force contributed to Kolacinski and co-

workers [78,79] confining their helical arc to the region betweentwo co-axial cylinders.

The joule heating which drives the inwards force dependsontheelectric field strength,

andthis is plotted as a function of the arc currentin fig. 5.6.2. The electric field strength

falls with increasing current, but as the current begins to reduce andthe processof

extinction begins, the electric field strength remains constant rather than increasing. Since

the arc currentis now falling, and along with it the expansion force, non-uniform heating

along the inner and outerradii of the helical column becomes moresignificant, and the arc

may begin to collapse backinto the chamber. Fig. 4.6.2, however, suggests that the arc's

outside radius remains approximately constant, soif there is movementof the inside

surface of the arc towards the centre of curvature, it may cause the arc helix to expand

acrossits minorradius, rather than collapse acrossits major radius. Alternatively, it may

be arguedthat the arc has expanded asa disc from inception. In this case, as the arc

current density should be maintained constant, and the arc cross section would increase

proportionately, the arc current would also increase throughout the experiment.In fig.

4.6.3(b) the current increasesinitially, it then reaches a maximum before beginningto fall

again. If the arc wereinitially in the form of a plasmadisc, it would have to constrict from

the inside towards the outer radius, contradicting Maecker[49], since the high speed

photos show nosign of an overall constriction of the helix. Additionally, while a large

numberof the arcs within the hollow cored unit did collapse into the bore of the chamber,

some expanded in the same wayasthosein the solid-cored chamber. If the disc

hypothesis were correct, then none of the arcs would have been able to behavein this

way. The implication is that the expandingarcis likely to be annularin nature.
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The high speed photographsoffigs. 4.5.6, the rotating arc interrupter, show that the arc,

in frames 19-21 and 37-40 sustains a single-turn helix for 200-300us,the latter being just

prior to interruption. Since the arc current in these framesis largely circumferential and

thereis still a strong axial magnetic field, the arc could have been expected to have been

driven against the annular contact, rather than maintain this relatively stable helical form.

In addition, it does so while still rotating. Since the arc in SFg is more constricted than that

in air, and in addition the gas pressure is higherin the SFg tests, the maintenance of the

helical form may be partly attributable to an inward movementof matter dueto the arc's

curvature.

In rotary arc interrupters of the type investigated in this thesis and in Spencer's [19],

helical arcs have been observed overwhelmingly in the period immediately prior to arc

extinction. If the arc forms at a large diameter, where the axial field is high (being closer to

the field coil), then it may be possible to stabilise the arc in an equilibrium condition, in

whichthe radial expansion is balanced by inward contraction, for the short period around

current zero. Possible implications of this are further considered in Ch.7.

6.3.2 Current Limitation

The ultimate objective of a numberofhelical arc investigations [71-75,78,79] has been to

determinethe ability of the arc to act as a controlling impedance within the circuit

concerned. The impedanceofthe arc is composedofa resistive element and an inductive

one, due to the numberofturns, but the resistive element is usually dominant. For the

three turn helix in the present tests, the self inductance,L, per helical turn, is given by

[112]

L= Hol-in(28)?-0.85} ...(6.14)

where a=diameter of the winding turns andr is the inside radius of the coil. The mutual

inductance betweentheturns is quite complex,involving elliptic integrals, but for a short,

large diametercoil, this contribution will be small compared to the self inductance. An

estimate of the arc diameteris difficult to make, but since the arc expansion was reduced

by increasing the helical pitch from 12 to 18mm, and that speed reduction is believed to be

dueto the increased viscous drag, it seemslikely that the arc did notfill the 18mm pitch of

the chamber.It is not known whetherit filled the 12mm-pitch chamber, but since this is the

next lowestpossible value for the arc diameter,it will be used in eqn. 6.14. From fig. 4.6.4,

the maximum arc current was achieved at around 0.5-0.7ms, correspondingto a helical

radius of 50-60mmin fig. 4.6.2 for arc currents of approximately 800A. Using the lower
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value of 50mm, L in eqn. 6.14 has a value of 2uH. At the same time, assuming a constant

current of 800A, the expansionof the helix results in a change of inductance, over a time

scale of approximately 1ms, of 1.3nH. It would therefore require a muchfasterrate of

changeof arc current, or arc expansion,for the coil inductance to contribute significantly to

the 1600V measuredacrossthe present, short arc.If the arc is to becomea significant

impedance,then,it has to do so by increasing its length. As the arc expands,the

contribution that its resistance makesto the overall system impedance becomesgreater,

to such an extent that it becomes the dominant component. In the present case, the

connected networkis the capacitor bank, but in the context of a discussion oncircuit

interruption, the system would ultimately be a high voltage power supply network. From

the point at which the impedance of the helical arc becomes dominant, and asthe arc

column continues to expand,the arc currentwill beginto fall: this is the period of current

limitation. It seems unlikely that a current-limiting strategy would be applicable to high

voltage networks,since the helical arc would haveto attain dimensions sufficient to make

its impedancelarger than the system impedance,viewedfrom the circuit breaker

terminals.

However, in low voltage applications, such as arc heaters, a knowledgeof the parameters

leading to currentlimitation might be quite important, either as a condition which must be

avoided to preventfluctuations in the supply voltage, or one which should be encouraged

to produce a stable modeof operation. This will be further discussed shortly.

Comparison of the current-limiting behaviour of the present equipment with Afanasiev's

[75] is possible, and is presentedin table 6.3.1.

No. Max. Arc Max.

study Turns Pitch Vsupply Helical Voltage Voltage Current Limitin

Radius g Time

[Present|31emm|anvssmmservsaav7esa1.5ms
7s2010mm]saxvsommenvsoovaxaims

Table 6.3.1: Comparison of the Present and Afanasiev's [75] Helical Chamber

  

  
    

  

Kolacinski and co-workers' [78,79], have formed arcsin free space, and they increase the

arc length by increasing the numberofturnsin the helix rather than the helical diameter of

the arc column.As a result, their data is less readily usable for comparison.
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Twosets of data are comparedin table 6.3.1, one from the present study and one from

Afanasiev's, where the maximum archelicalradii are approximately the same and

representa limiting condition for the helical chamber.In this limiting condition, the arcs

have expandedto a quasi-stationary position close to, but not at, the radial limit of the

chamberitself, the maximum radius of the helical blades. As the arc expands, the energy

whichit loses to the surrounding gas will depend on the configuration of the helical

geometry, such asthe pitch. Theselosseswill affect the arc's conductivity and hence the

discharge current. But the limit current is the result of the interaction of the arc voltage and

the supply voltage, and the arc voltage is determined by the energy loss mechanism of the

particular helical arc. It is then possible to compare the two devices by comparing the

voltage perarc turn, sinceit is desirable to obtain the highest volts dropped in the smallest

chamber. As both chambers have approximately the same maximum radius, the indicator

of compactnessis the numberof turns used.

Consequently, the 3-turn chamber appears to have performed better than the 20-turn unit,

in terms of the voltage perhelical turn, suggesting that the helical pitch is an important

factor betweenthe two. Anincreasein helical pitch would be expected to slow the

expansionof the arc, since thefluxlinking the turns is reduced as the conductors which

generate the magnetic field become further apart. In addition, the viscous andinertial

resistance of the surrounding gas would be increased since a greater volume of gas now

requires to be heated by the expanding arc, and the effective density of that gas will

therefore be lower. This effect may help to explain the observations made by Lukomskiet

al., in which the speed of an arc in a chute wasinversely proportional to the width of the

chute. Thus byincreasing the helical pitch, then, the arc's expansion should be slowed, so

that the arc achievesthe helical radius at which currentlimitation begins after a longer

time interval.

Althoughit may bedifficult to exploit currentlimitation in high voltage networks, there may

be opportunities to do so in the context of arc heaters or interrupters for relatively low

voltages. In these devices, however,the helicalarcis likely to be formedin free space,

wherecontrol of the pitch, as shown by Campbellet al. will be difficult. The variability of

the arc voltage under such free-forming conditions, could give rise to some harmonic

distortion of the power supply, but in a more recent device Tekletsadik and Campbell

appear to have reduced suchvariation [90], though the interruption capability of the circuit

breakeris not clear. Within arc heaters, where the poweris often derived from aninverter,

the harmonic distortion of the arc element may be small compared to that associated with

the inverter. This is because the changesin the arc length are from beingrelatively long

to, in extreme cases, a minimum consistent with the contact gap in the device. The
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changesin arc current and voltage are therefore between somehigherand intermediary

level, rather than between a condition whichiseitherfully on orfully off, as in, for example,

a pulse-width-modulated (PWM)supply.

In the preliminary stages of design, then, it may be useful to have some simple method of

estimating how different geometric and supply arrangements mightinfluence the level at

whichcurrentlimitation would begin. On the basis of the present work and Afanasiev's,it

is useful to attempt to derive an empirical relationship, linking the limited value of current,

the maximum supply voltage andthe size of the helical chamber. The correlation may

have, theoretically, any form, and that in eqn. 6.14 is just one example.

laVPRY(NA)® ... (6.14)

where the symbol'a' denotes proportionality, V=Vgupply (V), [=limited current (A), R=helical

containmentradius (mm), N=no. helical turns, A=helical pitch (mm), and B, y and 6 are

constants. For the present case Vsupply is the charging voltage of the capacitor bank.

Taking logarithmsof both sides, the equation can be solved simultaneously for B, y and 6,

where experimental data is used to provide the values of I, V, R, N and A. Eqn. 6.14 is

shownas a relation, but can be changed to an equation by introducing the constant k =1,

having units Q-8.mm-(’*5) to make the RHS and LHSconsistent. However, there are more

than three sets of data, and there will of course be some scatter within those sets, so that

a numberofsolutions for B, y and 6 are possible. If the equations are first solved for data

from the three-turn helical chamber, then Afanasiev's data provide an independent

comparison set, which can then be usedto select the solutions of B, y and 5 which bestfit

all four sets of results. The solution set in which B, y and 8 have the values 1.53, -0.63,

and -0.77 respectively, ie those in table 6.3.2, provided the best correspondence,with the

outcomesfor the maximum limited current, shownin the last row of table 6.3.2, with the

corresponding experimental parameters below.It should be pointed out that the set of

experimental data used,led to a wide rangeof solutions for B, y and 5. This was mainly

becausetherelatively narrow rangeof the present data often led to systems of

simultaneous equations which wereill-conditioned. Given the complexity of the problem,it

is quite satisfying that some reasonable solutions to eqn. 6.14 can be found atall, and

since the range of the experimental parameters, encompassing both the present and

Afanasiev's investigations, is quite wide,it is felt that the equation may have someutility

as a basic designtool.
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Table 6.3.2: Comparison of the Predicted and Experimental

Values of Limited Current for Several Cases

 

  

      

In section 6.2.2, it was shownthat the process by whichhelical arcs may be formed in

practiceis still poorly understood, and in Tekletsadik and Campbell's case [90] it was

achieved by maintaining one of the arc roots stationary on an eccentric poker, while the

other rotated around the face of an annular electrode. Desaulniers-Soucy and Meunier

[89], however, believe that helical arcs may be dueto the arc root forming for an extended

time on the annular contact, with the result that electrode wearis increased in comparison

with that caused by a short, relatively un-deflected arc. Electrode wearwithin arc heaters

is an important constraint, and the reduced wearattributed to rotating arcs [56,90,89] has

been an incentive for their use. Nonetheless, there are reasons whya helical arc mightstill

be attractive in this type of application. If the arc which formed was more helical than

radial, then it could heat the gas more uniformly since it would occupya larger proportion

of the heater volume.In addition, for those units in which the gasis introduced at a

tangent to the arcing chamber, the helical arc would lie almost parallel to the swirling gas

stream, and so a larger arc surface area would be exposedto it. This could enable the

device to operate with perhaps a higher massflow rate for a given arc current. It would

then be necessary to prevent short-circuiting of the arc against the outer annulus, while at

the same time preventing excessive electrode wear.
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7. MODELLING OF THE ARC AND THE MAGNETIC FIELD

Ch.6 introduced two importanttopics: the influence of the magnetic field and

mechanismsto account for axial movementof the gas, and this chapterwill examine the

two subjects in more detail. In particular, it will present approximate models forthe arc-

inducedaxial gas flow, and investigate a numberof aspects of the magnetic field

geometry through the use of the Opera-2D finite element package.

7.1 Arc-induced Axial Gas Flow

Twopossible mechanisms capable of producing an axial flow of gas throughthecircuit

breaker were presented in Ch.6, the arc fan andthe arc piston, while previous work was

considered in Ch.2. The useof the arc as an actuatoris therefore not new,but in

previous attempts, principally [6], the momentum transferred by the arc to the

Surrounding gas can be converted to heat throughcollision with the walls of the vessel,

and thereby pressure, since the volumes concerned are both small and sealed. This

would be the case, for example, in a self-pressurising device. In the rotary arc

interrupter, the total volumeof the circuit breaker is much larger than the arcing volume

itself, so an approachofthis kind would suggest that the arc-induced gas motion was

insignificant. In the arc fan model, the motion of the arc results in a pressure rise across

the arc, andit is this pressure differential which ultimately drives the gas motion.In the

piston model, the plane area of the arc is assumedto displace a certain amountof gas,

and this displaced gas constitutes the arc-induced flow. The emphasis throughoutis to

provide simple models which then have somepracticalutility, rather than complex ones

which, despite their sophistication yield only a marginal advantage in application.

The correlation parameters of Yas'ko [46,47] were also introduced in Ch.2, andit is

convenient that he established a set of these criteria for a co-axial plasma generator, a

device not un-like the rotary arc device being usedin the present study. While Yas'ko's

device required the working fluid to be supplied, it is possible to compare the gas flows

generatedby the fan and piston models with those which would haveto be supplied in

orderto satisfy the similarity criteria. It is assumed that the device modelled by Yas'ko

[47] was intended to have a uniform magnetic field, so that the possibility of additional

componentsof the Lorentz force would not havearisen.
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7.1.1 The Arc Fan

In the arc fan model, the flow of gas aroundthe arc columnis treated using potential flow

arguments, and an analogywith the pressure distribution around a spinning cylinderis

drawn. Certain fundamental assumptions are therefore implicit in the approach, namely

incompressible flow and no wake aroundthe object, and others will be indicated where

required. Potential flow techniques have been used previously [49] to draw conclusions

aboutthe internalstructure of the arc, leading, in Plessl's work [55], to a complex

combination of vortices within the arc. These studies, conducted using Argon as the

working fluid, suggested that the arc was penetrated by the surrounding gas, while

Romanand Myers [63] and Nicolai and Kuethe [64] concluded the oppposite. However,

the complexities of non-axisymmetric arcs haveled to their widespread approximation by

circularcylindrical, impermeable bodies [6,19,81], and that is the view which will be

taken here. The flow aroundthin circular arc sections can then be calculated, and the

total resultant force along the arc length is obtained by integration.

7.1.1.1 Construction of the model

The principle elements in the modelare shownin fig. 7.1.1, in which an idealised straight

arc is inclined at an angle 4 with respect to the axis of the annular contact. Although

somecircumferential componentof arc current is required in orderto force the outer arc

root axially into the coil, the arc of fig. 7.1.1 represents the mean orientation of a

deformed arc, hencethe useofthe term ‘idealised’. The whole arc columnis rigid and

impermeable to the surrounding gas, with a diameter small with respect to the diameter

of the annular contact, and rotates with constant angularvelocity w. At radii b; and bo,

the linear arc velocities are then v; and vo, positioned at axial locations z; and Z> with

respect to the origin, the nose of the pokerin the interrupter. Fig. 7.1.1 is drawnin third

angle projection.

annular contact
arc, radius=a

   
i : ‘ coil axis

Fig. 7.1.1: Construction of the Arc Fan Model
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To simplify the model, the arc is held stationary and the surroundingfluid is made to

rotate with angular velocity w, anti-clockwise about the origin in the view offig. 7.1.1. The

inclined arc is cut in the plane (b,z) perpendicular to the coil axis, exposing a radial

cross-section, which, for a small arc, can be consideredtoretain its circular shape.

Normally such an operation would result in anelliptical section, but this would become

quite complicated to reconstruct from potential flow components. Thecirculating flow

then impingeson the arc section at a numberof points around its boundary, but at two

points, the streamline representing the external flow, and the arc boundary,intersect at

right angles, so that these points constitute what are effectively flow stagnation points on

the surface ofthe arc.

; ' section thru’
radius ‘a i arc at radius‘b'

      
     

stagnation
point streamline of

circulating gas

flow, centre (0,-b)

Fig. 7.1.2: Arc Section at Radius b showing location of Stagnation Points

Thesituation is shownin fig. 7.1.2, and the location of the stagnation points can be

calculated by simple geometry. Referred to a cartesian set of co-ordinates whoseorigin

is at the centre of the arc section, the 'y' position of the stagnation points is given by

= -a2/b = a.sinO ...(7.1)

If the flow in which the arc was immersed werelinear, or uniform, instead of circulating,

the arrangementoffig. 7.1.2 would be quite simple to realise from basic potential flow

components [113]. The cylindrical section above can be constructed from a doubletin

which the source is approached by a uniform stream. This combination produces an

equipotential contour, completely enclosing the doublet, and this equipotential has the
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equation of a circle, centre the origin. The equipotential separates the flow ‘inside’ from

that ‘outside’ the circular boundary. Flow stagnation points are located on the centre-line

of the circular section, the resultantfluid pressure is equally distributed around the

section and the cylinder is immobile within the flow.

Fig. 7.1.2 is more difficult to construct from potential components, but the complexity

arises from the needto identify the equipotential which dividesthe 'internal' flow of the

doublet from the ‘external’, circulating flow, and then to integrate aroundit in order to

establish the pressure distribution. However, the displacementof the stagnation points of

fig. 7.1.2 appears similar to that produced whena cylinderis set spinning in a uniform

stream,illustrated in fig. 7.1.3, where the contour ‘¥=0 is the equipotential separating the

internal from the external flow. The diagram showsthe immediatevicinity of the

cylindrical section, and the external flow regainsits linearity further away. The

components required to construct the spinning cylinder are particularly well known, and

the resultant model forms the basis of a numberofairfoil designs [113].

free stream with

4 Velocity 'U'
   

  

contour

of y=0

stagnation

point   
doublet + vortex,

centre at origin

Fig. 7.1.3: Sketch of a Spinning Cylinder in a Uniform Stream

 

Asthe cylinder spins with increasing speed, defined by the vorticity K, the stagnation

points move closer togetherin the negative ‘y' direction and eventually separate from the

cylindrical surface completely. K is defined with respect to the cylinder, and the

tangential velocity of the circulation at a distance'r' from its centre is given by K/2nr. The

displacement of the stagnation points results in a net pressure difference between the top

of the cylinder and the bottom, andthis leads to the generationofa lift force, F,, with

magnitudeperunit length

FL=pUK ...(7.2)
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wherep is the density of the surroundingfluid, U is the free stream velocity and is the

vorticity or rotational speed ofthe cylinder.If, in fig. 7.1.2, the external flow can be

replaced by a uniform rather than a circulating stream, then the problem can be referred

to one set of axes, namely that centred on the circular section. The displacementof the

stagnation points can then be approximated by giving the cylinder a spin K sufficient to

movethe stagnation points by an amount y=-a2/b. The necessary condition is that the

radius of the arc be small with respect to the original circulating flow, and this is a

condition which has already been specified to justify the approximation of the arc by a

circular section. The modelarc section has been set spinning aboutits own axis in order

to replicate the displacementof the stagnation points from the arc's centre-line in the

negative 'y' direction. This displacementof the stagnation points is in turn due to the

rotation of the inclined arc about the axis of the coil.

At the stagnation points, from [113],

2Usin0ga S5 ...(7.3)
2na

Since y = a.sinO = a2/b, eqn. 7.3 becomes

4s0 ..(7.3)'

The arc section is located at a radius b with respect to the origin of the coil, and the

linear velocity at that point is therefore given by U=ab. Substituting for U in eqn. 7.3', the

vorticity K required to produce the necessary displacement of the stagnation points is

given by

K=4nwa2 ...(7.4)

andthelift force exerted by the fluid on the arc is, from eqn. 7.2,

F.=4nbpo2a2 ...(7.5)

per unit arc length. The orientation of the lift force is shownin fig. 7.1.4: the force is

applied to the 'underside' of the arc, which from the point of view of an axial flow through

the test-head may be considered the downstream side. Sincethe arcis rigid, a reaction

force will be applied to the fluid, moving it with a componentin the downstream direction.
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annular contact

poker end    
<a coilaxis

i

Fig. 7.1.4: Directions of the Forces Acting on the Arc dueto its Rotation

 

Thelift force is calculated with respect to a thin arc section, whose axislies parallel to

the coil axis, but pressure work can only be doneonthe arc by the componentof F,

normalto the axis of the arc itself, F,. The component F; may contribute to the

momentumtransferred to the gas by the arc, but asin [6]it will be dissipated as heat to

the annular contact and the gasbycollision with the annulus. The force acting on the

fluid will therefore be the reaction to the normal force F,=Fcos. If the arc has length s,

then the total force transmitted by therigid arcto thefluid, F,, will be

F. = cosé 4p *ba?.ds ...(7.6)c

since ds2=db2+dz?, and tand=db/dz, then

4npo 2a2b.ds = 4npo 2a.ztand.(1+ tan? $)2.dz (7.7)

whichis a straightforward integral. The steady-state force F, movesthefluid at velocity v

in a direction normal to the axis of the inclined arc, where v can be calculated from the

momentum equation

dF, = v2pdAg ...(7.8)

where dA, is a small part of the plane area of the arc equalto a.ds. It can now be seen

that a numberof terms from the RHSof eqn. 7.8 will cancel with that of eqn. 7.7, and the

velocity v is then given by

v2=nw2a.z.tand.cosd

hence v2=n0a.z.Sind ...(7.9)
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The componentof this velocity parallel to the coil axis, va, is v.sin, and from the

continuity equation the massflow rate of the fluid driven by the rotation of the arc is

m= pAgVaq = nb2p.singvno 2az.sind (7.10)

whereA, is the area ofthe coil of radius b. Eqn. 7.10 represents an expression for the

axial mass flow inducedin the gasbytherotation of the arc, in terms of the radius b of

the annular contact, the average extent of the axial movement, z, of the outer arc root,

the arc radius, a, the gas density, p and the rotational speed ofthe arc, o.

Next, the pressure gradient across the arc section has to be calculated to confirm that

action of the pressure force is in the correct direction to produce the axial flow required.

Bernoulli's equation is applied at the four points shown onfig. 7.1.5, where 1 and 4 are at

somedistance from the spinning section wherethe static pressure is po, while 2 and 3

are closeto its surface.

annularcontactside

oe
hatTea

“ U=ob

arc section

enedares
4
SS

Fig. 7.1.5: Arc Section Immersed in Stream of Velocity U

 

On the arc's surface, the velocity, q, of the fluid is given by

q=2Usin0+K/2na meh 1)

wherethe position at which q is calculated is (a,0) with respect to the centre of the arc

section and a is the radius of the section. Points 2 and 3 are at 0="/p and “"/p

respectively, and the velocity U=ob. Eqn. 7.11 then becomes

d2 = wb(1+4/p) ...(7.12a)

93 = @b(9/p-1) ..(7.12b)

Taking Bernoulli's equation between 1 and 2 and between 3 and 4 leads to
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Po —P2 =4.p0*b7[(1+ 2)?-1] ..(7.13a)

Po —P3 = 4p0*b*[@ -1)?-1] _..(7.13b)

hence

P2 Ps = po “blo —1)?-(a + 1)?] (7.14)

where a=a/b. This pressure difference is negative, and confirmsthat thelift force actsin

the direction shownin fig. 7.1.4. Moreover, such a negative pressure differential would

be expected from a fan: the working fluid is therefore drawn from the upstream side

nearest the annular contact to the downstream side nearestthe coil axis. While Froude's

ideal actuatoris a disk [113], the inclined arc forms a conic actuator surface within the

test-head, where the pokeris upstream at the apex, and the remoteendis at the open,

downstream side. Comparisonsof the model with experimentwill be presented in section

7.1.1.3.

7.1.1.2 Similarity Analysis

Eqn. 7.10 provides an estimate of the massflow rate of the gas throughthe test-head

dueto the rotation of the arc, andis in a form suitable for comparison with results

derived by a Yas'ko similarity analysis. The arc-induced gas flow dueto the fan action

can then be comparedwith the mass flow rate which would haveto be externally

supplied for a co-axial plasma generator [47]. In the plasma generator the workingfluid is

heated sufficiently to become conducting, but this seemslesslikely to be true for the

rotary arc breaker, particularly at low currents. The choice of the scale parameters, the

subscript '0' properties in the dimensionlesscriteria, is an important stage in the anlaysis,

and this choice should reflect the nature of the exchange processbeing considered.In

this case,it is principally the exchange of momentum betweenthe working fluid and the

arc whichis of interest, so the criteria selected must reflect the balance of force terms

within the dimensionless momentum equation, written in Ch. 2 as

p*(Vw*).w*= —I1,Vp*+I]em (/*xB*) ...(2.8)

and the magnetic field from Maxwell's equation, for which the dimensionless numberis

a: |
Um aa ...(2.8')

0
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Lastly, sinceit is intended torelate the criteria to the arc's rotational speed, the

dimensionless velocity number,Iy, is introduced, and the full set of dimensionless

parameters is then:

Tly=pooL3/g ...(7.15a)

Tp=popL4/g? ...(7.15b)

Tm=pol/BL ..-(7.15¢)

Tlem=polBL?/g2 ...(7.15d)

where po=gas density in the working fluid, o is the arc's rotational speed, A is the internal

radius of the annular contact, g is the massflow rate of the working fluid, p is the

ambient gas pressure,| is the arc current, B the magnetic field and 1p the permeability of

free space. Thecriteria themselvesreflect the relative contributions of various properties

of the gas andarc.I, is the ratio of the arc rotational speedto the applied gas flow, Ip

is the Euler number,I] is the ratio of the arc's own magneticfield to that applied by an

external source,in this case the coil, and [em is the ratio of electromagnetic to inertial

forces. Yas'ko defines the Euler numberin terms of the ambient pressure since heis

presenting a method which haswiderapplications, in correlating other types of arc for

which there may be no imposed gas flow. However, where a pressure gradient is known

it would be more meaningfulto useit rather than the ambient pressure, representing asit

doesthe contribution of the pressure work to the momentum balance. Eqns. 7.15 may be

combined in a numberof ways under Yas'ko's system, and Guile and others [44,45] have

doneso, but the resulting equation must have the form

Ty = (1.1.16) ...(7.15e)

wherethei, j, kK should have a value whichis physically meaningful within the context of

the specific problem. Yas'ko presents the result of a similarity operation with respect to

the arc voltage for the co-axial plasma generator[47], but no other analyses have

otherwise been conducted onthis type of equipment. From section 7.1.1.1, the mass flow

rate is believed to be a function of the arc's rotational speed, its diameter andits axial

extension into the coil. Yas'ko's device doesnotallow for any axial movementof the

outer arc root, but the pressure gradient established by the rotating arc can be replaced

by the pressure head whichis driving the flow of gas through the co-axial plasma

generator. The arc diameterinfluence is embodied in the arc current, which strongly
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influences the diameter. For the case i=j=k=-1, eqn. 715e is re-arranged to expressg,

the applied massflow rate, as a function of the remaining quantities, eqn. 7.16:

9g = (L9p9312apyg) 1/5 ..-(7.16)

From eqn.7.16, the quantities which are believed to be of importance in governing the

massflow from thearc all have positive indices,in line with intuitive expectation. This

value of g can then be compared with that obtained by the fan modelasa first check on

its validity, as well as with the experimental data based on the responsetimesof the

dielectric probe.

7.1.1.3 Comparison with Experiment

In Ch. 5, the responsetime of the dielectric probe was taken asthe time at which a

sustained reduction in breakdown strength began. At higher currents, when more than

one period of reduced Vpq was noted, it became necessary to measure the response

time with respect to the minimum recorded value of Vpg, since this was clearly defined.

This latter method will be used to compare the probe response with the gas flow models

since the lowest value of Vpg is assumedto relate to the highest gas temperature. This

assumption is subject to the proviso thatthe repitition frequency of the spark gap does

not itself begin to influence the result, as noted in [95]. Further, the average axial speed,

Vg Of the gas is estimated from the probe responsetime, using eqn. 7.17, and the

distance between the poker nose and the spark gap, implying that the gas in motion has

comefrom closeto the arc andwill then be relatively hot.

_ ty, - teV (7.17)
probe

where tymin is the time at which the minimum breakdown voltage is recorded, t1/2 is the

time at the middle of the arcing period, and dprobe is the distance between the poker nose

and the planeof the dielectric probe. The massflow rate is then found from the

continuity equation

m=nrpVg (7.17!)

wherer is the inside radius of the annular contact.

Fig. 7.1.6 shows the massflow rates predicted by the fan model, those required to satisfy

the Yas'ko criteria and that estimated by the dielectric probe. The temperature of the gas
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is assumed to be 500K, 0.3MPa SFg, since some temperaturerise is required for a

responsebythe probe. Additionally, it is lower than that calculated inside the coil region

in section 6.2 which wasfor high currents, whereasthe arc fan is being modelled at low

currents below 1000A. The gasdensity is readily obtained from tables [98]. The arc

radius is 1mm to maintain the requirementthat it be small with respect to the inner radius

of the annular contact, and z is assumed to be 5mm.This last assumption is because the

arc is only slightly deformed from a straight line: Since axial movementby the outer arc

root requires the formation of a circumferential componentof arc current, and the arc

columnis, at this stage, modelled asa straight, stiff spoke, only small values of z can be

allowed. Thefigure is restricted to the low speed regimeof arc currents below 1000Ain

order to make the small arc diameter and axial penetration acceptable, and the

maximum radius, b, is taken as 30mm to avoid endeffects.A later figure will include the

higher current data for completeness, but the arc diameterwill remain at 2mm since

reliable estimates of the arc diameterare difficult to make.
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Fig. 7.1.6: Comparison of Similarity, Model and Experimetal

Estimates of Axial Gas Flow

It is clear from fig. 7.1.6 that the fan modelas it stands considerably over-estimates the

induced gasflow,but this is not too surprising in view of the nature of the assumptions

made. Possible modifications to the model will be considered shortly. The experimental

measurementsalsofall quite far short of the mass flow rates necessary to satisfy the

Yas'ko criteria where the ambient pressure is taken as a scaling factor. However, when

the pressure gradient dueto the arc fan is used as the scale pressure, denoted in the

legend by 'p=gradP', the massflow rate required is not as great. This suggests that the

choice of Ap in the Euler numberinstead of the ambient pressure wasthe correct one,
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and that the modelling of the arc by a fan blade maystill be justified. The effect of

varying the model parameters will be considered in section 7.1.3, whereit will be shown

that better agreement between the model and experiment may be obtained.
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7.1.2 Arc Piston

Fig. 7.1.7 showsa sketch of the arcasit rotates, in which the outerarc root lags the

inner by an angle 0. This deformation has the effect of reducing the straight length of the

arc in the manner shown,so that as the arc deformation increases, the effectiveness of

the fan is reduced. However, with the greater deformation, the circumferential area of the

arc increases, andthis circumferential area is pushed towardsthe centre ofthe coil. Asit

doesso,it may be able to displace the gas aheadofit, as described in Ch. 6, thereby

behaving as a piston. The problem is treated by assuming that as this semi-annular arc

movesinto the coil it does so at a constant speed, balancedbytheresisting drag force.

Althoughthe piston reciprocates, the rate at whichit does so will affect the total mass of

gas movedratherthan the rate of mass flow. The arc is assumed to be impermeable to

the external flow, which is incompressible.

7.1.2.1 Construction of the Model
annular contact

 

Fig. 7.1.7: Sketch of the Elements of the Arc Piston Model

 

If an arc, subject to a deformation of 6 radians dueto the rotation of the arc, moves

axially into the coil with velocity v, then the force balance equation may bewritten as

Bi,.s =4pv*.sd.Cp ...(7.18)

whereB is the radial magnetic field, i, is the circumferential componentof arc current, s

is the circumferential length of the arc, p is the gas density, d the arc diameter and Cp

the drag factor. The LHS of eqn. 7.18 is itself a function of the radial position at whichit

is evaluated, for two reasons.In the first place, the radial componentofthe field is not

uniform across the coil. In the second place, the arc deformation, and hencethe

circumferential componentof current, is a function of the linear speed of the element,

which also varies acrossthe coil radius. At presentit will be assumed that some average

value can be ascribed to both of these quantities, but the variation of the arc currentwill

be considered below. The axial arc velocity v is then found by re-arrangement.
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This arc velocity could be directly converted to the velocity of the gasitself, andthis is

partly based on the premise that the gas is incompressible. In addition, although the

stroke of the arc piston can be estimated, as the distanceto the null point of the coil, the

experimental data provide no quantifiable information as to the rate at which the arc

movesaxially within the test-head. It may be possible to approximate the stroke rate by

the numberofarc rotations, in which case the model might be treated as a transient case

in which the forcing function is periodic. In the piston of an internal combustion engine,

the working fluid is compressed within a small volume, whereasin the circuit breaker,

the fluid is not compressed but displaced, and this leads to the question of exactly how

muchincompressible fluid the arc might be expected to moveduring its stroke. The

piston approachis therefore quite complex, and onein which the nature of the

approximations makes the modelincreasingly speculative. For simplicity, the method

adoptedhere will be to assumethat the gas moves with the same axial speed asthe arc,

and hence from the continuity equation will have the massflow rate

 ..(7.19)

This equation provides a basis for estimating the induced gas flow based on the

maximum size of the annular contact, the magnetic field and the arc current. However,it

requires some method of estimating the circumferential arc length as well as the current.

The experimental data of fig. 5.6.2 can be used to provide estimates of the arc's

deformation for a range of rotational speeds, but this provides only the relationship

between two points on the arc rather than an analytical description of it. Adams [48], as

mentioned in Ch. 2, derived an expression for the arc shapein termsofits current,

rotational speed and applied field, and it is possible that, as a first step, this could be

applied to the experimental data. If Adams' equation for the shape provides some

reasonable approximation to the measured values (although from Spencer[19] such an

estimate is expected to be too low) then it may be used to provide an approximate

analytical expression for the form of the arc column, from which the circumferential

components of the current and thetotal arc length could then be deduced.

In Adams' formulation, the arc current and magnetic field are time invariant, while in the

present experiments both are time varying. The Adams equations were already

presented in Ch. 2, but are reproduced below:

@= |-1-cos-"2 (2.1)= me — cos Fi ret hes
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where ee SI (2.1)
@ 5pdCp

 

Clearly eqn. 2.1 is only defined for r >c, and since the location of the arc elementat

r=30mm will be required, c<0.03. The present study is concerened very much with

transient phenomena,so that the data to be used with eqn. 2.1 must approximate a quasi

steady state condition. Four sets of arc data are listed in table 7.1.1, where the tests

have been conducted with the uniformly-wound test-head, hence a more uniform

magnetic field, and selected for havinglittle variation in average speed over the whole

arcing time. The average rotational speed is way, while the standard deviation is shown in

the column Gp,.

®av larc (A) Icoit (A) Sne c

(rad.ms-') (rad.ms*')   

  

     
4684szsiz0520.045

2600soo11ot03_|

Table 7.1.1: Data for Use in Adams Equation

At a radius of 30mm c >0.03 for each of the data sets, and therefore 0 is undefined. This

can only be addressed by changing the parameters in eqn. 2.1'. For the currents below

1000A,this involves, for example, increasing the arc diameter to between 10 and 15mm,

to obtain agreement between experimental deformations and those estimated by Adams.

For the 3600Atest, d in eqn. 2.1' has to be increased to 75cm. Arc dimensions ofthis

orderare clearly unrealistic, and the Adams equation cannot be applied to the

determination of the arc shape.It is not clear why such a discrepancy should exist, but it

maybe related to the fact that Adams’ theory, although deriving an arc shape, doesnot

fully account for the change of shape andits influence on either the aerodynamic drag or

the Lorentz force. Some other method of accounting for the arc shape in estimating the

circumferential current must therefore be found.

The high speed photographs showthatat certain times the arc can form one complete

helical turn, in which case the arc current will have a significant circumferential

component. Whenthearcis radial, on the other hand, the circumferential component of

current is zero. The linear relationship below satisfies both of these boundary conditions
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ic = 1.6/(27) ...(7.20a)

where is the arc current. The length ofthis circumferential element then has to be

found, and by the same argument may be approximated by

s=r0 ...(7.20b)

The arc deflection is defined by the radial stations of the two optical fibres which monitor

it, F2 and F3, located at radii of 15 and 30mm respectively as described in section 4.4,

so that the radius,r, in eqn. 7.20b should correspondto oneof these two positions. Since

the radial Lorentz force will tend to push extended sections of the arc out towards the

annular electrode, the larger radius would be the better choice. Moreover, since the

larger radius represents a scale value for the test-head, being closeto the inside radius

of the annular contact, it assists in making the model more general. The equation for the

massflow rate induced by the arc can then bere-written as

| BI 0
m= p.10.d. (7.21p odCp (7.21)

The remaining parameters of the modelare the gas density, p, the magneticfield, B, the

 

arc diameter, d, and the drag factor Cp. The gas density is that for 500K, 0.3MPa SFgin

order to comparewith that in the fan model, and the arc diameter is maintained at 2mm

across the current range. The radial magneticfield is that due to the peak value of

excitation current for the individual test, but averaged overthe first 15mm of the arcing

region:it is therefore estimated in the same wayastheaxialfield in Ch. 4. | is the

average arc current for the test, while the drag factor is 1.2, corresponding to that for a

circular cylinder at large Reynolds number[63]. The same value of 1.2 is quoted in [114]

for a flat annular object, similar to a washer, soit is regarded as quite satisfactory. The

use of the deformation value, 8, meansthat the modelis no longerrestricted to the low

speed regime,but can be extended to cover the average speed overthe whole arcing

period.

7.1.2.2 Comparison with Experiment

Fig. 7.1.8 compares the experimental massflow rates with those estimated by the piston

modelaccording to eqn. 7.21, showing good agreementfor rotational speeds greater

than 8-9rad.ms*.
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Fig. 7.1.8: Comparison of the Arc Piston Modelwith

Experimental Estimates of the Induced Mass Flow Rate

Although eqn. 7.21 accounts well for the observed behaviour,it is dependent on the use

of the empirical value for 0, and soits ability to predict the gas pumping behaviourof

future devices is lower than that afforded by a modelsuchasthearcfan, whichhaslittle

requirement for empirical data. In particular, the piston requires somedegreeofaxial

movement, but the modelgives no information about z. Secondly, it underestimates the

gas flow for low speeds, but achieves good agreementat the higherones, so that further

work which may aim to make the model morerealistic, for example by indicating that not

all of the gasin front of the arc will be moved axially but also radially, and hence be

dissipated against the annulus,will tend to reduce the agreement with observation. This

is again in contrast to the arc fan model, whichis highly idealised and therefore very

susceptible to improvement, though such improvement might be complicatedto realise.

On the other hand,the arc diameteris likely to be greater at higher currents [80], and so

this would compensate to some degree for the reduced massflow rates due to other

improvements to the model. The two models are to some degree complimentary, andit

may be useful to combine them.

7.1.3 Combined Fan-Piston Model

If, at low currents, the majority of the arc's rotations occurat relatively low speed, hence

low deformation, then the arc fan may be a more appropriate description for the axial gas

flow than the piston model. At this stage it appears that much more workis required to
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makeit serviceable in its present form, so that a combined model, relying on empirical

data, is a usefulfirst step.

Fig. 7.1.9 shows an extendedarc asit rotates.If the fan action is reliant on the straight-

line length of the arc, then this can be approximated by the projection of the arc onto the

radial line with respect to which 6 is measured. This line denotes the position of the fibre

F2, at a radius of 15mm, whichis required to define the angle 6 from egn. 5.1, section

5.3.3. At first sight this implies that, the projected length, r.cos6, will be periodic with 6 ,

and moreoverthatit will be negative, but fig. 5.5.2 shows that quite high speeds, of the

order of 10-12rad.ms~' are necessary to achieve deflections of greater than 7/2, by which

time the modelwill be based on the piston action.

annular contact

 

Fig.7.1.9: Deflected Arc showing Projected, Straight-Line Length

 

The effective arc radius,for the fan, is then given by

b'=b.cos8 ...(7.22a)

Although the average axial extent of the arc, z in eqn. 7.1.10, will remain unchanged, the

average extent ofthe straight arc section will become

z'=b'/tand ..(7.22b)

where9 is the inclination of the arc with respect to the coil axis. In eqn. 7.1.10 the value of

z was chosento ensurethat the straight arc approximation wouldstill be valid, but with the

introduction of a circumferential arc length, r@, it is possible to make z a function of this

length. If the arc root on the poker nose remainsstationary, then the movementof the

outerarc root axially into the coil implies some extension of the arc column, and suggests

that the distance the arc moves might therefore be approximated by a relationship similar

in form to Hook's law for elastic bodies. The distance whichthe outer root moves,z",is

then proportional to the applied electromagnetic force, whichis itself a linear function of
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linear function of the circumferential length of arc partly responsible for the axial force.

The expression for z" therefore has the form of eqn. 7.22c

z"=k.r0 ...(7.22¢)

wherek is chosento provide a goodfit with the experimental data. This leads to a re-

calculation of the angle ¢ as 4’, and henceof z'. The form of eqn. 7.1.10 is therefore

unchanged, but the geometric variables b, z and 4 are replaced by b', z' and 4'. The arc

piston modelis left unchanged,and the two together are assigned the regions of

operation

fan 0<o<8rad.ms"!

piston 7<w<25rad.ms-1

The overlap of the twois deliberate at this stage, but will later be removed, and the result

is shownin fig. 7.1.10, where the factor k in eqn. 7.22c is equal to 0.2.
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Fig.7.1.10: Comparison of the Modified Combination

Modelwith the Experimental Data

The arc rotational speed, applied magnetic field and arc current of each of the

experimental data points are used to provide the inputs to the piston model, eqn. 7.21.

An expression for 6 as a function of o is obtained byfitting a quadratic curveto fig. 5.5.2,

andthis is supplied to both the piston model, eqn. 7.21 and the modified fan model. The

straight lines through the two sets of model data areforilllustrative purposes, and

suggestthat although the arc fan no longerapplies for o = 8rad.ms"!, the changeoveris
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not seamless.This finding supports the observation of section 5.5, where the onsetof

high-speed action appearedto disrupt the responseofthe dielectric probe. From the

modelpoint of view, this disruption could correspond to the changeoverfrom fan to

piston operation, which would lead to a sharp reduction in the massflow rate exceptfor

highly-extendedhelical arcs.

Althoughit seemsclear that further work is required on both arc models before they are

suitable for consideration in the designof an interrupter, it is useful at this stage to

examine the effect of increasing the internal radius of the annular contact. The effect is

plotted in fig. 7.1.11, in which the arc radius has also been increasedinline with the

increasein the annularradius,r: if the bending of the arc under the aerodynamic

pressure is due to someinherentstiffness [7,62], then the arc radius has to be increased

in order for the arc deflections with speed to be acceptable at the longerarc lengths.
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Fig. 7.1.11: Effect of Increasing the Annular Radius on the

Arc-Induced Gas Flow Rate

The arc fan appears to be moreeffective in stimulating a gas flow than the arc piston,

although the rangeof its operation has been curtailed. In both models, the annular radius

appears in the equations for the mass flow rate, eqns. 7.10 and 7.21 for the fan and

piston respectively. As the annulus becomeslarger, the fan-induced flow rate could be

expected to increase as the square of the annular radius, while the piston-induced flow

rate will increase linearly with the radius. However,fig. 7.1.11 suggests that the actual

increase is greaterthanthis, and in the piston case, the massflow rate increases by a

factor of five on doubling the annular radius. This is because the arc radius has also

been increased. The graphis redrawnasfig. 7.1.12 for which the massflow rates have

been normalised with respect to the arc diameter, and showsthat the main trendsoffig.
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7.1.12, but appear to be stepped or cyclic. This is due to the different arc currents used,

wherecertain data points are for arc currents around 3-4kA, while others relate to lower

currents below 1000A.In the fan predictions, the doubling of the annular radius increases

the massflow rate by slightly more than a factor of four. This is becauseif the influence of

sind in eqn. 7.10. Since z, the axial penetration, has been maintained constant despite the

increase in annular radius, sing has increased, and this has resulted in an increasein the

massflow rate.
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Fig. 7.1.12: Induced Mass Flow Rates Normalised for Arc Diameter

In its present form the arc fan modelgrossly over-estimates the axial gas flow, but at still

requires a minimum of experimental data to be supplied. Figs. 7.1.11 and 12 indicate that

gas pumping behaviour can be expectedto increase asthe size of the interrupter

increases, and, implicit in the models, that this behaviourwill be strongly influenced by the

extent to which helical arcs are formed. In addition, the arc piston model may bebetterat

the highest currents, where the arc area and circumferential extension are large: rotary arc

interrupters appearto be already quite effective at high currents andit is in the low current

range that some improvements are required. The process by whichhelical arcs, which

would maximisethe piston effect, are formedis alsostill unclear, while they tend to occur

towards the end of arcing where the Lorentz forces are relatively low. For these reasons

the arc piston maybedifficult to use in practice since the conditions which are optimum for

their performanceare inherently difficult to predict.

Both of the models presented above ignore detailed energy exchanges between the arc

and the gas exceptin a global sense, since the gas temperatureis allowed torise.

Furthermore, each of the modelsis strongly influenced by the gas density, andif this falls

due to arc heating, then the attendant axial arc motion will also be reduced. From section
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Furthermore, each of the modelsis strongly influenced by the gas density, andif this

falls due to arc heating, then the attendant axial arc motionwill also be reduced. From

section 6.2 it seemsthat there is some currentlimit to the axial flow process, tentatively

taken as between 6 and 7kA,andif this is so, then more information about the process

by which heatis transferred from the arc to the gas is required. More specific comments

about possible avenuesfor future work will be madein Ch.8.
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7.2 Magnetic Field Modelling

If the role of the magnetic field is no longerrestricted to simply driving the arc

circumferentially through the surrounding gas,in order to secure adequate convection,

then it is important to be able to investigate the impact of a numberof aspects of the

magneticfield itself. The contribution of the arc to thefield, for example, is of interest, as is

the influence of certain of the componentsofthe circuit breaker. Lastly, the possibility of

controlling not only the shapeofthe coil in space butalso in time arises, particularly since

this might be useful in moving the arc into cooler regions of gas by moreefficiently

exploiting its potential for axial movement.

This section will compare experimentally measured values of the magneticfield in the

profiled-winding coil with those calculated using a finite element package, Opera-2D

(hereafter 'Opera’). This comparison demonstratestheutility of the software, and thereby

permits investigation of other aspects of the test-head design, such as the componentsin

the profiled-coil interrupter and the arc currentin the uniform coil. The effect of switching

the field coils is then considered. The reader should note that the figures displaying field

plots from Opera are drawn suchthat the radial scale is exaggerated with respect to the

axial scale. This is a feature of the package, and may makethefigures appeardistorted.

Thesefigures will, in addition, be plotted on a full page.

7.2.1 Opera-2D

Operais a finite element, magnetic field calculation package which contains a numberof

suites to deal with electromagnetic and electrostatic problems, plus the calculation of heat

transfer and mechanical stress. These latter options can only be used within the context of

a static model, ie one in which the excitation functions do not vary with time. In an

electromagnetic interrupter, however, transient phenomenaplaya significant role in

determining the behaviourof the device, andall of the models which follow use the

transient solution suite within Opera. A broad overviewis givenfirst, while more detailed

explanation will accompany the discussion of the individual models.

Opera solves the Maxwell equation at each node [118]

VxH=J

(7.21
= Vx(LVXA -He)- Jy -0 2)
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whereu is the productofthe relative and free-space permeabilities, A is the vector

potential, H, is the coercive ampere-turns due to any permanent magnetmaterials, J, is

the source current density, ie that driving the electromagnetic field, and o is the

conductivity of the material. In the absence of permanent magnets, then, the source

currents are the driving current, J;, and eddy currents, o®/s¢.

The modelitself is then built up by drawingin the regions of the modelitself along with an

external region which delimits the far boundary ofthe field system. The grid size on which

the finite element meshis formed, along with parameters relating to the meshitself, can

be specified as the modelis constructed. The far boundary is set suchthatit lies around

ten times asfar from the origin of the model as the largest dimension in the model. In an

axisymmetric model, the far boundary does not need to have any conditions setforit,

since the system boundary condition, that the componentof field normalto the axis be

zero,is sufficient, where the source currents are wholly determined, to solve eqn. 7.21.

Within the model, regions are defined as being composedof free space, conductor or

someothertype of material such as a permanent magnetor ferromagnetic material.

These other materials can be user-defined by associating an appropriate BH curve with

them, where for a permanent magnetthe BH datais given in the second quadrant, and for

ferromagnetic materials in the first. Lastly, excitation currents can be selected from a

range of options within Opera,or from a user-defined table. The latter option is used for

analysis of the shapedcoil, while on-board functions are used to analyse the uniform coil

andinfluence of the arc.

7.2.2 The Shaped Coil

The shapedcoil will be dealt with in two sections. In thefirst part, the experimentally

measured values of magnetic field are compared with those calculated by Opera,andin

the second,the effect of the poker and the steelcollar, which retains the assembly within

the circuit breaker (Section 3.1.1), are examined.

7.2.2.1 Opera Model

A sketch of the shaped coil winding profile was shownin fig. 3.1.3, with the location of the

ten points at which the magnetic field was measuredin fig. 3.2.11. The Opera modelis

shownin fig. 7.2.1, overleaf. Because Opera's default axes are x and y, the specification

of an axisymmetric system meansthat R and z correspond to x and y respectively, and

this explains why the modelis positioned as shown, with the remote end at the top of the

picture. The regions shown on the model comprise the poker, region 7, the annular

contact, or yoke, regions 1, 2, 10, 11, 12, the field coil, regions 16-21 and thecoil
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retention collar, region 3. Region 3 is dark blue and the number3 does not show up

clearly againstit. The grey regions denote free space, and include a small air gap (0.5mm)

separating the coil from the copper annulus. Thelast region, region 24, extends from the

edge of the modelto the far boundary, butwill not be shownin anyofthefield plots,in

order not to obscure the R and Z axesofthe figure. Instead, regions of free space have

been provided around the outside of the model within which the mesh is 1mm asfor the

main elements of the model, and these are adequatetoillustrate the pattern of the

magnetic fields around the test-head.All of the regions in red denote material type 1, or

conductive material, in this case copper. Opera calculates eddy currents depending

principally on whether a region has a conductivity specified forit. It follows that the coil

region, for which the excitation current density is already specified through the parameter

‘density’, must have zero conductivity to prevent eddy currents being associatedwithit.

For the remainderof the system, the conductivity of the copper elements is taken as

52.7MS.m"[83]. The coil retention collar is material 3, for which opera provides a default

BH curve,similar to that of Armcoiron, but more square thanthat of mild steel [111]. The

three are drawn for comparisonin fig. 7.2.2.

material 3

mild steel

B
(T

)

 

0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 35000 40000

H (Alm)

Fig. 7.2.2: Comparison of Material 3 with Armco and Mild Steel

The coil segments are connected by specifying the same conductor numberfor each

region, and their dimensions have been re-drawnto better correspond with the actual

dimensionsofthe coil, rather than its nominal dimensions of 19mm width per segment.

The driving currents for the modelare specified in two ways.Forthe coil segments,the

total currentin the coil consists only of the externally imposed current, which is derived

from a user-supplied text file containing the values of the coil current graphedinfig. 4.4.5.

Thistext file takes values from 0-1, with a scaling parameter'density' specified for each

regionindividually. The copper annulus and poker, however,will have eddy currents
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circulating within them:the ‘density’ parameteris set to zero, but the region is specified as

‘circuit off to allow eddy currents to flow. Eddy currents are also allowedto flow in the

steel retaining collar. It is important to note that only currents flowing in a direction

perpendicularto the plane of the model, ie into or out of the paper, can be specified as

driving currents, and as a result, any externally-derived current in the poker cannot be

included in the model.

The current density for the source current in the model is specified in the following way.

The shaped coil uses round enamelled wire of diameter 1.6mm, and the average value of

current used when measuring the magnetic field was 22A.If the turns of the coil are

assumedtolie in such a waythat they only touch attheir diameters, then the area

occupied by eachturn is 1.96mmZ2,resulting in a current density within the model coil of

11.2A.mm°2. The method maystill overestimate the magnetic field, because although

somelayersofthe real coil will be more tightly wound than the estimate, on the other hand

the modelcoil permits perfect flux linkage betweenthe turns, which is not the case for the

real coil. Lastly, a positive current density in the model results in an axial magnetic field in

the negative z direction, whereasin the real coil the magneticfield is in the positive z

direction. All figures will be drawn to correspond with the modelorientation of magnetic

field.

The conductivity of the mild steel coil retention collar is 4MS.m-1 [111]. The transient

solution calculates the vector potential throughout the modelregion for the time 0-18ms,

and supplies these values for the specified instants 1, 3, 6, 12 and 18ms. By 18ms, the

experiments have always been completed and the arc extinguished,since the coilis

energised around 5msafter the arc. The whole calculation takes from 2-4hrs, with up to

half that time being consumedbythe routine finding a stable setofinitial values.

7.2.2.2 Comparison with Experiment

Fig. 7.2.3 shows the measured andcalculated values of the axial component of magnetic

field at position r=30, z=30, overtime.All six coil elements, regions 16-21, are energised.

The peak of the measured field occurs about 2mslater than the calculated value, but the

values at the peak are in good agreement. This suggests that there is some eddy current

effect in the real coil which is not being accounted for in the model, since the peak values

of field agree well, but the peak values are not coincident. Errors in the magnitude of the

measured and calculated values would be easier to accountfor, since they could easily

relate to inaccuracies in the position of the search coils, or due to the size of the search

coils themselves. However, places in which additional eddy currents can be generated are
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moredifficult to identify. It is possible that the thickness of the annulusis not uniformly

2mm,orthat this was an underestimate of the true value. In addition, the copper strap

which removescurrent from the annulusis not included in the model. Further inspection of

the measured and calculated data, however, suggestthat there are otherinfluences on

the magnetic field in the coil. If the two coils, real and model, are accepted as producing

the samevalueoffield, then in the following, the modelwill represent an over-estimation

of the magnetic field at 3ms, and an underestimate at 12 ms.
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Fig. 7.2.3: Time Variation of the Measured and Calculated Magnetic Fields

Figs. 7.2.5 and 6 showthe variation of magnetic field at two radial positions along the

length of the coil, at 3 and 12ms respectively, where z is measured with respect to the

poker. Additionally, the values of the field corresponding to the approximate periphery of

the two searchcoils (one axial, one radial) are drawn to indicate the expected variation of

the field over the measurementregion, where the nominalorigin of the search coil

structure is at r=30mm, z=15mm.The location and orientation of the search coils is

illustated in fig. 7.2.4. The search coils are 6-7mm diameter.

search coil assy.
i annulus

 

i poker end
i

Fig. 7.2.4: Position of Search Coils and Peripheral Region
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The radial fields are measured at r=5 and r=25mm,sinceclearly there will be no radial

field on the axis, but also becausethe radial arm of the search coil has its centre off the

axis of the search coil assemblyitself. The search coils are indicated as 'searchI' and

‘search h'to indicate that oneis at the lower and oneatthe higherradial extremity of the

search coil, measured with respect to the axis of the mainfield coil.
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Fig. 7.2.5(a): Calculated and Measured Axial Fields, t=3ms
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Fig. 7.2.5(b): Calculated and Measured Radial Fields, t=3ms
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Fig. 7.2.6(b): Calculated and Measured Radial Fields, t=12ms

Agreementis best between all components of the measured and calculated values of the

field at 12ms, and less good at 3ms. While the measured and calculated axialfields

compare reasonably, close to the poker at 3ms, by 12 ms, the agreementis best furthest

from the poker. In addition, the calculated values exceed the measured at 3ms, while the

position is reversed by 12ms.

At 12ms,all of the data correspond best away from the poker endof the test-head, and at

3ms there is also marked disagreement betweenthe radialfields at the poker end, so that

there is therefore an implication that the pokeris in some wayinfluencing the result. In this

particular device, the poker is made of a copper-tungsten composite material, andit is
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knownthat tungsten has someferromagnetic properties. This may help to explain part of

the mis-match between the computed and experimental data. For some of the reasons

discussed above,the transient phase of the establishment of the magnetic field seems

likely to bring about the largesterrors, since this is the regime in which the conductivity of

the copper annulus, and the homogeneity of both the winding and the annulus, is most

important.

Figs. 7.2.7 and 8, overleaf, show contourplots of the absolute value of magnetic field at 3

and 12ms respectively, where the region of highest field is shown aspink. Thefield is of

course calculated within the steel collar, but is omitted from the plot. If this were not done,

a large amountof detail would be shownin the steel, where the flux density is high, but

very little differentiation would be shown elsewhere.At 3ms, the highest magnetic fields

form a relatively restricted region around the air gap betweenthe coil and the annulus,

and though the magnetic field has penetrated the majority of the annulus, the corner

regionsstill maintain a trace of blue, or low flux density. By 12 ms, the magneticfield

extends throughthe annulus andinto the arcing region, and forms a ‘hot spot' around the

pokerendofthe steel collar. The location of the point of maximum field therefore appears

to have moved,from the centre of the coil in the uniformly-woundtest-head, to the position

z=24.4mm in the profiled-winding arrangement. In consequence, the point at which the

radial magneticfield falls to zero, the null point also movescloserto the poker. In the

circuit breaker, this would havethe effect of restricting the arc's axial movementto a

smaller region of the coil, as discussed in Ch. 5 and Ch.6, although post-arc inspection

suggests that the arc may have beenslightly more restricted thanthis.

7.2.3 Influence of the Poker and the Steel Retaining Collar

The graphsoffigs. 7.2.5-6 suggest that the poker may be affecting the field, while the

ability of the steel collar to concentrate the magnetic flux may also have someinfluence on

the magnitudeofthe field within the device. Fig. 7.2.9, p.217, shows the model used to

considerthe influence of the poker, in which the copper poker has been replaced by one

which is ferromagnetic, indicated by the changein colour from redto light blue. This latter

poker has the same BHcharacteristic as material three, but a conductivity of 40MS.m*1.

No data was available from the manufacturer on the properties of this component, and

although the BH curve usedislikely to result in flux densities that are too high, the main

purposeatthis timeisillustration. By the same token, the quantity of copper is unknown,

but probably in the majority, and this justifies a fairly high value of conductivity, though not

as high as in the previous example. The change to the modelof
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Fi . 7.2.7: Absolute Value of the Magnetic Field in the Shaped Coil, at t =3ms
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Fi . 7.2.8: Absolute Value of the Magnetic Field in the Shaped Coil, at t 12ms
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Fi . 7.2.9: Construction of the Modelto Incorporate the Ferromagnetic Poker
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section 7.2.2 to removethe steel collar is quite minor, and the dark blue region 3 is simply

replaced by free space.

In figs. 7.2.10, the variation of magnetic field within the shaped coil of section 7.2.2, the

coil with collar removed and that with the ferromagnetic poker is shownfor the station

r=0, at 12ms. The experimental values, which are expected to combine elementsofall

three models,will be shownin later graphs.
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In each case,the field in the coils with the steelcollars is larger than in that without one.

This is because the reluctance of the circuit around the coil is higherin the latter than in

the former case becauseofthe lack of an iron path. The difference is less markedfor the
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radialfields than it is for the axial fields. The ferromagnetic pokerinfluences the magnetic

field up to 25mm away,increasing the axial field and reducing the radial, to the extent that

it generates two null points.

Figs. 7.2.11 compare the experimentally-measuredfields in the shaped coil with the model

values of the both the unmodified coil and that with the ferromagnetic poker. Only the data

at 12msis shownfor the radialfields, fig. 7.2.11(b), for clarity.
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Close to the pokerregion, the axial magnetic fields in the real coil are higher than those in

the calculated coil, while the radialfield is reduced. The extent of the poker's effect,

however, seemsslightly greater at 3 than at 12ms. Since the arc andfield currents used at

this time were largely unidirectional, it is possible that the poker may have beenlightly

magnetised. During the early transient phase the magnetic field has not significantly

penetrated to the poker, so that the remanent magnetism dominates the eddy current

contribution to the fields. But at 12ms, the magnetic field hasfully penetrated the coil

region, and the eddy currents then exceed the remanent magnetism.In the radialfield

graph, fig. 7.2.11(b), the radialfield in the real coil is lower close to the poker than both of

the modelcoils, but agrees well with them at the remote end of the test head. This

confirms that the pokerin the experimental equipmentis ferromagnetic and will influence

the magnetic field within the device.

Thefact that the measuredfields are in general lower than those calculated, suggests that

the steel retaining collar may representa relatively high-reluctance path within the real

test-head, corresponding moreclosely to the steel curveoffig. 7.2.2 than to Armcoiron.

Theretaining collar is intended to hold the coil together understrong tensile forces, and

has consequently been selected moreforits strength than its permeability.

Fig. 7.2.12(a), overleaf, shows the absolute field within the centre region of the coil, where

the concentration offlux around the pokeris clearly shown. This can be comparedwith the

field distribution inside the unmodified coil, fig. 7.2.12(b).

The structural componentsofthe circuit breaker, such as the poker and thecoil retention

collar can affect the shape of the magneticfield within the test-head, and will therefore

have an influence on the behaviourofthe arcitself. In particular, the reduced radialfield

close to the ferromagnetic poker implies that axial forces on the arc will be weak close to

its inside root, and relatively strong on the outer root. This could create conditions more

favourable to gas pumping,sinceit will tend to encouragetheinclination of the arc with

respectto the coil axis. Indeed, the slightly positive radial field occurring at 12ms may pull

the inner root out of the coil region, and this may explain why arc tracks were found on the

poker up to 10mm awayfrom the nose. Moreover, the enhancedaxialfield close to the

poker nose mayassistin driving the innerarc root slightly faster than would have been

predicted, enhancingits lead over the outer root and hence augmenting the processof arc

extension. The discussion of electromagnetic interrupters has,in the literature, proceeded

without apparent regard for these auxiliary components ofthe circuit breaker, and not only

of these, but of the arcitself, the subject of section 7.2.4.
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Fig. 7.2.12(a): Distortion of the Magnetic Field due to the Ferromagnetic Poker
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Fi . 7.2.12(a): Distortion of the Magnetic Field due to the Ferromagnetic Poker
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Fi . 7.2.12(b): Distribution of the Magnetic Field Around a Copper Poker
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7.2.4 Effect of the Arc in a Uniform Coil

Since the behaviourof the arc is controlled by the shape of the applied magnetic field, the

influence of the arcitself on that field is of some interest, especially for the helical, high

current arc. The discussionwill be restricted to the uniformly woundcoil sincethis is a

basic reference geometry for electromagnetic switchgear. The effect of the arc will be

considered through the use of an equivalent, single-turn conductorin the coil volume, for

three reasons.Firstly a 3-D modelling package wasnotavailable. Secondly, the formation

of helical and highly extended arcs within the circuit breaker makesthis a useful

approximation. The third reasonrelates to the realisation of an equivalent arc within

Opera. The programme assumescircular symmetry, so that a simple straight arc would be

interpreted by Opera as a conducting disc,or an inclined one as a cone. Whilethis type of

approximation formed part of the gas flow modelling, where the behaviourof the arc was

aggregated over a whole 20msperiod,it is not appropriate within Opera, which solves for

the whole system over much smaller timescales.

7.2.4.1 Filamentary Arc Approximation

As a first step, the arc within the coil can be represented asa filamentary conductor, while

the field due to the coil is treated as a long solenoid. Fig. 7.2.13 illustrates the situation,in

which a thin arc loop of radius r is formed within a coil structure. The field coil has length 1,

and some annular contactis interposed betweenthe arc and the coil so as to bring about

a phase displacementof the magnetic field with respect to the excitation current.

 

 

Fig. 7.2.13: Approximate Helical Arc in a Solenoid

Thefield on the axis of the coil is given by

B =noNI/A ws(:22)

in which the current |, flows through N turns. The magnetic field, B, however, is reduced to

approximately Bcosd [83], where ¢ is the phase lag between the current and the field due

the interposed annulus. The resultant, or net, field then becomes
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B, = Honscos ...(7.23)

Thefield on the axis of the current loop dueto the circular current, la, is

Bg =Hol2/2r ...(7.24)

In a series-excited interrupter, la=I,, and the ratio of the coil to the arc field on the axis of

the circular arc becomes

B N
B, — 2r-coso ...(7.25)

The arc's magnetic field becomes moresignificant as the radius of the loop and the

numberof coil turns decrease, and as the phase angle ¢ and coil length increase. In the

series coil describedin this thesis, the ratio of B,/B, would be 7.1:1 (N=12, A=60mm and

=54°): the arc can therefore becomea strong influence onthetotalfield, in this particular

interrupter, when it becomes highly extended. Forlarger interrupters, at higher currents, o

could be expectedto increase, as could the length A, with the result that the coil's

magnetic field would be further reduced. The example illustrates both the main

disadvantageof the annular contact, in reducing the field, and the advantage of the

separately-excited coil, where the coil field can be adjusted to ensure that it outweighs the

arc'sfield in the current range of interest. Although the radius at which helical arcs might

form could also be larger for a higher currentinterrupter, the parameterof interest is the

field in the proximity of the arc, rather than on the axis of the coil. In eqn. 7.25 the axis is

reasonably nearto the arc, but in a larger device a more rigorous equation might have to

be usedto provide a first approximation. In addition, the arc's cross section becomesan

important factor at higher currents, andit is in this respect that Opera is most useful.

7.2.4.2 Opera Modelling

Fig. 7.2.14, overleaf, shows the model usedforthis section. It consists of the coil, region

7, the copper annulus, regions 1 to 3, the steel collar, region 9, the copper poker, region

13 and the arc, region 10. At this stage, region 10 is shownin grey, since this is the base

model on which modifications are subsequently made. Air gaps are provided between the
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Fi _ 7.2.14: Construction of the Modelfor the Uniform Coil, showing Location of the Arc
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coil and the annulus, and a small region is defined for the free space between the model

and the far boundary. In the model, the arc current is taken to be 10kA, and hencethecoil

may be consideredto be either series or independently-excited (section 6.1.1). This case

is of interest since it is a common point betweenthe series and separate coils, and

represents a currentof practical relevance.

The arcis located with its centre at r=21.5mm, z=41.5mm.Note that on this model, z in

the Opera plots is shown with respect to the remote end. However,all graphswill be

presented with the origin of the axes at the poker nose, and the arc centre is therefore at

r=21.5mm, z=19.5mm.Circular construction lines can be drawn in Opera, but thefinite

element mesh requiresstraight lines between nodes,and the regions of the model

consequently also must havestraight, rather than curved edges.In addition, since the arc

region is quite small, some considerable attention would have been required to ensure

that the regions mated with one another were pseudo-circular interfaces used. For the

purposesofthis simulation, then,it is much more convenient to present the arc as a

square, andin this case it measures 7mm betweenthe vertices. The arc conductivity is set

at 9000S.m-1, corresponding to a plasma temperature of 16 000K at 0.3MPa, SFg.

Three conditions are considered for comparison.In the first, the field coil alone is

energised. Secondly, the arc currentis allowedto circulate in region 2 of the annulus, but

region 10 is still free space. The copper annulus occupies a dualrole within the circuit

breaker, serving as an arc runner, but also as anintrinsic part of the field-generating

system,not only dueto the eddy currents, but becauseit conducts the arc current

betweenthe outerarc root and the point on the annulus from whichthe current is tapped,

and then passesonto the excitation winding or out of the interrupter. This second aspect

does not appearto have been considered previously, but, especially for a series-excited

coil, the annulus can represent an extra, current-carrying turn. In the model, the whole

10kA current is assumedto becirculating in one direction within the annulus, though in

reality the distribution of the arc current might be quite complex.In the third case, the arc

is added, having the properties outlined above, in which case region 10 would appearin

red, signifying a conductor. Eddy currents are permitted to flow in the poker, annulus and

steel retaining collar in all cases, and in the arc where present. All currents are sinusoidal,

50Hz. Turner and Chen [83] considered the effect of varying the switching angle of the

interrupter, and while this is eminently feasible within Opera,it will not be further

considered here.

Fig. 7.2.15 showsthe variation of the arc current and the magneticfield at the centre of

the coil for each of the variants over the period 5-12ms. The peak current occurs at 5ms,
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with the peak magneticfield in all three cases at 7ms. Thereis very little difference

between the magnetic fields generated by the coilt+yoke andthe coil alone, but the

contribution of the arc current is quite clear.
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Fig. 7.2.15: Variation of Excitation Currents and

Magnetic Field at Coil Centre, for 10kA Simulations

Note that at 10ms, the magnetic fields of the models do not coincide, as might have been,

expected since the arc current contribution falls to zero. Instead they intersect at around

11ms, so that arc-induced eddy currents in the annulus muststill contribute to the field.

For the single-turn arc, the magnetic field inside the current ring may be expected to be

larger than outsideit, and this is shown by comparingfigs. 7.2.16(a) and (b), overleaf,

showing the variation of magnetic field along the coil axis at 5 and 7ms,at radial positions

r=15 and r =30mmrespectively. The ‘arc' data refers to the modelin which current flows

throughthe arc, yoke and coil. Outside the arc turn, fig. 7.2.16(b), the arc accounts for

only 9% of the peak magnetic field at 7ms, but for 22% at the sametime inside the current

loop. For arcs which are highly extended, the effect on the magneticfield is likely to lie

somewhere betweenthese two values.
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The radial components of magnetic field are shownin fig. 7.2.17 for t=7ms. The effect of

the arc has been to movethenull point closer to the poker, while increasing the radial

magnetic field in the same region. This movementof the null point towards the pokeris

dueto the fact that the arc contributes a negative value of radial field to that due to the

coil. If the same arc were to be formed beyondthe null point, where the radial field due to

the coil is in the negative direction, the arc would increase the net magnetic field, and

therefore be pushed back towards the middle ofthe coil. This is important from the point of

view of the axial containmentof arcs within electromagnetic interrupters, and suggests

that the presence of the arc may notlead to anyinstability in its axial position, provided the

externalfield is sufficiently high. However, Spencer[19] believed that, on occasion, the arc

wasable to traverse the null point, and though the necessary conditions, based on a

helical arc configuration, are difficult to imagine,it is possible that a more diffuse arc could

do so. Fig. 7.2.18, overleaf, plots the absolute value of magnetic field in the absence of an

arc, at 7ms, andfig. 7.2.19 plots the field for the same time but with an arc present. The

figures indicate that althoughthe field coil dominates the shapeofthefield, the arc's

influence extends quite widely aroundit.
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Fig. 7.2.17: Radial Magnetic Field Variation with Radial and Axial Position

At 12ms, the magneticfield is almost zero, and the variation in the fields at a radius of

15mm is shownwith and withoutthe arcin figs. 7.2.20. The arc is clearly the dominant

influence on the magnetic field at this time, although the distribution of the axial magnetic

field without the arc, appearsto beflatter than would have beenanticipated.It has,

additionally, a maximum value at z=20mm.This suggests that the pokeris influencing the

result to someslight extent, and therefore that the contribution of eddy currents to the

overall field distribution can become quite important as the principal exciting field dies

away.
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Fi . 7.2.18: Absolute Value of Magnetic Field at t=7ms, no Arc Present
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Fi 7.2.19: Absolute Value of Magnetic Field at t=7ms, Arc Present
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Fig. 7.2.20(a): Axial Components of the Magnetic Field at t=12ms,

with and without an Arc
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Fig. 7.2.20(b): Radial Components of the Magnetic Field at t=12ms,

with and without an Arc

Fig. 7.2.21, overleaf, plots the absolute value of the magnetic field in the arcing region,

showingthat the influence of the arc extends quite widely throughout the wholecoil at this

time. It is difficult to predict the arc's behaviour with any certainty over this period. The

double null pointin the radial profile, along with both positive and negative valuesof axial

field within the same region add to the probable complexity of the arc/field interaction.

Although the representation of the arc as a complete circularturnis likely to overestimate

the arc's contribution to the magnetic field, the fact that its influence
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Fi . 7.2.21: Distribution of the Magnetic Field close to the Zero of the Coil Contribution
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extends somedistance beyondits immediate surroundings implies that any extended arc

will affect the magnetic field distribution within the coil. If, in addition, the arc has an axial

as well as circumferential and radial dimensions, then the 3-dimensional field pattern may

be very complicated indeed. Close to the arc, the magneticfield is dominated by the arc

itself, but even at a distance the arc is able to exert an influence, to the extent thatit

produces eddy currents in the annular contact. Consequently, the movementof the arcwill

be dictated by the net magnetic pressure within the coil volume, rather than by the JxB

product of the arc current density and the applied magnetic field. As the contribution of the

arc to the total magnetic field increases, the need to considerits behaviour by a more

complex Maxwell stress approachwill become greater, and the extent to which the arcis

controlled by the applied field will become smaller. This is particularly true for series-

excited devices. In an independently-excited interrupter, there will also be some value of

current at which the arc begins to dominate the magnetic field distribution, for example

above 10kA in the present case. This aspect of the circuit breaker has not previously been

coveredin theliterature, but seems inherent in the use of an annular contact which

permits large eddy currentsto circulate,limiting the maximum realisable field and

accentuating the effect of the arc on the electromagnetic performance. This point will be

further discussed in Ch.8.
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7.2.5 Switching of the Field Coils

The shapedcoil presentedin this thesis was ableto restrict the arc to a specific region of

the coil, and apply higher magnetic fields per amp of excitation current by doing so. At the

sametime, the possibility of the arc moving axially within the coil volumeis attractive,

since it may permit the arc to movein regions of gas which have beenrelatively

unaffected by its presence.It is then effectively moved into a better quenching

environmentat possibly a decisive moment. Moreover, it may be possible to exploit an

auxiliary field, perhaps around the current zero to improve the possibilities of interruption,

or to restore some uniformity to the field during the uncertain period around thefield zero.

There are obviously a large numberof ways in which a switched coil could be realised, but

in order to maintain somelink with the work already presentedin the thesis, the shaped

coil model of section 7.2.2 appears a suitable starting point. If the circuit breakeris

composedofan array of coils, then it may be possible to switch them either in rows or

columns,and the modelis already set up to enable this. The question of a switching

strategy must then be addressedbyfirst identifying the objectives which must be achieved

by it, and secondly by determining what constraints are imposed by the size of the

interrupter and the responsetimes of the magneticfields. In a small interrupter, it may be

difficult to localise the field to the degree necessary, while the response time of the

electromagnetic system may ultimately determine whichstrategy is to be adopted.

Furthermore,if the augmentedfield is to be timed to coincide with some event within the

arcing cycle, then someform of control loop would be required. In the following, the aim of

switching the coils will be to move the arc axially within the test head by controlling the

position of the null point. Movementof the null point has already been demonstrated on

the unit, so that at least part of the objective is known to be achievable beforehand.

Moreover, this option does not necessitate the construction of any complex control

system, since it seemsclearthatif the arc is moved from relatively hot region to a cooler

one at somepointin its cycle, then some gain in termsof the ability of the gas to absorb

an increased amountof heatwill be realised. Since it is assumed that the arc will be

pumping arced productsin the direction of the remote end,the aim will be to move the arc

from a reasonably deep region within the coil, back towards the poker end. Moving the arc

towards the remote end would, because of the pumping, havethe effect of driving the arc

from one hotregion into another.

The movementof the null point was attempted in two steps, and may be achieved by

switching the coils by rows or by columns.If, in fig. 7.2.1, coils 18-20 are energisedfirst,

then the null point of the test-head will be formed at the centre of the coil. The coils are
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then switchedoff, and after some time the secondsetof coils, 16, 17 and 21 are switched

on. The pause betweenoneset switching off and the otheron,is introduced to examine

the time discrimination required between switching operations, butit is recognised that this

will lead to a period of reduced driving force during the off time. The second coil group

should then movethe null point towards the poker, pulling the arc along behind. The arc

will have movedinto the coil in the first place because of the favourable orientation of the

radial field; if the null point then moves back towards the poker, the direction of the radial

componentoffield will reverse, but the direction of rotation, and hence of the

circumferential componentof current will remain constant. Consequently, the axial Lorentz

force will reverse, and the arc will move towards the poker.If the coil groups are changed

to 16, 18 and 19 first, followed by 17, 20 and 21, then the movementof the null point may

be more accentuated, and in addition the magnitude of the applied field will be greater.

Square-waveexcitation currents are used, since these correspond to a switching ideal,

where their peak value is the average peak value used in the previous shapedcoil

comparisons, 22A, or 11.2A.mmr2. The current waveforms are shownin fig. 7.2.22. The

whole operation is conducted over 10ms,since this is a scale time period for mains

operation, and keeps the computing time within reasonable limits. Each pulse of excitation

currentlasts for 2.5ms, with an interval of 2.5ms betweenthefirst group switching off and

the second group switching on. Oncethe coils have been switched off, the current is held

at zero until t=25ms, and is therefore defined for the whole period of the model.
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Fig. 7.2.22: Excitation Current Waveforms for Switched Coils

The movementofthe null point is most easily seen by inspecting the radial componentof

magneticfield,in fig. 7.2.23(a) where the coils are switched in rows,andin fig. 7.2.23(b)

where they are switched by columns.
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Fig. 7.2.23(b): Variation of the Radial Magnetic Field at Various Axial Stations,

for r=25mm, Coils Switche Columns

Switching the coils by rows movesthe null point from z=32 to z=20mm,and switching by

columns movesit from z=39 to z=16mm.In both cases, the maximum valueof field occurs

during the second switching period, and this aspect of the operation will be discussed

shortly.

Fig. 7.2.24, showsthe variation of the magnetic field along the line r =25mm. The

movement of the maximumfield position correspondsto that of the null region. Switching

by columnsresults in higher magnetic fields in the coil region, since both of the coils arein
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this case shorter than wherethey are arrangedin rows.In addition, the second coil group

in the row-switching model enclosesa larger area than anyof the other coil groups, and

this further reducesthe flux in the nominalarcing region.
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Fig. 7.2.24: Variation of the Axial Magnetic Field with Position

for the Two Switched-Coil Models

Theprinciple aim of the coil switching was to movetheradial null point closer to the poker,

but the second objective was to examine the degree to whichthefield could be localised

within the coil, and the time scales for the decay of eddy currents. If the field cannot be

localised, then positional control of the arc will becomedifficult, while long eddy current

decay timeswill limit the switching speed.In fig. 7.2.24, the axial field for the row-switched

coil at 8ms drops to aroundhalf its peak value within 30mm, while the second of the

column-switched groups achieves the same reduction within 20mm.In the latter case,

therefore, the majority of the magnetic field is located within half of the coil. Figs. 7.2.25a

and b show the absolute values of the magnetic field during the second switching period,

for the row-switched and column-switched arrangements respectively. The distance which

the arc is required to moveis, however, largely dependentonthe size of the arc and the

capacity of the arcing region to remove the heat generated;at this stage,it is difficult to

quantify the improvementin arc conditioning which might attach to the movementof the

null point. There is also an argumentfor not restricting the magnetic field too much, since

this might result in placing the arc out of reach ofthefield. In this event, the arc would be

almost immobile for short periods, and in the worst case,this
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ig. 7.2.25(a): Distribution of the Magnetic Field for the Row-Switched Device
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: Distribution of the Magnetic Field for the Column-SwitchedDevice
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could result in damageto the arcing contact. Relatively wide field-influence regions may

well be un-avoidable wherehighfield excitation currents are to be used, since physically

large winding turns would be required, andit is perhapsthis criterion which would

ultimately dictate the extentof thefield distribution.

Fig. 7.2.26 charts the variation in the density of the eddy currents in the annular contact,

the excitation currents in the coils and the axial flux density within the arcing region. The

flux density is shownat 300 timesits actual value in order to reproduceit on useful scale.

Although the current density in the annulusis obtained for a numberof discrete points, the

valuesin fig. 7.2.26 are for the average current density along the axialline r=36mm,ie

through the middle of the annular section. The flux densities are also scaled from the

average value on the line r=25mm. Whenthe excitation current is switched on, the eddy

currents respond immediately to try and maintain zero flux linkage. They then decayuntil

the excitation current is switched off, at which time the eddy currents reverse to try and

sustain the flux. The pattern is repeated when the secondcoil group is energised, but in

this case, becausetheflux in the coil region has not yet decayed to zero, the resultantflux

density due to the second groupis larger than that dueto thefirst. When the excitation

currentis switched off at 8.75ms, the eddy currents and magneticfields decay

exponentially towards zero, and for the period 8.75 to 15ms shown,the time constant, t,

of the decay is 2ms. Consequently, for full discrimination between the coils, a period of 2-

3t, 4-6ms, would be required between switching events. In the context of an interrupter

this would be too long, and some methodof reducing the eddy currents would have to be

found. This is anotherillustration of the negative impact of the annular contact.
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Summary of Ch.7

Ch. 7 presented a comparisonof two arc models with the experimental data obtained by

the dielectric probe at the remote end ofthe interrupter. While the arc fan model

overestimated the induced massflowrate,it was able to provide reasonable agreement

with an approach based on Yas'ko's correlation functions, which, since these are

ultimately groundedin the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy, as

well as Maxwell's equations, is an encouraging result. More satisfactory agreement with

experiment wasobtained for data corresponding to high rotational speed arcs using an arc

piston model, and this led to a combination modelin which the arc fan was used to model

the gas movementfor low arc speeds, while the piston was more appropriate at high arc

speeds.

Constructional aspects of the interrupter, the influence of the arc's magnetic field and the

possibility of switching the field coils were then considered. This demonstrated that the

introduction of metallic components to the region aroundtheinterrupter unit should be

carefully examined beforehandin orderto ascertain its possible influence on the magnetic

field distribution. The shape of the magneticfield within the coil region may, particularly

underhigh current conditions, be strongly influenced by the presence of an extended

helical arc, to the extentthat it is necessary to resort to Maxwell stress techniques to

resolve the net movementof the arc column.This situation is compoundedby the

deleterious effect of the annular arc contact, which acts to reduce the net magnetic field

moving the arc column. Finally, the possibility of switching the magneticfield in both time

and space wasconsidered,in which the effect of eddy currents in the annular contact was

again seento limit the switching capacity of the unit, and hence the control whichit could

exert over the arc column.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This thesis has presented a numberof ideas which are believed to represent a useful

contribution to the research of novel methodsof arc control and interruption, namely

- demonstration of the advantages of de-coupling the arc andfield

excitation currents

- existence of a uni-directional gas flow through the test-head of the

interrupter

- quantification of this gas flow by two simple models

In addition, the use of a small numberofopticalfibres to relate the arc's speed and

deformation has been central to the identification of the conditions necessary for gas

pumping,while the dielectric probe has provided the direct evidenceforits existence.

8.1 Separate Excitation of the Arc and Field Currents

At low currents in particular, the de-coupling of the arc and magnetic field currents would

appearto offer a numberof advantages over conventional, series-excited geometries.

Firstly, the independently-excited coil is able to produce larger Lorentz forces on the arc,

in which caseit will rotate faster and be morelikely to be extinguished at thefirst current

zero. This is particularly important in reactive switching applications, where high rates of

change of current combine with large values of transient recovery voltage, to produce an

onerous switching regime for many typesof interrupter[1,2]. In addition, since the

magnitude of the magneticfield will be higher at current zero, the chance of successful

interruption is also increased, by an effect whichis not related simply to the rotational

speed of the arc as had previously been thought. Although the theory relating to the

influence of the magnetic field on electronic processes requires further work, it does

appearto be supported by observations madeinrelated fields, considered in sections

6.1.2 and 8.4, while a theory relating only to the inertia of the surrounding gas doesnot.

Secondly, a magnetic field which has been de-coupled from the arc current becomes

susceptible to control, and therefore presents the opportunity of controlling the arcitself.

The shaped coil of sections 4.4 and 5.4 controlled the arc only in space, but the switched

coils of section 7.2.5 represents a more sophisticated option. Through a combination of

such techniques,it may be possible to control the position of the arc throughoutthe arcing
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period, and this would have applications not only in switchgear design but in devices such

as arc heaters, whereit is important to minimise the wearon the electrodes [89]. From the

point of view of equipmentsafety,it is important that electromagnetic interrupters can

effectively control the arc, since an uncontrolled arc could result in serious damage to the

interrupter as well as to associated plant.

Thirdly, the use of a series-excited coil has resulted in the need to compromise between a

high magnetic field during the high current phase, and a highfield at current zero. The

introduction of the annular contact has been the methodof effecting this compromise, by

shifting the phase of the magneticfield with respect to the arc current. However,it has

also reduced the maximum effectiveness to 50%,a point whichwill be returned to shortly.

If the magnetic field were, for example, constant throughoutthe arcing period, then a high

magnetic field could be achieved both at the peak current and the current zero. Moreover,

a steady-state field excitation would prevent eddy currents in the annular contact from

diminishing the netfield in the coil, thereby maximising the effectivenessofthe coil.

The role of eddy currents in both the series and independently-excited currents has been

discussed in section 7.3, and has a fundamental impact on the performance of

electromagnetic interrupters. In series-excited devices it meansthat the field generated by

a developed helical arc is a significant proportion of the total magnetic field, across the

current range, so that the extent to which the arc is undercontrol will be reduced. Asfault

current duties increase, the deleterious effects of eddy currents will also increase, since

firstly the annular contacts will become physically larger, but the risk attached to the

reduced controlof the arc will also become moresignificant. In an independently-excited

circuit breaker, this too is a question which must be addressed, since the magneticfield

maybe fixed across the range of fault currents. The arc's contribution to the magnetic field

will then increase as the fault current increases, and may even exceed that dueto the coil

alone.In this case the arc would effectively be out of control, whereas in the series-excited

casetheratio of coil to arc currents is at least constant. The reduction of eddy currentsin

electromagnetic interrupter designs is an important element of any future design effort,

both to ensure that the equipment can operate safely and reliably, but also to minimise the

material from whichthe field-generating structure itself is made.

8.2 Axial Gas Flow and Arc Deformation

The generation of a flow of gas axially through the interrupter depended entirely on the

provision of an axial component of Lorentz force, and hence on the combination, in a

cylindrically symmetric structure, of a circumferential componentof the arc current and a
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radial component of magnetic field. The extent of the arc's circumferential extensionis

therefore crucial to the generation of an axial gas flow. While there appear to be a number

of effects which contribute to the arc's deformation, discussed in section 6.2, the principle

cause appearsto be the non-uniform distribution of drag force along the arc column. Since

the arc speedis set by the balanceof the forces onit, the speedis itself ultimately

determined by the density of the surrounding gas, while the extentof the arc's deformation

is set by the pseudo-mechanical properties of the arc columnitself.

In order to begin to assess theseinfluences, data on the exact shape of the arc column

andits axial movementare required. This thesis has presented somedata onthe variation

of the arc shape with speed, and onthe increasein rotational speed with applied force.

For low speedarcsthis information may be useful in developing a modelfor the arc

deformation based on steady state conditions. However, the high speed phaseofthe arc's

behaviour is much more complicated, since the arc speed and shape vary between

extremes during this regime. In addition, data on the arc shapefor different gas pressures

is required, since this will affect both the arc diameter and the magnitude of the drag force.

Once more data on the arc's shapeis available, it may be possible to relate this to the

extentof its axial movement, and the mass flow rate generated byit. Arc tracks on the

annular contact give someindication of the gross axial movement whichthe arc

undergoes,butit is necessary to relate the process of extension with individual axial

excursionsin order to gain moreofan insight into the gas pumping process. Some means

of detecting the hot gas products could then be used to determine the contribution of

these excursionsto the total axial gas flow. Obtaining this information is important for two

reasons.Firstly, the existence of an arc-induced axial gas flow represents a meansof

removing hot gas products from the immediatevicinity of the rotating arc, and while the

gas flow itself may not contribute to the convective cooling of the column, by maintaining

the surrounding gas at a lower temperature than would otherwise have beenpossible, the

effectiveness of the rotational conditioning is maintained throughout the arcing period. As

a result, a better understanding of the underlying processeswill enable gas pumping to be

more effectively incorporated within electromagnetic interrupters.

The second reasonfor obtaining this data is to be able to incorporate it within arc models,

since thesewill provide the basis of usable design tools or scaling laws, through which

further advances can be made. Thefirst step in this process has been madebynotonly

developing two approximate models, but by identifying a possible scaling parameterfor

the breakdownof the pumping mechanism.This wasintroduced in section 6.2.4, whereit

wasobservedthat a transition from an inducedto a diffusive gas flow appeared to occur
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at around 6KA.This transition was indicated by the fact that the reduction in breakdown

level noted by the upstream spark gap (at the remote end) wasless for high current arcs

above 6kKA thanit wasfor arcs at lower currents. This was accompanied by a greater

reduction in breakdownvoltage at the downstream spark gap,ie that at the poker end. As

yet, however, no similar measurements have been attempted on larger or smaller devices,

so thatat this stageit is impossible to advance a quantitative scaling parameterfor the

cessation of gas pumping.

8.3 Modelling of the Axial Gas Flow

The two approximate models of Ch. 7, the arc fan and the arc piston, have been shownto

provide reasonable agreement betweencalculation and experiment. As such, they

represent a suitable starting pointfor further work. Several approximations, specified in

Ch. 7 were madein developing these models, but the principle of these were that the arc

was impermeable to the surrounding gas, which wasitself incompressible. Addressing

either of these assumptionsis a difficult undertaking.

If the arc is assumed to be permeable to the external flow, thenit will be necessary to

establish to what extentthis is in order to satisfy the energy balance of the arc, and to

what extentit is due to its internal structure, for example the double vortex considered in

Ch.2. It is not clear how this question would be resolved, at present, since the only

available data refers to argon arcs.Alternatively, if, as a first approximation, the arc is

considered to be impermeable, then the processesinternal to the arc can be considered

independently from those in the surrounding gas. This type of solid-body approach,

however,still requires some knowledge of the mechanical properties, such as an

equivalent Young's modulus, which could beattributed to the arc, and while two research

teams have developed models based onthis principle [56,62], they have as yet released

no details on how these properties were derived.

The growing sophistication of computerfluid dynamics (CFD) software, such as Flow-3D

and Phoenics, may be useful in beginning to model rotating arcs. Nonetheless, the

incorporation of moving objects within CFD environmentsis still very complex, and

although the surrounding gas could be madeto circulate around the stationary arc, some

mechanical properties wouldstill have to be defined for the arc column. However, the use

of this type of software would allow effects such as the shapeof the arc and the

incompressibility of the gas to be accountedfor. In these casesit may be sufficient to

modelthe steady state axial flow established by an arc of somefixed shape. Since

empirical data on the arc's shape and speedare available, it would then be possible to
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force the fluid to circulate at a speed which corresponded to the shapeofthe arc of

interest. As a result, the mechanical and thermodynamic processes within the arc could be

ignored, andinstead the arc's axial position and the temperature of the gas could be

varied. While this would still represent an approximate model, the combination of reliable

empirical data and the sophistication of the CFD software, could lead to a much more

realistic estimate of the capacity of the rotating arc to induce movementin the surrounding

gas.

8.4 Effect of the Magnetic Field at Current Zero

Section 6.1.2 indicated why the present theory, relying on inertia stored in the gas around

the arc, to accountfor the effect of the magnetic field at current zero was unsatisfactory,

and introduced the possibility of an alternative at a more fundamental physical level. The

weaknessofthe inertial theory, was underlined by the fact that in the present work, the

dependenceofthe arc extinction on the applied field was noted for a relatively static arc.

This alternative theory, while complex in detail, can only be valid if the electron's Larmor

radius is of a comparable dimension to the meanfree path in the gas, ie the cyclotron and

collisional length scales are similar. In this case, the electron does not move simply

through the plasma,but is deflected at an angle to the applied electric field [102], andit is

possible, therefore, that the transport properties of the gas may ultimately be affected, for

example by a reduction in the electron conductivity.

Theratio of the Larmorradius, R:, to the electron meanfree path, A, is given by

~~ =1.B ...(8.1)

wherete is the electron mobility and B is the magnetic field. A derivation of this result is

presented in Appendix 1. Since can beindirectly obtained from tabulated data [98] as a

function of temperature,it is then possible to plot the variation of the LHS of eqn. 8.1 with

temperature,asin fig. 8.4.1, where the applied magnetic field is 100mT. The figure

suggests that even for quite low levels of applied field, compared with the average of 1.5T

obtained in the majority of the tests reportedin this thesis, electrons in the arc may be

deflected by the magnetic field. Since the interruption of the arc appears to be very

sensitive to the electron numberdensity [108], then the possibility that there may be a

mechanism capable of modifying this numberdensity is one of real interest to designers of

electromagnetic interrupters. Asa first step, it is suggested that further experimental

evidenceis obtained to establish di/dt-RRRV characteristics similar to those obtained by
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Spencer[19], before considering more detailed measurements such aselectron

concentrations.
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Appendix 1: Estimation of the ratio of Larmor Radiusto

Electron Mean Free Path Length

Theinfluence of the magnetic field on breakdown phenomenain gasesis one which has

only relatively recently been widely addressed, and, indeed, was not treated by Meek and

Craggs [102] in their 1978 edition of 'Electrical Breakdown in Gases’. A review of the

subject, was, however, presented by Heylen [102] in 1980, and with advancesin

computing power a numberof computersolutions to the problem have appeared from

around 1988 onwards,for example [103,104,106].

Fig. 6.1.3 showed the path taken by an electron undercrossed electric and magnetic

fields, either in a vacuum or betweencollisions within a gas. In a gas, however, this net

perpendicular motion accompaniesthe electrons'drift, parallel, or rather antiparallel, to the

electric field, which is due to its continualcollisions with the molecules of the gas. So over

a longerdistance, the electron follows a path, V, which is deflected at some angle,B, to

the drift velocity, Vg, as sketchedin fig. A1.1. The directions of the electric, E, and

magnetic fields, B, are shown, asis the transversevelocity direction due to the crossed

fields.

Fig. A1.1: Orientation of Electron Velocities wrt

Electric and Magnetic Field Vectors

The angle B is obtained by averaging the electron velocity over time, and although the

working is quite involved [102], the final expression is quite simple:

tanB = ——-— ..(A.1)

wheree is the electron's charge and m its mass,vo is the collision frequency at 1 torr, N is

the numberof gas molecules per unit volume andB is the applied magnetic field. In

breakdownprocesses,the effective electric field is reduced from E to E.cosB, while the

electron path length in the direction of the applied field is increased. Since the electric field

determines transport properties of the electron suchasits drift velocity and ionisation
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potential, the applied magnetic field, by reducing the effective field, also reduces the

electron transport properties. For a swarm of electrons, the magnetic field reduces the

mean energy of the swarm,and henceits ability to maintain or promote breakdown.

If the magneticfield is to deflect electrons from their mean path betweenthe two

electrodesof an arc in SF¢, then it must be demontrated that the scale of magnetic, or

cyclotron, action is comparable to that of the electron's collisions with the various atoms

andionsinside the plasma. The twolength scales required are therefore the electron's

Larmorradius and its mean free path length. Amongotherthings, both of these properties

are dependenton the gas temperature which sets the electron thermal speed, V;. Loeb

[115] indicatesthatit is usual to use the rms value of the thermal speed ratherthanits

average or mostlikely values, and this is given by

_ V3 [2kTVt
2 \me

.(A.2)

wherek is Boltzmann's constant, T is the gas temperature and mgis the rest mass of the

electron. The electron's meanfree path length, 2, can be estimated from its mobility, pe,

from [116]

e xr
=—— AASHe me Vi (A.3)

wheree is the electronic charge.If the arc conductivity is assumed to be dominated by

electrons,then jg itself can be obtained from tabulated values of the conductivity [98]

through

o =Neltee ...(A.4)

The Larmorradius, R_, is given by

_ MeVtR
t eB

(A.5)

Lastly, within a plasma, the meanfree time betweencollisions, t =A/V;, is related to the

magneticfield, electron mobility and cyclotron frequency by

Oct =M_.B ...(A.6)

which can be re-arrangedin termsof the Larmorradius and the meanfree path length as
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Tk AA.7)

Valuesfor the electron numberdensity, and conductivity can be found tabulated against

gas temperaturein [98], and the ratio of mean free path to Larmorradius is thenplotted in

the graph offig. A1.2. The gas pressure is taken as 0.1MPa SFg¢, contaminated to the

percentages shown with copper, since this was the pressure for which the electron

numberdensities were given in [98]. The applied magnetic field is maintained constantat

100mT, the maximum applied at currentzero in the tests offig. 4.2.4, but only a tenth of

that generated in the majority of tests reported in this thesis.
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Currentlimiting properties of an expanding helical
arc

M.G. Ennis

J.K. Wood

J. Spencer
.R. Turner

.R. Jones
D
G
P. Coventry

Indexing terms: Arc behaviour, Arc limiting techniques, Helical arcs, Rotary arc circuit breaker

Abstract: The expansion of an arc of helical form
is governed by both electromagnetic and aero-
dynamic forces, themselves functions of the arc
current and electric field strength through
complex interactions. In attempting to describe
the arc’s expansion the product of these two quan-
tities, the power input, can be usefully exploited.
Asthe arc’s helical length increases, the arc voltage
builds up’ until it opposes the driving voltage,
leading to current limitation and interruption.
Experimental results showing the evolution of
electric field strength with current are also pre-
sented.

 

1 Introduction

The helical arc is of interest in power switching applica-
tions because of its potential ability to limit and then
interrupt fault currents in both AC and DC applications.
Researchers [1, 2, 3] have generated such arcs mainly in
rotating arc devices where investigation of the helical
behaviour has been limited by frequent shorting of the
are turns forming the helix. This action prevents the arc
from developing to a significant length and hence the arc
voltage does notincrease sufficiently to limit the current.

In order to permit the arc much greater expansion,
Afanasiev et al. [4, 5] confined the arc to the narrow
region between the bladesof a helical assembly and with
this equipment they demonstrated current limitation for
supply voltages up to 12 kV [5]. However, the work
reported was concerned with describing the arc’s behav-
iour rather than trying to quantify its current inter-
ruption capabilities.

The present paper shows that the helical arc will
expand for as long as the driving force is present, i.e. until
the arc voltage opposes the system voltage, and that so
long as the arc remains within the helical structure,

© IEE, 1995
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January 1995
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current interruption will follow. These results and those
of other workers may be understood in terms of the theo-
retical work of Maecker [6] and Ragaller [7]. Lastly, an
empirical relationship is presented which offers some
quantifiable measure of the current limitation achievable
under certain system configurations.

2 Experimental apparatus

2.1 Helical assembly
The helical assembly used in the present experiments is
shownin Fig. 1. It consists of four PTFE blades screwed

      

 

    

lunger
end os

contact helical blades

———-fusewireoss=

screwed
former

a b c

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram ofthe helical arc unit

a Sketched detail of former
Thread pitch = 12-18 mm,hole size = 7-10 mm,tube outside diameter = 38 mm
b Assembly oftest piece as mounted for test
c Dimensionsofhelical plate

onto a Tufnol former. Radial holes are drilled in the
former, so that on removing the plunger the ambient
medium (air at atmospheric pressure) is allowed to enter
into the arc’s wake region. Thepitch of the helix is varied
from 12 to 18 mm by changing the screwed former and a
length of fusewire 0.1 mm diameter is wound between the
bladesto initiate the arc.

2.2 Power supply and measurement
The powersupply consisted of an LCRseries circuit with
L = 216 pH, C = 33 mF and R = 3 Q.Thecapacitor was

The authors gratefully acknowledge the continued
support and interest of The National Grid
Companyplc.
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initially charged, discharging into the fusewire on trigger-

ing of a series ignitron. Voltage and current were moni-

tored on a Hameg 208 digital oscilloscope via a 1000: 1

probe and a 1 mQ shuntrespectively. Measurements of

the arc’s helical profile were obtained from high speed

photographs using a Dynafax 305 framing camera and

this operated at 20000 frames per second to give 50 ys

between frames. It was not possible to synchronise accu-

rately the camera andoscilloscope traces but this was not

believed to be a significant factor in subsequent analysis.

2.3 Experimental procedure

Three helical geometries were tested as follows

12mm pitch solid cored with plunger inserted

(12 mmSC)
12mm pitch hollow cored with plunger removed

(12 mmHC)
18 mm pitch solid cored (18 mmSC)

Varying the charge on the capacitor bank allowed the

maximum prospective arc current to be varied from 300—

1200 A. The numberof helical turns was kept fixed at

three since information on units having a greater number

of turns could be obtained by comparison with the work

of Afanasievetal. [5].

3 Results

In a current limiting device, the exact current flowing
through the arc will vary between tests, so that compari-
sons must be based on the prospective current which
would flow were the arc to be replaced by a good con-
ductor. In the test circuit used, this prospective current is
determined by the capacitor bank charging voltage and

the series resistor: since the series resistance was main-
tained constant throughout the investigation, the bank
charging voltage alone can be cited when comparingtest
data. This practice is followed throughout in the present
work.

3.1 Arc helical radius
Using the high speed photographs it was possible to

determine the average radius of the arc’s three helical

turns. These results, shown in Fig. 2, indicate that the
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Fig. 2 Radial expansionofthe helix over the arcing period

—A— 18mmSC,4kV

—+— 18mm SC, 3.3 kV

—Oh 12mmHC,3.3kV

—x— 12mmSC,1.8kV

—-—- limit of chamber
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helix expands throughoutthe arcing period, with the rate

of expansion strongly influenced by the arc current. At

1.8kV, the arc is seen to reach an asymptotic radial

station lying within the confines of the helical structure;
as the bank voltage increases so too does this asymptote,
until at 4kV the arc leaves the region of the separating

plates whilst still in the rapidly growing phase of its
expansion.

3.2 Arc current and voltage
Fig. 3 shows a representation of the current/time and
voltage/time variation typical of the device, with typical
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Fig. 3 Generalized current and voltage characteristics of the expand-
ing helical arc

t,: Between t = 0 andt,, fusewire melts
t,: ‘fuse’ limits current, and if L di/dt of network is sufficient, inductive reaction

will prevent fuse interruption of current; it is only now that we have fully helical
arc
t,: Shorting occurs between turns; more than one conducting path may now form
without provoking complete failure of the device: note that the voltage transition
is much sharper than thecurrenttransition
t,: Further shorting occurs
ts: If there is no shorting between turns, the arc will stabilise, or increase slowly in

radius, until the current is forced to zero

arc current
arc voltage

 

 

oscillograms shown in Figs. 4a and 4b. The features of
interest are the following.

(a) an initial current hump followed by a decay, with
typical timescales (t, — t,) of 100-300 ps

(b) following this a more gradualincrease in current to
an inflection at t; (800-1200 us) before either further
increase, Fig. 4a or decay as in Fig.4b.

These transitions in the current waveform are accompa-
nied by the following corresponding features on the
voltage waveform.

(i) a large voltage spike as the current collapsesat t,
(ii) a valley region in the case of an arc moving to

extinction, Fig. 4b, or alternatively further decreases in
the voltage levelif the arc current increases, Fig. 4a.

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of arc current with time for
supply voltages (V,,,p1y) from 1.8-4 kV, where the results
correspond to the period t, — t,/t,; on the characteristic
of Fig. 3. Periods not shown in Fig. 5 are those prior to
t,, which is a period of fuse action, and after t, when the
arc hasleft the confining plates and has therefore lost its
helical form.

4 Interpretation of results

A combination of high speed photographs, the current
and voltage traces of Figs. 3-4 and the average helical
radii of Fig. 2 allow various arc phenomenato berelated
to the main electrical features.

4.1 Interpretation of general features (Fig. 3)
The initial current hump was believed to be due to the
fuse action ofthe initiation wire, rather than any intrinsic
arc behaviour and it was possible to confirm this from

IEE Proc.-Sci. Meas. Technol., Vol. 142, No. 3, May 1995



the high speed photographs. In the photographs, the ini-
tiation wire is seen to break into segments linked by
short arcs; each short arc then extends, fusing the wire
entirely until the complete helical arc is formed. Where

  

Fig. 4 Typical oscillograms

=3.3kV
Arc current: 500 A/division, timebase: 0.1 ms/division. arc voltage: 1 kV/division

The initial current hump andvoltage spike of the fusing period are clearly seen

a 12 mm,solid-cored device for V,,iy

b 12 mm hollow-cored device for V,,,.1, = 3.3 kV
Arc current: 500 A/division, timebase: 0.2 ms/division, arc voltage: 2 kV/division
A sustained increase in arc voltage accompanies the period of currentlimitation
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Fig. 5 Evolution of the arc current over the arcing period

—A— 18mm SC,4kV

—+— 18mm SC,3.3kV
—O— 12mm HC,3.3kV
—x— 12mmSC,1.8kV
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the current was extinguished by the fuse action alone,
only the initial current hump and sharply rising voltage
appeared onthe oscilloscope.

The branches at t, (Fig. 3) correspond to the arc

leaving the helical structure and provoking a generalised

breakdownaround the outside of the helix. The extent of

such transitions, visible on the photographic records, was
quite variable and complete disruption of the helix did

not always follow, and a typical oscillogram of such a
sequence of events is shownin Fig. 4a. In this figure, the

two step reductions in the voltage waveform can be seen
to coincide with increases in the current waveform, even

though the full prospective current of the bankis not per-
mitted to flow until the second, generalised, breakdown
occurs. This suggests that the internal structure of the arc
was highly inhomogeneous so that development of an

external short circuit was dependent on the exact local
conditions.

This study is concerned with arcs evolving to t,, such
as that shownin Fig. 4b, an oscillogram that, within the
experimental time frame, is obviously free of the step
changespresentin the oscillogram of Fig. 4a. In this case

the arc has remained within the helical structure and has
developed sufficient length for current limitation to
occur. Expansion of the arc has then progressed at a
much slowerrate until it has left the chamber. For the
geometry tested the range of supply voltages leading to
an intact helical arc was quite narrow.

4.2 Arc current andelectric field strength
Fig. 5 shows that the arc current tends to a pleateau
region once the arc hasestablished. This is the region of
current limitation which is of interest as part of the
current interruption process.

Combination of the estimated helical arc radius and
the measured arc voltage leads to the estimation of the
arc’s electric field strength, E. In Fig. 6, E is plotted
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Fig. 6 Electric field strength ofthe arc as afunction ofarc current

—A— 18mm SC,4kV

—+— 18mmSC,3.3kV

—O— 12mmHC,3.3kV

—x— 12mmSC,L&kV

against the arc current, and in each case the highest
values of E occur early in the arcing period. As the arc

continues to expand, E tends to some asymptotic value,

and these have been found to agree with figures for elec-
tric field strength obtained by Afanasiev [5].
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4.3 Effect of helical chamber on expansion

Fig. 2 shows that the construction of the helical support

was important in determining the arc’s expansion, andits

effect can be summarisedas follows.

12 mm pitch, solid core. For Veyppiy = 1.8 kV the helix

was slow to develop fully but appeared to expand quickly

after this. At V,,,1, = 3.3 kV, however, the arc could not
remain within the helical structure for more than about

200 us after t,. When V,,,1, = 2.4 kV some disruptions

occurred 800 us after t,, but otherwise the arc formed

and expanded to limit the current for approximately

1 ms.
12 mmpitch, hollow core. The arc would not form for

Veupply < 3-3 kV. Moreprecisely the reaction of the series

inductor to the rate of decrease at t, was insufficient to

restrike the arc. Once formed, the arc expanded for only

a short time before, in the majority of cases, retreating

into the bore of the hollow cylindrical former.
18 mm pitch, solid core. As in the previous case the arc

failed to form for V,,,p1y < 3.3 kV but exhibited current
limiting behaviour in the range 3.3 kV < Vay < 4 KV.
In addition there was some similarity between these

results and the ‘successful’ results of the 12mm HC
geometry.

44 Power dissipation andradial expansion

Fig. 7 shows the instantaneous input power per unit arc

length plotted against the instantaneous arc helical
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Fig. 7. Arc helical radius as afunction of the power input to the arc

—A— 18mmSC,4kV
+ 18 mm SC,3.3 kV
Oo 12 mm HC,3.3 kV
x 12 mm SC, 1.8 kV

—-—- limit of chamber

radius. These curves appearto indicate,first, an approx-
imately inverse-linear relationship between the quantities.
Secondly, the power dissipation at a given helical radius
increases with supply voltage, resulting in approximately
parallel characteristics. Lastly, the coincidence of the

_ 12mm HC and 18mm SC characteristics implies that
someeffect is due to the geometry of the helical support.

5 Discussion

The results of the present investigation may be compared
on an experimental level with those of Afanasiev etal. [5]
and Lukomskiet al. [8], and on a theoretical level with
those of Ragaller [7] and Maecker[6].
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When comparedwith the results of [5], summarised in
Table 1 below, increasing the number of helical turns
from 3 to 20 is seen to permit current limitation at higher

Table 1: Comparison of present with Afanasiev’s study

 

Source Present Afanasiev

No.turns 3 20
Helical pitch 18mm 10mm
Supply voltage 3.3kV 12kV
Max. helical radius 80mm 80mm
Arc voltage 2kV 8 kV
Duration of current limitation 1.5ms 1 ms

 

supply voltage levels, 12 kV as opposed to 3.3 kV in the
present study. In addition, the period of current limi-
tation is more prolonged for the shorter-turn unit
(1.5 ms) than for the longer unit (1 ms).

As well as having more turns, the Afanasiev unit also
had a smaller pitch. Lukomski [8] suggested that an arc
travelled faster in a narrower chute than in a broader one
and this effect is also clear in the comparison of the
present study with Afanasiev’s, in that the smaller pitched
device brought about faster current limitation than the
larger pitched unit. However, in comparing the power
dissipation of the two units, it can be seen that the larger
pitched device resulted in a greater volts drop per turn
(670 V/turn) than the smaller (400 V/turn).

It is of interest to derive some empirical relationship
which maybe useful in predicting the performance of the
device, by linking the maximum level, J, (A), to which an
arc current may be limited, for some given supply
voltage, V, (V), maximum radius, R,; (mm), and helical
size, NA (mm). Such a correlation might take the simple
form of eqn. (1) below

I,aV® R}(NA)* (1)

where N is the numberof turns of the helix of pitch A.
Whenthe results of the present work are treated in this
way,it is found that 8B = 1.53, y = —0.63, 6 = —0.77 and
as Table 2 shows, the correlation provides good agree-

Table 2: Comparison of theoretical predictions with experi-
mental results for eqn. 1

 

Limited current (A) 960 790 440 2000
Predicted limit, eqn. 1 (A) 883 682 515 1730
N (numberof turns) 3 3 3 20
A (mm) 18 18 12 10
Supply voltage (V) 4000 3300 1800 12000
Containment radius (mm) 90 85 50 80
Source present present present [5]

 

ment when applied to the experimental results of the
present and Afanasiev’s [5] work. The relationship indi-
cates that in order to limit the arc current to a low level,
where the interrupting medium is air at atmospheric
pressure, the confining radius and helical length must
both be large in order to overcome the effect of the
supply voltage.

Experiments with the hollow-cored device led to the
arc collapsing into the bore of the supporting core fol-
lowing a short period of expansion. In the light of the
theoretical and experimental work of Maecker [6], this
internal short circuit may be explained as a reverse move-
mentofthe isotherms: in a curved arc the greatest degree
of heating occurs on the inside surface, and though mag-
netic forces drive matter outwards, the excess heating
also expands the arc towards the centre of curvature.
Under these circumstances, then, the solid support and
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the relatively diffuse nature of the air arc both playsig-
nificant roles in determining the device performance.

The implication of these results is that any attempt to
establish some relationship concerning the behaviour of
the arc itself should not be solely in termsof the electro-
magnetic drive at least in the first instance. Consequently,
the investigators have sought to correlate the power
input to the arc, E(t)i(t), with some aspect of its expan-
sion, in this case the cumulative expansion speed, v,
(ms '), where

Ve = (r(t) — ro)/At (2)
and r(t) = radius (mm) at time ¢(ms); rp = radius at time
close to full arc formation; At = time elapsed (ms).
When cast in this form, the graph of Fig. 8 results.

This graph shows a good correlation between different
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operating conditions, except for the period closest to the
time of arc formation, and the use of curve-fitting tech-
niques leads to the correlation equation

v, = a(iE)? + b(iE) +c (3)
where a=66s°m‘kg7, b= —17s*kg™! and c=
19ms_‘ are constants, and i, E have units of (kA) and
(kV m~*) respectively. Eqn. 3 has the form of the force
balance equation derived by Ragaller [7] which consisted
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of three terms: a Lorentz force proportional to i7; a
viscous force proportional to the product iE through the
arc velocity; aerodynamic forces proportional to the drag
factor. This broad agreement therefore forms a bridge
between the present empirical results and a morerigor-
ous theoretical model. Furthermore, for most of the
range of currents and voltages in this investigation, this
model suggests that the expansion of the arc was con-
trolled by resistive forces rather than by the driving
Lorentz force; such an observation is consistent with the
fact that the arc’s acceleration was positive for only a
short partofits travel.

6 Conclusions

The experimental results presented in this contribution
have provided an insight into the mechanisms which
govern the behaviour of a helical arc. Such an insight is
useful in indicating the conditions under which current
limitation techiques may be exploited in novel forms of
current interruption. In addition, the relevance of these
results to the operation and future design of rotating arc
interrupters is sufficient to warrant further consideration,
and the exploitation of helical arcs in this field is the
subject of ongoing investigations.
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Abstract: A rotary arc interrupter is described in
which the magnetic field is generated by a current
other than the fault current flowing through the
coil. This is shown to have advantages not only at
low currents, less than SO0A, but at higher
currents up to a few thousand amperes,resulting
in a significant increase in arc rotation speed.
Information on the arc shape and speed is
obtained from optical fibres viewing close to the
are.   

1. Introduction

Rotating arc interrupters have potential advantages
over other forms ofcircuit breaker [1, 2], free as it is
from troublesome current chopping andits related phe-
nomena. In addition, since this type of switchgear
exploits the energy of the arc itself to bring about cur-
rent interruption, it has the advantage of low operating
energy. Lastly, the interruption itself is regarded as
‘soft’, an aspect whichis believed to be dueto the close
coupling of the arc current with the magnetic field and
hence the Lorentz force, making it seem an attractive
proposition under reactive fault conditions.

arc moves
closed to finger transfer to yoke

Ceo, yoke

   
poker

 

WWI)

stationary
load contact

Fig.1 Opening sequence of rotary arc circuit breaker

The opening sequence of a typical switch is shown in
Fig. 1. As the contacts part, the arc is blown by self-
magnetic forces onto an annular yoke, bringing a series
field coil into circuit. This coil then generates the mag-
netic field which rotates the arc. At low currents, how-
ever, the performance of the device may be limited in
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both the transfer and rotation phases of its operation,
by two factors. First, since the arc transfer depends on
both its diameter and the self-magnetic forces arising
from the contact geometry [3, 4], then at low currents
both of these influences become weak. Secondly, being
designed for fault current operation, the field coil can
provide only a weak Lorentz force on the arc onceit
has transferred into the coil, to the extent that the arc
may remain moreorless static [4]. Such behaviour has
implications for the device, particularly in reactive
switching applications where low current levels com-
bine with high restrike voltages, and can have serious
consequences for the mechanical life of the equipment
and associated plant.

Since difficulties with conventional equipment
appeared to be the result of the interdependence of the
magnetic field and the arc current, the present research-
ers have investigated the consequences of weakening
this link. In this contribution it is shown that decou-
pling the arc and coil currents can improve the per-
formance of the interrupter, as well as providing useful
information about the behaviour of rotating arcs.
These improvements arise from increasing the arc rota-
tion speed tenfold for currents less than 500A. The
experimental data has been obtained not only by con-
ventional electrical measurements, but also by optical
fibres within the circuit breaker itself providing infor-
mation on both the speed and shapeofthearc.

field-producing coil, showing
direction of +ve current flow

  

   

 

optical fibre
support ring

   

     
   

  

contact
contact

‘finger’ current to earth

Fig.2 Sketch ofrotary arcunit and position of optical fibres

2 Experimental arrangement

2.1 Equipment
Fig. 2 is a sketch of the main contacts and electromag-
netic field coil itself. This contact arrangement, in

which the moving contact takes up a station outside
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the coil but on its axis, is typical of those found in a
number of commercial rotary arc interrupters. The
assembly is housed within a steel pressure vessel. When
the switch is operated, the arc is initially drawn
between the moving and stationary contacts, until at
some time dependent on gas pressure and arc current
[3] the arc transfers to the copper annulus via the con-
tact finger. In the conventional device the field coil
would bein series with the annulus and therefore ener-
gised by the transfer action, but in this case the field

coil.is energised by an independent power supply andis
isolated from the yoke.

The arc current, the voltage across the circuit breaker
terminals and the coil current were all monitored via a
ImQ shunt and a 1000 : | voltage probe, respectively,
with the waveforms recorded on storage oscilloscopes.

Fig. 2 also shows the position of the optical fibre
mounting ring and ofthe fibres themselves. Each of the
three polymerfibres is terminated within a glass colli-
mating tube, reducing their viewing angle to approxi-
mately 1° so that the position of the arc is known with
someprecision, and taken through the hull of the ves-
sel to an optical amplifier stage before being finally dis-
played on a storage oscilloscope. Distinct light signals
indicate that the arc has crossed the viewfield of the
fibre, which is approximately 3mmin diameter in the
plane of the poker. When analysed, these signals not
only indicate the speed of the arc, but also its shape.  

 

  

main ignitrons(sequence shown)

~—¥

breakerXK  

 

 

Fig.3 Arc and coil current supplycircuits

The power supply circuits for the arc and the field
coil are shown in Fig. 3. On firing the ignitrons, the
33mF capacitor discharges through the two inductors
to provide the arc current. At some later time, the

7.8mF capacitor is discharged throughthefield coil, by
operating switch S;, to provide the electromagnetic
field.

2.2 Procedure
Two sets of tests are reported here:

(i) measurement of the arc rotation speed at 0.15MPa
and 0.3MPa SF¢, and an indication of its shape at

0.3 MPa;

(ii) measurement of the arc rotation speed at 0.3MPa
SF¢ for an overdamped LCRseries arc current. For the
first set of tests, in each experiment the 33 and 7.8mF

capacitors were charged to give specified peak values of
discharge current, in the ranges 330-600A and 120-
500A, respectively. For the secondset of tests, both arc
and coil currents were maintained approximately con-
stant for experimental reasons, and this will be further
discussed later.
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3 Experimental results

3.1 Sinusoidal are currents

3.1.1 Arc rotation: Figs. 4-6 show a typical set of
oscillograms for a 0.3MPa, 516A test and in which the
arc has transferred shortly after the first current zero.
A numberof features are worthy of note. In Fig. 4 the
arc voltage (V,,) rises gently prior to, and for almost
lms after, the first current zero (the current zero is
indicated by the reversal of polarity of the voltage
waveform), and then rises quickly to a high mean value
with somevariation about this mean. The coil current
begins just before the first current zero and rises to a
peak value of 158A to give a peak axial magnetic field
of some 460mT. Fig. 5 shows that the arc has passed
each of the fibres four times, indicating at least four
complete arc revolutions. Effectively, the time taken for
the first revolution cannot be measured, since the time
at which the arc actually began to move is unknown:
from this oscillogram, then, the arc’s speed may be
averaged over three revolutions to be approximately
140m s!at a radius of 30mm.

Veb

Icoil
average voltage
=500V
100Vidiv,
2ms/div

Peak voitage
=158A

50Aliv,
2msidiv

Fig.4 Typical oscillogram for sinusoidal arc current: circuit breaker yolt-
age (Vp) andcoil current, (Iegjj)

 

optical fibre
outputs

FI

F2

F3

4Vidiv,
PALL 2ms/div

 

Fig.5 Typicaloscillogramforsinusoidal arc current: optical fibre outputs

arc current

peak current
=516A

200A Idiv,
Smsi/div

 
Fig.6 Typical oscillogramfor sinusoidal arc current: are current
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From the oscillogramsit is clear that the time taken
for each revolution was not constant. For the first of
the revolutions over which the speed could be moni-
tored, the time between the signals at fibre 1 was

1.9ms, but 1.3ms for fibre 2 and 0.9ms for fibre 3.
Moreover, fibre 2 ‘saw’ the arc the second time before
both fibre 1 (by 0.1ms) and fibre 3 (by 0.2ms), indicat-
ing that the arc had probably deformed into an invo-
lute shape as predicted by Adams[5] and illustrated in
Fig. 9.

In the last oscillogram, Fig. 6, the arc current is
extinguished at the second current zero. This is an
extinction by the circuit breaker itself, since current
continued to flow for another half-cycle through the
216uH inductor.

9g

350
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peak azimuthal Lorentz force in plane of poker, N/m

Fig.7 Average arcrotation speed as function of appliedforce
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In Fig. 7 the average arc speed over several revolu-
tions is plotted against the peak Lorentz force during
the second half-cycle of arcing, where the straight lines
are derived by a least squares fit. When the ambient
gas pressure is only 0.15MPathe arc tends to rotate
faster than when the ambient gasis at 0.3MPa, but the
spread ofresults is greater.
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Fig.8 Increase in average arc voltage with arc speed and gas pressure
O-—— 0.1SMPa
@ ———__0.3MPa

3.1.2 Arc voltage:Since the arc current density may
be regarded as constant throughout the arcing process,
the arc voltage is an indicator of the arc’s conductivity
and hence the efficacy of the convective cooling effect
of the rotation. While the voltage waveform of Fig. 4 is
quite variable, generally it is possible to ascribe a mean
value to the voltage during the arc’s rotation, and this
is shown in Fig. 8 for both the 0.15MPa and 0.3MPa
sets of data. The arc voltage at 0.3MPais seen to be
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slightly higher than at 0.15MPa for the same range of
Lorentz forces, despite the faster speed of the latter.

3.2. Measurementof arc rotation for
overdampedLCRcircuit

3.2.1 Rotational speed: To observe the arc over a
longer period, the circuit breaker was connected in
series with the 216uH inductor plus a 2.25Q resistor
while the 12mH inductor was removed from thecircuit.
In this configuration several tests were conducted at a
peak current of 1200A,to ascertain the effect of a large
number of revolutions on the arc’s velocity, based on
the predictions of Kopainsky and Schade [6].

If
peak current

=1260A
200Aidiv,
2ms/div

Teoit

max. current
= 504A
100A /div ,
2ms/div

ead ds esae

 

Fig. 9 Typical oscillogram from overdamped LCRtest: are current, (Tp)
and coil current, (Icoj1)

F2

F3

4Vidiv,
2ms/div

Fig. 10 Typical oscillogram from overdamped LCRtest: optical fibre out-
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Fede:bh E

arc voltage
200Vidiv,
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Fig. 11 Typical oscillogram from overdamped LCRtest: are voltage

In each test, the arc current dropped to approxi-
mately 3/4 of its peak value during the rotation phase,
and Figs. 9-11 show a typical set of oscillograms. Of
particular note is the fact that the arc has completed
four times as many revolutions under these conditions
as whenthe arc current was sinusoidal. From Fig. 10 it
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appears that this rotation became faster at some time
late in the arcing period, and this is accompanied by an
increase in the mean voltage level, V., in Fig. 11.
Whenthese results are analysed to elicit the arc speed,
the graph of Fig. 12 is obtained.
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Fig. 13 Tlustration of method of determining are deformation
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Fig. 14 Increase in mean are deformation, q, and spread of q values with
speed ofrotation
U 34% variation Ml 64% variation
O 47%variation @ 77% variation
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3.2.2 Arc shape: Because the arc position is accu-
rately known,and its average speed may beestimated,
the order of the signals from the optical fibres can be
used to provide information about the arc’s shape
through eqn. 1|

6 = w(tr3 — tre) (1)

This data is presented as an arc deformation, 6, the

angle by which that part of the column passing F; at
tp; lags behind that portion passing Fat fp2, and @ is
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the average arc rotational speed. The techniqueis illus-
trated by Fig. 13, while the results are shown in
Fig. 14. In Fig. 14 the error bars represent one stand-
ard deviation of the data; as such they represent a
range of known values rather than thelikely variability
of an inaccurate process.

4 Discussion of results

4.1 Estimation of ambient gas temperature
From Fig. 12 it appears that the arc has two speed
ranges: one which progresses relatively smoothly to

some maximum, and another which although it has a
discernable mean, varies about this mean. The exist-

ence of these speed ranges was demonstrated by
Kopainsky and Schade [6] for a short, high current arc
in a small arcing volume. In those tests the rotating arc

accelerated when the fast-moving arc encountered its
more slowly moving wake: the surrounding gas wasat
a higher temperature reducing the drag on the arc and
allowing it to move faster. If the arc’s inertia is
neglected, the rotational speed is constant at a value
corresponding to the equilibrium of the drag and
Lorentz forces, as shown in eqn. 2 below:

Bi = 0.5Cpdpv? (2)

where B = magnetic field, i = arc current, Cp = drag
coefficient, d = arc diameter, p = mass density of ambi-

ent gas and v = arc velocity. At high Reynolds’ num-

bers, Cp for a cylinder is approximately equal to two
[7]. If further it is assumed that the gas temperature is
between 300 and 400K at the beginning of the arc’s

rotation, p is known [8]. At higher rotation speeds,

where the Lorentz force has remained constant and the
ambient gas temperature has risen, a new force balance

applies because the gas density has been reduced and
so therefore has the drag force, allowing the arc to
accelerate:

(Bi)' = (dpv*)' (3)
If it is assumed that the arc diameter remains constant,

then this allows the new gas density, p, to be calculated
and hence the ambient temperature to be estimated at
around 2000K. Once the arc has begunto rotate in this

hotter gas, a similar sequence of events may be
expected until some new maximum speed is reached
and another step-up occurs.

4.2 Axial arc movement
Post arc examination of the copper annulus showsthat
the arc moved a maximum of 20mm along the axis of
the coil, and this is the result of magnetic forces estab-

lished by the deformation of the arc. Fig. 14 shows

that the arc changes from a straight radial column to

one which is bent into a form similar to that predicted
by Adams: as a result, the arc current now has compo-
nents in both the radial and circumferential directions.
At the ends of the coil the magnetic field must also be
the resultant of two components,in the axial and radial

directions: now the combination of the radial compo-
nent of magnetic field with the circumferential compo-
nent of arc current combine to produce a force acting

along the direction of the coil axis. The arc is thereby
driven into the coil. As it does so, its length becomes
extended until some point on the arc makes contact
with the walls of the annulus, effectively shorting out
some part of the trailing portion of the arc column.
The process of arc extension and shorting occurs
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repeatedly during the arcing period, as demonstrated in
Fig. 14, so that the arc in turn moves repeatedly back-
wards and forwards along the axis of the coil during
the same time. This process would, in turn, permit the
arc to movealternately in regions of hotter and cooler
gas, and would therefore explain the speed variations
of Fig. 12.

4.2.1 Arc reciprocation:If the gas surrounding the
arc is assumed to be relatively immobile, by changing
its axial station the arc can enter regions ofrelatively
cool gas, where it can rotate until the zone it formerly
occupied can cool down again. However,if the wake of
the arc is assumed to remain sufficiently hot that it
affects the rotation speed, as shown by the are moving
faster than its nominal mean (Section 4.1 above and
Fig. 12), it seems probable that a fairly wide region
around the arc would likewise be hot; this would be the
result of both thermal diffusion and the fact that the
arc did not rotate within a well-defined, thin disc. In

reality, the arc would need to make large excursions to
escape a fairly broad and isotropic local environment,
and it has limited scope to do this within the 20mm
zone of its observed axial movement.

4.2.2 Arc pumping:If the arc is moving at high
speed it may, simplistically, be considered as a hotdisc.
As the disc advances into the bore of the coil, and there
is insufficient time for gas diffusion, this disc may act
as a piston. As such it may displace mass ahead ofit,
through its viscosity and through the thermal expan-
sion of the adjacent regions, so that there will be an
opportunity for gas outside the immediate arcing vol-
ume to be entrained into the wake of the advancing
disc. While this gas will certainly be warm,it should be

relatively cooler than that which it replaces so that
when the arc retreats again it does so into this cooler
gas and therefore slows down.
Under Adams’ formulation the arc column moves

with uniform angular velocity, otherwise it would
break up. The arc root on the annulus must therefore
move significantly faster than the root on the poker,
generating a pressure gradient along the arc column: as
the arc extends in the axial direction, the pressure gra-
dient too will develop an axial component. This pres-
sure gradient may result in a net movement of gas
along the coil axis in the direction in which the arc
moves. Thus, by its rotation, the arc imposes a flow

direction on the surrounding gas, over and above that
which occurs due to the axial movementalone. Instead
of shuttling backwards and forwards between ever hot-
ter regions of gas at the extremes of it axial movement,
the arc is actually entraining gas from one end of the
coil and forcing it out of the other: now when it moves
backwards, it is more likely to be into a region ofrela-
tively cool gas.

4.3 Effect of varying the gas pressure
Fig. 7 showsthat although the arc rotates more slowly
at 0.3MPa than at 0.15MPa,the arc voltage is actually
higher. The two sets of data appear to follow parallel
paths, so that some advantage in arc powerdissipation
may apply at the higher pressure. The difference in arc
voltage between these two lines is in the ratio of the
square roots of the gas pressures, and the apparent
improvement in performance is therefore within the
limits of expectation.
However, there does seem to be a greater degree of
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variation in arc speed at the lower pressure, and this
may have caused a reduction in the level of convective
cooling which the device can offer.
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Fig. 15 Comparison of experimental results in present study with those
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4.4 Comparison of series and independently
excited switches
Fig. 15 shows a comparison of the arc speeds and driv-
ing Lorentz forces obtained for the series- and inde-
pendently-excited coils, for comparable levels of arc
current and arcing time. While theseries coil can gener-
ate Lorentz forces of a few tens of Nm|, forces of sev-
eral hundred Nm! are easily achievable using the
separately-excited coil; this, in turn, leads to an

increase in arc rotation speed from some 10ms"!to
between 100 and 150ms‘!.If logarithmic curvesarefit-
ted to the independently excited data points, and these
are combined with the series excitation data obtained
in [4] then the series excited points appearto fall on the
lowest extreme of the logarithmic curves. Moreover,
the minimum level of Lorentz force required to pro-
duce arc motion seems to be between 6 and 10 Nm!.
From a knowledge of the parameters of the series coil
used, it would theoretically require an arc current of
300-400A to generate such a force, and this is again in
good agreement with the experimental results presented
in [4]. Fig. 16 compares the magnetic forces resultant
on an arc of a certain value for the series-excited case
and two alternative independently excited cases. More-
over, the influence of the magnitude of the magnetic
field on interruption at the current zero has been
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known for some time, but wasillustrated by Spencer
and Jones [9]. The provision of higher magnetic fields
at current zero, particularly under difficult conditions
such as reactive switching, must therefore result in sig-
nificant performance gains. From these it seems clear
that the seperately excited interrupter enjoys a consid-
erable advantage over the series excited, even for arc
currents up to several thousands of amperes.

5 Conclusions

The fluctuating velocity results of Fig. 12 provide the
first indication that the repeated growth and shorting
of the rotating arc may generate preferential gas flows
along the coil axis and away from the contact region.
Such behaviour requires confirmation through a differ-
ent set of experiments, and if proven could have pro-
found implications for the design of future
electromagnetic interrupters.
The improved arc control achieved using the sepa-

rately excited coil has been clearly demonstrated
through Figs. 15 and 16 and suggests that a new
dimension in the control of electromagnetic arcs should
be investigated. In principle, these results show that a
separately excited interrupter can achieve performance
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improvements particularly in the range of reactive and
low load current switching, modes of operation which
continue to be troublesomefor self-energised interrupt-
ers such as rotary arc and autopuffer circuit breakers.
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i._Introduction
In many rotary arc devices the

radial expansion of the helical arc
is limited by frequent shorting
between arc turns. At practical

operating voltage levels this has
two main effects:
(i) Sudden changes in the fault
current may generate large

overvoltages in reactive elements in

the network external to the

interrupter.

(ii) The turns short while the
helical radius is small and the arc
does not establish a sufficient
voltage to oppose the system driving

voltage; under such conditions the
potential for current limitation is
restricted.

By confining the arc within
the blades of a helical assembly,
Afanasjev et al. [1] prevented such
inter-turn shorting and demonstrated

current limitation and interruption

for supply voltages upto 12kV.

However the work reported in [1] was

restricted to a discussion of the
arc behaviour without attempting to
quantify it.

The present paper shows that

the helical arc will continue to

expand until the arc voltage opposes

the system voltage, and that while
the arc remains within the helical

structure, current interruption will
follow. An attempt is made to
quantify the arc behaviour with
particular reference to the work of

Ragaller [2].

Experimental
The helical assembly used in

the experiments is shown in fig.1.
Four PTFE blades 180mm diameter
screw onto a Tufnol tube. This tube
has holes drilled radially into it,
which can be blocked by the

insertion of a plunger into the

tube’s bore. The pitch of the helix
was varied from 12 to 18mm by
changing the screwed tube. A length
of fusewire, 0.1mm diameter, was

helically wound on the tube to
initiate the arc.

The power supply consisted of
an LCR series circuit with C=33mF,
L=215uH and R=3Q. The capacitor was

end helical

COS: blades

     plunger
screwed

former

initially charged, discharging into

the fusewire on triggering of an
ignitron. Arc voltage and current

were monitored, while measurements

of the arc’s helical diameter were
taken from high-speed photographs
using a Dynafax 305 framing camera

operating at 20 000 frames per

second. ;

The following geometries were
investigated:

(1) 12mm-pitch,SC: solid-cored
helix with holes blocked
(ii) 12mm-pitch, HC: hollow-cored

helix with plunger removed,

(iii) 18mm-pitch, SC: solid-cored.
These allowed variation of the

gas flow from the surrounding

medium, air at atmospheric pressure,

into the arcing volume. The arc

current was increased by charging
the capacitor bank from 1.8kV to 4kV

for each geometry, but the number of

helical turns was always three.

fusewire

Results
Fig.2 shows the time evolution

of arc current for supply voltages

of 1.8-4kV. An initial sharp rise in
current is followed by a plateau
characterising the period of current
limitation. This limitation is
terminated when breakdown occurs
around the periphery of the helical

~



assembly in the case of the SC

device, or in the bore of the tube

for the HC device.The limiting arc

current is seen to depend on the

supply voltage. For the 12mmSC

tests, sustained current limitation

was only possible for supply

voltages of <2.4kV compared with
3.3kV for the 12mmHC tests, implying

that the arc moved slower in the

latter case.
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Expansion
Increasing the supply voltage

increases the input power per unit
length and the maximum arc radius,

as shown in fig.3, having an

approximately linear relationship.
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Fig.3:; Input Power v. Helical Arc

Radius
The family of curves of fig.3 has

negative gradient because the arc

electric field strength decreases as

the arc radius increases.

1 Di ;

The expansion of the helicalarc is

known to be a function of the
Lorentz force due to the arc

current. But the electric field

strength also has an effect: the arc

curvature enhances the local

electric field on its inner surface,

causing isotherms to move towards

the centre of curvature in

opposition to the Lorentz force.

Using a hollow cored geometry allows

entrainment of cooler gas into the

arc wake, increasing shear and

convective forces and slowing the

arc further. Such an effect is also

produced by increasing the helical

pitch, as seen through figs.2 and 3.

The results for these geometries can

be correlated if average expansion
velocity is plotted against input

power per unit length (fig.4).
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Velocity
The best-fit curve to the data

of fig.4 has the form:

Up=66 (Ei) 2-17 (Bi) +19
where Ug=average expansion speed

(m/s) in time interval At,

E=electric field strength (kV/m) and
i=current (kA). The form of this

equation has components
corresponding to the Lorentz force

(i2), Joule heating (E*), shear
losses (Ei) and a constant viscous
force, and therefore agrees well

with the formulation of [2].
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LOW CURRENT AND REACTIVE SWITCHING BEHAVIOUR OF ROTATING ARC SWITCHGEAR A
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1. INTRODUCTION

In rotating arc switchgear, current interruption is
brought about through the exploitation of the arc’s own
electromagnetic energy: the fault current energises a
field winding to generate a field orthogonalto the arc.
Rotation of the arc is then due to the circumferential
Lorentz force produced by the axial field and radial arc
current. During fault interruption, large currents are
available to cause very swift rotation of the arc,
removing energy through convection to bring about
extinction al current zero.

As with puffer interrupters, rotary arc interrupters
function mostefficiently at high currents but at low
currents they have been found to provoke fewer of the
current chopping phenomena associated with either
puffer or vacuum interrupters [1,2]. The reason for this
is believed to be the fact that at low currents the arc
will not rotate as rapidly as at high currents so that arc
cooling is gentler and the consequentinterruption is
regarded as ‘soft’. However, if the arc is rotating
slowly, or not at all, it will be less able to interrupt
high frequency arcs (typically a few 100kHz), such as
those whicharise during reactor or capacitor switching.
This has potentially serious consequences for the
switching unit itself as well as for associated plant.

At these low currents only a small amountof published
data is available, and these have tended to concentrate on
the external aspects of the switch performance rather
than on the behaviourof the arcitself. In addition, the
studies have been on a particular type of interrupter,
employing two annular contacts, whereas UK
manufacturers and utilities rely on a solenoidal
geometry. This type of geometry behavesdifferently,
particularly in the manner in whichthe field coil is
energised [3].

The present study attempts to describe the behaviour of
the arc in the low current regime, where the nature of
the arc motion maybecritical in determining high
frequency interruption ability and hencethe lifetime of
the switch itself.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

2.1 Equipment

The experimental device used in the presenttests is
shownin figs.1 and 2; it is one elementof a

conventional, 3-phase industrial device with two phases
removedto permit easier access to the test piece. In the
closed position, current flows through the poker and the
main contactand the coil is notin circuit.

contact
finger 12-turn coil

  

copper
yoke
70mm

poker ess

stationary
contact  

Fig.1: Rotating Arc Circuit Breaker

 

arc

    

 

  

  

copper yoke

poker or annulus

mainci 12-turn

contact 4uH

=apie Coil

Fig.2: Schematic of Rotary Arc Breaker

Onopening, an arc is drawn between the moving poker
and the main contact; the arrangementof the contacts
then blowsthe arc, via the contact finger, into the
copper yoke. Current now flows through the series
winding to generate the magnetic field and rotate the arc
in the circumferential direction. At this point,
aerodynamic forces interact with the electromagnetic
forces and bendthe arc into an involute [4]; this brings
an axial force into play and the arc movesaxially into
the yoke.



The arc current is produced by a resonant LC circuit to
provide a 56Hz sinusoid for up to three half-cycles, and
is shown in fig.3. Using the parallel inductance
(216uH) branch, low arc currents, 100-700A, can be
injected: this means that the driving voltage remains
high andthat the arrangementis representative of field
conditions by having a large inductance in series with
the arc at approximately mains frequency.

ignitron switches

 

   breaker><
Fig.3: Power Circuit

Arc current andcircuit breaker voltage, coil voltage and
signals from two axial penetration probes and three
optical fibres were recorded on storage oscilloscopes for
the two arcing half-cycles of the experiment.

 

Fig.4: Position of the Internal Diagnostics, remote
from Poker End. Arc Travel shown.

 

Axial penetration probes are 1.6mm diameter brass
electrodes lying 5mm (AX5) and 15mm (AX15) from

the poker end of the coil, Smm abovethe surface of the
yoke. The positions of the three optical fibres (F1, F2,
F3), and the axial probes, are shownin fig.4. The fibres
were housed in collimating tubes to restrict their
viewing angles and also to reduce pollution of the
polished fibre surfaces. In the plane of the pokertip,
87mm from the fibre terminations, the diameter of the

viewfield was restricted to between 2.6mm and 3.6mm.

2.2 Procedure

The circuit breakeris tripped by its own solenoid, and
as the contacts begin to part, the current is injected on
firing of the appropriate ignitron. Data capture begins at
this point. Arc current and voltage measurements
determine, respectively, the magnetic field available and
the time of arc extinction. Using the coil voltage, the
time of the arc transfer into the yoke can be estimated
and this gives a time datum for the rotary measurements
of the remaining diagnostics.

From the axial probes it is possible to determine the
degree to which the arc moved along the axis of the coil
and hence give someindication of the arc’s length.
Wherethe duration of arc contact is sufficiently long,
the probescanalso be used to estimate the electric field
strength in the region of the arc root. The axial probes
mayalso give an indication of arc rotation, but because
of the risk of electrical pick-up this is not regarded as
reliable.

Since the optical fibres have a restricted viewing angle,
the arc position can be accurately determinedin atleast
one dimension, so that the arc velocity can then be
deduced. Furthermore, the position of the fibres means

that the degree to which the arc is deformed by the
turning force can also be estimated; this corroborates
the measured speed,since a large degree of deformation
should be due to a high speed arc.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Are Transfer
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Fig.5: Arc Transfer Times in SF6

Forthe arc transfer tests the arc current was varied from
100-600A, peak current in the first half-cycle, with
ambient gas pressures of 0.5, 1 and 2bar(g) SF6,



2bar(g) air. The results are shown in fig.5, where the
continuouslinesillustrate trends.

The current below which arc transfer became unlikely

varied from 150-200Afor the three pressures shown. At
approximately 250A,arcs transferred in between 10 and
14ms so that no rotation could be seen in the time
before the arc extinguished after two half-cycles. These
results indicate the arc transfer times to beslightly
lowerthan those obtained by Jiali and Jones [3].

3.2 Are Rotation

The arc rotation speed was measured asthe time lag
betweensignals on fibres F3 and F1, where the circular
distance between them was known, andthese results are
shownin fig. 6.
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Fig.6: Time at which Arc arrives at Fl

The tests were limited to gas pressures of 0.5bar(g)
since little observable data could be obtained at higher

gas pressures before the arc was extinguished. All of the

tests indicated that the arcs were unable to complete one
full revolution.

3.3 Axial Movement of the Arc

In the majority of the tests, no signals were obtained by
the probe AX15 and only a few by the probe AXS. This

is partly explained by the factthat firstly the arcs appear
not to have completed even half a revolution in some

cases and certainly no more than one revolution in the
remainder. The results from these two probes appear,
then, to indicate that the arc was capable of moving

from 5-10mm into the yoke and confirm that no arcs
completed one full revolution. However, post-arc
inspection showedthat arc damage had occurred up to
20mm into the coil, but with very few indications of
arc progress beyond the 3/4 revolution region. Bothwell

and Grycz [5] confirm that probes of this construction
can give very misleading results, even where the arc
position is well defined and of large diameter, andtheir
results were not further analysed.

3.4 Arc Current and RRRV

Fig. 7 shows high frequency current oscillations at
current zero, associated with a failure of the switch to
interruptat the first current zero. The voltage appears to
recoverinitially, but breakdown occurs with a RRRV
of only 71kV/ms. Similar perturbations, but of much
smaller magnitude, were noted at the second current
zero, and despite the occurrence of RRRV up to
150kV/msinterruption always occurred.

ARR1h)
fadTd

1

eevoltage breakdown

current zero level

   
  

uppertrace: arc voltage, 200V/div, 5Ous/div

lowertrace: arc current, 20A/div, 5Ops/div

Fig.7: High Frequency Arcing at Current Zero

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Arc Transfer

Fig.S showsthat as the ambient gas pressure increases,

the time taken for the arc to transfer into the coil
volumealso increases for a given driving current. In

SF6, the reliable cut-off current for the particular

geometry appears to be around 200A.Asthe arc current

increases the arc diameteralso increases; higher current
arcs then have a larger footprint, and this then helps

them to make contact with the yoke to assist the

blowing forces. But with increasing pressure the arc

diameter is reduced, so that transfer becomes

increasingly reliant on the weak self-magnetic forces.

The test circuit used in this investigation generates a
decaying sinusoidal waveform, so that optimum

conditions for arc transfer occur during the first half

cycle. But in the field, where load or reactor currents

may be lowerthan the reliability threshold, the device

would be dependenton the random motionofthe arc for
transfer to take place; under such conditions the main
contact might sustain significant damage over several
operations.



4.2 Are Rotation

Ontransferring into the coil volume,the arc is expected
to rotate quickly in order to promote sufficient
convective cooling to bring about current interruption.

The results plotted in fig.6 are, at best, indicative of
average arc speeds. On transfer of the arc to the yoke,
transients occur during establishment of the magnetic
field and since the numberofoptical fibres is limited,
the movementofthe arc during this transient phase can
only be speculated upon. However, using the twofibres
F1 and F3, the speed can be recorded over known,short
intervals when the magnetic field has assumed the
steady state condition. This is shownin fig.8.
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Fig.8: Estimated Speed of Rotation of Arc

From the graph it appears that the lower currentarc is
actually more responsive to the Lorentz force than the
higher currentarcs, a result that is at odds both with the

arc transfer data and the qualitative picture obtained from
fig.6. There are a numberof possible reasonsfor this
anomaly, but it is believed to be mainly due to the
more random andless directed behaviour of the lower
current 320A arc.

These results show that even whenthe arc does transfer
into the coil volume, the magnetic drive is too weak to
move the arc to a significant degree. It may be
considered as a free-burning rather than a rotating arc,
and as a result it will be unable to withstand the high
rates of rise of voltage associated with reactive
switching duties. Rather, if the arc does transfer, but
remainsessentially stationary, the potential for physical
damage to the copper yokeis greater than had the arc
remained on the much stronger copper-tungsten of the
main contact.

4.3 High Frequency Perturbation and Arc
Movement

In section 3.4 above, the appearance of high
frequency currents appearsto coincide with failure of the
breaker to interrupt, but the origin of the transients
remains unclear. Fig.9 shows a secondtype of current
transient which is believed to be associated with steps
in the arc voltage waveform.

aU1=$2.8mnU
reLAU

1=350.0neaia 3

current zerolevel   Arc current: left hand upper trace, SOA/div.
Arc voltage: left hand lowertrace, 200V/div

Time base: S5Ops/div

Fig.9: Current Transient due to Voltage Ste

 

Whenthe copperyokeis inspected after arcing, the arc

track is not continuousbutinstead consists of a number
of small, clearly defined sites where the arc has rooted.
The arc then appears to proceed around the yoke in a

series of small steps, each step occurring once the arc
has lengthened and comeinto the proximity of another

suitable site, whereupon the arc length reduces sharply
and the process repeats. This process can be seen in the

voltage record of fig.9: two sharp changes in the
voltage occur, the magnitudes of which are believed to
be related to the change of length involved.

5. CONCLUSION

The authors present experimental information on the

behaviour of arcs in rotating arc switchgear when

interrupting relatively low currents, similar to those
occurring during reactor switching. The results confirm
that, under such conditions, the performance of the

switch may be influenced by less rapid transfer of the
arc onto the yoke, followed by too slow rotation ofthe

arc within the yoke to promote adequate arc extinction.

Evidence of high frequency currenttransients close to

the zero of the 50Hz currenthas also been observed,but

the source of these transients and their influence on the

interruption process both remain to be investigated
further.



While aspects of the above behaviour contribute to the
attractive soft interruption capability of rotary arc
interrupters, there is an obvious need to optimise the
design in orderto find a better compromise between soft
interruption and reactive switching. There are a number
of features within this type of equipment which can be
tuned to achieve this end, and these are currently the
subject of investigation. The present investigation is
contributing to this process by providing detailed
information about the behaviour of the arc in this
regime, as opposed to the performanceofthe overall
circuit breaker.
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i.SIntroduction
Rotating arc circuit breakers are of
increasing interest at present for a
number of reasons. These relate to
their perceived ‘soft’ interruption
capability and their potential for
cost savings through low-energy
operation. Such advantages have led
to a growth in the application of
rotating arc geometries to low
voltage interrupters, from 11 to
25kV but also at medium voltage
levels, such as the autopuffer.

While it is known that rotating arcs
must undergo some deformation as a
result of their movement [1], the
effects of such deformations have
remained largely un-reported. The
aim of this paper is to present data
on the deformation of a swiftly
rotating arc column and the effect
this has on the subsequent behaviour
of the column. Far from being a
steady-state problem, as it has
previously been discussed, the arc
column undergoes a continuous
process of deformation and collapse,
allowing it to move axially as well
as azimuthally within the field
coil.

Experimental
A conventional rotating arc
interrupter has been modified to
allow the magnetic field to be
supplied from a source other than
the fault current itself, and the
contact and coil positions are as
shown in fig.1. On contact
separation, the arc transfers to the
solid copper annulus; at some later
time, the magnetic field is applied,
and the interaction of the axial
field and the radial arc current,
makes the arc rotate. The arc
current is nominally an
exponentially-decaying waveform
supplied from an LCR series circuit
where C=33mF, L=0.216mH and R=3Q.
This current is terminated after
some 20ms by the action of a shunt
crowbar.

The field current itself is injected
from a 7.8mF capacitor bank, and can
generate magnetic fields of the

order of 1.5T, decaying to zero
after 18ms. The position of the arc
is monitored via three optical

fibres looking axially into the coil
(also shown in fig.1). As the fibres
are housed in thin glass tubes,

restricting their viewfields to 1-

2°, this arc position is accurately
known.

Results
The shape and rotation speed of the
rotating arc may be derived from the

order in which the optical fibres
record the passage of the arc

column.

3.1ArcSpeed
The Lorentz force on an 850A arc due
to a 1.5T magnetic field is large
enoough to cause the arc to undergo

a number of high speed revolutions.

The speed evolution of such an arc

is shown in fig.2: the arc speeds up

gradually to some level before

accelerating suddenly to a much
higher level. From this time, the

arc speed changes rapidly between
extreme values until the arc current

is diverted through the crowbar.

Arc
The arc deformation is derived from

the time lag between the light
Signals at F2 and F3 and the known

speed of the arc over the previous
revolution, and indicates the angle

by which the trailing root on the

annulus lags the central portion of
the arc column closer to the poker.

The results are shown in fig.3. This
graph shows that the arc deformation

may be any value between zero and

some maximum, and that this maximum

is determined by the arc’s speed of
rotation. The data shown appear to

fall along three distinct lines, but
this is a function of the
measurement system used.



Discussion
The importance of the results of 3.2
above is not only that the arc may
experience large deformations, but

that this shape is varying between
extremes throughout the arcing

period. When the arc is deformed,
current flows in both the radial and
the azimuthal directions.
Consequently, Lorentz forces in the
radial (axial field and azimuthal

current) and axial (radial field and
azimuthal current) directions are
brought into play: the greater the
arc deformation, the greater will be
these axial and radial forces, and

hence the degree to which portions
of the arc are forced along the bore
of the coil and onto the annulus.

Kopainsky and Schade [2] have shown
that if an arc is made to rotate
fast enough it will overtake its own
heated wake and hence speed up to

some new, much higher level because

of the reduced drag of the lower

density, heated medium. The rapid
speed transition of fig.2 would,

therefore, seem likely to be due to
this phenomenon. But having

completed this transition, the arc
would be expected to reach some new

speed plateau rather than changing
abruptly as shown.

If an increase in arc speed has been
prompted by an encounter with
relatively hot gas, then perhaps a
reduction in speed signifies that
the arc has moved into much cooler
gas. This may occur when the arc is
forced to move axially into the
coil, pushing some hot gas ahead of
it and allowing cooler gas to

diffuse into the region behind it.

The column is also forced closer to

the annulus until the arc collapses

back to its radial form, close to
the poker end of the coil, where
diffusion of cooler gas has
increased the local density and
forced the arc to slow down.

Conclusion
The results outlined above show that
the behaviour of rotating arcs is
complex and three-dimensional, and
that at high speed this gives rise
to a reciprocating axial arc
movement capable of entraining
cooler gas from outside the arcing
volume. The effect of such
entrainment may be to enhance
interruption capability, extending

the operating range of this type of
rotary interrupter.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC GEOMETRY EFFECTS IN ROTARY ARC CIRCUIT BREAKERS

M.G.Ennis, D.R. Turner, J. Spencer, G.R. Jones

Dept. of Electrical Enginecring and Electronics, The University of Liverpool, Liverpool L69 3BX, United Kingdom

ABSTRACTA rotating arc circuit breaker is

described in which the electromagnetic field coils are
supplied from a source other than the fault current. As
a result, low current arcs can be driven at high speeds,

in excess of 150m.s"!, generating a unidirectional flow
of arced gas through the circuit breaker. Further, the
profile of the magnetic field coil is believed to
influence the onset of the high speed rotations by
permitting the arc to move axially within the coil
region to greater or lesser degrees. A spark gap
indicates changesin the dielectric strength ofthe gas.

L_INTRODUCTION
While the interdependenceof the magnetic field and arc
current is believed to contribute to the effectiveness of
rotating arc circuit breakers, this same interdependence
can lead to a critical performance window in the low
current range. This window, at the threshold of
effective magnetic influence on the arc, canlead to the
arc being sustained for long periods within the circuit
breaker and consequent mechanical damage toit | 1].

This contribution examines ways of overcoming such
performanceconstraints, and uses data obtained [rom a

rotating arc circuit breaker having an independent
source of field excitation current. In addition, two
electromagnetic coil profiles were used, one having
uniformly-woundturns and the otherhaving a stepped
turns profile, in order to restrict the arc to a specific
region of the coil volume. Fig.1 showsthe rotatary arc
arrangementused in the present work in which,as the
contacts part, an arc is struck betweenthe fixed contact
and moving contac or poker. Self-magnetic forces
between the arc and the pokerthen drive the arc into
contact with the annulus and in a conventional
interrupter this would energise the field coil to spin the
arc. However, some commentis required on the effect
of the magnetic field shape. The circuit breaker’s
magnetic field has both radial and axial components
except within a limited region determined by the coil
geometry. Once the arc begins to rotate under the
action of the axial magnetic field it deforms into an
involute shape [2]. This deformation brings azimuthal

current components into play which, interacting with
the radial components of magnetic field, drive the arc
axially into the coil as far as the region ofcffectively

zero radial ficld. It is the influence ofthese effects
whichis described in this paper.
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Fig.1: Sketch of the Rotary Arc Circuit Breaker

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The arc current for the experiment was derived from an

LCR series discharge circuit having L=216WH,

C=33mF and R=3Q. After 21ms this current was
diverted through a shunt crowbar to extinguish the arc.
Alt somepoint alter the arc has been struck the field

current is injected. Arc current and voltage, field
current, arc rotation and spark gap breakdown voltage

are monitored throughout the experiment. Gas pressure
within the circuit breaker is maintained constant at

().3MPathroughoutthe experiment.
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Figs.2 show sectional sketchesofthe coil profiles and
the approximate location of the plane in which the
radial component of the magnetic field diminishes to
zero. Fig.1(a) shows the uniform coil while fig.1(b)
showsthe shaped coil. In both casesthe field current
was provided by a 7.8mF capacitor bank discharging
through the coil.

The rise time to peak and decay time to zero for the
two coil currents were 9ms/13ms and 11ms/24ms for
the uniform and shaped coils respectively. The ficld
discharge for the shaped coil is started 3ms carlicr than
for the uniform case to compensate for the slowerrise
time.

The rotation speed of the arc is monitored by three
optical fibres looking axially into the coil: fig.1 shows
the position of the mounting ring inside the circuit
braeker, while fig.3 showsthe positions of the optical
fibres themselves. The data from all three fibres is then
combined to give an averagearc rotation speed overits
previous revolution.

 

Fig.3: Position of Optical Fibres on Mounting Ring

2.1 Dielectric Probe
Changesin the dielectric strength of the gas in the
circuit breaker were monitored using a spark gap ofthe
type described by Ohashiet al. [3]. In the present
experiments such a probe has been operated in two.
regions of the circuit breaker, one al either end ofthe
coil, to detect any reductionin localdielectric strength
which may beascribed to the presence of the arc. The
spark gap is energised before the arc is initiated and
stops some timeafter the arc has been cleared.

RESULTS

3.1 Arc Rotation Speed

Figs.4 compare typical speed evolutions for an arc in
the uniform and shaped coils. In both cases it can be
seen that the arcs execute a numberof revolutions at
increasing speed until a transition occurs. The arc then
accelerates to some higher mean velocity level about
whichlarge, periodic, variations occur. For the shaped
coil the onset of these high speed rotations occurslater
than in the uniform case. Post-arc inspection indicated
that for the uniform coil the arc had moved a
maximum 20-25mm along the coil axis, while for the
shaped coil its maximum axial movement was
restricted to between 10 and 15mm.
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Dielectric
The dielectric probe was placed attwo locations within
the circuit breaker,illustrated in figs.2 as the poker and
remote ends. In each case the probe was approximately
35mm from the coil and some 35mm offthe coil axis.
Fig.5 shows typical output voltage results for these
two positions for the uniform coil, while fig.6
presents data obtained from the shapedcoil. In each
case the breakdown voltage is seen to reduce during the
arcing period, probably due to radiation [3], followed
by arecovery.
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For spark gaps placed at the remote end there then
follows a period of significant reduction in the
breakdownvoltage, again followed by recovery. Fig.6
shows that the quiescent breakdown voltage of the
probes at the remote and poker endsare significantly
different. This is because different probes were used for
the two locationsand is a feature of the system.

This response wasalso obtained for arcs which did not
undergo the speed transition noted above but were

nevertheless moving at between 150 and 250m.s"!
before extinction. No such responseis seen in the gaps
located at the pokerend ofthe coil.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Kopainsky and Schade [4] showedthat if a rotating arc

overtakes its own heated wake then it will speed up,

and this effect is scen in figs.4. The arc velocity
alternates between two extremes, the higher value

suggesting thal the are is rotating within its own
heated wake, and the lower value corresponding
approximately to its speed prior to first encountering
this wake. The implication of these results is that the
arc is moving in alternately cooler and hotter regions
of the circuit breaker. The dielectric probe results
suggest that some ofthis heated gas has been ejected

from the arcing volume in one direction only, away
from the poker.

Astherotating arc deformsinto an involute expanding

axially along the bore of the coil, it short-circuits
itsclf, collapsing back towards a point close to the

poker. The mechanism is illustrated in fig.7, where it

can be seen that the effect relies on the three-
dimensional form of the arc within the yoke or

annulus. Since this short-circuiting is not analogous to

the arc actually moving backwards,this reverse ‘stroke’
is more akin to the action of a bicycle pump than a

piston. As a result, the arc could be acting as a
unidirectional piston. Alternatively, the arc may be

regarded as a single-bladed axial fan ‘venulating” the

arcing region. These observations suggest the existence

of a gas pumping mechanism within this type of

interrupter. Further, from figs.4 it appears that the

onset of high speed arcing, indicative of the arc
overtaking its own wake,is delayed for the shapedcoil,

even though it has axially less volume in which to
move. This suggests that the shaped-coil arc is

removing hot gas from its immediate area more
effectively than the uniform-coil arc.

Integrating the magnetic field over the arcing period,

for a given current, provides an estimate of the
mechanical impulse to which the arc is subjected, and

indicatesthatit is 1.3 times greater in the shaped-coil
than the uniform-coil case. If both arcs complete the

same numberof revolutions, as appears to be true, the

shapedcoil arc has performed more effectively than the

uniform-coil arc, It is possible that, acting as a piston,

the shorter ‘stroke’ has enabled the shaped-coil arc to



execute more strokes per unit time than the for the
uniform-coil arc. This, in addition to the greater effort
it is able to exert, may be enoughto secureforit the
improved performance suggested by figs.4 above.
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Fig.7: Arc Short-Circuiting Mechanism within Yoke

5. CONCLUSIONS

Thetest results presnted above provide evidence thal an
arc rotating at high speed within an electromagnetic
coil has the potential to produce a uni-directional axial
gas flow through the coil. This result has important
implications not only for the design of electromagnetic
switchgear, but mayalso be useful in the design ofarc
heaters.
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HELICAL ARCS IN ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERRUPTERS

M.G.Ennis, D.R. Tumer, J. Spencer, G.R. Jones, J.K. Wood, P. Coventry

Introduction
Helical arcs in electromagnetic interrupters can, for investigation, be simplified into two types ofgeometry,
the axially dynamic andthe axially static. Axially static helical arcs can be stabilised by introducing barriers
between adjacent arc tums, in which case the arc maybeinitiated by exploding a fusewire. Dynamic arcs, on
the other hand, are free to move axially within the device, andin the caseillustrated below have been
generated within a rotating arc circuit breaker. Based on information being obtained at the University of

Liverpool, this contribution presents features ofpractical interest in both ofthese devices, and indicates how
these may be combinedin future interrupters.

Static Helical Arcs

Static helical arcs are generally those which have been formed by the explosion ofa fuse wire, where the arc
is either confined to its helical form by the use of separating blades [1,2], permitted to expand until adjacent
loops touch [3] or where theinstabilities in a straight arc cause it to adopt a stable, helical configuration [4].

While the latter is the greater achievement, it has not yet been demonstrated at currents above a few tens of
amperes.

current

connection

    

 

aefusewire

helical blade

——— arc expansion

former

Fig. 1: Experimental Chamber for Generatinga a Static Helical Arc

Fig.1 shows an arrangementfor investigating the axially-constrained type. The arc, once formed, expandsto
someradius where it begins to limit the arc current [2], seen in fig.2, before finally interruptingit [1] or

leaving the helical chamberto produce a straight arc. This expansion and current limiting behaviour has been
described in [2], where an empirical relationship was presented linking the limited current to both the applied
voltage and the size ofthe helical chamber.
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Dynamic Helical Arcs
The dynamichelical arc is one in which the arc column is drawn out, generally by the process ofrotating one

or both arc roots, until it forms one or more helical tums [5,6]. At some point in the process, adjacent arc

tums mayshort circuit, re-establishing the original straight arc, whereupon the rotation repeats the process. In
[5] this behaviour was observed in a rotating arc circuit breaker close to current zero, while in [6] the device

was specially constructed to draw the arc out inside an annular chamber.In both ofthese studies it was

possible to observe up to twoor three arc turns, and although the maximum helical diameters achieved were

quite small, current limiting behaviour was nevertheless seen. It seemslikely, then, that a device capable of

forming larger-diameter helical tums would be capable ofthe sort of current limiting behaviournotedin [2],

where, significantly, the numberofhelical tumsis small in comparison with other studies [1,4].

gas exhaust

 

gas entrainment

Fig.3: Rotating Arc Column Distorted by Aerodynamic D

 

However,the interaction of such a helically-deflected arc with the imposed magnetic field can also give rise

to a phenomenon whichhas been termed gas pumping [7]. Fig.3 showsa rotating arc interrupter in which the

arc has been deflected into an involute by the action ofdrag force on the outerroot [8]. Since the driving



magneticfield is not uniformly axial, this deformation generates Lorentz forces in both the radial and axial
directions as well as in the usual circumferential direction. These forces drive the arc outwards towards the
annular electrode, or yoke, and axially along its bore. As the arc distends, portionsofthe root close to the
outer electrode may form new roots, shorting out the remainderofthe arc column andrestoringits radial
shape. This process ofextension and shorting appears to be continuous [9], suggesting that the arc is
repeatedly thrown into, and then pulled out from, the interior ofthe yoke volume.As it doesso it is able to
push hotter, dielectrically weak gas ahead ofit, while relatively cold gas is entrained into its rear [7]. In the
type ofinterrupter shown in fig.3, this uni-directional induced flow is particularly significant since this cooler
gas is entrained into the region between the open contacts, the region most at risk from voltage re-strike.

Conclusion
It has been seen that arcs ofone or more helical turns can be generated within small volumerotating arc
devices, and that two effects arise from this fact. Firstly, some current limitation has been observed despite the
restriction ofthe small expansion volume. Secondly, and more importantly in these small volumes, the arc
seemsable to drive gas axially through the interrupter, improving the dielectric integrity ofthe critical, open-
contact region. Both ofthese effects follow from the natural interaction between the arc current, the external
magnetic field, and the surrounding medium,though as yet only limited effort has been expended in trying to
develop electromagnetic geometries to capitalise on them. Both gas pumping and currentlimitation appear to
be intrinsic to electromagnetic interrupters in general, and that exploiting their advantages requires a clear
understanding ofthe electromagnetic and aerodynamic forces within them.
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THE USE OF ELECTRIC, MAGNETIC AND AERODYNAMIC FIELD COMPUTATIONS FOR
MODELLING THE BEHAVIOUR OF ELECTRIC ARCS IN HIGH VOLTAGE INTERRUPTERS AND
MATERIALS PROCESSORS.

4
M.Ennis, M.T.C. Fang, G.R. Jones, J.W. Spencer, D.R. Turner.

(The University of Liverpool)

1. Introduction

Field modelling is contributing muchto the understanding and design of equipment and devices in whichelectric
arcs occur. The earliest preoccupation was mainly with electrostatic field calculations for ensuring that the
circuit breaker geometry was not susceptible to unnecessary insulation failure.

Howeverthe operation and behaviourofsuch arc devices depend not only upon E-field conditions but also upon

e aerodynamicfields used for controlling and extinguishingthe electric arcs

e thermal fields produced bythe electric arc plasma itself

e magnetic fields for providing extra arc column controlvia electromagnetic drives

This contribution attempts to illustrate how research is progressing to incorporate descriptions of these

additional fields - aerodynamic, magnetic and thermal - to produce more integrated modelling of equipment
involving high current arcs. The need is driven by the closer coupling between the various fields consequent

uponthe evolution of more efficient and cost effective device designs, one example of which is the SF¢ puffer
circuit breaker wherein the aerodynamic, thermal andelectric fields are tightly interactive. The evolution ofself

pressurising SF, interrupters is leading to a need to also couple external magnetic fields into the multi-

dimensional fields systems in order to enhance the aerodynamic and thermal conditions within such a device.

2. High Current Arc Devices (Jones (1988), Ryan and Jones (1989))

Examples of high current (<100 kA, timescales > ms) arc devices are high voltage circuit breakers and arc

heaters for aerospace applications. Both types involvethe interaction of an electric arc plasma column with an

aerodynamicflow field in order to extract thermal energy from the arc plasma into the surrounding flow. In the

case of the circuit breaker the extraction of heat is to provide suitable arc control and extinction leading to

currentinterruption in an electric power system. For the arc heater application the need is to maximise the

enthalpy transfer to the bulk volume of flowing gas for materials processing andtesting.

To develop the field modelling discussion the puffer circuit breaker geometry is used first as an example. In

this device the electric arc is formed between twocontacts rapidly separated from each other and one of which

moves through a PTFE nozzle within which the arc column is formed and whichis needed to tailor the gas flow.

The system is highly transient in nature (timescales 1s - ms) as a result of which the various conditionsin the

device are very closely coupled together. The coupling is generically dependent on the design and operation of

the unit.



a: Aerodynamic, thermal andelectric fields of axisymmetric Arcs (Fanget al (1995))

Thethermal interruption capability and the speed ofdielectric recovery of a gas blast circuit breakercritically

depend on the interaction between the arc and the gas flow generated by the high pressure in a puffer

compression chamber or in a high pressure tank. This close interaction makes mathematical modelling of

circuit breakers extremely difficult in that the arc and the gas flow have to be considered simultaneously.

Added difficulties are complex geometry, moving boundaries (moving contacts and piston), turbulent flow, very

steep temperature gradients, the likely presence of a shock wave, the necessity to include radiation transport,

and the highly transient nature of the problem. Rapid advancement in computing technology andthe drastic

reduction of computing cost, and recent progress in our quantitative understanding of the basic physical

processes occurring in high pressure arcs have seen rapad progress in computer modelling of circuit breakers.

The behaviourofthe arc andthe flow fields surrounding it can be determined from the Navier-Stokes equations

for compressible flow but modified by radiation transport, electrical power input, and turbulence enhanced

momentum and energy transport. The governing equations can be written in the following form:

S(98)+Vo(Sup-r¥V9)=5

p = massdensity, D = gas velocity.

Byletting = 1, w, and h respectively we can derive the mass, momentum and energy conservation equations.

(w = velocity, h = enthalpy). The source term of the energy equation associated with the presenceofthe arcis

given by

S=oE2-q

where is the electrical conductivity and q is the net radiation loss per unit volume andtime. The electric field

associated with the arc dischargeis related to the current density, j, through Ohm’s law

The computationoftheelectric field is simplified by using charge conservation whichresults in

Ve (cE) =

The electrostatic potential can be solved simultaneously with the arc and its flow for a given applied voltage

between the two contacts ofthe circuit breaker.

The application of CFD techniquesto circuit breaker modelling has revealed features which were not known

previously. These features are associated with the recirculating flow in the vicinity of electrodes, the high speed

arc jet impinging on the solid surface, and arc/shock interaction. Specific examples obtained with the Phoenix

CFD packageare:

e DC nozzle arc temperature fields and electrostatic potential distributions.

e Arc/shock interaction showing large vortices generated by arc/shockinteraction.

e Circuit breaker conditions during current zero period.



4. " Electric Field Distortions leading to Parasitic Arcing (Chaarouiet al (1995))

Following the main arcing phasein a circuit breaker, the open contact gap needs to be able to withstand system

induced overvoltages. The simplistic approach in the past has been to compute electrostatic field distributions

based upon geometric and assumed material properties. However practical experience has shown that

unexpected breakdowns can occur and recent experimental work has demonstrated an association with trapped

electrical charge on the PTFE nozzle of the interrupter. These breakdowns can lead to the formation of

parasitic arcs outside rather than within the PTFE nozzle andthese are accompanied by internal damage to the

PTFEnozzleitself.

Electrostatic field calculations using a Vector Fields computer package have been performed to explore the

effect ofinterrupter geometry andoperation (e.g. contact movement) on the occurrence of suchparasitic arcing.

Electrostatic field distributions predicted by such calculations taking account of charge trapped on the PTFE

nozzle have been examined to determine the most likely breakdown path to be followed within the interrupter

geometry.

Theconclusions drawn from suchcalculations have shown that particular nozzle geometries in the presence of

trapped charges are more susceptible to the promotion of parasitic arcs so that electrostatic as well as

aerodynamicfield considerations need to be taken into accountin the design of such PTFEinterrupter nozzles.

In addition, these investigations have shown that operational ‘windows’ may exist with respect to contact gap

and gas pressures within which the probability of parasitic arcing is enhanced.

5. Magneticfield computations for non-axisymmetric arc devices (Spenceret al (1993))

There is a class of electric arc devices (including arc heaters and low voltage SF, circuit breakers) which

incorporate a non-axisymmetric arc spun electromagnetically into a convoluted current carrying plasma

channel. The arc channel spins azimathally and is displaced axially via a reciprocating action. The spinning

actionis utilised for extracting thermal energy from the arc plasma column to the surrounding gas for quenching

the arc and producingcurrentinterruptionin the circuit breaker application, and for increasing the enthalpy of a

bulk gas flow in the arc heater case. More recently such arc spinning has been used for enhancing gas

pressurisationin self pressurising circuit breakers.

Thebasic structure of such arc spinning devicesis a solenoid within whichtheelectric arc is formed and rotated

by the Lorentz force produced by the cross product of the arc current and the B field from the coil. The

convoluted form of the arc column, the spatially varying nature of the B field and the transient operation of the

deviceall lead to a complex electromagnetic interaction.

B field distributions produced by various solenoid geometries have been calculated using the Opera-2D

computer package. In addition the time variation of the these fields produced by the transient nature of the

solenoid current has been calculated. The effect of eddy currents within the yoke of the solenoid which acts also

as an annular contact is taken into accountin producinga B field phaselag.

To date the presence of the current carrying arc channel has only been taken into account in a simplified

manner.

Conclusions

To date much progress has been madein coupling the aerodynamic, thermalandelectric fields for the case of

the axisymmetric arcs. In the case of non axisymmetric arcs such as the helical arcs of the electromagnetic

circuit breakers and heaters someinsight into design aspects has been obtained via some independent B field

computations.



Future needs are

e to extend the multi-field modelling approach of the axisymmetric arc to the convoluted arc case and to
incorporate the magnetic field computation as part ofthe tightly coupled system description.

e to model the response ofcircuit breaker structure to radio frequency electromagnetic fields with respect to
parasitic arcing.
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